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Proceedings of the 1934 Convention of the 
International Association of Industrial 

Accident Boards and Commissions, 
. Boston, Mass. 

Monday_, September 24-Morning Session 

Chairman, JOSEPH A. PARKs, President I. A. I. A. B. (J. 

The twenty-first annual convention of the International Association 
of Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions convened at the 
Statler Hotel, Boston, Mass., September 24, 1934, Mr. Joseph A. 
Parks, chairman of the Department of Industrial Accidents of Massa
·chusetts, president of the association, presiding. 

[President Parks introduced Mr. John F. DohertY, city collector, who, on 
behalf of the mayor, presented the greetings of the ctty of Boston and spoke 
briefly on the humanltar\an aspects of the workmen's compensation act. The 
president, after welcoming the delegates, presented his report.] 

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS 

By JoeEPH A. PARKS, Chairman Departnoent of In<!mtrial Aooidents of 
Massacl.,.seUs an<! President I. A. I. A. B. C. 

After nearly 23 years of workmen's compensation acts in these 
United States, I believe that this may be an opportune time to take 
stock so to speak, and to find out whether we are going ahead or 
whether we are slipping back. This occasion carries me back to the 
time when we had no compensation laws in the United States. In 
fact, my mind goes back farther than that, to when I was a little 
chap 11 _years of age, working in a cotton mill in England. I re
member being in the mill yard, and peering through the window of 
the office of the mill I saw a man sitting on a stool. His hand was 
hanging off-there was only a piece of skin holding it in place. He 
was receiving no medical attention whatever. I inquired, in my 
boyish way, why something was not done for him, and was informed 
that a wagon would come for him soon and take him to the infirmary. 
I asked why there wasn't some way of helping him in the mill, and 
was told the mill did not have anything of a surgical character. 
By and by, -·a wagon came and the man was bundled off to the 
hospital. I was informed later that nothing would be done by the 
mill in the matter; that there were plenty more to take the man's 
place. That ronde a profound impression on my mind, one I have 
never been able to eradicate. -

1 
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Like a good many other ambitious youths, I came from th.e old 
country and, landing in the mill city of Fall River, immed111tely 
started t<l work in the cotton mill there. A few years later, I was 
fortunate enough to be elected to the Massachusetts Legislature, be
ginning my leatslative career in 1904. In 1905 I introduced a. work
men's compe~ation act. In 1910 a commission was appointed, of 
which I was a member, and at that time the Massachusetts Work
men's Compensation Act was born. It was enacted into la.w in 1911 
and went into effect in 1912. Although there is some controversy as 
to which State passed the first workmen's compensation act which 
would stand the test of law, I believe Massachusetts was one of the 
first. Since that time I have served on the Industrial Accident 
Board of Massachusetts and am now its chairman. 

You who comprise the membership of the boards and commissions 
of the United States, the Provinces of Canada, and Puerto Rico, 
have reason to be proud of the wonderful record and accomplish
ments of the past 22 years. Although the passage of workmen's 
comJ;>ensation acts and their administration have brought many per
plexmg problems, which later I shall touch upon, these problems 
were inevitable, even if they were unforeseen, and it will be our 
duty to attempt to solve any new problems, to the end that the work
men's compensation act will not prove to be a detriment to the in
jured men and women whom it was intended to benefit. First, I 
think we have a right to point with pride to some of the ~ood whtch 
has resulted from the passage of workmen's compensatiOn acts. I 
refer particularly to the medical feature of {he act. Not knowing 
just how the medical feature works out in the various States-know
mg only what I read in the reports and what I hear at the conven
tions-! can speak only of Massachusetts. I recall vividly my early 
days in the mills of Massachusetts, when even pure drinking water 
was denied the workers. 'Vater, brought in a bucket, was put in a 
corner .of the room where lint and cotton would gather ~m top of 
it and you had to blow them off; but that is a thing of the past. 
Today, when we go through a mill, we see a cool bubbler which 
is always at hand for the workers. The greatest change of all in 
mill managemen!, however, is in the treatment of injuries sustained 
while at work. 1 have a vivid recollection of the numerous serious 
injuries which I saw durin!> my years in the mill. I recall being 
struck in the eye by a flymg shuttle. With the blood trickling 
do\fn my face, I held my hand on my eye for over a half hour, 
thinking my eye was_in my ha~d, but I .kept on working with the 
other hand.. No medical attentwn was given me. At another time 
a h<;avy weight crushed my toe. There .were. numerou~ t!Iings hap
penmg e.very da:J:, but .th~re was not eve~ a piece of stickmg plaster 
m the mill, or a little llqmd refreshment m case an employee fainted. 
There was no though~ of sending for a doctor. ThE} employee had 
to. struggle along until the end of the day and then go home and 
~et whatever attention he could. No one seemed to care. A human 
ufe_ seemed to ~e very cheap .. If one did .rece!vll a serious injury in 
the course of hts, employment heh~~:d to _·sue h.Is_ employer and what 
an .a:duous task that w~s. We all kn?w·the story of t~e.years of 
waiti~g: J;>efore the verdict, meager as It was ·marly times, and then 
the diVISion between the legal counsel and the injured workman. 
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What ha§ the workmen's compensation act done? We are all 
familiar-perhaps I am more than most of you here are-with the 
principle upon which the workmen's compensation acts were based
that the cost of industrial injuries must be borne by industry and 
then in turn passed on to the consumer. The happy result of that 
principle being enacted into law has been that the employer soon 
found that it was good business to safeguard the workman and to 
prevent him from being injured, if possible. Wonderful strides 
have been and are being made in this respect, and you are going to 
hear a good deal about that phase of the law on Thursday at the joint 
session of our association and the International Association of Gov
ernmental Labor Officials, the members of which have the admin
istration of all the labor laws. In place of neglect of the injured 
workman when he receives an injury, there is tender solicitude by the 
employer, who wants to do all he can for the man, because neglect 
of him may cost the employer money. So in this Commonwealth we 
have the employers providing hospitals and first-aid rooms, with 
doctors and nurses in continuous attendance. Employees are con
tinually urged to report their injuries and to go to the first-aid rooms 
and have their wounds dressed and get proper medical attention. 
The insurance companies have established great clinics, where they 
have staffs of experienced surgeons and every facility for bringing 
about the recovery of injured men. In a serious case the man is 
promptly removed to the hospital arid given the best care our great 
hospitals can give. 

Throughout the course of the injured man's disability the doctors 
watch over him to see that he has no set-back. If he needs an expert, 
one is secured. In our Commonwealth, if the employee does not care 
to accept this treatment he may choose his own physician. The only 
limit to payment of medical bills is the discretion vested in the board. 
May I say, in passing, that it is my belief that it is bad business to 
have any limit. There should be no limit to medical attention. It 
is false economy to give a man medical care "for 2 weeks, a month, 6 
months, or a year, and then turn him adrift because, perchance, you 
have a limit to what you can do in medical cases. I recall $14,000 
bein~ spe11:t in this Commonwealth on one individual for medical and 
hospital bills. · · 

One of the recommendations I want to make is that this convention 
recommend to the various States which have a limit on medicnl 
attention that a uniform law be enacted that full medical attention 
be given all injured worl{men. 

As with all legislation which is designed to benefit the worket", 
however1 someone, after a while, begins to study how to take advan
tage of It. In the early days of the administration of this act, our 
supreme court was called upon to interpret it; it rendered a number 
of decisions, and, to its creditJ interpreted the net liberally .. In one 
of the earlier decisions, Maafkn's case, 227 Mass. 487, that court 
enunciated the principle of law that you have to take an injured 
workman "as is." In Brightm,an's case, 220 Mass. 17, the court 
stated that " acceleration of a preexisting heart' disease to a mortal 
end sooner than it otherwise would have come is an injury within the 
meaning· of the act."· JohnBon!B ·case, 217 Mass. 388, was a lend-
poisoning case. · 
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Of late years, in this Commonwealth and I presum~ in othe~ States 
·with which you are familiar, employers are adoptmg t~e rdea of 
·physical examinations and weeding out_, so to sp~ak,. phy,~rcal defec
tives. In some of these so-called "physrcal exammatwns the work
men are often done a serious injustice. The p_lant doctor i!l su~h 
cases is generally judge and jury as to a man's fitness to cont~nue m 
employment. The condition he finds may not be nearly so serwus as 
he reports. In a particular instance I have in mind, as a result of 
such examinations, as many as 42 men in a given industry were dis
char"'ed as being sufferers from silicosis. After they had been out of 
work several months I had the pleasure of serving on a. committee 
through whose good offices these men were reinstated in their employ
ment. They have been back at work now over a year, and not one of 
them has lost a day's work since. Yet this doctor, by his so-calle•l 
"physical examination", condemned them as being unfit to be em
ployed. I dislike to refer to this because this matter was happily 
ended; I refer t.o it only to show that in such physical examinatiOns 
by the plant doctor the rendering of a verdict that e .man is unfit to 
be employed is a serious injustice and a sad commeritilry on the fair
ness of employers of labor in treating with their ~mployees. When 
the doctor renders a verdict that a man is Ul)fit to be employed, such 
doctor turns that man onto the cold charity: of the world, because no 
one else will employ him. · ~ 

This leads me to another subjec~rehabilitation. One of the grea.t 
problems of the various States is that of bringing about the rehabrlita
tion of a man after his injury instead of having him thrown on the 
industrial junk heap. I know it is a common thino- to criticise the 
rehabilitation department. In this State the rehabilitation division 
is under the State board of education, and the head of the division is 
Herbert Dallas. He is doing good work under a severe handicap. 
The real stumbling block, strange as it seems, to the rehabilitation of 
injured workmen rs the employer. Without his aid and cooperation 
rehabilitation falls flat. It is my firm belief, after the years I have 
spent in this work, that industry should absorb all its injured work
men who are able to do anything at all following their injury. There 
is no more inhuman thing than for an employer, who is responsible 
for the crippling of an injured workman, to refuse to reemploy him 
because he has lost an eye or a finger or has been maimed in some way. 
Employers are beginning to examine men when they apply for work. 
If any physical disability whatever is found the employer refuses to 
employ the man even when responsible for his crifpled condition. 

To my mind, apart from the human aspects o this subject, it is 
false economy for the employer to adopt the attitude which he has 
in the treatment of injured workmen. It has been my experience that 
an injured workman, even though he has been badly crippled-has 
lost a h_and. or an eye, or has .a crushed and disabled hand, or has lost 
a leg-If grven the opportumty he can perform as good service as he 
ever did.. I could tell you of many instances in the early days of the 
act1 lookmg back 20 years, when employers did not have this foolish 
attrtude1 and when men were not discrinrinated against on account of 
their inJuries. One case that comes to my mind is that of a structural
iron worker in Boston whose back was broken by a long fall and to 
whom the insurer furnished adequate medical attention, a su~cessful 
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operation bringing about the man's partial recovery. He was given 
work by his employer and proved so efficient after his return that he 
was promoted by various stages from foreman to superintendent, and 
he is hapJ?ily employed today, so far as I know. The insurer in that 
case, and mcidentaily the employer, saved by his rehabilitation, which 
was brought about mainly by the cooperation of his employer in giv
ing him employment, at least $2,500, figuring the cost of the medrcal 
attention plus the compensation paid him when he was out. Inci
dentally, the man is of economic value to the community. With the 
present short-sighted policy, that same man would not be given work 
because of his defectrve back. He would be paid the full limit of 
compensation because of his inability to get work which he could do, 
and at the end of the compensation period, which is limited in Massa
chusetts, he and his family would have become public charges. This 
particular man had a wife and four small children. Instead of their 
beC'Oming public charges the father, through his employment and 
the increased wages which he received, was able to bring them up as 
good citizens without havin~ recourse to charity. 

On the subject of rehabilitation and lack of cooperation on the 
part of the employer, the following case is an example of the way 
some employers treat employees who have been injured. .An injured 
employee had a fractured skull. He received compensation therefor 
and then, following a conference, returned to work. He was still 
having dizzy spells, still worrying over his condition, when he re
turned to work. The employee testified before me that his foreman 
watched him ail the time, and at the end of 4 or 5 days wanted to 
send him home because he was not working as fast as he did before 
he was hurt. The foreman wanted him to work faster; he was that 
kind of an employer. That man, according to his evidence, begged 
for a chance to continue at work. He had a wife and four small 
children to support. He wanted a chance to rehabilitate himself. 
On the fifteenth day after his return to work, the boss, having in the 
meantime kept his eye on him, told him he had better go home. 
After sending him home he was refused compensation. The im
partial doctor, a recognized neurologist, stated: "I feel that he has 
some capacity for sustained effort, but this must be in an occupa
tion free from hazard and free from constant physical and mental 
drive. He must not be under constant pressure of activity after he 
has readjusted himself to that drive and pressure-if he can. He 
is incapacitated for doing his old work in its entiretyin the manner 
in which he was formerly accustomed to do it. He can do and 
ought to do modified occu)?ation." That opinion calls for coopera
tion of the employer. Without it the man will continue to be a 
total incapacity case, with the insurer continuing to pay compensa
tion, perhaps for an indefinite period. This is false economy on the 
part of the employer. With the proper amount of sympathetic coop
eration in. this case, this employee would have continued at work and 
within a short time have been wholly rehabilitated, but again we 
have the short-sighted employer who cannot see beyond the end of 
his nose. 

One of the other evils for which the compensation act is being 
blamed, is the discharge of men who are becoming advanced in years. 
This is being done in the interest of economy, and yet leading indus-
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trialists who have made a study of this subject will tell you that men 
from 45 years of age and up are more reliable and do more a~d better 
work than young men between 20 and 40. I know from gomg over 
our accident reports from year to year that the greatest percentage 
of tabulatable injuries are of men between 20 and. ~· The percent
age of injuries lessens in the later ages. So tins IS another false 
economy step which ill-advised employers have taken. I am n?t 
saying these thin_gs_ i~ criticism of the employers. We. wan~ their 
cooperation. Tins IS mtended as·an appeal to them to give tins sub
ject of employing crippled and old workmen more serious thought 
than apparently has been given to it. Of course, the human side 
should appeal to them, but if that does not then the economic side 
should, as their present system, I repeat, is fulse economy. 

There is another recommendation I wish to make to this con
vention, and that is that steps should be taken to make the work
men's compensation acts all over the United St~tt~s wholly compul
sory and cover nil employees who work for a hvmg. Some States 
have such a compulsory net, but most of them are optional, like ours 
in Massachusetts. During the years of depression, notably the last 
year or so, some employers have left the act. Some d them have 
adopted a scheme of their own. ·we have no self-insu;rance under 
our act, but some of these employers have adopted a self-insurance 
scheme and they are outside of the act, with their common-In w de
fenses removed in case of suit brou~;:ht by the injured workmen. 
New schemes are continually being agitated and some employers are 
lending a willing ear, with the idea of saving money for themselves. 
Of course, this is not fair to the gC>od employers, who are in the 
majority in this State, and who are willing and glad to furnish work
men's compensation insurance to their employees, and if too many 
employers leave the act it might become an epidemic. The only rem
edy for ths is to bring about a compulsory act, so that no employer 
can escape his responsibility . 
. While I am on the subject of insurance, I feel I should speak on 
a subject which has probably touched all of your States, and that 
is bankruptcy of insurance companies and employers. You who are 
from the States where there is self-insurance as well as casualty 
insurance know the problem which you have met in the bankruptcy 
of employers who were self-insurers and unfortunately how mnny 
injured workmen have been deprived of their compensation because 
of said bankruptcy. Of course, you have had, by the same token. 
bankrupt insurance companies. Our State is an insurance Stute. 
We have no self-insurers as such under our law. Every employer 
who wishes to give his employees the protection of the workmen's 
compensation act must take out a policy of insurance in some recog
nized insurance company approved by the insurance commissioner. 
'Ve have had in this State some insurance companies that have be
~ome defunct. Through the skillful handling of this matter by our 
msurance commissioner, Merton Brown, and his able assistant Mr. 
Coggswell, and with the able assistance of members of the ind u~trial 
accident board, injured workmen working for employers insured in 
t!1ese defunct. companies have not yet been deprived of compensa
twn. I. put It tlus way because when the affairs of two of these 
compames are finally wound up, there is a possibility of the injured 
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workmen not receiving all they are entitled to under the law. We 
are not quite sure of that yet . 
. Bearing in mind that, almost without exception, in the addresses 

of the various presidents which I have heard, something has been 
said about uniformity of laws. I ·am afraid this is a millenium which 
we shall never reacll. There is a great disparity of benefits in one 
State as compared with another, and a good many things must be 
considered before you bring about uniform benefits. After all, that 
is a question for the legislatures ·of the various States and not a. 
function of these boards as such. It is our job to administer the 
Ia ws as enacted by our various legislatures. 

I do feel, however, that we might have some common understand
ing on procedure, because I find, in meeting my friends from other 
States, that they want to know how we handle the settlement of cases. 
They ask various questions, such as, " How do you handle your medi
cal and hospital problemsY" These, while perplexing things in some 
States, are comparatively simple in others, and I think we could well 
pass along to each other our methods of handling these various per
plexing matters. We could even go so far as to recommend a uniform 
mode of procedure. · · · · · · · . · · . 
. Speaking of procedure I cannot refrain from expressing my.feat 

satisfaction, as I look over the years, at the great success o the 
procedure which was· adopted in the early days in administering 
workmen's compensation acts. ' One· of the· difficulties in bringing· 
about the enactment of the law in the first ipstance was the problem 
of whether the existing courts, or lay boards, so· called,· were· to 
administer tl1e nets.. Organized labor at the time was very solicitous 
of the right of trial by jury, but because of the benefits it could 
see comin~ to it through the enactment of the workmen's compensa
tion nets It gave way on that, and. so we had in most States the 
adoption of administration by boards and commissions. As a whole, 
I think, it has worked out splendidly. In Massachusetts it has ex-
ceeded my foridest expectations. . . 

In this connection, I would like to read to you an excerpt from 
Bulletin No. 3, dated February 1913, of the Industrial Accident 
Board of Massachusetts: . . · 

The Industrial accident board seeks promptness in the adjustment of claims 
on the part of the insurance companies as a matter of efficient service. It 
expects, for example, In the case of fatal accidents that within 10 days the 
insurance company shull have reached nn ·agreement" with the dependent or 
dependents unless thel'e is a question of llnbUity. It· expects of the insurance 
companies that when the third week of the lncnpncity hns ended, the insurance · 
company will be nt the sille of the· injured employee· wlth· the compensation 
lhnt lie is entitled to. · ·· 

Massachusetts has what is called a direct settlement net, that is, the 
~nsurance company, having received a report of an injury, gets on the· 
JOb, makes· the settlement, and starts compensation payments,· and . 
then the agreement comes to our ·board. We ·still insist, 21 years 
after the rule was made, that the rule be .lived up to strictly. In a ' 
~mal} percentage of c~ses 'Yhi~~ are not settled automatically, ~hear-
mg_t.s held to determme lmbihty. · · · . · . · · 

. When we have decided the benefits to whicl1 an injured workman • 
i~ ·entitled, the principal thing is to see that he gets whatever .com~ . 
pensation is coming to him promptly and expeditiously without too 
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many frills and fancies, and we ha~e done. j'!st that. Today, after 
22 years of administrat!on, we can give an mJured :workman a h~a~
ing on a contested case m 4 to 6 weeks af~er he apphes for a hear~.,, 
and in case of nece~~k a great deal quicker than that. . That iS a 
record of which I th' we should be JUstly .proud,, espeCially when 
we conside': the p~oced.ure of the c~mrts which obh€es a man ":ho 
wishes a trial by Jury m cases outside the workmen s compensation 
act to wait from 3 to 5 years before this case can be heard, and from 
all' reports this condition is gettin_g worse. . 

In conclusion, permit me heartily to congratulate tlus great asso-
ciation on the splendid achievements of the past. Year after year, 
since your organization, you have made marke_d progress, and I h?pe 
that you will continue indefinitely to throw hght on the perplexm~ 
problems that are met from year to year by_compensation boards anu 
commissions. In attending these conventiOns I have always been 
impressed by the high type, standing, and integrity of the men who 
have been entrusted with the work of administering the compensa
tion laws of our country and the Provinces of Canada, and have gone 
away with a better knowledge and understanding of workmen's com-
pensation procedure as a whole. . 

[A Jetter from Fred M. Wilcox, of Wisconsin, and president of the associa-
tion In 1918, which was addressed to Mr. Charles E. Baldwin, secretary
treasurer of the association, was read and ordered to be Inserted in the
proceedings of the convention. The letter follows:] 

SEPTI!lMBI!:R 22, 1934. 
MY Dl'lAII DoCTOR BALDWIN : 

• • • • • • • 
That's a marvelous medical program you are to enjoy. • • • The sub-

ject, however, that attracts me most is the one on the compensation status or
men engaged in works programs growing out of relief administration. If they· 
are not under protection of the State law or the Federal net, they should be,. 
and compensation administrators ought not waste a moment in securing it. I 
realize that the language used In some State Jaws may be the excuse for ques-
tioning, and with that I have no quarrel. The thing I protest is "attitudes"
this thinking and suggesting and arguing that someway, somehow, the service· 
of the men engaged in works projects, growing out of relief administration, is 
to be likened to involuntary service. That is not a service that one may give
or refuse, but that It Is a service compulsorily enforced. That It is not a serv
ice for wage, but service yielded as the occupant of an almshouse renders 
service-as the restrained person in a workhouse for those without means ot· 
support does service for his food and shelter-not from choice, but from com
pulsion, directly or Indirectly Imposed. 

By our questioning we have bullt up legalistic resistance against an Interpre
tation that would have given the protection that was normally due. We nee<l 
never have descended to the level where the question could have been success
fully raised. If every agency negotiating these works programs had incor
porated within them the affirmative statement that every man performing servlce
rh: 11 be deemed an employee for hire and the return for his service shall be his 
wage, the rough spot would have been passed, and commissions and courts 
would have found it easy to constl'ue the relationship as one under compen
sation. But no, we have pampered the miserable notion that it was chnrity
Wb were extending to these workers, and this attitude has carried on to the day 
when, at least for the field of compensation, It has burdened and cramped ad-. 
ministration of laws supposedly enacted for the protection of workers, 

The denial ot benefits to these works employees contemplates an Interpre
tation of their status which stops little, If any short of a finding that theirs· 
is "involuntary servitude." We may call it by less harsh-sounding names 
but that does not change the fact. It must still rest upon a finding that the~ 
are not employees, not servants, not wage earners, not free moral agents, bUt-
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charity seekers giving Impressed service as such for a bit of food and shelter. 
I hope the States and the Federal Government may soon settle the question 
and set at rest the right of such workers to the same compensation protection 
that other Industrial workers enjoy. 

I would like to see 1\Ir. Kin w's committee develop rules and limitations for 
wage computation. .As I rend the Interpretations of the various commissions 
and the decisions of the courts I am led to the conclusion that we are pretty 
much lost on fundamentals. We have yielded to the notion that the hours 
and days limitations for emergency purposes stlll represent the earning capa· 
city of an Injured man. Such construction may work comparatively no In· 
justice to the man with temporary Injuries, but it has no claim to fair treat
ment of the man who sustains a permanent Injury. I realize that this subject 
provokes sharp differences of opinion, but that is the best reason for effort to 
develop n plan that may get uniform support . 

.And then again, when programs are developed and approved by the 
I . .A.I . .A.B.C., there ought to be real effort to get legislative consideration back 
home, Workmen's compensation Is still living pretty much on Its childhood 
reputation. From the standpoint of country-wide development it lags woefully. 
Legislative improvement has not kept pace with general progress. These laws 
at the outset were compromises. They did not measure up to the standards we 
are wont to profess. .And they are not being brought up to those standards. 
'£he elimination of defenses in liability claims, comparative negligence schemes, 
the lifting of damage limitations are calculated to build np the Interest of 
the Injured in the liability method of settling personnl·injury claims. Unless 
compensation benefits and the certainty of obtaining them offers something 
better than we may get through the courts we will soon find agitation for 
change. The wide variation In benefits from State to State is an uncon· 
sclonable situation. The study which 1\Ir. Lubin's bureau Is about to under
take Is bound to show our deficiencies. We should anticipate the needs for 
change and go about it this next legislative year. 

1\Iy kindest personal wishes to you and to all the others and the hope that 
your meeting may be choice. 

Sincerely yours, 
FRED 1\I, Wn.cox. 

BUSINESS MEETING 

[The president appointed the following convention committees:] 
Auditing committee.-E. B. Patton, of New York; R. 0. Harrison, of Mary. 

land; George T. Watson, of West Virginia; Ira 1\I, Snouffer,. of Indiana·: Niels 
H. Debe!, of 1\IInnesotn. 

Nomiooting committee.-Fred W • .Armstrong, of Nova Scotia; Donald D. 
Gnrcelon, of Maine; Stephen B. Sweeney, of Pennsylvania; Emma S. Tousnnt,. 
of Massachusetts; Thomas 1\I, Gregory, of Ohio. 

Resolution& committce.-J. Dewey Dorsett, of North Carolina; Howard 
Keener, of .Arizona; Peter J . .Angsten, of Illinois; Charles F. Sharkey, of 
Washington, D. C.; Wellington T. Leonard, of Ohio. 

[Mr. Charles E. Baldwin, secretary-treasurer of the association. 
rend the following report:) 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 

The past year has been an active one and a crucial one In the llfe of our 
association. There have been more perplexing problems presented for con
sideration, probably, than during any previous year. We can feel, however, 
that the association Is In n healthy and prosperous condition. While there 
have been but a few changes In the number of active member organizations, 
there have been numerous changes in the personnel of the various workmen's 
compensation commissions. 1\Iany of those who have In the past taken active 
part in the business of our nssoclntlon are not now connected with workmen's 
compensation ndmlnlstrntlon and, If they are absent from this meeting, they 
wlll be greatly missed. 

187108--85----2 
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During the year two State organizations, the Industrlol Accident Board of 
Idaho and the Industrial Commission of Minnesota, which had previouslY 
withdrawn from membership, requested reinstatement. They paid their dues 
and were automatically restored to membership. The Quebec Workmen's 
Compensation Commission of Canada formally withdrew from actlve member~ 
ship and the Canadian National Safety League also withdrew from associate 
membership. The Washington Department of Labor and Industries did not 
resign, but did request that It be suspended for another year. 

One of the individual associate members carried on our rolls for many 
years, I. K. Huber, representing the Empire Companies, has not been heard 
from for about 3 years and his nome has been omitted from the list of 
members, and I ask your approval of that action. 

The following Is the list of members of the association at this time: 

Active members 

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
United States Employ..,• Compensation Commission. 
Arizona Industrial Commission. 
California Department of Industrial Relations. 
Connecticut Board of Compensation Commissioners. 
Deleware Industrial Accident Board. 
Georgia Department of Industrial Relations. 
Idaho Industrial Accident Board. 
Illinois Industrial Commission. 
Indiana Industrial Board. 
Iowa Workmen's Compensation Service. 
Kansas Commission ot Labor and Industry. 
Maine Industrial Accident Commission. 
Maryland State Industrial Accident Commission. 
Massachusetts Department of Industrial Accidents. 
Minnesota Industrial Commission. 
Nevada Industrial Commission. 
New Jersey Department of Labor. 
New York Department of Labor. 
North Carolina Industrial Commission. 
North Dakota Workmen's Compensation Bureau. 
Ohio Industrial Commission. 
Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry. 
Utah Industrial Commission. 
Virginia Department of Workmen's Compensation, Industrial Commission. 
Washington Department of Labor and Indu.~tries. 
West Virginia. Workmen's Compensation Department. 
Wisconsin Industrial Commission. 
Wyoming Workmen's Compensation Department. 
Department of Lnbor of Canada. 
New Brunswick Workmen's Compensation Board. 
Nova Scotia Workmen's Compensation Board. 
Ontario Workmen's Compensation Board. 

Asaocin.te members 

American Mutual Liability Insurance Co., Boston, Mass. 
R. M. Crater, American Telephone & Telegraph Co., New York, N. Y. 
Walter F. Dodd, 33 North LaSnlle Street. Chicago, Ill. 
E. I. J;>u Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington, Del. 
.Arthur Gaboury, general manager Quebec Association for Prevention of 

Industrial Accidents, Montreal. 
Industrial Accident Prevention Associations, Toronto, Ontario. 
Lelfur Magnusson, American representative, International Labor Office 

Washington, D. C. ' 
National Council on Compensation Insurance, New York, N. Y. 
Pennsylvania Self-Insurers' Association, P. 0. box 849, Harrisburg, Pa. 
Puerto Rico Industrial Commission. 
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In accordance with the action of this association a year ago, the members 
of the association were requested to pay annual dues, except those who are 
exempt by provision of the constitution. All active members, except eight, 
have paid their dues. One of these stated that It was unable to pay, 1 re
quested that It be considered suspended for another year, 3 stated that they 
would send their dues but have not as yet done so, and the other 3 have not 
been heard from. One associate member has not as yet paid his dues . 

.As stated In my report a year ago, the Paterson Mortgage & Title Guaranty 
Co. of New Jersey defaulted in the payment of Interest on the $1,500 certificate 
owned by this association. The certificate was also due and payable In October 
1933. By action of the executive committee, the matter was referred to an 
attorney of this association, who reported that the matter was tied up owing 
to the bank·closlng action. He reported that the property against which the 
certificate Is Issued Is well secured and, while nothing can be collected on It 
at the present, there is a fair prospect that the association will realize on it 
at some future date. The following is quoted from a recent letter received 
from the attorney : 

I inquired at the office of the Paterson Mortgage & Title Guaranty Co. 
the status of this mortgage certificate, and learned that they are continuing 
to collect the rents from the property on which the mo.rtgnge is a lien, and 
are applying them to the taxes. The taxes amount to between $1,300 and 
$1,400 a yeur, aud were 2 years in arrears when they took the assignment of 
the rents. They ha\'e paid up the back taxes with the exception of $340 and 
the first hnlf of the current taxes on which they owe the remaining one-half, 
amounting to $675. If the rent is continued as at present, I think they will 
be able to pay the balance of the taxes up by the first half of the year, and 
from that time on to begin paying about 3 percent on the investment. 

The association has continued its cooperation with the American Standards 
Association in Its work In drafting national safety codes. It has assisted in 
organizing the two sectional committees for the safety codes on exhaust sys
tems and work in compressed air, both sponsored by this association. One 
meeting of the committees bas been held during the year which was attended 
by our representatives, and considerable progress was made. ·I believe the 
association should continue its interest In these projects. 

The proceedings of the Chicago convention have been pubilshed by the Bnrean 
of Labor Statistics as Its Bulletin No. 60'2, and copies will be sent .from the 
Bureau upon request. 

For myself and on behalf of the association I want to express our thanks 
and appreciation to the Bureau of Labor Statistics for Its cooperation In print
ing the proceedings and for courtesies and assistance to me. 

Respectfully submitted, CHARLES E. BALDWIN, 
Secretarv-treasurer I. A. I. A. B. 0. 

[Mr. Baldwin also read the financial report of the treasurer, which 
was then referred to the auditing committee.] 

[The report of the committee on statistics and compensation in
surance cost, submitted by L. W. Hatch, .the chairman of the com
mittee, was read.] · 

REl'ORT OF COMMITTEE ON STATISTICS AND COMl'ENSATION INSURANCE 
COST 

By L. W. HATCH, Ohai-rman 

During the last year tile committee has held no meetings and taken no official 
action, so thut there Is no report of work by this committee to be made at this 
time. But, os in other recent years, It would' seem to be in order to report 
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brieflY the developments during the year In the work of the sectional com· 
mittee of the American Standards Association, which has been endeavoring to 
work out a revision of the plan for accident statistics originally developed by 
the committee on statistics of this association. This Is proper for two reasons. 
In the first place, this association is one of the three sponsors for this revision 
by the American Standards Association sectional committee, and, secondly, se\y· 
era! members of tile association's committee on statistics, including the chair
man, are members of the sectional committee. 

The plan for standard accident statistics which the sectional committee has 
been seeking to develop does not embrace an· of the features In the plan origi
nallY developed by the committee on statistics of this association, but has been 
limited to two main subjects, these being the two which are of primary Im
portance in the use of accident statistics as an aid to tile work of accident 
prevention. The plan consists of two parts: Part I, dealing with accident 
rates, including both frequency and severity rates, and part II, dealing with 
analysis and classification of causes of accidents. 

The principal advance in the work during the past year has been the bring
ing to completion by a subcommittee of a classification of accident causes to 
constitute part II of the· plan. This classification Is n very thorough and 
constructive piece of work and makes a document of several hundred type
written pages. Copies of It were supplied to all of the approximately 40 mem
bers of the sectional committee and It was discussed at a meeting of that 
committee In May of this year, ti>e result being endorsement of the classifi
cation in general bY the sectional committee subject to editorial revision by the 
subeommlttee after receipt of such suggestions therefor from sectional com
mittee members as any of them might submit after fUrther consideration, noll 
subject also to letter ballot of the members as to Its final adoption after such 
revision. The completion of this revision and letter ballot still remain to be 
accomplished. 

With reference to part I, unfortunately, It must be reported that the sltn· 
ation Is practically where It was a year ago and Is one which presents some 
doubt whether after -all It Is going to be possible to secure that degree of 
agreement on this part of the plan as an American Standards Association 
project which the rules of that association require. This Is doe to a dlfl'erence 
of opinion on only two points, but both are of basic Importance with respect 
to accident _rates. On both these points the division In the committee is about 
the same, both as to number of votes and as to members voting for the d!fl'er
ent views. Approximately two thirds of the members support one position on 
each of the two points and one third support another. The disagreement relates 
to two questions. One Is whether, when an Injured employee still has some 
disability for the work he was doing when Injured, but returns to other 
work which he can perform, the accident shall or shall not be counted as a 
disabling injury. The majority hold that It should be so counted; the minority 
hold It should not. The other question is whether, In computing number of days 
ot disability, 7 days or 6 days shall be counted for each week of disability. 
The majority are In favor of 7 'days; the minority favor 6. 

It would take up too much time to set forth here the arguments for and 
against the opposing positions on these questions and the background of dlfl'er
lng points of view which have led to them. Such a discussion Is hardly called 
for at this time, indeed, as It Is still hoped that some way may be found to bring 
about more general agreement on these points. However, It caimot be denied 
that at this writing how this Is to be done seems quite problematical. This Is 
so because of two circumstances. For one thing, this same split in the sec-
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tlonal committee over the same points developed over a. year ago, and one 
of the chief purposes of the meeting last May was further to discuss them in 
hopes that an agreement could be reached, which was done at length bnt 
without success, so that the situation remained as before. The further dis
couraging circumstance is the fact that the minority votes on the disputed 
points are chle11y by representatives of members of the National Safety Coun
cil, nnd that council itself has taken up the matter and endorsed the minority 
position. The significance of this may be appreciate<! when it is recalled that 
the National Safety Council is one of the sponsors for the project undertaken 
b;v the sectional committee under the American Standards Association pro
cedure. In this connection it may be noted that practically all of the representa
tives of the Government agencies dealing with accident statistics, such as the 
members of this association, on the sectional committee, have voted with the 
wnjorlty on the disputed points. 

The above outlines the situation at this time. For this report It remains 
only to add that, speaking individually and not for the committee on statistics 
which bas not considered the matter, it is suggested that no action on the 
matter seems to be called for at this convention of the I. A. I. A. B. C. 

[.Action on the report was, on motion, voted to be considered under 
new business.] 

[Mr. Thomas P. Kearns presented the report of the committee on 
safety and safety codes.] 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SAFETY AND SAFETY CODES 

By TBOHAS P. Kl!lARNs, Chairman 

The committee on safety and safety codes desires to submit the following 
report: 

One of the problems which rightfully command the time and attention of a 
body of this nature Is the promulgation of uniform codes of specific safety 
requirements for the protection of life, limb, and health of Industrial workers, 
and the adoption of measures designed to bring about an observance of these 
codes with a ''lew to minimizing the hazards of Industrial employment. 

The standardization of codes along general lines Is absolutely essential to 
$Uccessful and elfective enforcement and Is a goal possible of attainment if this 
and kindred organizations Interested In the welfare and safety of workers will 
cooperate with the American Standards Association in ti1e promotion and 
adoption of uniform codes in the various States, subject always, of course, to 
the deviation made necessary because of local conditions. 

The American Standards Association has made splendid progress in Its 
efforts to formulate and standardize Industrial codes and Is entitled to a great 
deal of credit for the work already accomplished and should receive whole
hearted support from the various olllclals nnd organizations, State nnd Nn· 
tiona!, who are concerned with the administration of workmen's compensation 
Jaws and enforcement of safety laws and regulations. 

We are pleased to submit the following brief report of progress In safety
code activities In projects for which the International Association of In· 
dustrial Accidents Boards and Commissions Is responsible: 

A revision of the code for use, care, and protection of abrasive wheels ls now 
before the sectional committee covering the guarding of coping wheels. A final 
draft for presentation to the committee Is In course of preparation following 
exhaustive research work carried on under the auspices of the grinding-wheel 
manufacturers and National Rureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters. 
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As reported at your last convention, your association bns assumed sponsorship 
for the safety code for exhaust systems, In place ·or the American Society of 
Beating and Ventilating Engineers. The sectional committee bas been reorgan
Ized; two meetings of the committee have been held. A proposed new scope 
has been adopted by the committee and the appointment of subcommittees 
authorized. The new scope of work which this committee proposes to under
take Is of special Importance and of Interest to you at this time. This j>ro

posnl covers the development of a series of standards in the field of occuJul
tlonal diseases, particularly ln the relation of the use of exhaust systems as a. 
means of removal of the toxic dusts, gases, and fumes causing such diseases. 
If this proposal Is approved by the American Standards Association, It wlll 
mean the launching of a program at least as extensive as that now under way 
in the field of prevention of accidents, and a program with which your associa
tion and the individual members of your association wlll want to keep closely In 
touch. 

No revisions are unde1· way or C9Dtemplated at this time for codes covering 
mechanical power, transmission apparatus, or the codes for rubber machinery 
and woodworking plants. 

Referring to codes or projects for which the International Association of 
Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions bas representation on sectional 
committees, we wish to report as follows~ A revision of the building-exit colle 
has been prepared by the sponsor, the National Fire Protection Association, and 
It Is expected thnt the revised document wUI be submitted to the! American 
Standards Association for approval within the next few weeks. 

To meet the needs of the Public Works Administration for a construction 
code, the sectional committee recommended to the American Standards Associa
tion the approval of the safety manual for construction work prepared bY tl.le 
Association of General Contractors of America. The American Standards Asso
ciation accepted the recommendation and approved this manual as a standard 
pending completion of a full American standard for this industry. 

The safety code for the construction, use, and cnre of laddet·s bas been revised 
and is now being balloted on by the sectional committee with a view to submit
ting same to the American Standards Association for approval. 

It Is contemplated that n revision of the code for wlnd<>W washing will he 
made within the next year, as recent tests have proved that the present code 
Is Inadequate In that It does not furnish the proper factors of safety. 

A fl.nal draft of the revised pressure piping code Is now before the sectional 
committee for final approval nod should be submitted to the American Standards 
Assoclntlon within a very short time. 

The final ballot on three standards of the Industrial sanitation code, namely, 
sanitation for industrial establishments, drinking fountains, privies, bas been 
approved by the sectional committee and wlll be submitted to tile Amerlcnn 
Standards Association for npprovnl within a few weeks. 

Some progress has been made In the work of compiling and revising a num
ber of other codes, but in view of the fact that we are attaching hereto n com
plete and detailed report, prepared by Mr. Cyril Ainsworth, assistant secretary 
ot the American Standards Association, on the status of nil safety codes de
veloped or under the process of development by that association and in which 
this organization ls Jnterested either ns sponsor or through representation on 
sectional committees, which we trust wlll be made a part of the proceedings 
of tillS convention, we do not think lt advisable to burden you at this time with 
further details on this subject. 
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Satety.-At the risk of repetition we wish again to call attention to the 
necessity for more intensive and systematic safety effort on the part of all 
officials charged with the ndmlnlstrntlon of compensation laws and the enforce
ment of safety regulations, If we are to make any material progress In reducing 
the number and severity of occupational Injuries, with a consequent reduction 
In accident costs. 

This need seems destined to grow as the demands of the day make for 
increased production and a consequent increase in working personnel to meet 
these demands, nod we are compelled, therefore, to suggest that all too fre
quently safety falls to secure on our programs the time nodi effort that Its 
Importance warrants. 

While appreciating to the fullest extent the fact that the members of this 
nssoclntlon have a very definite nod necessary Interest In administrative, legal, 
and economic problems confronting accident boards and commissions, we should 
not and cannot consistently overlook the Importance of prevention, which is 
really t11e fundamental theory of all compensation Jaws. It naturally follows 
that officials of this organization are morally obligated to meet the conditions 
we have just mentioned, not only by code enactment nod enforcement, but by 
giving greater emphasis to the problem of human engineering in the safety 
field. This necessitates the accentuation of safety work along educational lines 
to an extent compatible with the policies of your respective organization. And 
even though these policies contemplate no organized safety effort on the part 
or your respective boards, the contacts you enjoy with employers and workers 
should constitute a tremendous leverage for overcoming the inertia which pre
vents the attainment of our ultimate goal of the elimination of preventable 
accidents and the economic costs Incident thereto. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. KEARNS. Might I mention, in conclusion, that Mr. Cyril Ains
worth, the assistant secretary of the American Standards Associa
tion, is in this meeting this morning. I am submitting his report, 
which I hope will be printed as part of the proceedings of this con
vention, but he is here, and I am sure that if the orgamzation wishes 
uny further information on the progress that has been made gen
erally on code work, he will be very glad to answer any questwns 
you may care to ask. 

Mr. STEWART. (Washington, D. C.). I did not quite understand 
you. Do you mean to say that this organization is now the sole 
sponsor for the exhaust code¥ 

Mr. KEARNS. That is my understanding; that it is the sponsor for 
that exhaust code. 

Mr. STEWART. That has been going on for 13 years. I wonder if 
this association could not manage to get out an exhaust code 1 

Mr. KEARNS. I think it should. We need it. 
fThe following report on the status of American standard safety 

codes developed or under process of development under the pro
cedure of the American Standards Association, in which the Inter
national Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Commis
sions is interested as a sponsor or throu~h representation on sec
tional committees, 'Yas submitted by Mr. Ainsworth:] 
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REPORT ON STATUS OF AMERICAN STANDARD SAFETY CODES IN WHICH 
THE I. A. I. A. B. C. IS INTERESTED AS A SPONSOR OR THROUGH REP
RESENTATION ON SECTIONAL COMMITTEES 

By CYRIL AINswoRTH, Aaaiatant Secretarv American Standarda Aaaooiation 

Projects for Which I. A. I. A. B. C. Is Sponsor 

B7 (1990) .-Safety eode (or tlw use, care, and v•·otection of abrasit'e WI> eels 
A revision of this code is now before the sectional committee coverlug the 

guarding of coping wheels. A finn! draft for presentation to t11e committee 
is in course of preparation following the conducting of exhaustive research 
carried on under the auspices of the Grinding Wheel Manufacturers Associa· 
tion and the National Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters. 

The sectional committee has just completed the appointment of a special 
subcommittee to act for the sectional committee in presenting to the Amerl· 
can representatives of the Jnternatlonal committee on accident prevention 
of the International Labor Office the American point of view concerning 
the proposed international monograph covering the use, care, and protection 
of abrasive wheels. This subcommittee hns been appointed and Is reviewing 
recommendations of the Grinding Wheel Manufacturers Association result· 
ing from studies of the International monograph. 
B15 (192'1) .-Bafety eode for nwcluu&ieal power transmdssion a-pparatus 

No revision of this code Is under contemplation at this time. 
B28 (192'1).-Sa(ety code for rubber tnaehinery 

No new standards are under consideration and no revisions of existing 
standard have been undertaken. 
01 (1990).-Sa(etv code (or woodworking plants 

No revisions are under way. 
Z16.-Btan<!ardizatlon of methods of recording and compiling accidenl statistics 

A letter ballot of part 1, covering rates, has just been taken, and part 2, on 
causes, is to be sent to the sectional committee for letter ballot within a 
very short time. 

A complete report on this project will he presented by Dr. Hatch, chair
man of your committee on statistics, and chairman of the sectional committee. 
Z9.-Sa(ety code for ea:hauat systems 

As reported at your last convention, your ·association hns assumed sponsor· 
ship for this project In place of the American Society of Heating and Venti 
lating Engineers. The sectional committee has been reorganized; two meet· 
lngs of the committee have been held. A proposed new scope has been 
adopted by the committee and the appointment of subcommittees authorized. 
The new scope of work which this committee proposes to undertake Is of 
special Importance and of Interest to yon at this time. This proposal covers 
the development of a series of standards In the field of occupational dis· 
eases, particularly in the relation of the use of exhaust systems as a means 
ot removal ot the toxic dusts, gases, and fumes causing such diseases. It 
this proposal Is approved by the American Standards Association, It will 
mean the launching of a program at least as extensive as that now under 
way In the field of prevention of accidents and a program with which your 
association and the Individual members of your association will want to 
keep closely In touch. These proposals are now being studied by the safety 
code correlating committee, with a view toward final recommendation to the 
Standards Council of the American Standards Association. 

Projects for Which the I. A. I. A. B. C. Has Representation on Sectional 
Committees · 

..119 (1929) .-B•uldt..g-eu:its oode 
· A review of this code was prepared by the sectional committee and wns 
approved by the sponsor, the National Fire Protection Association, at its 
annual meeting In May, It Is expected that the revised document will be 
submitted to the American Standnrds Association for approval as American 
standard within the next few weeks. This revision covers some changes 
In the number of exits required, particularly for tall buildings, and the rein· 
tton of such exits to elevator facilities. In. the meantime the committee Is 
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considering further revisions ot the code for future editions, particularly on 
questions which have been presented to the committee concerning form and 
arrangement. The new revisions have been worked out In cooperation with 
the former buDding-code committee of the Department of Commerce. 
AJO (1994).-American atandard8 (or aatety in the conatruotion ind«atry 

To meet the needs of the Public Works Administration the sectional com• 
mittee recommended to the American Standards Association the approval 
of the Safety Manual for Construction Work, prepared by the Association of 
General Contractors of America. The American Standards Association ac. 
cepted the recommendation of the committee and approved this manual as 
on Interim standard pending the completion of a fu1J American standard for 
this Industry. 
All (1990).-Code of Ughting: Faotaries, mills, and other work placea 

No revisions are In contemplation at this time. 
Alit (1991!).-Sa(ety code tor floor and wall openings, milings, and toe boards 

No revisions are In contemplation at this time. 
A14 ( 19!9) .-Safety oode tor the conatruction, can-e, and use ot ladders 

A final draft of the revision of this code has been prepared following ex
haustive research work carried on In the laboratories of the American Tele
phone & Telegraph Co. and the Forest Products Laboratories of the United 
States Department of Agriculture. This final draft Is now being balloted upon 
by the sectional committee with a view toward submission to the American 
Standards Assoctotion for approval. This revision covers all types of ladders 
and all recent developments In the construction of ladders and Is now being 
considered by a special committee appointed by the New Jersey Department 
of Labor as the basis for State regulations of that department. 
A11 (1991).-Sa(ety code tor elevators, dumbwaiters, and eacalators 

No revisions of the basic code are under consideration for presentation to 
the American Standards Association at this time. The handbook for elevator 
Inspectors Is practically completed and Is now being edited for submission to 
the committee for final approval. 
A!!.-Sa(ety code for walkway surfaces 

The special code-drafting committee has not been able as yet to prepare a 
tentative draft of tills code for consideration by the sectional committee. In 
view of the number of changes In personnel it will be necessary to reconstitute 
this committee and this Is now under consideration by the chairman of the 
committee. 
A99 (1999).-Sa(ety code tor toindow wasMno 

New Information hns recently been obtained which will probably bring about 
a revision of this code within the next year. This Information resulted from 
exhaustive research conducted by the National Bureau of Casualty and Surety 
Underwriters at the Underwriters Laboratories In Chicago. The present code 
does not provide for nny factor of safety In the design and construction of a· 
window cleaner's belt which will protect the workman In case only one end of 
his belt Is screwed to the window and be slips from the window sill and falls 
the distance of the length of the belt. These tests have proven beyond the 
shadow of a doubt that the present design and construction of such belts is 
such as to provide very little protection to a window cleaner who might fan 
under such conditions. An of this technicnl data Is to be presented to the 
sectional committee and to a conference of manufacturers of this equipment and 
representatives of other interested groups for discussion of possible changes tn. 
t11e design of tillS equipment. 
B9 (1999) .-Safety coae for m~ohanioal refrigeration 

The chairman of this sectional committee has recently requested an members 
of the committee to present to him their suggestions for possible revisions to 
this standard preparatory to the appointing of a section of the committee this 
fan to consider the necessity for undertaking a revision. 
B19 (19!4) .-Safety code tor logglnu and sawmuz machinery 

No revision is under contemplation nt this time. 
B19.-Sa(ety code tor compressed--air machlflerv 

The sponsor for this project, the National Safety Council, has discharged 
the original committee with a view toward the appointment of a new committee 
and election of new o1ficers In ·an endeavor to bring this project to completion. 
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B20.-Satetv code for conveyors a.nd conveying m.achinery 
, Due to e<..'Onomic conditions it has been impossible to get the various sub

committees for this code to give consideration during the past year to drafts 
of the sections under their jurisdiction which had pre\·lously been prepared. 
The serious illness, finally resulting in the death, of the chnlnnnn of t11ls com· 
mittee bus also seriously interfered with the advancement of this work. The 
sponsor organization plans to endeavor to reorganize the work of the committee 
so that it can go forward looking to completion tluring the coming year. 
B24 (1927).-Satetu code for forging and hot-metal stamping 

No revision of this code is under contemplation at this time. 
B30.-Satety code tor cranes, derricks, and. hoists 

Due to economic conditions which hnve seriously tm·otved n numher of the 
members of this cOlle, it has not been possible to complete the work of this 
project, which had progressed to an advanced stage. 
B31.-0ode ·tor !)ressure pi¢ng 

Final draft of this code Is now before the sectional committee for final np· 
provnl and should be submitted to the American Stuudnrds Associutlon within 
a very short time. 
01 (1933).-Regulatilm8 tor electric wiring and atJJJaratu-s in relation to (ire 

hazards 
This committee is a permanent committee whil'h reviews new proposals from 

time to time looking toward the development of a new edition every 2 years. 
The next edlt!on wut be completed ln the sprlng or 1U35. 
02 (1927).-Nati.Qnal electrica! safety code 

No revisions of this code are under consideration at this time. 
K13 (1930).-0ode (or identification o( gas-mask e<>llisters 

No revisions of this code are under consideration at this time. 
L1 (1929).-Teil!tile safety code 

No revisions of this are under consideration at this time. 
Pl (1925).-Satety code (<»" pa.per and pulp mills 

A revision of this code Is now under conshlerntlon by the se('tional commit· 
tee. The final draft of the revision, however, has not us yet been prepared. 
ZZ (1922) (fOT'11WJTly X2).-SaJ(ety code to•· the !)rOtection of the lteads a>ld 

eyes of indtustrial 'WOrkers 
A revision of this project has been undertaken. The principal phase of th1'3: 

revision covers the preparation of specifications for respirators. A draft of 
~uch n g1·oup of specifications has been placed before the committee, but the 
committee bas not as yet been able to reach any final conclusion on theMe 
tJroposals in view of the fact that 1t feels that there is not at present sufficient 
te<:hnical data on the threshold lhnits for toxic dusts which such respirators are 
designed to prevent from being breathed by workers. This revision is of very 
great importance and should receive the cureful consideration of the members 
of your association. 
Z4.-Sa(ety code for mdU8tria! sanitation 

The final ballot on three standards, namely, sanitation for industrial estnb· 
lishments, specifications for drinking fountains, and specifications for privies, 
has been approved by the sectional committee and will be submitted to Ute 
American Standards Association for approval by the sponsor, the United Stutes 
Public Health Service, within the nert week or two. 
Z5.-Ventilatkm code 

Considerable progress in the development of this standard hns been mn<le 
since the last report was submitted to your association. Several meetings of 
the committee have been held; a new scope and plan of operation has been 
adopted. Several subcommittees covering pnrtlculnr occupancies, nnd a sutr 
committee on fundamentals, have been appointed. The work of the committee 
on fundamentals is pnrtlculnrly important nt this time, as the recommendntlon 
It will develop wlll form the bnsls of the requirements for ventilation of the 
particular type of buildings coming under the jurlslllctlon of the committee. 
The sponsor is very active in guiding the worlt of this proje('t, nnd It 1s now 
expected that the work wut go forward rapidly toward completion. 
ZB (192~).-Bafei11 code (or lrwnd''1J maclt!nery and ope-ratio-ns 

No revision Is under contemplation at this Ume. 
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Z12.-Safel!l code for the preventimt of a.,.~ e~loslons 
No revisions of existing standards under this project are contemplated at 

this time. 
ZJ.i.-Sa(etv code tor amusement parks 

The economic stress within this Industry has prevented the completion of any 
<>f the sections of this code. A number of drafts of sections have been prepared 
with the assistance of the American Standards Association staff, but it has not 
been possible within the past year to get any consideration by the committee 
<>f this work. 

[An application by the Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty Co. for 
associate membership was read by President Parks and referred to 
the executive committee for action thereon.] 

[The report of the electrical code committee was presented by the 
chairman, Mr. Charles H. Weeks, of New Jersey:] 

REPORT OF THE ELECTRICAL SAFETY CODE. COMMITTEE 

By CHARLES H. WEEKS, Chairman 

Your electrical committee members have heen very closely occupied with 
their locally pressing problems related to the depression and to various move
ments growing out of the campaign to remove the depression and to avoid 
future ones. 

Throughout the year, however, the experiences and suggestions of the mem
bers on electrical safety and code matters have been coming ln. In Wisconsin 
the State electrical code Is being revised In an elfort to take account of recent 
changes In pr<>ducts and practices. In California a new edition of the State 
electrical safety orders has been Issued. In both these States the Industry has 
constrnctlvely nlded the necessary studies. In both, the national electrical 
code and the national electrical safety code have been utilized as the minimum 
standards and as few additional requirements as seemed reasonable have been 
added, and where added this has been done because these national codes were 
found not to take enough Into account the varying conditions of occupancy, 
eonstructton, number of persons exposed, and the likelihood of Injury or :flre, 
due to these varying conditions. While the national codes are being so slowly 
Improved In these respects, the State and city codes apparently must take the 
lend, wherever our good judgment finds such improvements necessary. This 
will help the national codes to make progress. 

At this time our New Jersey electrical safety rules are under revision, and 
we nre finding the need for dllferentlatlng between places where many persons 
nre employed or assembled and places where few are nlfected by any hazards 
existing. Our general electrical rules will den! with these situations and will 
continue to use the present national codes ns part of our minimum require
ments. For special kinds of occupancies or kinds of processes we shall con
tinue to have additional special electrical rules, but we are making an elfort 
to bring these Into greater harmony than at present, where the hazards of the 
various occupancies are similar. Thus for woodworking the necessary special 
rules may be similar to those for cotton mills but quite different from those 
for chemical plants. 

During the following year your electrical committee, If continued, should 
make a study and recommendation for adoption by States of the necessary 
additional electrical rules where many person9 ore exposed, and where spe
cial conditions of occupancy or processing call for appropriate additions to the 
minimum requirements of the national codes, which codes have not yet taken 
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these Important considerations Into account except for the hazardous loca· 
tions In article 32, theaters In article 86, and In a few others of the many 
special cases which mnst be dealt with by our lndnstrlal accident boards and 
commissions. By putting constructive snggestlons along these lines In our 
next annual report, both our State departments and the varlons lndnstrles 
concerned, as well as the electrical Industry, will be much benefited. 

The fact that the N. R. A. has so greatly stimulated Industries Into adopting 
minimum safety requirements, and that many of these Industries are now grop. 
Jng about In an effort to arrive at satisfactory minimum electrical safety rules, 
Is an Indication of how urgently this kind of work by our committee Is now 
needed. We shall, of course, keep closely In touch with the United States 
Safety Rules Committee appointed by Secretary of Labor Perkins, which has 
been engaged In stimulating Industries to adopt such rules, and requiring 
that they shall conform to the State rules In effect from time to time. Fairly 
uniform and adequate State rules would nearly solve this problem for Indus
try. If your committee Is continued It would be advisable to appoint a sub
committee to work out a series of State electrical rules, Including a m""ter set of 
roles, based on and Including the national codes (probably ador·~lng tlJem by 
a snltable reference), which can apply to all situations, while each of tlJe other 
supplementary sets of roles applies to one or more of the ',m<~ny classifications 
of Industries whose particular problems are already being <\ 1a1t with by some 
of the States through separate sets of safety standards. J' 

Another problem, a related one, has been urgently cane ·to my attention 
during the past year. We have been setting up our standards for materials, 
methods, and workmanship, but have not done enough toward seeing that 
those who undertake to do electrical work are qualified to do It properly and 
safely. In most States, Including New Jersey, some cities have attempted to 
solve this problem by setting up local examining boards and reqnlrlng any 
electrical contractor who wishes to do electrical work first to pass an exam
Ination before thts board, which usually contains appointed representatives 
of the contractors. In many cities each workman must also first pass an exam
ination, on the theory that no foreman can see every part of the work and 
a poor workman's mistakes show up only in fires and accidents and poor 
service. 

The trouble with city examinations and licenses Is that they do not cover 
the workmen In factories and workshops outside these cities, nod thu• large 
areas and many employees are left exposed by electrical contractors and work
men who may be very poorly qualified and quite free from any restraint as to 
how they shall do their work. 

A few months ago, several persons, representing various branches of the 
electrical Industry, brought to my attention a proposal that In New Jersey 
there should be a State board of examiners of electrical contractors. The 
proposal Is being sponsored by the New Jersey Council of Electrical Leagues 
which Is securing assistance, In drafting a proposed law, from the National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association. The proposal ns submitted to me sets 
up the New Jersey Board of Examiners for Professional Engineers and Land 
Surveyors as the examining board for electrical contractors, stating that any 
city mnst accept the registrants admitted by this State board to do work In 
other cities, even though tlJe State may have admitted some entirely Incom
petent contractor because he was already established as a contractor In some 
small community. Naturally some city representatives are objecting to this 
effect of such n .State law. Some other persons have raised a question as. tq 
whether the State board of examiners for professional engineers should enter 
the field of examining contractors for wiring. 
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On the other hand, no one seems to question the main apparent aim of the 
proposed law, to improve the quality of workmen and workmenship on electrical 
Installation work outside the larger cities. Some believe that any defects In 
the proposed law will soon be worked out of it and an acceptable Jaw w111 be 
Introduced and passed. 

It would be of. great service to me If I had before me a model State license 
law for electrical contractors and wiremen, and it might be advisable for a 
subcommittee to be appointed to provide such a model law. The work already 
done by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association along this line will 
be of great help to the subcommittee. 

One other subject, I believe, needs to be called to the attention of the asso
ciation. Our committee and association have up to this time participated in 
:he support and use of the national electrical code and have participated 
lhrough a small representation in the work of the electrical committee of the 
National Fire Protection Association, which prepares the succeeding editions 
of the national electrical code. As we realize, one of the duties of our own 
electrical committee Is to cooperate constructively with this other electrical 
committee. In order to do this better, we are requesting larger membership 
on the other electrical committee. We now have 1 member out of 44 on that 
other committee, but the electrical utilities have 7 and the electrical manu
facturers have 7. Fortunately the Association of Municipal Electrical Inspect
ors also has 1 member, and the International Association of Electrical Inspect
ors also has 7 members. The Municipal Association, like our own, Is asking 
for greater representation. We have only 2 representatives on the electrical 
committee of the National Fire Protection Association who exclusively repre
sent governmental regulatory associations. It Is a fortunate fact, however, 
that the officers of the International Association of Electrical Inspectors are 
awake to this situation and Its disadvantages and are In touch with us. 

Even this very unsatisfactory representation of the public and Its regulatory 
authorities on the electrical committee, however, would probably not need to 
come to your attention at this time were it not for a very unfortunate move· 
ment recently promoted by' some electrical utll!ty men, joined. in by some 
electrical manufacturer men, and then joined in also by some Insurance men. 
This movement was aimed at taking the national electrical code away from the 
National Fire Protection Association and giving It wholly into the control of 
a committee ot the American Standards Association on which the util!ties and 
manufacturers have very large membership and the inspectors none at all. 
In other words, if this movement had gone through, our association would 
have no representation whatever in the superior court. Instead of the National 
Fire Protection Associatioa we should have had the electrical standards com
mittee of American Standards Association to deal with, and we should have to 
deal with that committee from its outside. 

I am informed that the men who led these so-called ., triangle meetings" 
included some prominent utility, manufacturer, and insurance men; that is, 
they we1·e prominent in the electrical committee of the National Fire Protective 
Association and prominent also in the electrical standards committee, and I am 
further Informed that they did not invite into these discussions any inspectors 
nor any State auth01itles. They did not tell the Inspectors nor our committee 
that they were holding such meetings. They even refused to answer Inquiries 
from the inspectors as to what the meetings were discussing, what proposals 
were being made or tentative conclusions renched in regard to the future 
character and control of the national electrical code. We were kept in touch 
with these happenings by the inspectors and the proceedings of the National 
Fire Protective ·Association convention. 
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You can, therefore, see how: much concerned is our nssoclatlOn and our own 
electrical committee, if we are going to continue to use this national electrical 
code, to be sure that its character and control are not determined without 
consulting us. The electrical committee of the National Fire Protection Asso
ciation has now been placed In the position of being a subsidiary committee 
Instead of being the primary committee that It used to be. Our own com· 
mlttee should not lose sight of this change In the character of the electrical 
committee of the National Fire Protection Association, and in the control of 
the code, and we should keep thoroughly awake and cooperate with the Inter
national Association of lllunlcipal Electricians and the International Assocla· 
tlon of Electrical Inspectors who have been nctlve In developing the o,bove 
facts and In protecting themselves, us, and the public against movements 
which would place control of the national electrical code wholly In the hands 
of certain commercial groups. For members who wish tQ rend a very general 
and evidently restrained story of this movement and its outcome, the story 
told by Mr. A. R. Small, as given In the proceedings of the National Fire 
Protection Association for 1934, will be very Interesting. For a more detailed 
account of these happenings members may write or preferably Interview the 
presidents of the International Association of llluniclpal Electricians and the 
International Association of Electrical Inspectors. 

Your electrical committee, If continued, I am sure will continue Its efforts to 
keep informed on all movements affecting our electrical safety standards, 
and will endeavor to assure the advancement of 'the interests of our membet·s, 
of workmen, and of the public. 

The article committees for 1934-35 contsin the following representatives of 
the I. A. I. A. B. C: Charles B. Weeks, of New Jersey-articles 30, 34, and 35; 
B. P. Foster, of Delaware-article 31. 

I ask for the adoption of this report, and wish to take this opportunity of 
thanking each member of our committee for the Interest he has taken In the 
work and tbe assistance he has rendered during the past year. 

[Mr. Cyril Ainsworth, assistant secretary of the American Stand
ards Association, made a statement of the position of the American 
Standards Association in the matter referred to in the latter part 
of the report of the electrical safety code committee, declaring that 
" so far as the American Standards Association is concerned, there 
has been absolutely no proposal of any kind submitted to it, or 
to any of its committees, in writing or by suggestion, that such 
action as has been referred to be taken", and offermg, if any further 
facts were desired, to make available the complete files of the Ameri
can Standards Association.] 

[Mr. Ethelbert Stewart also made a few remarks on the subject.] 
[The report of the medical committee was presented by Dr. 

Francis D. Donoghue, the chairman of the committee.] 

REPORT OF MEDICAL COMMITTEE 

By FRANCIS D. DONOGHUE, M. D., Ohalrman 

I should like personally to say that I appreciate the opportunity of being 
chairman of this committee of your organization. I was chairman of the 
medical committee from 1916 to 1920; I am also glad to see that so many of 
my old friends have survived and are here for this meeting. 

In maldng up the medical program, letters were sent to all members of the 
committee, and their suggestions ascertained as to what they would like for 
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purposes of discussion, and therefore the program for Wednesday carries out 
the wishes of the medical men associated with the various Industrial accident 
boards of this country and of Canada. 

The meeting In the morning at the Massachusetts General Hospital Is covered 
by men each one an expert In the particular line on which the paper Is given; 
and It Is suggested by those men that those who are interested In asking 
questions write them out and place them in a questionnaire bo:s:: at the hospital, 
and they will be covered at the end of the first program at the Massachusetts 
General Hospital. The final thing on the program at the Massachusetts General 
Hospital Is a reproduction of the first operation under ether In the place where 
It actually occurred. That will take a matter of 40 minutes. 

On the adjournment then to this hotel one of the analyses made by a compe
tent medical adviser to one of our insurance companies as to the Increased cost 
of the disabilities will be taken up; and the second paper will deal with the 
new method of treating fractures of the hlp, not In technical language but in 
language that you can all understand and take home to your medical depart· 
ments. 

In the afternoon we have, first, low back sprains, which is one of the bete 
nolrs of oil compensation boards, treated by Dr. Goldthwalt, who was In charge 
of the postural department of the Army during the late war. We do not give 
him his title In the Army, which was brigadier general, but still call him "Doc
tor" Goldthwalt of Boston. 

"The Crippled Shoulder", by Dr. Codman, represents a series of cases that 
were submitted to him as an Impartial examiner by our board, In which he 
discovered certain things on ruptured muscles which could be remedied. A 
copy of the outline of his paper Is available for the members. 

" Curing the Crippled Hand "-Dr. Browne was put to work way back In 
1919, because the hand at that time was looked upon as of nonsurgical Interest 
In most hospitals, whereas from the workmen's compensation standpoint Injuries 
to the hand and the arms comprise a big proportion of compensation cases, and 
anybody who can remedy that condition is doing a great work. Dr. Browne 
will show you something of his work. 

The 11 low back" cases, low back strains In men, are so complicated that they 
require an analysis such as Dr. Howard bas given them. 

The " diseased heart", again, Is an important thing in a State such as ours 
where we have a law covering any injury arising out of and in the course. of 
employment, and the giving out of a diseased heart upon the job has been 
found to be compensable, as well as general deaths occurring where unusual 
stress Is thrown upon a heart already diseased. 

"The importance of pnthologicnl examinations" is manifest to all members 
of workmen's compensation boards. Of course, there is a great problem con .. 
nected with thnt-ns to how fnr boards should go. I have an opinion that they 
should go only so far as to be in the position of "next friend" in ordering 
nntopsles If no next friend be available. 

During the proceedings of Wednesday the medical committee will gladly 
receive, in the form of a questionnaire, any questions anyone would like to 
have answered on any of these subjects, and they wUI be taken out at the close 
of the meeting Wednesday. 

The medical program represents the report of the medical committee, with 
snch amplification as I have given it. I hope you will all enjoy It, and if there 
Is any part of It that Is not covered to your satisfaction, please let me know 
and we will see If we can remedy It before you go. 

[The re~ort of the committee on forms was read by Mr. Swen Kjaer, Mr. 
Sidney W. Wilcox, the chairman of the committee, being unable to be present.] 
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REPORT OF THE COMlrllTTEB 01'1 FORMS 

By SIDNEY w. WILCOX, cool<'ma-n 

[Read by SWEN KJ'AED..] 

At the time of the 1933 annual meeting of the association a year ago the 
committee on forms reported that 11 States had taken partial or complete 
action toward adopting the standard forms which received the approval of the 
association In the meeting at Columbus, Ohio. The States are as follow•: 
Alabama, Connecticut, Georgia, Iowa, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Nebraska, New 
Hampshire, Tennessee, Vermont, and Virginia. 

During the year since this report was made one or more of the forms have 
been adopted by an equal number of States. Tbe new States are: California, 
Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri, Montana, Rhode Island, South 
Dakota, Texas, and Utah. Considerable Interest In the use ot the standard 
forms has also been shown by the United States Employees' Compensation 
Commission. 

Tbe committee wishes to place In the record again an acknowledgment of 
the valuable work done by the committee on forms of the National Council on 
Compensation Insurance and especially of the efforts of Mr. H. F. Richardson, 
secretary of the council, and Mr. Thomas N. Bartlett, whose services as member 
of the committee have been of outstanding value. 

DISCUSSION 

Chairman BAKER . .Are there any remarks or any questions¥ The 
report will be referred and made a matter of record. 

Mr. KJAER. I ask that Mr. Richardson be allowed to give a sup
plementary report on that. He has a list of the States that have 
adopted it. 

Chairman BAKER. All right, we will hear from Mr. Richardson. 
Mr. KJAER. Incidentally, there was a reference here to the United 

States Employees' Compensation Commission. Mrs. Swofford, the 
chairman of the commission, is present, and it mi~ht be advisable 
to have her speak a few words on that. The commission is already 
considering the matter. 

Mr. RICHARDSON (New York). During the past year we have made 
considerable progress in contacting additional boards and commis
sions with reference to the standard forms which were approved by 
your convention in Columbus. At the present time there are 22 
States where one or all of the five standard forms either have been 
·approved or are available for us by the insurance carriers. 'Ve have 
had sympathetic attention by the various commissions, and while we 
have not been able to contact all of the commissions yet to explain 
thoroughly the advantages of this program, we do feel that it has 
received such an appeal from the commissions that we must thank 
them and hope that they all will come into line very shortly. 

Tbe 22 States referred to are as follows: 
Alabama Louisiana 
California Maryland 
Connecticut · Massachusetts 
Georgia Missouri 
Indiana Montana 
Iowa Nebraska 
Kansas New Hampshire 
Kentucky Rhode Island 

South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
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Chairman BAKER. Now we will hear from Mrs: Swofford; of the 
United States Employees' Compensation Commission. 

Mrs. SwoFFORD (Washington, D. C.) We had hoped to have made 
some contacts before this meeting, but, due to the amount of work 
in connection with the C. C. A. and the C. W. A. thrown upon our 
commission, we are decidedly behind the schedule. ·we have sent 
the various forms to the various deputy commissioners, and they 
have sent in their recommendations, but we have. not yet had the 
opportunity to make a thorou"h digest of them. I feel confident 
that, if possible at all, we shall be glad to adopt the standard forms, 
of which only three out of the five would be useful for our needs. 
I think we can be inrluded in this list next year. 

[The report of the committee on workm~n's compensation legis
lation was presented by Mr. Abel Klaw, the chairman.] 

JI.EPOJI.T OF COMMITTEE ON WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LEGISLATION 

By ABEL Kr...A w, 011 airm.an 

Your committee on workmen's compensation legislation desires to report 
n.s follows : 

At the last annual meeting of the association, no action was taken on any 
matters which could be construed as being in the nature of instructions for 
the guidance of the committee during the year. Accordingly, our activities 
have been limited to forwarding communications to the workmen's compensa
tion commissions in those States where the legislature was in session, enclosing 

-a copy of each of the unlfot·m provisions which have received the approval of 
the association, and urging that an effort be made to have tbe same enacted 
as a part of their respective workmen's compensation laws. These com· 
municatlons were addressed to the commissions in tbe States of Iowa, Ken .. 
tucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mlssour~, New Jersey, New York, 
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia, and West Virginia. In addition, 
communicaUons were forwarded to Interested State officers in the States of 
Mississippi and South Carolina, requesting that If a movement toward the 
enactment of a workmen's compensation law should be started, the proposals 
adopted l7y our association be submitted to the proponents of the same, In 
order that consideration might be given toward having the approved uniform 
provisions enacted ns a part of any proposed workmen's compensation law. 

A recent check has been made of the results attained, and replies have been 
received from practically nil of those addressed In the first Instance. In no 
case, however, has definite Information been received as to the effect that the 
proposals advocated by this association have been adopted. In many Instances 
those addressed merely replied that their respective laws already cover the 
subjects suggested, with more or less similarity In provision. 

It will be recalled thnt the specific subjects which have been given con
Blderatlon and approval by our nssoclntlon cover provisions with reference 
to Insurance coverage, extrnten·ltoriallty, tltlrd-party liability, and second
Injury funds. This committee has not undertaken to function In nny way 
·with respect to workmen's compensation Jaw amendments generally, but, on 
the other hand, has Interested Itself In legislative matters solely for the pur
pose of urging the enactment of uniform provisions with respect to the subjects 
mentioned, 

It Is regretted that, on account of geogrnphlcnl location, it hns been impos
:.slhle to nrrnnge for n meeting of the committee ns a whole during the past 

137108-SG--3 
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year. Likewise, for the same reason, any active effort on tlle part of the
members of the committee to secure the adoption of our proposals bas been 
impossible, and the matter has necessarily been left In the hands of the State 
agencies which have been contnctec.l. 

Your committee reiterates the statement ronde In last year's report to the 
effect that State agencies must be educated to realize the necessity for uniform 
provisions. Constructive progress can be accomplished only if the members 
attending the annual meetings return to their respective States with the con· 
viction that uniform provisions are desirable, and that the prevalent feeling 
of satisfaction with the wording of their present law should be altered. 

Your committee has continued its previous contacts In the etlort to further 
a feeling of cooperation between the various State commissions with reference 
to those prO'fisions of the law which are irreconcilable, nod it is hoped that 
the initiative which some of the members of the association have taken to lny 
the groundwork for the enactment of the uniform provisions adopted by this 
association will soon be productive of favorable results. 

In closing, your committee again urges that each commission consider itself 
as a committee of one in its own State to see to it that the proposals approved 
by this association are introduced in their respective legislatures. 

REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES 

By ETHELBERT STEWART, Ohairm-an 

As instructed by the last convention, I have revise(\ the constitution, cutting 
out some, not all, of the matter that hns ne\·er been usell, aud It leuYes two 
pages. Under the old constitution and under this proposed revision the consti· 
tution must be read in open meeting. I can do one of two things: I can ask 
the secretary to read lt, or I can ask you to delay the proceedings and refer 
it to a committee, with a report for some subsequent day. Under the old 
constitution it must be Introduced at the first session, but tbnt, of course, 
is out of this revision and it is to be referred to a committee. Do you want 
it read? 

[Secretary Baldwin suggested that copies of the revised constitu
tion be distributed to the members in lieu of reading it a.t this time . 
which would be equivalent to reading the constitution and the chair~ 
man so ordered.] 

[Meeting adjourned.] 



MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 24-AFTERNOON SESSION 

Chairman, G. CLAY BAI{ER, Commissioner of Labor and Industry of Kansas 

Chairman BAKER. The first topic, The Effect of N. R. A. Codes 
on Worlonen's Compensation Administration is divided into two 
subjects, the first being Does the Federal Emergency Relief Program 
Place the Responsibility for Compensation on the Locality, or Should 
the Federal Government Assume This Obligation? This question 
will be dealt with by the Honorable Thomas M. Gregory, chairman 
of the Department of Industrial Relations of Ohio. 

Does the Federal Emergency Relief Program Place 
the Responsibility for Compensation on the Locality, 
or Should the Federal Government Assume This 
Obligation? 

By THOMAS M. GREXWRY, ChaiJ·nutn, Industrial Commission of Ol~;io 

The subject is one of interest, primarily because of recent de
velopments in the emergency that is abroad in the States affecting 
the welfare of a great many people. 

Two propositions are embraced in the subject, and for convenienc<> 
and to avoid confusion they are considered separately. 

The act of Congress under which the relief program has been 
set up is known as Public Act No. 15, Seventy-third Congress. It 
in part provides for settin~ aside $500,000,000 out of the Recon
struction Finance CorporatiOn's funds and establishes the Emer
gency Relief Administration, and confers the powers of administra
tion on an Administrator who is given general supervision of the 
work and the power to disburse the funds for designated purposes. 

Section 4, paragraph (a) of the act, provides-
Out of the funds of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation made nvnilnhle 

by this net, the Administrator Is authorized to mnke grants to the severn! 
States to nld In meeting costs of fui'Dishlng relief nud work relief nnd In re
lieving the hardship uud suffering caused by unemployment, in the form of 
money, service, materials, and/or commodities to provide the necessities of 
life to persons in need ns n result of the present emergency, and/or to theiiT 
dependents, whether resident, transient, or homeless. 

In accordance with paragraph (e) of the section, the decision of 
the Administrator as to the purpose of any expenditures is made 
b~ ' 

By observing the terms of the paragraph of the act quoted, it will 
be noted that the rurpose which is clearly indicated is to make 
grants to the severn States to aid in meeting the cost of furnishing 
relief through providin~ the necessities of life. 

There is no attempt m the act to set up a general work prograu~ 
or to limit the relief to a consideration for services to be rendered. 

The act does not make it a condition precedent that any State 
27 
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desiring a grant of funds for the indicated purposes shall first m~ke 
provision for payinoo benefits through some form of compensatiOn 
to injured relief workers. 

The rules and rerrulations which have been issued concerning 
Federal emergency rcl.ief provide in part-

Thnt the personnel employed on work relief projects by the Stutes or their 
subdivisions are not Federal employees and must not be considered as such, 
therefore, premiums for accident insurance in connection with work-relief 
programs may not be paid from Federal funds but should be paid out or 
State or local moneys. 

• • • • • • • 
The persons employed on work-relief projects by the States or their sub

<Iivisions ought to be co,·ered by compensation or accident insurance. 

From these expressions it will be noted that it is the desire of the 
Federal authority that the States and local subdivisions should 
make provision for some form of benefits for persons experiencin~ 
disabilities as the result of injuries occasioned in the course oi 
relief work. 

The duty to provide for the indigent and paupers rests primarily 
upon the States and their subdivisions. The Federal Government 
has entered the relief field only because of the fact that the States 
have been overtaxed by charity burdens due to the abnormal state 
of unemployment throughout the country. 

There is no apparent reason why Congress at the time it made 
provision for extending aid to the States might not have imposed 
as one of the conditions upon which grants were to be made to the 
States and their subdivisions, the requirement that the localities 
Ehould make provision for some form of benefits to persons expe
riencing disaliling injuries in the course of relief work. 

As the act of Congress and the rules issued in the furtherance 
of the administrative features of it have not imposed a mandatory 
rE:qnirement in this regard, it is concluded that the Federal au
thority has not imposed any added responsibility on the localities 
for compensation to injured relief workers. 

In approximately 18 of the States it has been held that their com
pensatiOn acts cover relief workers. In some instances it required 
extremely liberal interpretation so to hold. 

The applicability of compensation acts to relief workers in the 
absence of express or apparent terms is very questionable. In cases 
where t~e acts have been co!lstrued to apply, it is quite evident that 
the findmgs were prompted m some measure through sentimental and 
sociological influences. We cannot be tmmindful of the part that 
su.ch influences r.lay in human affairs, but they should not be per
mitted to prevail over or destroy principles and institutions which 
have proven to be of certain value through extended experience. 

Some of the States have amended or supplemented their compen
sation acts so as to make provision for relief workers. 

'Vorkmen's compensation was conceived and developed for the 
primary purpose ?f pr~>V.idi!lg _substantial benefits to industrial 
workers who exper1ence IDJUrles m the course of their employment 
and to the dependents of such of the workers who die as result of th~ 
injuries, through some simple course of procedure unencumbered by 
ancient legal techn!calities and barriers. The benefits thus provided 
were to reimburse m some substantial degree the injured worker for 
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his impairment in earnings by reason of disabilities suffered, and in 
the event of death to provide to the dependents a substitute of some 
proportion for the support they previously enjoyed. 

It further comprehended that industry should make a substantial 
contribution toward the depreciation in earning power of the human 
element engaged in industry, as result of injuries which the person
nel experienced in the course of its service, thereby relieving society 
of a major part of the burden which it formerly had to bear by way 
of charity. 

By reason of the application of the compensation principles in
dustrial workers in most all instances enjoy net benefits for virtually 
all injuries, regardless of fault, in amounts comparing favorably with, 
if they do not exceed, net returns obtained through civil actions where· 
there were actionable grounds associated with the injuries involved .. 

The compensation policy was inaugurated to escape the embarrass
ing and depreciating influences and burdens of charity, and to pro
vide a substitute for earnings workers enjoyed before injury; hence 
it should not now be permitted to be swept into the field of charity 
under the influence of the spirit of frantic immediacy and senti
mentalism. 

As the obligation of the State to care for its inhabitants who 
suffer for the lack of actual necessities is constant, it is quite difficult 
to understand how it can discharge such requirement through a com
pensation system, as charity obligations are not predicated upon 
engagements between employers and employees, or upon the amount 
of wages received, or services to be rendered, by the recipients. 

And further, a person not having an income from independent 
sources or from wage earnings, naturally cannot contribute to the 
supl?ort of other persons; hence there would be no basis for deter
mimn"' death benefits when death occurs to such a person. 

If the workmen's compensation principle is 12ermitted to become 
confused with charity, it is just a question of time until compensa
tion benefits will be diverted into unemployment and old-age relief. 
Unemployment and old-age relief may be desirable but they should 
be provided for through independent arrangements and entirely 
apart from workmen's compensation. 

Some may look upon physical impairment resulting to the indi
vidual by reason of an accident as the controlling factor in deter
mining whether the principle of compensation should apply. If the 
elements of voluntary and productive service and wages are to be 
ignored, it is appropriate to inquire: What class of cases should be 
excluded i 

Coming now to the latter part of the subject, it must bt appre
ciated that the Federal Government, with a view of promoting •he 
general welfare of the Nation, has extended its aid temporarily to 
the States and their political subdivisions, to assist them in respond
ing to an obligation which is primarily theirs-and it was only be
en use of the extreme urgency that the assistance was granted-hence 
there is no justifiable reason why the Federal Government should 
assume any of the obligations arising from injuries to relief workers 
who are under the supervision and control of the localities. 
If the Federal and State Governments, by reason of the tem

porary emergency, permit the diversion of the workmen's compensa-
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tion principle into charity channels, they 'Yill cont.ri_bute in some 
degree in destroying self-respect, _in _thwarti~g ~mb1t1on ~o render 
service for personal benefit, and rn rnculcatmg m t~e. mmds of a 
great number of persons that the State owes them a hvu~g: and care 
under all circumstances, regardless of employment condit10ns. 

Some form of care and relief is necessary and desirable for per
sons experiencing: disabling injuries in the. course of relief work, bt:t 
it should be provided through a program mdependent of workmen f> 

compensation. 
[The following paper on the subject: Are Beneficiaries Under the 

Made-Work or Relief Program Employees Within the l\Ieaning of 
the Workmen's Compensation Act~ If So, Employees of Whon~?. 
by Mr. Hal M. Stanley, chairman of the Department of Industnu\ 
Relations of Georgia, was submitted but not read, as the printed copy 
failed to reach the convention in time. In place thereof Mr. Charle:; 
F. Sharkey read an article on the status of relief. etc., workers under 
workmen's compensation laws, prepared by him and Iuter published 
in the Monthly Labor Review for September 1934 (p. 660).] 

Are Beneficiaries Under the Made-Work or Relief 
Program Employees Within the Meaning of the 
Workmen's Compensation Act? If So, Employees 
of Whom? 

By HAL M. STANLEY, Okalrman Department of IndWlh"ial Relations of Geor·oia 

[Submitted but not read] 

The subject assigned me for discussion-Are Beneficiaries Under 
the Made-Work or Relief Program Employees Within the Meanin~ 
of the Workmen's Compensation Actl If So, Employees ot 
Whom 1-is one that has given us considerable concern in Georgia. 

Desiring at the very outset to emphasize the fact that I am speak
ing in no partisan sense, I wish to say that I am in perfect accord 
w1th the President and the Congress of the United States in all 
matters affecting conditions as they have been and are now. "While 
this is true, it is undeniably a fact that if Alexander Hamilton could 
come to earth again and realize how his policies have at last been 
recognized he would feel amply repaid for all of his efforts to estab
lish a strong centralized government, and I feel very sure that Cal
houn, Webster, Clay, Jackson, and all of the other contenders in the 
formative stages of this Government would marvel greatly at the 
changes that have taken place. All of us are now looldnu to the 
Government as an ever-present help in time of need and bel~ve that 
the Government is the only agency that can supply that need. I 
have no doubt of the fact that the next Congress will rectify all 
errors and will adjust any conditions that may exist, to the end that 
all workers will be under some kind of compensation and will be paid 
when accidents arise out of and in the course of their employment 

At ~he incept~ on of the relief program we took the position· in 
qeorg1a th~t rehef worker~ were employees of the political subdivi
SIOn for whiCh they were domg the work. Thereafter, the Civil Works 
Administration became effective and took over all Federal relief 
direct and indirect. By Executive order all C.W .. A. employees wer~ 
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declared to be employees of the Federal Government and were to be 
compensated under the United States Employees' Compensation Act. 
This relieved the several States for the time being. 

At the moment, however, those who are known as " relief workers " 
are to a large extent under no act. The Government has not placed 
them under the United States Employees' Compensation Act, but the 
different States must take them under supervision and many of them 
cannot do so. We have an anomalous situation in Geor!l"ia. Where 
an employee is working for a municipality compensat10n must be 
paid, even though the worker is not being remunerated for his serv
ices other than being placed upon the relief roll. If the State or a 
county is working such employee no compensation can be awarded. 
It is necessary to explain that in Georgia the State itself and the 
~ounties are not subject to the workmen's compensation act. In two 
contested cases awards were made against municipalities under the 
provisions of the compensation act for injuries to employees. In 
one of these (City of lVayeross v. Hayes, 48 Ga . .A.pp. 317) the court 
of appeals upheld our award. Compensation in the other case, which 
was against the city of Atlanta, was paid as soon as the decision of 
the appellate court in the Hayes case was handed down. In remov
ing the counties of Georgia from under the compensation act the su
preme court did not hold that such a law was unconstitutional in 
itself but that the constitution provides how taxes can be levied and 
.for what purposes. Since the Constitution of Georgia was in effect 
long before the compensation law there is naturally no provision to 
levy taxes for the purpose of paying compensation or a compensation 
insurance premium. In order that compensation coverage may be 
effective in counties in Georgia an amendment to the constitution is 
necessary. One can ima~ne how difficult that will be when people_ 
are already everywh~re demanding tax reductions. 

The conditions in Georgia are not at all unique. Each State is 
having similar conditions to face, with variations, of course. Under 
the C. W . .A.. there were at one time as many as 84,237 workers in 
Georgia. During that period there were 7 deaths and 610 lost-time 
accidents. Under the Georgia law there would have been 25 percent 
less lost-time accidents~.-.because the Geor~a law requires a 7-day 
waiting period and the united States Employees' Compensation Act 
has a 3-dny waiting period. On .A.prill, last, all C. W . .A.. work termi
nated and certain activities were taken over by the Federal Emer
gency Relief Administration, more familiarly known as " F. E. R. A." 

At the present moment in Georgia F. E. R. A. workers are given 
$100 medical attention and $100 surgical attention, but nothin~ else, 
except in cases of death, and in that event $100 is appropriated as a 
funeral benefit. There have been approximately 1.000 accidents in 
my State under the F. E. R. .A.., includmg 4 deaths. No compensation 
is being paid except in the form of direct relief, but a plan has been 
suggested and forwarded to Washington for approval permitting the 
payment of compensation to all permanently disabled employees and 
those specifically disabled and death benefits in cases of latal ac
cidents. No plan has been devised by which compensation would 
be paid for temporary total disability. The plan proposed uses the 
Georgia law as n. basis in all matters except that of medical. In 
cases of disability not of a l?ermanently disabling or specific nature, 
while no compensation is pa1d, the worker is kept upon the relief roll 
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imd relief is furnished in lieu of compensation, which will end when 
the work is finished.· 

In passing I might state that C. C. C. w~rkers and workers eng:u_ged 
in the United States Coast and GeodetiC Survey ~nd the Un~ted 
States Geological Survey are C?mpensated on the basiS o~ ~he Umted 
States Employees' CompensatiOn Act under the superv1s10n of the 
F. E. R. A. officials in the various States. There are seven C. C .. q. 
camps in Georgia at the present time an_d more than 300, largely c1v1l 
engineers, are at work upon the Geodetic Survey. 

There is a well-defined rumor that the F. E. R. A. has not proven 
satisfactory and that the C. W. A. '~ill b~ restored to !t~ status prior 
to April 1, perhaps with some mod1ficatwns and add1t10ns. At the 
moment this matter may have been so settled as to make these re
marks as uninteresting as dry bones and as much ancient history us 
a description of the battle in which Joshua commanded the sun to 
stand still. 

As far as I know, very few States have given relief workers com
pensation, except Georgia, Louisiana, and New York. New York, 
however, provided that if a man worked but 3 days a week his earn
ings should be calculated for 3 days. This is in contradistinction to 
a Georgia decision, which held that a man who worked only 2 weeks 
each month should be paid .compensation as if he were laboring full 
time. I dissented in that case, but the court differed from me. 

The various States have endeavored to solve the question at issue 
in their own ways. A summary of what has been done follows ns 
fully as I can ascertain. 

In California, Michigan, North Carolina, and West Vir[!:inia relief 
workers are not considered employees within the menmng of the 
Compensation Act. In Georgia rellef workers working for a munici
pality are employees within the meaning of the Geor::;ia Workmen's 
Compensation Act ( 48 Ga. App. 317), but, as heretotore explained, 
relief workers of county and State are not, because the counties and 
the State are not subject to the Compensation Act. In Nebraska a 
relief worker for the city of Lincoln was awarded compensation, as 
was true in New York and Louisiana. Four States have enacted 
legislation governing the status of relief workers, viz, California, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and New York. The New York net pro
vides that an employee injured while engaged in relief work con
ducted by the State or any political subdivision shall be paid under 
the provisions of the act. In New Jersey the director of emergency 
relief is empowered to make an award to employees according to 
the provisions of the New Jersey act, such award to be paid from 
the emergency relief fund. In Pennsylvania a special relief com
pensation fund was created, to which each employer contributes who 
wishes to be relieved of liability. There is a 26-week waiting period. 
However, the injured employees and their families are taken care of 
by direct relief during this 26-week period. In New York the basis 
far payment.to relief workers is the bud~etary needs of the injured 
person's fam1ly and the payments are lim1ted. Provision is made for 
setting aside from allocated relief funds such amounts as may be 
deemed necessary to meet claims. The arplication of the Compen
sation Act to relief employees in most States is in doubt. It is 
probable that under the present administrative plan there will have 
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to be legislative enactments in the several State~ to take care of these 
injured persons. To my mind it is a matter that should be handled 
out of the emergency relief fund. I see no point in gettin~ a man 
emergency relief work and then, when he is injured, throwmg him 
back on his community as a charity patient in worse shape than he 
was before there was an attempt to help him. 

In many of the States both the State and all political subdivisions 
are subject to their respective compensation laws. This does ·not 
obtain in all of the States. Under .the present set-up in Georgia all 
funds are handled through the counties, and since the counties are not 
subject to the Georgia Workmen's Compensation·Act no compensa
tion can be provided for relief-work employees. This situation ob
tains in other southern States. I therefore see no cure for the situa
tion except for a uniform handling of all of these cases by the 
Federal Government. This may be done either by cooperation with 
the boards and commissions administering the local laws or by a 
set-up within the Federal administration to handle the cases sepa
rately. Unless provision is made for injured relief workers by the 
Federal Government, many of them will go uncompensated. While 
in my opinion emplo;rees under the relief program are employees of 
the political subdivisiOn for which the work is being done and which 
is being benefited by the work, it is impossible to compensate them 
under many of the laws, and they should receive compensation just 
as any other injured employee. 

I firmly believe that the United States Government will shortly 
prepare a plan by which all workers will be fully compensated when 
injured. It should be attended to as quickly as possible. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. HARTWIG (Oregon). In listening to the very interesting paper 
by Mr. Sharkey, I rather got the impression that Ore~on was not 
included among the States that were paying compensatiOn to emer
gency workers. Am I right 1 

Mr. SHARKEY. Yes. 
Mr. HARTWIG. We are paying compensation benefits to the emer

gency workers in Oregon. I recall the decision referred to by Mr. 
Sharkey, but a subsequent opinion by the attorney general definitely 
made or created the position or status of emplo:yees for the emer
gency workers, and declared the political subdiviSion to which the 
workers were assigned or which employed them to be the employer 
in the case and required to pay the premiums to the State industrial 
accident commission. 

Mr. STEWART (Washington, D. C.). This matter was called to 
my attention some time ago. The whole business seems to be simply 
a shattering of the social legislation, the economic legislation, that 
we have been strugglino- for for 25 year~ome of it bad enough, 
God knows, but most of it good. The trusts have gotten the trust 
laws repealed. The railroads have gotten every law they have ob
jected to repealed. Every interest has gotten more than it ever 
expected to get, more than it ever thought of gettina. Yet gradu
allyl one by one, every social law and custom has been 'knocked on the 
heaa. 
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Every Senator in the United States Se~ate, whether he voted for 
section 7 (a) or not, !mew exactly ~hat It meant. It had not been 
much more than si<>'ned by the Pr~sident before n,o.body ~new what 
it meant and nobod'y knows what It means now. I he Umted States 
Govern~ent has passed Jaws which it makes no effort to enforce, 
where workmen cannot strike to enforce the laws of the United 
States. Our CO!fipensation laws have simply gone _to pieces. There 
isn't any use bemg mealy-mouthed about th1s. Ins1de of a very few 
years the workmen of this country will demand the repeal of the 
whole business and the goin~ back to catch-as-catch-can under the old 
common-liability Jaw, and tney will be justified in doing it. 

I understand the C. C. C. and C. W. A. have been covered by the 
United States workmen's compensation Jaw. Does not that estab
lish a precedent! Does not that say, once at least, that we do be
lieve that the workers under this "alphabetical noodle soup" are 
entitled to the regular workmen's compensation 1 But little by little 
they pull it a way or they confuse it. 

I, for one, am tired of legislative lying. I am tired of conflicting 
constructions, where you do not know in the morning what the law 
is going to mean in the afternoon. That was always more or less 
true under our court constructions-until it got to the Supreme 
Court, and then you could not tell what the Supreme Court meant 
sometimes, but we could labor through. California, as Mr. Sharkey 
says, has resolved that nobody is entitled to compensation in work
relief cases. I hope there will be enough workmen's compensation 
left for a convention next year. If there is, I am going-but I 
do not believe there will be. 

Mr. SINCLAIR (New Brunswick). This is an international con
vention, and we have questions that may be ironed out by discussion 
between ourselves. We in Canada naturally think we are a few 
years ahead of the United States in its workmen's compensation 
acts; but that relief question is one that naturally hits everybody 
and every State, or every Province as we call it, and every munic
ipality, I suppose, in America. 

'Ve have hstened, and personally I have listened with a great 
deal of pleasure, to a lot of what I would call elementary questions. 
We have decided them all, and there is no question about what we 
do in our country as regards these questions. I thought maybe 
that question of relief might come up tomorrow. 

Mr. DEDEL (Minnesota). I understand that the discu"'ion tomor
row is to be d1vided into two groups, and I should like very much 
to be in the same group as Mr. Sinclair from New Ilruns1i·ick. I 
should like to !mow how they have solved it to their complete 
satisfaction in Canada. Perhaps llfr. Sinclair could wi1·e us a pre
view of what he is going to say to the other group. "' 
. Mr: SINCLAIR. I ~hall be ple~s~d to. We have, virtually speak
mg, JUSt one law m the Donumon of Canada. There is a little 
difference in how much we pay and how much we do not pay· 
that is, the percentage. But the bmtrds of the Dominion of Cnn: 
ada ~re no~ free. We hear t~e ca,es, and we decide whether the 
man 1s entitled to compe':'satwn or whether lw is not, and from 
that !Uatter of fact there 1s. absolutely no nppeal. Nowhere in the 
Provmces, thnt I know of, IS there any appeal. 'Vhen it comes to 
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the question of liability, in the Province of Ontario there is abso
lutely no appeal. The board decides even questions of law on ques
tions of fact. But in the other ·Provinces-! think I am fairly 
ril!'ht-any question of fact-whether an accident arose out of or 
during the course of a man's employment-we decide, and having 
decided it, that is the end of it. 

Mr. WRABETZ (Wisconsin). I want to ask Mr. Sharkey when and 
where his paper will be published. 

)Ir. SHARKEY. In the next issue of the Monthly Labor Review, 
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Mr. DEuEL. I feel that there is a lack of understanding of the 
limitations under which industrial commissions operate in the appli-

. cation of the workmen's compensation law. Those of us who are 
lawyers know that our courts, in interpreting and applying the 
common law, have a very wide latitude. They have far more lati
tude than many conservative courts and lawyers will admit or 
acknowledge; and there is no doubt that a court, in interpreting 
and applying the conunonlaw, has the power to develop the common 
law. Courts do not like to admit that they are capable of making 
judicial legislation but it is a fact. Do the industrial commissions, 
m interpreting and applying a statute, have anything like the same 
latitude or power that the common-law courts have in interpreting 
and applying the common law! I doubt it; and so it seems to me 
that it is a field which invites legislation. 

According to my notion, the legislation that has been enacted here
tofore has been in the wrong direction. I will admit that. But, 
nevertheless, it is not within the field of legislation, rather than in, 
well, commission legislation, if you please? We talk about judicial 
legislation. I am in accord with judicial legislation if it is in the 
right direction. I think that is the theory, the very nature, of the 
common law. But I would be a little bit afraid of commission 
leuislation-not that I would not want to see the result, but I am 
ah·aid the commissions might lay themselves open to criticism and 
in that way weaken their usefulness as instrumentalities for carry
ing on what I like to call the laborers' first substantial installment 
of the New Deal-his right to compensation, on injury in the work, 
for loss of earning power; 

Mr. STEWART. It seems to me that in these days a commission 
which does not lay itself open to criticism is of mighty little use. 

Mr. PARKS (Massachusetts). I agree with Mr. Stewart. I do not 
want to let the remarks of the gentleman from Minnesota go un
challenged if he is comparing decisions of members of industrial 
accident boards with decisions of our common-law courts. I think 
the members of industrial accident boards are just as well qualified 
to render decisions in workmen's compensatiOn cases as any of 
the courts-judicial tribunals, as you call them. The gentleman 
from Minnesota seems to be fearful that we lay members, so-called, 
who have been operating- for nearly 23 year•-at least I have as a 
member of one of those boards-may injure the workmen's compen
sation act, and its beneficent principles and its beneficent opemtion, 
by seeking to render decisions. I am not fearful of that. I render 
decisions every day; I give my reasons. We blaze a new path al
most every time we render decisions. The decisions of my col-
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lea"ues on the :Massachusetts Industrial Accident Board sometimes 
tak~ up 2 3, 4, and 5 pages with reasoning on the facts and ~he 
law, and i will match them, in our particular field of work, w1th 
any judicial decisions. . . 

Personally I am not afra1d o.f the me!nbers on th.ese comnus
sions fnllin" by the wayside or domg anythmg to cast d1sgrace upon 
us. I think the members of industrial accident boards, as I ha \'e 
seen them and the decisions they have rendered that I have rear!, 
have established a new era, if I may call it thnt, of justice and 
simplicity and reasoning, and I am rather proud of the part tlu!t 
our board has played in these decisions. When. SO!JI.e of the deci
sions of our board are appealed to our supreme JH<hcllll court, very 
seldom does it disagree with our board; these decisions are rendrrc'rl 
by at least one layman on the board, the re~t being attorneys. So I• 
do not think there is any fear of members of these lay boards being 
outdistanced by our e£-lablished common-law courts. 

I think we should fight to keep these compensation laws with 
the lay boards. I know an amendinent is offered in our legislature 
almost every year that our findings of fact-not the fin<lings of 
law, which are reviewed, but the findings of fact-be reviewed by 
superior court judges. I had very great pleasure, when such a 
bill was up before the committee on judiciary of the 1\Iassachusetts 
Legislature, in saying that I would back the members of our board 
in intelligence, integrity, and honesty against any member of our 
superior court, and we have a splendid superior court. 

I say these things because of my pride in the members of these 
boards which admmister the workmen's compensation acts. I lun·e 
never seen men who were more conscientious and who did their work 
with more care, understanding, and sincerity than the members of 
these boards. We meet together every year from all over the United 
States and the Provinces of Canada, and we exchange views, ant! 
what a splendid thing that is. It broadens us. We ha,·e nothing 
to be afraid of. The compensation net is safe, as far as administra
tion goes, in the hands of these boards. They will stand the test. I 
know ours in Massachusetts and every single member of the board 
will. The decisions they render will compare with any of our com
mon-law courts. 

1\Ir. WALI{ER (North Dakota). North Dakota is overwhehnin"IY 
agricultural. We have very little industrial development. tve 
passe~ our workmen's compensation law in 1919. That legislature, 
of winch I had the honor to be n member, was overwhelmingly made 
up of farmers. There were not over 4 representatives of labor in thnt 
leg~slature, !ind. there were not over 5 ~ttorneys. There had been 
an msurrecbon m North Dakota-an agriCultural insurrection. The 
agricul~uralis~s tl!ere organized politicnlly, and they elected almost 
the entire le~;Jsla~Jve body. At that time, there was not one pnrticlc 
of .labor legJslatwn on the statute books of North Dakota. That 
legJs]ature of 1919, composed almost entirely of farmers, wrote upon 
the statute books the worl<men's compensation net, the minimum
":nge law for females, the 8-hour luw for fe~1ales, and a mining code, 
g1vmg to North :J?a!wta som.e real progressive labor legislation. 

The firs~ eomm1sswn appomted to put into practice the workmen's 
compensntwn law had one attorney on it, but that wns not fatui be-
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cause he was removed for cause before he had been there a great 
while. The board, as at present organized, is composed of three 
laymen. I am one of them, and before I went broke I was a farmer 
and a rancher. I farmed and ranched in North Dakota for 29 
vears before the game got me. Since then I have had to make my 
living out of pohtics. I hope the time will never come when coni
missions handling workmen's compensation are afraid to make deci
sions for fear someone will say they are legislating. If our courts 
have the authority for judicialle1;fislation1 I hope we have the author
ity to legislate in the interest or our inJured workmen. 

1\fr. DEBEL. I think my remarks were very largely misunderstood. 
I should hate to leave the impression here that the Minnesota com-

• mission is not liberally administering the workmen's compensation 
•law, nor inferentially, that we are afraid in our State to make deci
sions when we are up against the wall. We are not afraid of that. 
We do not undertake to pass the buck to the supreme court; we do 
not want to do that. My remarks were not addressed towards dis
:pnru~ing lay boards or lay members as against occupants. of our 
J udicml benches. That was not the purpose of my remarks at all. 
It was simply the question as to whether or not-as 'your net does not 
cover the situation-we are somewhat cramped in our style by the 
fact that we do not have as much elbow room in which to develop 
the lnw as the common-law courts have in developing their law~ I 
urn well aware that there are many good laymen and many good 
lawyers sitting on these commissions. 

Mr. Al'WSTEN (Illinois). I was about to ask you to expatiate a 
little on what you did mean when you said that the commissions 
ought not to submit themselves to criticism for commission-made 
laws. I was not quite sure whether I understood exactly what you 
meant by that. If "commission-made laws" mean the interpreta
tion of the act in the way that the commission sees fit, and if that 
same commission were to hesitate once they reached a conclusion 
because there was no precedent for it, then I should hate to see that 
time come. 

I was appointed in 1913 the first commissioner in Illinois, and at 
that time there were no precedents. · The courts had not spoken on 
hardly any phase of the compensation law, and if Illinois or any 
other State at that time had hesitated about putting its interpreta
tion on what was meant by the compensation law, or making com
pensation law-and that is what it was at that time-for fear of 
criticism, it might have been a very dangerous practice. I am as
suming that my good friend from Minnesota does not mean that, 
because, necessarily, lay boards and commissions will always be in the 
advance guard on compensation. It will be some time before the 
courts catch up to them, because workmen's compensation is only 
one phase of a court's work, while for compensation boards it is their 
only work, and they are interpreting the provisions of the act 
almost every minute of the day. So it is only right and proper for 
compensation boards to make law and make decisions, and if the 
courts later on say they have overstepped, well and good but I would 
hate to see any commission stop for fear of criticism of any reasov
able and proper conclusions at which they might arrive. 
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Mr. KINGSTON (Ontario). I listened with a little. alarm and 
anxiety at the expression Mr. Stewart made use of-! did ~ot .know 
whether to take him seriously or not-that he thou~ht that ms~de of 
a year from now there would not be any compensatwn boards m the 
United States. I hope he was just jo~ing, because I doubt if. there 
is any Jeooislature in any State of the Umted States that would tlnnk of 
proposir:'g a Jaw to abolish ~he workmen's compensatio1_1law of that 
State. If there is any such 1dea I am concerned about 1t, and If any 
other representative of the various States who is here has a feel
inoo that there is any such move pending, then we might look at the 
sihtation with a little anxiety. 

Speaking of Canada, the last thing, I am sure, an.y le~islator woul~ 
think of would be to propose a law to do away w1th tne workmen s 
compensation law. The manufacturers of our Province, the labor 
organizations of our Province, are vying with each other to seek to 
improve the workmen's compensation Jaw, and I am sure the last 
thing anyone in Ontario, who is thinking abont workmen's com
pensation at all, is thinking about, is to take it off the statute book. 

In speaking about the subject that has been raised-the concern of 
a workmen's compensation commission as to making laws where 
there is an appeal-there is no occasion to be concerned, because if 
there is any Jaw which is open to criticism it can be corrected. I 
recall very well when the law was being passed in Ontario 20 years 
ago. The commissioner, who was the ch1ef justice of the Province, 
was preparing the law as a commission appointed by the Prime 
Minister or tlie government of the day, and the question was put to 
him" What about an appeal from these decisions 1" 

"Well, now", he sa1d "I have given that an awful lot of thought 
in proposing this law for the Province. I am not going to propose 
that there shall be any appeal from the decisions of this board in 
this Province. Of course, It is for the legislature to say 1 but, so fa1· 
as I am concerned, I am going to write a law for our Provmce so there 
will be no appeal except to the board itself for reconsideration of 
its own decision, and I hope that that provision for appeal will be 
given all the latitude that it is possible to give." That has been 
working in Ontario for 20 years. He said at that tinle, "Suppose 
you do provide for an appeal, you naturally will go either to the 
court of appeals of the Province or to a board of three judges· but 
at:e they likely to know any more, are they likely to ~rent the appeal 
with any greater element of common sense, than this board that is 
sitting day and night and considering these questions day in and day 
out, week in and week out, year in and year out? So far as I 
am concerned", he sl!id, "I am not going to provide for an appeal." 

N <?W, I am n<?t ~aymg there should not be an appeal. I have been 
he!J,nng to admimster the Jaw in Ontario for 20 years, and I am not 
saymg there should be an appeal. There are an abundance of rea
sons why there should be appeals, and as commissioner I have often 
wished we did n'?t have a provision for appeals in Ontario because we 
ar~ bu_rd7ned With appeals f01: ~·ecousiderution of our decisions. I 
thmk ~t Is an appeal f~·oll! Ph1hp drunk to Philip sober, and while 
there IS a lot to be sa1d m favor of nn appeal I am not so sure 
that the old chief justice was not right. ' 
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There have been two occasions in our Province since the law was 
put on the books when attempts were made in the legislature to 
introduce a provision for appeal into our law, and both employers 
and workmen-! am speaking now .of the official organizations
came forward and said, "No; we are satisfied with the law us it 
stands in that regard, and we believe that if you introduce an appeal 
into that law there will be an abuse of the situation by litigation 
which is going to get you back largely to the position you were in 
before the law was passed." 

We have been goina for 20 years without the appeal. My good 
friend Mr. Morley, who is here, is very closely associated w1th our 
work officially and, looking at the law from the outside, he can tell 
you whether or not, from the emloyees' point of view, there is much 
of an argument or much of an undercurrent of feeling that there 
should be such a change. I am anticipating that in the session of 
the legislature to be held next spring in Ontario the subject will 
come up for discussion and an appeal may possibly be grafted upon 
our law. But that is the way the situation has been for 20 years. 
I was much interested by what Mr. Stewart said, but I am really 
not taking what he said seriously. If I see the situation in Canada 
ari~ht, I am sure there is no such idea there, and I hoJ?e there is none 
in tne States. I will be very much surprised if there 1s. 

Mr. STEWART. It is not necessary to give a list of the States in 
which bills were introduced during their past sessions to repeal the 
workmen's compensation laws. I do not think that is the way it is 
coming. We never did get the powerful labor organizations of 
this country behind the workmen's compensation law, and you have 
very little 1dea how bitter the workers, other than the four railroad 
brotherhoods, are becoming at the way in which the workmen's com· 
pensation law is administered-not so much a criticism of the com
missions but of the thing that has grown upon us. Within the last 
year I have been more than amazed at the feeling of "Let the whole 
thing go and go back to the old common-law practice." You do not 
seem to realize that while you are paying out $19,000,000 to work
men, you are also paying out $12,000,000 to doctors and about 
$4 500,000 to In wyers. 

1\Ir. KNUTSON (Wisconsin). As I understand these two papers that 
have been read this afternoon, the concern is with respect to pro
viding some means of protection for relief workers. Mr. Sharkey 
has clearly pointed out to us in his paper the difference of opinion 
that exists among the various commissions throughout the United 
States, as well as among the various supreme courts in the dif
ferent Stutes. Some commissions have held that these relief workers 
are entitled to compensation; others have not. The courts have held 
both ways. It is difficult for me to conceive that there is nny 
person. in this room who would attempt to argue that a relief 
worker is not entitled to some benefits, whether they be compensa
tion benefits or from relief funds, or elsewhere, to take care of 
him in case of an injury while on the ~· ob. 

I should like to suggest this as a so ution : That three or four men 
from those States that have taken care of this situation, either by 
legislation or by executive proclamation of the Governor, be ap
pointed on n committee, subcommittee, or what not, to make recom-
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mendations back to this group with _re~pect t_o some mea!ls o~ pro
tectina- relief workers in case of an InJUry, e1ther by leg1slatwn or 
by ex~cutive proclamation. 

[This suggestion was seconded.] 
Mr. KEENER (Arizona): I ~hink Mr. Ste'Yart was unduly alarmed 

about the fate of compensatiOn laws. Anzona, a couple of years 
ago, attempted to repeal the Arizona compensat_ion law. It 'Yas 
put to referendum and the bill t{) repeal met w1th overwhelmmg 
defeat. That bill was proposed by a group of attorneys who, of 
course, were not getting their share of the m~mey.. Arizona has 
solved the relief workers' problem to the sahsfactwn of almost 
everyone concerned, in that part of the money for relief is diverted 
to pay the insurance premiums for taking care of injured workmen. 

Mr. SuPPIGER (Idaho). Most of us have wondered at the fear 
expressed in this discussion. If there is occasion for alarm over 
the fate of the workmen's compensation law, those of us who are 
best acquainted with its workings, those of us who are interested in 
its success, should get busv with a campaign of education. I say 
that because I am aware O'f the trend of which Mr. Stewart spoke 
a while ago and of which the commissioner from Arizona has spoken 
just now. There is a well-organized, a definitely organized, move
ment to repeal the act as it stands and to put the administration 
of it into the hands of the courts, but that movement emanates from 
and is sponsored by people who have an interest in putting the ad
ministration of the act into the hands of the courts, and therefore 
I say we should, if such a movement is observed, initiate a campaign 
of education to offset it. 

The subject under discussion seems to have been fully covered 
by Mr. Angsten. Does it not occur to you that the subject brings 
up an emergency which has arisen under the compensation law, as 
to whether or not it shall cover these relief workers? 'Vhy was 
the workmen's compensation law passed in the first place? It was 
passed to take care of an emergency. Of course, the situation which 
I term "emergency " has existed for a long time. Everything could 
not be foreseen at the time of the passage of the law. This is simply 
a new condition which has arisen, and it is up to this body, I believe, 
to do what Mr. Knutson has suggested-appoint a conunittee to draft 
a proper resolution to take care of the situation or the emera-ency 
that has now arisen. " 

[On being put to a vote, the motion of Mr. Knutson, that a com
mittee of 3 or 5 men, preferably from States which have taken caro 
of the relief problem by legislation or by executive proclamation 
and are familiar with what they are doina- in their States be ap
pointed-such committee to make recomme~dations back to the con
vention as to how to overcome the problem of compensating relief 
workers-was carried.] 

[Later in the convention, Chairman Baker appointed the follow
ing membe~s ~ the committee !n question: Chairman, Peter J. 
Angsten, Illmms; W. H. Debe!, Mmnesota, and John C. Root, North 
Carolina.] 

Chairman BAI<ER. We have a very important paper, by Mr. Swen 
Kjaer, on the "American Remarriage Table." 
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An American Remarriage Table 
By SWEN KJAEB, ot the United- States Bureau ot Labor Stati8tic8 

At many of the previous conventions of the International Associa
tion of Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions a. great deal of 
dissatisfaction had been voiced with the remarriage experience pub
lished by the Royal Netherlands Accident Fund commonly referred 
to as the Dutch remarriage table, generally used in this'Country for 
evaluating compensation benefits to widows and determining reserves .. 

An attempt was made in 1924 to obtain statistics on this subject 
from the various States and Provinces. According to a. report made 
to the association in 1927, such information was not available in 16 
of the States, and some of the other States were unable to do the cleri
cal work involved. 

Through the continuous efforts of former Secretary Ethelbert Stew
art a. considerable number of schedules sent to the States were obtained 
and, in accordance with the resolution passed during the Chicago con
vention in 1933, these were turned over to the Bureau of Labor Sta
tistics for use in developing an American remarriage table. 

Iri sorting the schedules-11,386 in all-it was found that only 4,'l95 
contained sufficient data. to construct a. workable table. 

At about the same time it was learned that an American remar
riage table had been compiled and published by the Casualty Actua
rial Society, based on data collected by theN atwnal Council on Com
pensation Insurance from its members, from exclusive State funds, 
and from carriers not affiliated with the national council, located in 
31 jurisdictions. 

The study was confined to data reported for the policy years 1921 
to 1929, inclusive, and the completed tables covered 10,699 cases, more 
than double the number of cases available in the association study. 

The following table shows a. summary of the volume of the data 
which serves as a. basis for the calculated remarriage rates. 

Rema>-riage ot widrnos-Summarv of volume of ea>poaure 

(Source: Proceedings of the Casualty Actuarlal Society, May 26, 1933] 

Widow's age at husband's death 

Experience during first 6 years of 
widowhood 

Number of 1 ----,,----;----cases ~-

observed Number of 
remarriages 

Exposure 
(In years) 

Average year
ly probabiUty 
of remarriage 

16 to 20 yoars ... ------------------------------- 395 0.1178 145 1, 231 
21 to 25 years·--------------------------------- 1,088 .0768 
26 to 30 Year&---------------------------------- 1,402 . 0630 
31 to 35 years.................................. 1, 607 • 0372 
86 to 4.0 yean.................................. 1,4.76 .0203 
41 to 4.6 yoan ... ------------···-·-·····-------- 1, 265 . 0173 
4.6 to tiO yoars.................................. 1, 117 • 0117 
li1 toM yoors.................................. 910 . 0064.. 
66 to 60 yoars.................................. 728 . 0032 
61 to 6li yoars.................................. 44.8 • 0053 
60 to 70 yoars.................................. 260 ,001.4. 
71 to 75 year•----------------------------------

1 
__ ...,...:1.:.:0<+--,..,.,.:.-l--c:::-:.:.:...l--...,...:·.:.:0029~ 

Total.................................... 10,600 .0320 

278 3, 619 ... 4,669 
100 6,102 
105 6. 174. 
78 4,618 
46 3,923 
22 3,4.62 
16 ..... 
8 1,505 • ... 
I 339 

1,187 37,04.0 

187108--30----4 
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Detailed tables prepared from t?ese d~ta were published in the 
proceedings of the Casualty Actuarml Society, May 26, 1933, volume 
XIX, part II, under ".A.n .American Remarriage Table", by "William 
F. Roeber and Ralph M. Marshall. . . . 

It was also learned that the workmen's compensatwn commission of 
the State of West Virginia was engaged in compiling its expe~ie~ce 
of remarriage of widows. As 4,013 of the schedules in the assocmt~on 
study had been supplied by West Virginia, ~t seemed the best pol.icy 
to abandon the proposed tabulation temporarily, and call the attentiOn 
of the cvnvention to present conditions. 

There cannot be any question about the inadequacy of the Dutch 
remarriage table. The figures used in this country were presumably 
taken from either the 1912 tabulation, which covered 6,804 cases, or 
the 1917 tabulation, which included 7,096 additional cases, a total of 
13,900 cases. Revised tables were issued in 1922 and 1927, but, so 
far as known, the American tables were not revised accordingly. 
Even if they had been revised to correspond, the factor of variations 
in customs of the two countries would remain, and the revised tables 
would still not represent actual conditions here. 

The tables published by the Casualty Actuarial Society cannot be 
considered entirely satisfactory as the data are rather limited, but 
they probably reflect conditions in the United States more accurately 
than the Dutch tables. If the actual conditions vary from those 
portrayed in the tables, the results are either inadequate reserves 
which jeopardize the security of compensation of the widow, or exces
sive reserves which would require industry to pay higher premium 
rates than necessary and would be reflected in the production costs. 
The two compilations do not agree. It is mentioned in the report of 
the actuarial society that reserves set up according to the American 
table will be greater than the reserves depending upon the Dutch 
table for ages under 34 and less for ages over 34. A table based on 
American experience should by all means be established. 

[Mr. Kjaer made a motion that" we should have a table that reflects 
the American experience", which was seconded and carried.] 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. FoNDILLER (New York). Just a word of explanation recrardin"' 
a. question raised by Mr. Kjaer in his paper as to whether the" remat~ 
nage figures adopted from the Royal Dutch Insurance Institution 
were taken from th~ 1912 or the 1917 tabulation. It so happens that 
when these calculatiOns were made, nearly 20 years ago, I was assist
a'!t ~tuary of the Ne~v .York Stat~ Workmen's Compensation Com
IniSSIOn and had the pr1v1lege of takmg an active part m the construc
t!on of the reserve tables from the remarriage figures adopted at that 
time. I am ablei therefore, to state that the remarriage figures em
ployed in the ca culations were taken from the 1912 tabulation and 
that the 1917 tabulation was not then available. Later, in 1923, when 
the schedule of benefits !J'!der the New York Ia w was amended so 
t~at the benefits to surv1vmg orphans were increased upon remar
rmge of the w1dow, as well as upon her d~ath, it became necessary 
to. construct new reserve tables for evaluatmg benefits to surv!vinrr 
w1dows and orphans. " 
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It was again my privilege to take an active part in these calcula
tions, this work bemg performed by my own actuarial firm, and 
published as Bulletin No. 120 by the New York State Department 
.of Labor. These later calculations were based on the same remarriage 
figures as were used in the construction of the original reserve tables. 
The basis of the reserves to be set up under the New York workmen's 
compensation law was incorporated in the law on July 1, 1917, and 
has not since been changed. Hence, there was no choice in 1923 as 
to what remarriage figures should be employed in constructing ·ih~ 
new reserve tables. 

It is recognized that 10,000 widows (radix of the American Re
marriage Table) is not a large exposure, but it represents a sizable 
portion of the remarriage experience available in this country among 
widows of industrial workers, and it was published for what it was 
worth. 

It should be noted that the American Remarriage Table recently 
published (proceedings of the Casualty Actuarial Society, vol. XIX, 
p. 279) does nothin itself, enable one to compute directly the value of 
the benefits to t e surviving widow and orphans. The table merely 
·discloses the rate of remarriage at each age of widows and it is 
necessary to combine these rates with the rate of mortality and the 
rate of interest, together with the schedule of benefits and limitations 
provided under the particular law. It is from such a calculation that 
there finally emerges reserve tables similar to those constructed nearly 
20 years ago and Inter revised in 1923 for the evaluation of benefits 
under the New York law. Reserve tables of this kind have not vet 
been constructed on the basis of the American Remarriage Table. • 

Chairman BAKER. Are there any further remarks or any other con
tributions to be made to this subject? 

Mr. KINGSTON (Ontario). I did not get the significance of the full 
paper, but I have been hoping for a long time that among the com
pensation boards of the United States and Canada we could 1\"et a 
reliable table of mortality, including also the element of remarriage, 
which would embody the experience of 20 years. We have been going 
now for practically 20 years, in all jurisdictions in Canada and the 
United States, and we have all been usin~ the American Experience 
Table of Mortality to a large extent, I tnink, and for the purpose 
.of the remprriage feature we have been using this Dutch table. The 
Dutch table has been in use in Canada since I started in 1914, so it 
must be the table of 1912 that is used. I do not know whether the 
••xperience of the large element of colored workers in the South should 
enter into such a table-I think the insurance companies mi~ht have 
somethin~ to say about that-but if we were to deal with tnat zone 
running tnrough the middle of the United States from east to west 
·and include such experience as has been gathered in New York, we 
would have sufficient to make a table. Is that the significance of Mr. 
Kjaer's paped 

Mr. KJAER. Not quite that, but it has proved one thing, that you 
cannot get information from the different States, even from Ontario, 
which sent in word that it did not have the clerical help to compile 
the information and make the table. That was the report from most 
.of the States. For instance: 
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Alabama, lack of funds. 
California, no deductions made. 
Georgia o. number of promises which so fur have not muterlullzet.l. 
Indiana' bus records but unable to do the work. 
Kansas,' has not said anything since the time it changed Ollmiulstratlon, nod 

did not have any records then. 
Louisiana, no clerical help . 
.Maine, unable to do the work. 
Maryland promised as soon as possible but not received. 
Michigan,' does not compile statistics; it does insure but there nrc no statistics 

Q\'Uilable. 
:\limwsotu, promised at an early date. 
Mon~anu, lack of funds prevent. 
NeUra::;ka, stuff too limited, use of the files offered if we send somebody tlu:'r~ 

to compile tlte datu. 
New Hampshire, unable to do the work. 
New York, undertook compilation but did not have time nod wus unable 

to do the work. 
North Dakota, experience too limited; furnlshell some but snlll experience 

was too limited to amount to anything. 
Ohio, last word sent in wns in 19:!7, wllen it hall more than 2,500-1 J.ses but 

no office force for compiling. 
Oklahoma, of course, has no records. 
Pennsylvania has been sending some dntn in, but through some mlstnli.e the 

n""e of the husband has been given instead of the age of the widow, the basis 
o~ which all information is compiled, so they were useless; u little over 500 
were good and about 6,000 were no good. 

Ontario, records but unable to do the work. 

Mr. KINGSTON. To whom did you write in Ontario! 
Mr. KJAER. I do not know. :Mr. Stewart wrote at thnt tim~, as 

secretary. That was his report. 
Tennessee, office force too limited. 
Utah, promised at an early (}ate; I found sowe from Utuh but could nvt ~l·t 

the age of the widows. 
Vermont, promised us soon as possible but none in the records. 
Virginia, did not start to compile information until1925. 
'VuSbington, used the Dutch table; there has been u change there uud it 

might be possible to get some now. 
'Vest Virginia has compiled the Information nml hns tabulated it. 

We have the West Virginia information, but in view of the fact 
that its actuary had compiled most of the information, I could see 
no use in going ahead and doing that extra work. 

I thought some argument mi~ht be started here at this convention 
that would end in making a ctmnge in the forms. Some of those 
earlier records are no good, and in some places the boards may not 
be able to go back through the records and compile them. When this 
study was first started it was intended to cover some of the wnr 
period. The insurance companies took occasion between 1921 und 
1929 to get away from the actual war period to a more normal period. 
Th~y have a little oyer 10,000 exposures, and t~>ey cun get, through 
thCJr agents, a contmuous study from all the msurance companies. 
I_f we comb!n~ with them. an~ also util_ize what we get from compensa
tion commissiOners, begmnmg at th1s date for instance making a 
compilation of. both and elin~inating the ~uplications, ;ve shall be 
able to get a b1gger exposure m a shorter tune and make somethin« 
available for study. " 

Mr. KINGSTON. How many cases would you need in order to mnke 
a reliable table, in your judgment? 
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Mr. KJAER. I will ask Mr. Richardson to answer that question. 
1Ie has been very active in this matter. 

Mr. RICHARDSON (New York). I would say that 10,000 would be a 
ia.ir measure. 

Mr. KJAER. Ten thousand was the size of the National Council 
study. 

Mr. RICHARDSON. However, it would seem better to use 10,000 
·cases taken from American experience than to use the antiquated 
Dutch experience, which reflect conditions that do not obtain in 
North America. I imagine that better actuarial men would say that 
probably 10,000 cases, where you have to divide them into a number 
·of different subdivisions, would represent fairly limited exposure. 
On the other hand, it does seem to me that anythin~ we could get 
with any degree of authority from American experience might be 
more satisfactory than experience taken from some foreign country 
where the conditions, perhaps, are quite different from those here. 

l\Ir. KINGSTON. The American Experience Table is based upon in
sured lives, is it not, and of course, you must say insurable lives 1 

Mr. RICHARDSON. It is based on compensation cases. 
Mr. KINGSTON. Which, the American Experience Table or the 

Dutch1 
Mr. FoNDILLER. The American Experience Table of Mortality is 

based upon insured lives which were medically examined at the time 
·of being insured by the Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York. 
The tab1e is quite old {1868) and in spite of being based on a group 
of medically selected lives, it shows rates of mortality quite high as 
·compared with rates now experienced by life insurance companies 
on recent business, particularly at the younger ages. In workmen's 
·compensation, however, we are dealing with widows from the gen
·eral population and without medical examination. The mortality 
rates shown by the United States Life Tables for white females are 
based on census returns and represent general population mortality 
without selection by medical examination; this appears to be appro
priate for·the purpose at hand. 

With regard to the number of lives required to furnish an ade
·quate basis for the construction of a remarriage table, it is not so 
much the number of widows that is important, as the number of 
years of exposure. The 10,000 widows in the experience of the Amer
ican Remarriage Table represented an exposure of 37,000 years. This 
is an average of only 3.7 years per widow and hence represents re
marriage experience prima.rily during the early years of widow
hood. Offhand, I should say that 100 000 years of exposure, with a 
sizable J?Ortion of the experience in the later years of widowhood, 
would g:1ve a fairly dependable basis. 

A st1ll larger experience would /ermit the construction of sep
arate tables for white and colore lives and for certain selected 
industries (such as coal mining) where the rate of remarriage, as 
in the West Virginia and Pennsylvania mining districts, is known 
to be distinctly high. This was brou,.ht out in 1922 as respects 
Pennsylvania in a well-known paper ('Proceedings of the Casualty 
Actuarial Society, vol. VIII, p. 201) by the late Mr. E. H. Downey 
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of the Pennsylvania Ins~ranc~ Department. In analyzing th~ basis 
data it is important to consider whether an undue proportim~ of 
the ~xperience occurred during periods of ecn~omic depre~~wn. 
when the rates of remarriage are lower than durmg normal tunes. 

:Mr. KINGSTON. May I ask another question? Just leave out. the 
Dutch remarrinrre table or any other table, and tuke the Amencan 
Experience Table of ~Iortality, as we ure using that. "' e know 
that is an insurance table based upon insured lives. 'Ve apply 
that to workmen's compensation and leave the remarriage-of-widows 
element out of the picture. 

Is it not obvious that there is an unwarranted applicution of mor
tality experience on insured lives to establish mortality expectam·~· 
of widows and im]Jaired workmen where you are creating a pen
sion; you have widows, many of them probably not insurable at 
all, and injured workmen, many of them by the very nature of 
the injury seriously impaired 1 And so I am questioning in my 
own mind, is not the American Experience Table of Mortality in 
many respects faulty from the point of view of the consider:ition 
which compensation boards are giving it 1 

Mr. FmmiLLER. Yes; because the American Experience Table of 
Mortality shows a lower rate of mortality than these speciul groups. 
which consist of impaired lives or not medically examined li,·es. 
Therefore, claim reserves on this mortality table will be higher than 
on a table based upon impaired or substandard lives. "What you 
are driving at, I presume, is, how would it affect the uollars you 
have set up in your liabilities? 

Mr. KINGSTON. That is it. 
Mr. FoNDILLER. If you are requireu to set up those uollurs on the 

American experience table, then the premium rates will be affected 
upward more than by the use of some tuble that more clooely 
approximates actual mortality. Is that a definite answer? 

Mr. KINGSTON. Yes. 
Mr. HARTWIG. I will undertake, when I go back to the State of 

Oreg~n, to get our experience w_it~ rem!'-rriages anu any other 
expenence you may want for a hmited time back. I realize the 
problem that all commissions are confronted with, ours alonrr with 
others, but I will undertake to get that information and se~ that 
it is kept UP. from now on, because that happens to be my depart
ment. I w1ll be glad to do that, and if you have regular fomig 
that we can use we shall be glad to use them. -

Dr. BALDWIN (Washingto_n, D. C.). This paper by 1\Ir. Kjaer is 
the result of a recommenuatwn that was muue m my annual report. 
I knew that the Bureau of Labor Statistics hau a !urge number of 
sc~edules. Supposedly, there was not adequate information fo1· 
th~s purpose, a1_1d we felt tlu1;t probably 20,000 cuses would be suf
ficient as a basis for compu~mg a tuble. This association notified 
the Bureau of J:•~bor Statistics to go ahead nnd compile that table, 
but when Mr. hjaer took that lltatt<'r up he found the defects h1• 
has already stated. 

The reason that t~e Bureau of Labor Statistics hud these sd1c1]ull•s 
was that a suggestiOn was m~de by this association u gout! Hilla I' 
years ago that the compensatiOn commissions should furnish tluit 
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information to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and on the strength 
of that recommendation Mr. Stewart wrote to all the commissions 
to furnish the information. They readily promised to do so, and a 
~-:ood many of them did furnish the schedules, but they did not 
furnish complete enough information to make the data worth any
thing. Unless ·you are going to furnish the information that is 
necessary to compile this table you may as well not try to do it. 
If the other commissions will just do that, you can readily get a 
sufficient number of cases, and if you do, the Bureau of Labor Sta
tistics will compile this table for you. 

It seems to me that is the thing to do. Mr. Kjaer recommends that 
this other table be adopted-why! Not because he believes it is 
perfect or satisfactory, but because it is better than anything we 
have. The Dutch table has become unsatisfactory, and if the com
·missions will do what they promised to do sometime ago, it will 
not be very long until we have a large enough field of information 
to compile an adequate table. That is what I hope you will all do. 

Mr. HARTWIG. The point I wanted to make was that !rather sense· 
that when this request for information came to the various com
missions, they were expected to go back in the history of their acts, 
probably to the time when their act began. 'l;'hat would mean a lot 
of work, and they would not have the help; but if we start in now 
and go back a vear or so, I think that can be done without any diffi
culty, and I wf'll undertake to do it for Oregon. 

Mr. KJAER. In that case the form should be changed from the form 
that was adopted. The form that was used by the insurance com
panies does not carry all the information that should be accumulated. 

Chairman BAKER. What form do you mean Y 
Mr. KJAER. The form for collecting the information. The sched

ule sent out to get the information was one with questions that 
should be on there but which were not on all forms. 

Chairman BAKER. We are back to the question of remarriage. 
Mr. KJAER. In looking this up I find that the Dutch table, if it 

is the 1912 table that has been used, has a total of only 6,804 cases, 
and that is an accumulation for 10 years. It now has 21,000 cases, 
but we have never made any changes. 

[Meeting adjourned.] 



TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25-MORNING SESSION 

Section A-Problems of Exclusive State-Fund jurisdictions 

Chairman, FRED W. ARMSTRONG, Vice Chairman Workmen'• Compenaatlon Board of 
Nova Scotia 

ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION 

[At the suggestion of the chairman each 1,.;an present stated his 
name and the section he represented.] 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. This is a round-table discussion. I will say 
something in regard to assessments, to open the meeting, and then 
everybody can feel free to speak on this subject and to bring up any 
other subject. 

The first problem, and a continuing one, of an exclusive State fund 
is to have money to pay claims. It is therefore necessary that as
sessments should be made in some form so as to enable the board 
to have funds in hand at any time to pay claims. According to our 
act and the acts of many of the other jurisdictions, a"sessments can 
be made in different forms, but practically all jurisdictions follow 
the line that assessments are made on the total pay roll at a fixed 
rate on every hundred dollars of wages paid to workmen. The col
lectin~ of assessments is, therefore, of vital importance, and I thought 
it mignt be well for the members of the association who are present 
here today to consider whether we can learn something from each 
other as to the way we face this problem. 

I have prepared some copies of assessments as practiced in the 
jurisdiction which I represent and am handing them to the different 
representatives so that they may look them over and ask any questions 
they may deem necessary. The discussion, I have no doubt, will 
become general in regard to the forms laid before you. 

One of the things in the acts of the Canadian Provinces which 
appears to be different from the acts in the American Stutes is that 
in all cases where over a certain number of men are employed the 
workman is insured, even if the employer has not reporteu to the 
board and has therefore not paid any money into the board. The 
idea back of this seems to be that the workman should be protected 
if he is working for an employer who employs a reasonable number 
of workmen. This, of course, is specified either in the act itself or 
in the regulations of the different boards. 

Because boards have to pay claims where employers have not re
ported and have n~t paid ~ssessments, it _becomes necessary that the 
boards should be gt ven urbttrary powers m the way of co !lectin" as
sessments from employers of this type. Besides the penalties ,~hich 
may ~ttach because _he ~as not reported or paid his assessment, the de
faultmg employer IS hable for the cost of any accident whH1 hap-
pens during his default. ~ 

[At this point Chairman Armstrong passed around and explained 
some of the various forms he had prepared.] 
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Of course, it is essential that, where we have to pay claims where 
employers have not reported, we must have power to collect our 
money in the easiest way possible. Under our act all that is neces
sary for the board to do is to make out a certificate that such a man 
owes us a certain amount of money. This is taken up to the protho
notary office, and it constitutes a judgment just the same as if we 
had gone into court and gotten a judgment in the ordinary way 
before a judge of our supreme or county court. The board-order 
form here is another way we have of getting after the person who 
does not report his operations. That is, where he has an accident, 
we issue a board order and collect it just the same as we do the 
assessment for the cost of the accident which happened before he 
reported his operations to the board. 

These others are forms for adjustments of the pay rolls and speak 
for themselves. It is not necessary to go into detail about them . 

.Another point is that where the employer is not an incorporated 
company we do not cover the employer or members of his family 
unless a special application is made on form no. 111; we have a form 
for getting his pJ:iysical condition and if he has good vision, and 
things like that, so as to see if he is a good risk. 

The meeting is now open, and we will start with Mr. Kingston. 
Mr. KINGSTON (Ontario). The first problem that is purely an 

exclusive State fund problem is, of course, the problem of getting 
the funds. The gentlemen who are enga~ed in the administration 
of what we call an "insurance act "-the msurance type of legisla
tion-have nothing to do with the finding of the money with which 
to pay the claims. We have all that they have to do in the way of 
administering the act as to accidents that have happened, finding the 
amount of compensation to which a workman is entitled, and con
sideration and reconsideration of all of the incidents that arise out 
of an accident. Then, from the point of view of a /?ure State fund 
administrator, we look at the other fellows and say, 'What a simple 
job you have. All you say to the insurance company or to the em
ployer, who possibly is the mouthpiece for the insurance company, 
is to pay this claim and we wash our hands of it." But the exclusive 
State fund administrator has to go farther and have all the respon
sibility of getting the fund. 

It is surJ?rising what an enormous number of problems arise out 
of the aettmg in of the money. I have no doubt that those of us 
here, who are all in the exclusive State fund system so to speak, will 
bear me out in what I say, that that is the big problem. 

Let me say here that there is a difference, as I understand it, 
between the system in Ohio and our exclusive State fund system. 
In most of the Canadian Provinces the situation is that we must 
assess the employers, as Mr. Armstrong has said, get the money, 
and pay the compensation that the board orders out of the fund that 
we have collected. We must pay that compensation whether we 
collect the money or not. If a man is hurt in the backwoods some 
place, in an industry that is under the act, the employers may never 
have heard of the act, but if that industry, when the injury comes 
to light, is under the act, that man must get compensation. That 
would not be so in Ohio, as I understand the situation. 
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Mr. GREGORY (Ohio). That is partially true. 
Mr. KINGSTON. That was not always so, but a ?hange has been 

made. There must be an application--Qr at least tt was once so
by an employer for a coverage by your board. Was that not the 
case? 

Mr. GREGORY. At the outset the nonconforming e_mployers w~re 
not covere?, and the injured workmen were not entttled to recetve 
compensatiOn. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Has there been a change¥ 
Mr. GREGORY. Yes; in some respects. 
Mr. KINGSTON. So that an injured workman in an industry ~ot 

under the act, as we speak of it, is not entitled to compensatiOn 
in Ohio in all cases? 

Mr. GREGORY. In the first place, the commission mal{es a findi!lg 
that the employer is amenable to the law, and then. if the clatm 
is one of merit it makes an award. If that award ts reduced to 
judgment agai~st the employer, the claimant is entitled to com
pensation out of the fund, whether we collect from the employer 
or not. 

Mr. KINGSTON. I am glad to know that that change has been made, 
because we have often compared our law with the Ohio law. Our 
law was based ori~nally to some extent on the Ohio law, but that 
change. that provtsion, in the Ohio law was not incorporated into 
the Ontario law. We went further than that and said that the 
employee must get compensation in every case of accident happen
ing in an industry that is under the act, if the accident happened 
in the course of employment and as a result of employment. 

The problem, us I say, is to get the funds in. I suppose half of 
our staff is engaged in that stde of the work, in getting in the 
monev to pay the compensation that is ordered by the board, on 
what "you might cull the accident side of the administration. That 
means that we have to get a list of all the employers doing business 
in the Province or in the State. After we have gotten the list of 
employers, then we must get the pay-roll returns in. Mr. Armstrong 
has referred to the great number of forms that are necessary in order 
to get that information. Our practice in that regard is that just 
before the end of each year we send out to every employer through
out the Province whose name we can get-we have about 25,000 of 
these firms-form letters with instructiOns to make the return, and 
that it must be in by the 20th of January. 

The form letters come in, and we have considered the problem 
of what will happen if the form letters are not in promptly. It 
seems to be a necessary evil in all of our work that we must provide 
certain. penalties. Personally, I do not like penalties if they can 
be avotded, but it seems necessary to make a provision that if an 
employer ~oes not get his pay roll in ,rromptly he must be penalized. 
I should hke to know what the experience of some of the other juris
dictions is in regard to penalties-whether, if penalties were softened, 
we could accomplish our work, because, after all, the main purpose 
of a penalty is to insure that our forms will be in and that the infor
mation will be gathered which will enable us to make an assessment 
and get in our money .. Of course we ought to get it without a pen-
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alty, but we charge a penalty of 5 percent, with a maximum of $500, 
to a firm that does not get its pay roll in on or before the 20th of 
January. In a few cases a substantial penalty had to be imposed. 

1\Ir. SINCLAIR (New Brunswick). Is that 5 percent on the actual 
assessment~ 

Mr. KINGSTON. Five percent on the actual assessment, yes. If the 
assessment was $100, the penalty would be $5. If the assessment 
was $10,000, the penalty would be $500, but if it was $2'0,000, it 
would be no more than $500. That is the situation we have been 
working under. 

The grouping of employers for the purpose of classification is a 
very large problem, and I take it that in all the State fund juris
dictions this problem is practically the same. We have studied with 
a great deal of interest and satisfaction the system of classification 
and groupin"' of employers for the purpose of rating which Ohio 
publishes. One of the exclusive State fund problems is subgrouping 
of employers for the purpose of rating. In this respect we have 
dasses and subclasses. Then comes the consideration of the hazards. 
Not all of the operations within one group or within one class have 
the same hazard, so perhaps within one class we have a dozen differ
ent subgroups, and each subgroup has a rate applicable to what 
we consider the hazard of that particular subgroup. And then come 
the rates for these great varieties of hazards that we find exist. 

Then the assessment, made up in accordance with the hazard, must 
go out. ·when we send out a notice of an assessment, we give a 
month in which to pay, and if it has not been paid within a month, 
there is a penalty. So we have two sets of penalties-a penalty 
for not reporting the pay roll and another penalty for not paying 
the assessment when it is due. The penalty for not paying the as
sessment, for allowing 1 month, 2 months, or 3 months to elapse, is 
5 percent if it is not paid within the month, and then 1 percent per 
month after that; that is, if the employer allows the default to ac
eumulate, but we make a small provision for a few days of grace. 

In connection with getting in the pay-roll return, I mi~ht say 
that if an employer comes to us and says that he has great difficulty 
in getting his returns together and wants another Z weeks or 3 weeks 
to get his returns in, we always grant that time without hesitation; 
but if he simply 15oes along and pays no attention to the request 
for information-Just allows the time to go by without any request 
for an extension of time to get the return in-then the penalty 
attaches. We have no argument with him if he says that he wants 
additional time; we give that time to him without question. 

Then we have the matter I spoke of at first, the payment of the 
eosts of an accident to a workman whose employer has not reported 
his operations to the board. We have a provision in our law which 
has unposed a ver:y heavy burd<.>n on some employers. I do not 
know whether all JUrisdictions have such a provision or not, but 
we have the right to impose the whole cost of the accident on the 
defaulting employer. The man gets his compensation; as I say, 
it may be $5 or $500, or $5,000. · 

We had a case just a short time ago where a man had been under 
the act, and had been paying his assessments re!rularly for years. 
Business got bad with him, and at the beginning of this year he said, 
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"I will not bother making any return .. I haven"t got !lilY. work 
on hand and don't expect any work. It 1s no good puttmg m my 
pav roll again because I have nothing to pay a r~tur~ on." .· " 

Sometime durin" the month of June he got a httle JOb plnsteun, 
a house which he "and his son had been working on together. He 
had to take on one extra man on the job of plastering this par
ticular house. Unfortunately the man fell from a scaffolding and 
was killed. "Te had to make an order against that unfortunate em
ployer1 and if the or?er is enforced .it will take e:ery.thing he has, 
and w1ll even take h1s home from hun. It puts hun m a very em
barrassing position. Here was an employer who had been i.n goo.d 
standin" with the board for years and who had been paymg Ins 
assessm~nts re"ularly but he made a slip. The widow of the un
fortunate ma~ who 'was killed must get compen,ation, and th~ 
problem now is for the board to collect that money. 

Mr. SINCLAIR. You would not enforce that provision in a ctbe 
like that would you 1 . . . 

Mr. Ii'rNGSTON. Well, we have sometimes tempered 1t m those 
cases. If it is only a small amount, we ask for the full amount. 
If it is under $100, then we ask the defaulting employer to pay 
the full amount; he must pay the full amount if he can. Of course, 
you cannot get blood out of a stone. ~lost of the defaulting em
ployers are unfortunate employers who have very little, so that it is 
not always that we are successful in getting from the employer the 
amount of money represented by the compensation to his mjured 
workmen under such circumstances. If the amount is large, $!,000 
or $5,000, we are in the habit of saying to the employer," Well, we 
are not going to impose the whole burden on you, but we are going 
to go 50-50 with you. The board will pay half and we expect you 
to pay half." Sometimes we have to temper that further. The 
point is, we must look at the situation and find out exactly how much 
the traffic will stand. That is a question we have to ask ourseh·es, 
and sometimes, even if we find it is possible to ~et only 25 percent 
or even 10 percent, where the amount is substantial and the chances 
of getting anything are comparatively remote, we have to do what 
g_ood business judgment. sugge~ts, and we do not put the screws on 
tightly. \Ve try to av01d talnng a man's home from him and we 
try to avoid putting a man absoh!tely out of business. ' 

Mr. GREGORY. I should like to ask a question. What method do 
you pursue in order to keep fly-by-night employers from foolinoo you 
all the time under those circumstances 1 " 

Mr. ~INGSTON. We have audit officers ll"oing around the country 
all the time. They cannot be on every man's doorstep every morning. 
of course, and I realize that it is possible for many employers to 
j!et. away. with small jobs and that we may never hear of them. 
It IS possible that they do ~tet away with them if there are no acci
dents. If we find these employers Inter, we then ask them what 
busmess they have. carried on ~lw last year or two. If we find thev 
have actually cat-rted on a Lusmess, we make them report and thei1 
they pay not only the assessment that they should pay' but also 
t~e p~nulty for not having reported. We make the b~st of the 
s1tuatwn that way. 
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l\fr. GREGORY. Do you have a criminal provision where there is a 
willful violation? 

Mr. KINGSTON. We have one in the act but we have never sought 
to enforce it. There is a provision that a man may be fined not less 
than $50, I think, nor more than $500, and that fine may be imposed 
by a local magistrate. We also have ample provision in our act for 
imposing certain penalties,. a_nd ":e have found .that ~t is far more 
satisfactory to use the provisiOns m our act for 1mposmg the penal
ties than to take a man before a magistrate of the court. ·We did 
once go to a magistrate court seeking the remedy which the act 
provides for default, but on that occasion we found the magistrate 
was not very sympathetic, and we never went to a magistrate after 
that. So now we use only the provision in our act for added assess
ments for delay in making payments, and it is much more satisfactory 
than seeking a remedy in the magistrate court. 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. Mr. Walker, will you give us your views on 
this matted 

Mr. WALKER (North Dakota). There has been a real problem with 
us during this period of drought and depression. Industries neces
sarily suffered along with agriculture out in our State, but during 
the past year we have made a particular drive to get in assessments 
.and liquidate some old accounts that had been standing for several 
years. We took rather drastic action in some cases. We started 
'pretty nearly a year ago. I took an attorney and went to one city 
where some lignite coal operators had operated for several years 
without payin,. their assessments, which was very unfair competi
tion to those who were paying assessments. We not only garnisheeil 
bank accounts in two towns simultaneously, but also served garnish
ments on the city where one of them had the contract for supplying 
the city with coal and on a normal school where another one had a 
-contract. We brought these gentlemen to us after that. They came 
·with a proposition tolut themselves in good standing, which was 
the end sought for. !though it was impossible for them to pick 
"Up all of the old accounts, we entered into a stipulation with them 
whereby they would be put in good standing and we would give them 
.an opportunity to pay up their arrears in installments. We went 
further than that. Where they could give us evidence that they had 
paid an injured employee, pn1d his doctor's bills, paid his hospital 
bills we credited them with that. That our drive for collecting 
funds has been quite successful is evidenced by the fact that we got 

·through this year without the necessity of borrowing, as we had to 
.do last year, and we now have a verl substantial balance on hand. 

I was interested in Mr. Kinrrston s disclosure about paying the 
injured workmen where the emp'ioyer had not provided for compen
sation. We do not do that. We make an award against the em
ployer, but that necessitates the injured employee gettmg his money 
·by virtue of an execution a~ainst the assets of the employer, if he 
'has any. It is very unsatistactory. I am glad to get the informa
tion that Ohio and Ontario have adopted that plan, and I hope that 
we can get an amendment so that we can do something of that sort, 
·because there are some very tragic cases of accidents where the 
.employer has not provided compensation. 
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However in our State when an employer has at some time made. 
application' and carrie~ ~ompensatio!l, a~d an accident hnppens, al
though he may not be ~n good_ stundmg, If l!e pnys up what he O":es 
the bureau and puts himself Ill good standmg, then we assume lm
bility in that case. 

Mr. MoRGAN (Wyoming). I have listened wi_th a. great den! of 
interest to l\Ir. Kingston. He has covered our sJtuatlOn prett; well 
as to the collection of funds to pay these claims.. Tha.t 1s our 
trouble, only we are just a little worse olf than OntariO. \\ e <~o 1~ot 
have anything to say as to the amount of the award. The dl>trlct 
courts of our State make the awards and it is up to us to have the 
money to pay them. But we have not had much trouble. \Ve are 
going along !airly well. The only penalty we hav_e, if :¥OU wish to 
call it that, IS where the employer has not complied w1th the act. 
\Ve can go back on him for the amount of the a ward made by the 
district court. 

Mr. Kr>i~GSTON. What success have you had in getting it? 
Mr. MoRGAN. Fairly good success. \Ve have had no large chtims 

to make, and we have had some success in this wa~·, that it has 
brought a good many of them in on time since that clnnse was put 
in the law. Our premiums are collected each month from the em
ployer. He is obliged to submit his pay roll for the month on the 
15th of the following month, together with his draft covering that 
payment. \Ve keep an inspector on the road the year round; he 
audits these pay rolls and calls on the employers regularly, and we 
have found that has been a great help to us. 

Mr. Kn<GSTON. Do you make an assPsment each month on receipt 
of that return 1 

Mr. MoRGAN. No; the employer has to submit the pay roll. 
Chairman AnMSTRONG. Just like the income tux. 
Mr. MonGAN. And with the amount of the premium, llh percent. 

In a case where an employer has a claim that overdraws his account, 
then his premium automatically goes to 4 percent until thut over
draft is wiped out. 

Mr. SrNCLAII!. Do you have the same rates for every industry 1 
Mr. MoRGAN. That is one fault of our law-the sume rate for every 

industry. Of course, you understand, in \Vyoming we do not have 
very much industry, that is, industry is not so diversified. Om· 
main industries are coal mining and the oil industry. 

Chairman AnMBTRONO. Now we will hear from Mr. Gregory, chair
man of the Ohio board. 

Mr. GnF.oonY. I think you have touched upon the main point of 
State funds whe_n you talk about the collecting of nssessments. Mr. 
~tewart was saymg yesterday that unless the ndvocutes of wor]{lnrn's 
msurance look out they may see the whole scheme destroyed. I 
think the greatest danger comes from those for whose benefit it was 
cr~ated. I do not k~ow whether :you in C~nada are experiencing 
th~s or not, but here Ill the States, m these t1mes we are nil t 11kin"' 
o~ that attitude that is common to the Scotch~un-being liber:t 
w1th the other fellow's money. The appeal is made today "\Vhy 
don't you take care of claims!" You will find employers'making 
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that appeal, even though they are in default in the payment of their 
··assessments. They figure that here is an unfortunate man, and they 

encourage him having his attention directed elsewhere so as to ease 
their consciences. Yet ;you cannot meet these excessive demands 
continually without havmg money. I should like to inquire what 
has been the experience in Canada as to the amount of shortage due 
to the nonconforming employer. What has been your experience 
with that! 

Mr. KINGSTON. Well, of course we try to reduce the nonconform
ing employer to a minimum. If we hear of him, he soon becomes a 
complying employer. The problem is not a big one. It is big 
in the individual case when we get him, but that problem is appli
cable to only a comparatively few, and in most cases, comparatively 
small employers-the small type of employers. As I say, it is a 
problem in the individual case, and it sometimes imposes a hardship 
when we seek to enforce it, but the great mass of employers in our 
Province are very anxious to comply with the law, and we have 
no difficulty with the big people. 

Chairman ArursTRONG. Does that answer the question! 
Mr. GREGORY. Partially; yes. The experience we are having in 

Ohio is this: We do not, as a rule, have so much trouble with the 
large employer who is substantially set up in business and going con
tinuously, but it is the small business enterprises like restaurants, 
junk dealers, and men who are small contractors who shift from place 
to place. A contractor may obtain a contract for a job. It may be 
of considerable proportions, but possibly it is the only contract he 
will have in that locality. He may shift again to another locality, 
maybe in another State, yet he leaves a trail of wreckage behind 
him-human wreckage. It is in keeping up with that class of 
employers that we are having trouble in Ohio. 

Chairman AnMs~·RoNG. In contracting, we hold the principal 
responsible, the same as the contracting employer. Do you get that 1 
If a man lets a contract to one of these fly-by-night building contrac
tors, he becomes liable for the assessment; that is, the principal be
comes liable for the assessment if the contractor does not pay. That 
is the law in Nova Scotia. 

Mr. GREGORY. That is a very good law. We have been a little bit 
sensitive in Ohio..._ and I think in some of the other Stutes, about 
going that far. Voes that apply in all cases! . 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. The principal is responsible in all cases for 
the contractor's assessment. \Ve have even gone so far that when a 
principal lets a contract to a man, he is by law supposed to report it 
to the board. If he does not report it to the board, and the con
tractor hires men and there is an accident, we will perhaps make a 
joint assessment on the principal and on the contractor, and hold 
him responsible for the cost of that accident. I might sa;}' that we 
use the cost of the accident as a penalty up to $50 only. We have 
never charged any employer more than $50 for a penalty." 

Mr. KINGSTON. For a noncompliance? 
Chairman ARMSTRONG. No; but for the cost of nn accident, we 

have never gone over $50. 
Mr. KINGSTON. Even if it goes over $4,0009 
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Chairman ARMSTRONG. Yes. 
Mr. GREGORY. Then your charge there is based primarily upon 

what the premium would be? 
Chairman ARliSTRONG. No; we char~e the employer the premium 

as well, but we charge only up to $50, and we do· not have to go 
to the courts to recover that. "' e can make that as an assessment 
up to $50. 

Mr. GREGORY. Does that apply to small principals? For instance, 
a person desiring to build a house enters into a contract with a con
tractor to erect that house. Does that apply in· a case like that 1 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. Yes. 
Mr. MoRGAN. It does in our State, too. 
Chairman ARMSTRONG. You mention restaurant people nnd the 

small contractors. In Nova Scotia we have a'· limit on the number 
of employees; that is, by regulation there must be more than four 
employees. If.the employer has not reported, he becomes liable to 
pay compensatiOn. 

Mr. GREGORY. You mean he must have four employees? 
Chairman ARliSTRONG. More than 4 employees, that means 5. But 

we do not take restaurant people, or general stores, or things like 
that. A lot of junk dealers are not under our act at all; we have 
excluded them. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Does that number limit apply to all industries? 
Chairman ARMSTRONG. Yes; but we have this proviso, that we can 

assess a man if he has 2 or 3 employees, and if he is n continuing 
employer we will assess and put h1m under the act if he has only 3. 
But if he has not reported he does not become liable, or we do not 
have to pay compensation, unless he has over four men employed. 
Is that clear! 

Mr. GREGORY. Yes; I ~et your point. Such a plan hat: been advo
cated in the past. Especially in Ohio, I think, they have been a little 
sensitive about going that far, but possibly your !imitation would 
help some. It has been urged at times that the principal with whom 
the contractor engages should be held responsible for the total loss 
in the event of an accident. Possibly you have softened that some, 
and that may have helped. That is one of the big problems as we see 
it here in the States, how to make the employers respond to their just 
obligations. The last 4 or 5 years have brou~ht that out into the open. 
Many of us have been living by the grace of God for some time; we in 
Ohio are running.somewhat.on that.basis2 and the Lord has b.een very 
good to us. I am mterested m learmng ot your way of handlmO' it as 
that is one of the real problems that we are confronted with he;e. ' 

Chairman ARMSTnoxn. Mr. Evans, do you wish to say anything 
now! 

Mr. EvANS (Ohio). ~will just answer this sp~cific question of how 
we take care of penaltws on employers who fml to report or fail to 
pay. Of course, during recent years thnt has come to be a real prob
lem. As to employers whom we have covered but who fail to mnke a 
report of their actual pay roll, if the pay roll is not in within 30 days 
w~ pla.ce a 10.-percent pem~lty, nnd this penalty is unlimited. The next 
thmg IS paymg the prcmmm promptly on receipt of the billing. We 
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impose the same penalty of 10-percent increase in the premium. So 
that if im employer fails to make his report promptly and we have to 
send a man after it, and then the employer fails to pay and we have 
to go after that, he will pay a 20-percent penalty-10 for failure to 
report and 10 ~or failure to pay. 

Mr. K!NG3TON. If, after a default is made and you are in a position 
to enforce that 10 percent, you find, perhaps, that the delay was due 
to some inadvertence of a clerk, is there any provision in your law, Mr. 
Evans, which enables the officials of the board to soften that penalty 1 · 

Mr. EvANS. When we started out we made that penalty the rule of 
the commission, and jt was later written into the statutes. Conditions 
do develop thai are the result o~ departmental procedure-some 
breakdown in our own organization-and, of course, we do not hold 
the employer respol)sible for that. We have to be very strict in re
gard to the rules or the provisions of the statute, because almost every 
employer will have some extenuating circumstances. 'Ve are very 
strict m applying the penalty. 

There is one question, or really two'questions, that I wanted to ask 
in connection with premiums. I should like to ask whether or not any 
of the jurisdictions have had nny experience in, or felt any occasion 
for, using a base other than the pay roll in developing prermums; that 
is, using a per capita basis, such as is being used, or has been used, by 
private carriers on window washers or businesses like the demolition of 
buildings, where it becomes extremely difficult in a lot of instances aG
tually to get the pay roll. For instance, take the case of a demolitilif.l 
employer who in the process of his business collects cash-petty casfi. 
He sells material right on the job, and he is in a position where he can 
pay his men in cash. It never becomes a matter of record, makin~ it 
extremely difficult, even with the most exacting audits, to determme 
what the actual pay roll is for that ·particular establishment. We 
have never used anything but pny roll as a basis, and I question 
whether we can do it without legislative change, due to the wording 
of our act. 

Mr. PERKINS (Indiana). Whnt do you do with window washers and 
wreckers1 

Mr. EvANS. We use the pay roll as the base and endeavor to get all 
the pay rolls. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Have you come up against this problem yeti I 
mention it because we have in Ontario. Within the last year we 
have undertaken, in quite a few instances, a more intensive audit, 
running back over a period of 4 or. 5 years, to determine whether 
or not we were gettin!J, the full pay roll. We took, for example, 
the firm of A., B. & vo. We have a list of accidents that were 
charged up ·in the card index to that particular .firm. We have 
instructed our auditors to go through that pay roll to see if the 
name of every man who had met with an accident was on the 
pay roll as reported to the board. You would be surprised at the 
number of cases we find where we have paid accident costs and the 
man never was on the pay roll, as reported to the board, at all. 
Where we have discovered that, we have imposed the cost of the 
accident; that is, we have said, "There is an accident here that we 
paid the cost on. You haven't reported that man's wages in your 

137198--S~~ 
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pay roll. That cost us a tho.usand dollars, and we are. going to ask 
you to pay it." I wondered If. you had any such expenence, bec~use 
I suggest it to you as a posstble source of findmg out sometlung. 

Mr. EvANS. Well, being quite an int~nsely i?du_st;ial St.ate, v.:e 
get a fair cross section

2 
I guess, of all kinds of mdtv1duals m busi

ness. 'Ve have made JUst such a check as you speak of, an~ _have 
found instances where the pay of the employee who was mJured 
had not been included in the pay roll that the employer reported. 
'Ve have taken drastic action m some of those instances, and have 
made examples out of such individuals. 'Ve have also found this: 
We have checked employers as to their accidents and found every 
employee who had been injured on the pay roll as reported, but a 
further check disclosed that the employer was very careful to in
clude in the pay roll the employees who were hurt but left out of 
the pay roll the employees who were not hurt; that is, he looked 
ahead and suspected the possibility that we might check up on 
that angle. So we have found in making an audit that not only is it 
advisable to audit from your own accident-cost standpoint, but also 
that you must go sufficiently into the employer's business to find 
out whether or not there is a normal relationship of pay roll to 
labor cost, that it is similar to what actually would be found in 
that particular type of business, in order to make sure that you are 
getting all of the pay roll. 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. We have had the same thing happen in 
Nova Scotia. 'Ve have gotten after it just the same as you have 
and the same as Ontario has, but, as you well said, that is only until 
the employer catches onto the fact that he must give in the pay roll 
the names of those men who have been hurt, so that they will be 
there for inspection. You get only the most ignorant employers, 
those who do not catch onto a thing like that, but once they do, 
~rou understand, that is no check at all. You will notice in the form 
we have there that we have found the great<lst trouble with our 
lumbering operations. A man works at that during the wintertime, 
away back in the woods, and it is the easiest thin" in the world for 
him to ke.ep two time books. We make a form like this. We get 
the quant1~y .of lumb~r that he has log~ed and the quantity saw;d. 
We get th1s l'!formatwn and these partJCulars, and then if we find, 
whe!l the aud1to_r goes around the f?llO\ying year, that the man is 
cuttmg and sawmg lumber .and _gettmg 1t to the railway station at 
$2 or $3 a thousand, we ra1se hts pay roll and send him a supple
mentary assessment. A. case.like that came up just a few days before 
I left !he office: We dtd raiSe .a man's pay roll, and he disputed it 
and sa1d that hts figures were rtght and that he could cut his lumber 
very ~heaply. We as~ed. to have his pay roll sent in, and he sent, 
not hts pay roll, but hts time book. We checked up on his accidents, 
and found that four of the lot were names that were not in his time 
book _at all. Of course, that is a help, but once the employer gets 
onto 1t, you are out of court altogether with regard to it. 
~r. K~NGSTON. ;Have you I?ade any estimate, Mr. Armstrong, 

whtch mtght posstbly be cons!dered a better basis of assessment? 
I .suppose the cos~s of lu.mbermg operations vary in different dis
tncts, but would 1t be fatr to set a code which \Vonld indicate thnt 
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for every thousand feet of lumber manufactured from tree to mill
that is, from the time you started cutting a tree until the hrmber 
comes from the mill-there is a certain number of dollars of wages 
paid per thousand feet 1 Have you ever figured that might be a 
possible basis instead of merely an assessment on the wagesl 

Mr. SINCLAIR. We do that. 
Mr. KINGSTON. Well, what do you consider the numbe; of dollars 

of actual wages-- I 
Mr. SINCLAm (interrupting). Say a man has so many thousana 

feet of lumber, and the contract price is a certain amount. If we 
cannot get a proper pay roll, we charge him 70 perdent of :the 
contract price as his labor cost; that is, the cost of producing. 

:Mr. KINGSTON. I mean dolla.rs in wages that are fairly spent in 
the harvesting of a thousand feet of lumber. 

Mr. SINCLAIR: If a man has a contract to deliver so many thou
sand feet of lumber, if we cannot get a proper pay roll we say 70 
percent of that contract price is the amount of money he expended 
for labor. 

Mr. GIU:GORY. And that represents the pay roll! 
Mr. SINCLAm. That represents the pay roll. 
Chairman ARMSTRONG. Under that plan, if a principal lets a con

tract to a man for 10,000 feet of sawn lumber, at, say, $10 a thou
sand, you take 70 percent of that $10, which would be $7 a thousand, 
and assess him--

Mr. SINCLAm (interrupting). Of course, when a man goes into the 
woods to produce lumber, there is the principal and there is the 
contractor. A contractor will produce a million or two million or 
five million feet of lumber to be delivered to his principal. He takes 
a contract to deliver that at so much money. Whether he wiDs ·Or 
loses does not affect us at all. If we cannot get a proper pay roll 
from him, we assess him on 70 percent of the contract price. It has 
been kind of accepted by the operators that that is about the amount 
of money paid for labor. 

Mr. GREGORY. Seventy percent of the contract price represents the 
pay rolU 

Mr. SINCLAIR. Yes; the rest of it is profit and incidental -ex
penses-70 percent for labor. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Perhaps in terms of contract price "it ·niight be 
better than board measure. I was hoping that I might get an ex
pression of opinion as to the relation of wages to board 'feet. Say 
a million feet of lumber is the output of a certain operation· in :the 
winter time, could we say that $7,000 or $70,000, or "Some ·number of 
dollars, fairly represents the labor in n. million feet of lunlber! 

Mr. SrNCLAm. You could not in our Province because one man 
would do the cutting and another man the driving a•nd another man 
the sawing, and it would be almost impossible to do it that way. 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. I do not think it is possible to get anything 
in regard to that, except the pay roll. If you use -the ·quantity of 
lumber logged and sawn, you have to take into consideration the 
question of how far that lumber has been hauled-bow far from 
the place where it was cut to the sawmill, and how far:the.sawmill 
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may be from the railway station. It may be quite han_dy t<> it. in 
some cases. Another point tha~ comes up, and I snp_rose It does '~·1th 
the other boards, is the question as to whether this employer IS a 
company. If the employer is a joint-stock comp~ny, t~wn_ ~nry 
person employed there comes under the act. If he Is nn m<hndnal 
he does not come under the act with us unless he applies. and neither 
do the members of his family. We are speaking more particular!~· of 
lumbering, because that is one of the big problems we have. I sup
pose that nearly one-quarter of our employers in Nova Scotia are 
lumbermen, and most of them are intermittents. For thnt reason 
we have more trouble with our lumbering operations than we ha-:e 
with any other business. On account of the questions of members of 
the family and that of hauling, I do not see how yon can get at any 
figure to represent the cost of that. But in individual case", where 
we consider the pay roll too sl!'all from the sworn pay-roll stateme'ht 
of the employer, we do tell him that he cannot get that lumber out 
for that figure, and that we ar~ going to put it up to a fairly good 
amount. perhaps $7 or $8, or two-thirds of that, because. yon see. the 
team hire also comes in. The teams do not come under the act. We 
put it up to that figure, and we will not come down unless he is able 
to produce a time book, which very likely he says he has not got or 
has destroyed. We are willing to talk this matter over with liim. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Have you in Ohio, Mr. Gregory, made an inter
pretation as to who is an executive officer, or havt; you a provision 
111 your law that an executive officer must be especially named if he 
wants to be covered 1 

Mr. GREGORY. Mr. Evans has a rule on what constitutes an execu
tive officer. You might read \Vhat the rule says, Mr. Evans. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Is the managing director of a company in your 
State covered, llfr. Evans! 

Mr. EvANS. Our interpretation is that where the employer is a 
corporation, the officers are employees if they are actively enga"'ed 
in the conduct of the business, and it is rarely that we have any dim. 
~ulty as to _corporate officials. When we come to a partnership, our 
mterpretahon has been that a member of a partnership is not ame
nable to the compulsory provision of the law. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Then you have not had occasion to interpret who is 
an executive officer? 

Mr. EvANS. No. 
1\Ir. KINGSTON. Have you, Mr. Armstrong! 
Chairm~n AmrsTRONG .. vVe have a regulation in regard to that. 

An executive officer who Is actually engaged in the business is t rented 
as a workman. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Must he be an official director of a company ·1 
Chairman AR~rSTRONG. No, it does not make any differe~re 1\Ir. 

Sinclair, do you want to say something about assessments! · 
Mr. SINCLAIR. We have a little different form from those of any 

of you. Of cours~, we are a very small Province; the population 
of our whole Provmce would be JUst that of a good country town in 
some of the States. Our system i~ this: 'Ve cover everybody; so 
long as a man employs one man, he Is under the act. "\V e mnke ewry 
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employer file a pay roll the first of the year. We assess the employer 
on the amount that he files. We collect it the best we can. If a 
man does not pay, we simply make out a declaration and file it with 
th~ clerk of the supreme court or the county court, whichever it may 
be, and that becomes a judgment of the court. vVe issue an execu
tion, and that execution binds all..the real and personal property of 
any contractor who WaS in any way interested in the business. That 
is, if you., Mr. Gregory, leased a mill from somebody and carried 
on a sawmill business, and you did not pay y0ur assessment, we 
would attach that mill. That is a lien. Our judgments are a first 
lien, ahead of mortgages or any other thing except taxes. So we 
db not have very much trouble in getting our money. I suppose, 
roughly speaking, that maybe we collect 90 or 95 percent of our as
sessments every year. Of course, there are times when a man flies 
away and that is the end of it. 

'Ve have, as I say, a system where the man files a pay roll. We 
asses:; him. .At the end of the year h~ fP.ves us his actual pay .roll. 
If his pay roll was more than he anticipated, we make an adJust
ment. If it was less, we make an adjustment and refund the money 
to him. 'Ve have not had very much trouble in collecting; no more, I 
think, than ordinary people would have. .As I said, we have a com
prehensive act so far as coverage is concerned-every workman is 
covered. If a man is injured and files his claim with our board, 
we pay the claim if he is under the act. If the employer has not 
filed a pay roll, we simply assess the full amount of that claim against 
the employer and try to collect it. 

I have m mind one case that happened this year. It was the case 
of a small grocery store. .A boy who was working there cut his finger 
off on one of these slicing machmes. The employer's whole assessment 
would have amounted to about $10~ at the rate we assessed him, if he 
had filed the proper pay roll, but he did not file the pay roll. The 
claim came to $400 or $500, and it was settled. We assessed the full 
amount against that man and made him pay it. We find that that is 
the best way we know of for seeing that employers do file their pay 
rolls. They know that if they do not, and anyth1.~~ happens to one of 
their employees, they have to pay the damages. we pay full compen
sation, full medical aid, and everything else. We charge it all up 
against the employer who did not file his pay roll. 

Of course, we have had a great deal of trouble. Like the other 
Maritime Provinces, and the Province of Quebec, probably about one
half of our industry is lumbering and pulp mills. We did have some 
trouble in getting the small contractors to give us their ;pay rolls. 
.A big firm like the International Pulp & Paper Co., which IS the big
gest operator in the Province and tlie biggest employer of labor 1n 
the mills and lumber industry there, might have two or three hun
dred subcontractors, men who would take a contract to get out 100,-
000 feet or 1,000,000 feet of lumber, or whatever it might be, and de
liver it at a certain place. It is sometimes pretty hard to get these 
men to file their proper pay rolls, because they are men who are prob
ably not what you would call educated men. They are men who do 
not keep a regular set of books. The have just a time book. You 
would be surprised to see what some lumbermen keep for books, with 
the amount of operations they have. 
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We hav~ instituted this system, that those big employers file with us 
a pay roll covering all their contractors no matter who they are. ~f 
an aecident happens, the claim is put in by the subcontractor, and If 
he is workin_g_ for the International peopl~, or somebody else, w~ pa_y 
the claim. We check up, and go to the big contractor and audit h1s 
books as to the contracts these people have, and the amount of money 
that they get. If we have not gotten a pay roll from them, why, as I 
said before, we figure it out under an agreement with these big con
tractors that 'rO percent is about the amount of money that is paid 
the men who are working in the woods or stream driving. We audit 
their bookS and we know just how much they pay. If the small con
tractor does not have a complete set of books, well, we do the best we 
c~ but we do not penalize that small contractor if he has not filed a 
sUlllciently large pay roll. Nor do we penalize him very often if he 
has not filed a pay roll at all, because probably he is doin~ a small job 
and has only two or three men working with bini. That 15 our system 
of assessing, and we get along fairly well. 

You are-all talking about the State funds. We have no State fund. 
The-Province has nothing to do with our financial work whatsoever. 
W.il assess the employer what we think would be a sufficient amount of 
money to meet the clainl. If at the end of the year we do not have 
enou~h money, I suppose we would have to make another assessment. 
But m no case has the Province or the State anything at all to do 
with our financial situation. We have to collect the money. We pay 
it out, and it is up to us to see that we get it. 

Mr. STEWART (Washington). Where a man is killed, and the em
ployer has OJ!ly 1 or 2 e~ployeeshand he has n~t reported to you and 
has never paid any premmms, w at do;ou do m that caseW I know 
you pay for the aec1dent to that man ·h understand that. But what 
do you do to that employed Does e pay any back premiums or 
anything of that sort¥ 

.Mr. SINCLAm. Well, we go right after him, and of course we pay the 
widow. 

Mr. STEwART. Yes; I understand that. 
Mr:. Si:NCLAm. And then we go after the employer; if he has not 

filed a pay roll we do not make any fuss about it, but we charge the 
full cost of the accident against him. 

Chairman AmlrsTRONG. Plus the premium. 
Mr; S~CLA:IR. Oh, yes; .we assess him, and we make it big enough so 

that 1t w~ll cover everytlnn!l". We get his actual pay roll of course, 
and that IS what we assess him on. ' 

Mr. S'rEwART. Su~pos~ it wipes him out entirely. Suppose he has 
not enough m~mey m his. whole p~ant to pay. Suppose he has a 
portable sa~m1ll, and that IS everythmg he has m the world. Suppose 
all he has will not pay you enough? 
. Mr. Si:NCLAIR. Well, we just take what he has. Of course some
~Imes we cannot get enough to meet it all, but it is a very good 'system 
JUSt the same. 

Mr. CoLBURN (Massachusetts). You would not pay the widow a 
Jump·sum, would you! 
. Mr. SrNCLAm. We pay the wid.ow $30 a month while she remains 

smgle, and $1 a month for each clnld. 
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Mr. CoLBURN. If that sawmill man could afford to pay that much, 
you would let him pay it that way 1 

Mr. SINCLAIR. Oh, no; we would not do that. We capitalize that 
and simply assess it against the man. 

Mr. STEWART. That was the trouble with the old liability assess
ment, that it wiped the small man out; the new idea was to scatter 
this thing over the industry and prevent that wiping out. 

Mr. SINCLAIR. Well, we do that, too, in our rate. We provide for 
that. Take sawmills, for instance. We have a certain rate that we 
figure will be sufficient to meet the accidents as they arrive but we do 
not have much sympathy for the man who deliberately tries to evade 
the act. We are supposed to be there to see that the workman gets his 
money. 

Mr. STEWART. Then if he has filed his pay roll with you, if he is in 
the system, you do divide his loss with the industry 1 

Mr. SINCLAIR. Oh! surely. The trouble is that the small man has 
the big lo,sses. The oig man always pays. · 

Mr. BEAsoR (Ohio). May I, before we leave this subject, ask Mr. 
Kingston one question 1 I want to clear up something in my mind. 
You say you have about 25,000 insured in your Province 1 

Mr. KINGSTON. Something like that, 24,000 or 25,000 employers 
who are reporting to the board. 

Mr. BEAson. And you bill them the first of the year 1 
Mr. KINGSTON. Within a month or 2 or 3 following the receipt 

of assessments in all classes. 
Mr. BEAson. In other words, your insurance expires at the end of 

the calendar year! · 
Mr. KINGSTON. Well, it never expires actually. Of course, in a 

sense, it expires on the 20th of January. You see, it expires with 
the calendar year, but emplo;rers have 20 ~ays, until the 20th of if anu
ary, to get the new pay rolls m, and there IS really a coverage· without 
any default during those 20 days. 

Mr. BEAson. How do you take care of this peak load that you have 
to handle at that time of the year! Do you put on additional help 
to get out all the work at that time, or does your ordinary office force 
take care of that 1 

Mr. KINGSTON. Well, we shift from one department to another. 
The assessment department during the month of January and also 
in February is very heavily overloaded, and we borrow from the 
other departments whenever it is necessary to assist the aso,essment 
department during that peak load. We also get in additior.al people 
for a short period if they are needed. 

Mr. BEAson. On the whole, then, what percentage of your em
ployees are needed in this type of work throughout thP. year I 

Mr. KINGSTON. Well, roughly speaking, I think we have about 130 
employees on our staff, and our assessment side is pretty nearly one
half of the work. The other half is devoted to claims and statistics 
and files and that sort of thing. 

Mr. BEAson. Have you ever felt that it would be any advantage 
to the functioning of your bureau to scatter these expiration dates, 
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over the year at different times, instead of having January 20 for 
all of them 1 

~Ir. K:rNGSTON. You mean stagger them! 
:Mr. BEASOR. Yes; that's it. 
Mr. KINGSTON. No; we never haw done tlu~t. ""e have .tl!ought 

that it would be a bit confusing to ha,·e certam classes expiring on 
the 20th of January, and certain other classes expiring in other 
months of the year. 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. 'Ve will leave assessments for the present. 
Mr. Watson, of West Virginia, is bringing up the question of 

· reserves, and I suppose that will include investments. 
Mr. WATSON. I merely ~anted to find out what uniformity there 

is in reserve set-ups in the different funds of the organizations belong
in« to this association. One of my problems is that I do not know, 
fo~ instance, what Ohio's plan is on reserves-what method Ohio 
uses, Ohio's mortality tables, etc. I just mentioned Ohio because 
it is a neighboring State of ours, and I should like to know wbat they 
do in Ohio about their widows and their permanent totals. 

Mr. EvANS. Our deaths happen to be on the basis of payment for 
a specific period of years, so that we are not involved w'ith payment 
over a life expectancy, and we do not have mortality to involve us; 
that is, except for short periods. Our widows receive their awards 
over a period of from 6 to 8 years. The effect of mortality would 
be rather small in that period, so that we use only the interest dis
count in setting up our reserve on deaths. 'Vhen it comes to perm a· 
nent totals, which are paid on a life basis. of course we must use 
mortality tables for those. We have used the Danish table up until 
the last 2 years and since then we have used our own experience. 

Mr. KINGSTON. You mean your own compensation experience or 
the American table experience 1 

Mr. EvANS. We use our own actual Ohio experience of mortality 
in our permanent total cases. 

Mr. STEWART. How about remarriage! 
Mr. EvANS. Remarriage does not enter into our deaths. 
Mr. STEWART. But you have a remarriage fund, haven't you 1 
Mr. EvANS. No. 
Mr. KINGSTON. What you are saying applies only to permanent 

total cases 1 
Mr. EvANS. Yes. 
Mr. WATSON. We have hadlots of experience on the remarriage 

matter during the period of depression. 'Ve passed throu.,.h one 
year where not a single widow remarried. A widow would"'rather 
have the $30 a month compensation than to have a man. 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. Do you give them a bonus! In Nova Scotia 
in case a w:dow remarrie.s, a cash set~lement of $500 is paid to het~ 
at once. "e have had wtdows come mto the office and ask us if we 
~'~re prepa~ed to pay the money if they got married. Of course, 
1t Js a go.od mvestment for us. Sometimes they even bring along the 
prospective husband just to show their good faith. 
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Mr. WATSON. The West Virginia board has had the advantaooe of 
having Mr. Fondiller with it for a month or two, and Mr. Fondiller 
tells me that the State of New York pays a bonus to a widow, no 
matter when she marries. The West Virginia law is that if she 
marries within 2 years from the date of the death of her husband, 
~he is awarded a cash settlement of 20 percent of what her widow's 
payment would amount to in 10 years. That usually runs to $600 
or $700. 

1\Ir. "\VALKER. In North Dakota we pay 156 weeks. When widows 
remarry, we pay them a lump sum amounting to 156 weeks of their 
money. The widow's coml?ensation is ·based upon the salary received . 
by her former husband. '!here is a maximum of $30 and a minimum 
1f $18 ns a basis for cr>mputation. • 

[Mr. Watson read a letter from the executives of the casualty 
companies issued on December 18, 1915, stating that such companies 
do not acce.Pt risks where the catastroph" hazard is apparent. He 
also filed With the reporter a pamphlet entitled, "Record of Monop
olistic State Workmen's Compensation Funds", published by the 
Association of Casualty and Surety Executives, 1 Park Avenue, New 
York City, revised July 1934, and commented on the fact that about 
six pa$,.es were devoted to the Ohio fund and not quite so much to 
West virginia.] 

Mr. STEWART. 'Vhat is the insurance -rate per ton now in ~Vest 
Virginia far coal mines! 

Mr. WATSON. It is per hundred dollars, Mr. Stewart. 
Mr. STEWAR~. Well, what does that mean in tonnage! 
Mr. WATSON. It would be somewhat of a guess, but I would say 

about 4 cents on the average. 
Mr. STEWART. What is the rate per $1001 
Mr. WATSON. The base rate is $3.50; the maximum is $7.70, and 

the minimum is $2.28. It swings between those two figures. 
Chairman AR~ISTnONG. That is on account of your merit rating. 
Mr. WATSON. We are using a 1-year experience of each contribut

ing subscriber, and I do not believe in it. I think any merit rating 
should be on an experience of not less than 3 years2 probably 5. 
We have a great many fluctuations in the level lines i m £act, there 
is no level. When we took over this West Virginia tund, it had an 
invested fund of $17,400,000. At the end o£ 1 year this increased 
$2,600,000, so it is over $20,000,000 now, and it earns 5.2 percent. 
Of course, that is not going to keep up very long. However it is 
well invested. The problem is that the general public think of 
that compensation fund of over $20,000,000, and wants to get a 
piece of it. It does not realize that every cent of that is set up as 
a reserve for widows and permanent partials and permanent totals. 

Mr. STEWART. Have any bills ever been introduced into your legis
lature in an attempt to cover that fund into the State treasury or 
any attempt to do anything like that? 

Mr. WATSON. No; and we won't have, Mr. Stewart. 
Mr. KINGSTON. What intet·est rate do you use in setting up your 

reserve! 
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Mr. WATSON. There was a legislative investigation m 1929; the 
fund was charging 4 percent on the reserve--

Mr. KINGSTON. Calculated on a 4-percent basis! 
Mr. WATSON. And after this legislative investigation, which wns 

a very exhaustive one, it used 5 percent. 
Mr. KINGSTON. What do you use in Ohio, Mr. E,·ans-what interest 

basis! 
Mr. EvANS. Three and one-half percent. 
Mr. KINGSTON. For the last 20 years we have been setting up our 

reserves in Ontario on a 5-percent basis. "\Ye have done that on all 
of our funds. We have done that up to the present time, but I 
merely wish to observe that with the constant dropping of the earn
ing power of money these days we have to look forward to calculating 
our reserves on a substantially lower interest-earning basis. 

Chairman AmxsTRONG. I think all State funds are up against thnt 
problem. In Nova Scotia we started at 3% percent; in 1928 this was 
changed to 4% percent and we are still calculating it at 4% percent. 
At the time we made the recalculation we turned back to the accident 
fund for distribution among the employers by retroactive ratings in 
that particular year, or the following year, about $415,000' We felt at 
that time that we could invest the money at 5 percent, and for that 
reason we figured 4% percent was a good figure at which to set 
aside our reserves. At the present time we consider the average 
life of our investments to be 22 years, and the interest-earning rate 
is 4.8 l?ercent. But the question of what we should do with regard 
to settmg aside reserves at a lower rate of interest will very likely 
have to be taken up shortly. 

Mr. SINCLAIR. What are you using now! 
Chairman Aa>tSTRONG. Four and one-half percent .. 
Mr. SINCLAIR. It was the same way with us. "\Ye started out nt 4 

percent, and the Government thought it should be changed to 5 
percent. We put it up, but I have brought it down since. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Is the problem of defaulting in bonds coming to be 
a serious one with you in Ohio 1 

Mr. GREGORY. It is some problem; yes. It is a problem. 
Mr. STEWART. What kind of bonds do you mean 1 
M~. ~NGSTON .. I~ Ontari(l we ~a.ve never invested in anythin~ but 

Dommwn; Provmcml, and mumc1pal bonds, and as to mumcipal 
~onds we h~~;ve them scattered over practically all the industrial towns 
m the Pr?vmce .. We have not gone beyond the Province. But some 
of those mdustrml towns have fallen on difficult days in these last 
2 or 3 years, and they may.de~ault their principal payments. Not so 
many have d~faulted t~e1r mterest payments, but it is a serious 
P.roblem th.at 1s confrontmg us. W"here there are payments of prin
Cipal and mterest, they have defaulted their principal but not so 
mnny of them have defaulted the payment of the intere;t. 

Mr. S:NcLArn. Well, is the Pro~ince not standing behind you 1 
Mr. KINGSTON. No; the Provmce does not guarantee municipal 

bol!ds: It guarantees ~orne hydr? bonds and that sort of thing. 
Th1s IS a p~oblem that ts confronhl!g all of our State funds, where 
we necessartly must get our money m and invest it for our reserves. 
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We have been earning 5 percent during all of these years, but if 
you take into consideration these defaults, it is a problem. We are 
hoping that everything will come back in time, but meanwhile it is 
a problem that has to be considered carefully. 

Mr. WATSON. I firmly believe that 3% percent is a good figure to 
use. If you are earnin& 4% percent, use that extra 1 percent for 
surplus. That is sound IJanking. 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. That is all very well, 1\fr. 'Vatson, but 
your Government is borrowing money for 2 years at 4-100ths of 1 
percent i the Dominion of Canada is borrowing money in the New 
York market for 2 years at 2 percent; the .rrovince of OntariB 
borrowed money the other day fop 5 years, I think, at about 2.9.7 
percent; the Province of Quebec borrowed money a month or so ago 
for 3.02 percent, and the Province of Nova Scotia fut out a 5-year 
loan just a few' days before I left at 3.16 percent. I these things are 
happening, if money is going to be. a. drug on the market,.the same as 
it is at present, I question whether 3% percent is a low enough rate 
on which to calculate our reserves. )' 

Mr. STEWART. Are the State funds, with their investment and·tbeir 
defaulting bonds, etc., any worse off than anybody else i Are they 
any worse off than the life insurance companies or the private 
insurers of workmen's compensationi You weep and weep because 

•vour bonds are going down, but do not forget that the other fellow's 
bonds are going down just as much1 and after all, they are going down 
a great deal more, because you have made a much more •careful 
investment risk. You have invested your money better than any 
insurance company or any bank has done, and it seems to me that 
this ar!!llment that the bottom is falling out from under your bonds 
is one tl1at you can safely refute and resent. The question is, are you 
any worse off than any other insurance company I 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. We usually have to lay our cards on the 
table in making our reports, and they speak for themselves, but I 
should like to know of any insurance company that will publish a 
statement in regard to how much its bonds have decreased, or at 
what price they are carried on the books. 

Mr. KnrosTON. I think Mr. Stewart's statement a while ago is 
right to the point. I mentioned this matter merely to emphasize 
the need of reconsideration of our interest-earning basis because of 
the lowering of the earning power of the invested fund. I will put 
our investment list in Ontario against any insurance company's list, 
bond for bond, that you can produce, and I think it will bear a very 
favorable comparison. I am not worrying about that feature o.f 
the thing, although there are bound to be some defaults in some 
of them. 

I agree with Mr. Stewart that the insurance companies are worry
ing a good deal more about defaults than we are, but we have to 
keep in mind that in the next reconsideration of our reserves we 
must consider the question of interest earnings. 

Mr. GREGORY. How do you buy your railroad bonds¥ Do you go 
into the open market and buy them, or is there some provision of 
law which gives you a preference on that class of bondsi 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. We go into the open market and buy them. 
Of course, you know as well as I do that there is no use to go .and 
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ask for tenders. If you want to buy bonds an~ you go and ask for 
the lowest price, it is not always the lowest pnce that you &et. If 
you just watch the market and take the offers as they come m, you 
can do a far better job than you can otherwise. You can do it better 
that wav because the minute everybody knows you want $100,000 
or $200,000 of any particular stock, they think that, instead of $100,-
000 or $200,000, there may be a 1nillion wanted, and that shoots the 
nrice right up. 

Mr. KINGSTON. Do you invest your own funds in Ohio, or is that 
done by the State treasurer! 

Mr. -GREGORY. The commission invests its funds, and invests in 
bonds of the State or State subdivisions. 

Chairman ARMsTRONG. Is there anything else that anybody wishes 
to bring up about the matter of reserves 1 

Mr. KINGSTON. I should like to brin" up the question of minimum 
assessments, which I should have bEoug1,t up earlier in the discussion. 
Do you have a minimum assessment in Oh10! 

;\Ir. EvANS. You mean a minimum premium 1 
ll'f~. KINGSTON. Yes; a minimum premium, if you will. 
Mr. EvANS. In effect, we do not. The rate applies absolutely. We 

do, however, require a minimum premium payment of $5 for a new 
employer. However, that is allowed to stand against his account 
nntil 1t is completely absorbed; that is, if he continues in business. 

Mr. KINGSTON. \Ve have not onl:y a minimum premium, but also 
a minimum pay roll. For instance, If a man has only a $100 pay roll, 
the minimum rate on that would be a mere bagatelle, so we take 
both the rate and the pay roll into consideration. There must be at 
least a $300 pay roll for a basis, and we have to have a minimum 
rate of at least $5. 

Mr. SINCLAIR. \Ve have a minimum rate. ·we say the pay roll 
cannot be less than $400. · 

Mr. \VALKER. \Ve have a minimum rate, which is five times the 
basic rate plus $3. 

Mr. STEWART. But suppose a man's pay roll is less than $400. 
What do you do then 1 

Mr. SINCLAIR. \Ve assess him on $400; we do not make any assess
ments under $400. 

Mr. STEWART. Well, isn't that pretty tough on the little fellow! 
Mr. Sn;~LAIR. Why, not when you consider what you are carrying. 

It 1s the httle fellow who may have the accident you know The 
premium on $400 is not very much. ' · 

Mr. KINGSTON. \Vhat about this mutter of retroactive rates 1 If 
you made yo'!r 1:ate at the ~eginning of the year, and the experience 
for the year mdJCates that 1t has been alto<'ether too low-of cmu·se 
you rev1se your rate periodically, ei~her i~ the middle of the year 
ot· at the end. of the yeur-nre you gotng to rec<?ver tlu~t money lrom 
the employets of the pust year, or are you "0ill" to impose ull the 
increased rate on the employers of the comi~" y~ar! Do you have 
11 retroactive rate in Ohio! b 

Mr. EvANS. :No, we have no retroactive rate in Ohio. 
l\Ir. KINGSTON. Do you in New Brunswick, 1\Ir. Sinclair! 
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Mr. SINCLAIR. No. In theory we are supposed to, but we have 
found out that it has been unsatisfactory. The employers would 
rather have us raise the rate for the following year than bother with 
it. That is the practice. · 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. In . Nova. Scotia we quote rates that we 
consider to be fair, based on our experience for quite a number of 
years, always feeling as if we should be on the safe side. If, at the 
close of the year, we find that our experience has been fairly good in 
certain industries, we give those industries a retroactive rate; that is, 
if the rate would be $2, we might reduce it to $1.50. On the other 
hand, if we have found that the experience has been bad, we have 
never yet raised a rate for the past year. We have always let the 
employers in the future look after that. The reason why we have 
done that is that we think that where commitments have been made 
it is hardly fair to go back and get after the employers for more 
assessments. 

Mr. KiNGSTON. Well, if a contractor comes over to Ontario from 
Ohio and gets a big job and finishes it in 1934, the effect of his com
ing over is to increase very substantially the cost of accidents in that 
particular class. You can imagine what a holler the employers at 
home would raise if we did not go back to that Ohio contractor who 
came over for just the one particular job, and seek to collect that 
retroactive increased cost. I illustrate that only as one reason why 
there is a justification in the retrocative rate increasing as well as de
creasing-. We retroactively increase rates quite substantially if there 
is occaswn for it, and frequently, Mr. Armstrong, we reduce the rate 
if there has been a very favorable experience. 

Mr. GREGORY. What happens if you find the general set-up is not 
favorable enough 1 

Mr. KiNGSTON. We increase the rate for the following year. 
Mr. GREGORY. The great trouble we have-I do not know whether 

you have had the experience or no~is with these migrating em
ployers, who are chiefly contractors. Y au do not hear much about 
them until after they are gone. They move in, perform the ,Piece of 
work under contract,· and leave their human wreckage 'behmd, but 
we do not hear of it until 6 months or a year afterwards. 

Chairman ARMSTRONG. You see, here is where we have that type 
of person. We hold the principal responsible; that is how we get 
clear of that. We also have this feature, that we have a first lien·on 
anything: used or produced in the industry. Now if a man contracts 
to build a house, we hnve a lien right on tliat house. 

Mr. GREGORY. Well, you are rather happily situated. 
Chairman ARMSTRONG. Is there anything further to be discussed! 

I think we should continue these meetings, and that perhaps we 
should have something like the paper I got out on this matter of 
assessments. If the prol?ram committee decides to give us a session
and I think we are all m favor of tha~I think we should take a 
certain subject and have it put into some sort of written form so 
that it will give us something to talk about. We can have questions 
on the subject of assessments, or we can bring up something else, like 
reserves or investments. 

[Meeting adjourned.] 
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Section B-Problems of Private Insurance Carrier Statea and Competitive State jurisdictionJ 

Chairman, PETER J. ANGSTEN, Chairman lndlhtrlal Comml••lon of Illinois 

ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION 

Chairman AxcSTEN. The subject assi!!ned to this section B for 
round-table discussion this mormng is Problems of Private Insurance 
Carrier States and Competitive State Jurisdictions. 

Some 2 or 3 years ago the convention adopted this method of 
bringing before the members some of the problems that attend the 
various compensation boards and commissions. Personally it has 
proved very beneficial, I think, to most of us. The discusswns last 
year and the year before were very helpful to me, and I know from 
them I solved some of the problems that confronted Illinois. There 
will probably always be problems to be met by the various conunis
sions; there will probably always be worries to solve; but we can min· 
imize those worries and those problems by frankly discussing them 
with each other when we meet in these annual conventions. 

When I became chairman of the Illinois commission some 18 
months ago I found a condition in that State whereby employers 
were up against one or two propositions. If the employer wanted 
to become a self-insurer he had to make a financial statement show
ing his responsibility to carry the load. Sometimes he was unable 
to make this financial statement, and then he endeavored to get cov
erage. In some cases he was refused coverage by the carrier, and 
he then turned to the commission and said, ""What is my next move I 
Do I have to go out of business I I cannot make a financial state
ment to enable me to carry my own insurance, and I cannot ~et 
co,·erage because the company has put me on the nonpreferred hst. 
What am I supposed to do, go out of business I " That was a very 
serious problem confronting the members of the Illinois commission. 
We called together the representatives of the carriers there, and told 
them in plain words that this was their problem-that it had to be 
solved by the carriers themselves. The result of that conference was 
that we formed what is known now as the Illinois Allotment Com
mittee. That committee is a committee of 5 men, 2 representin"' the 
old lines, 2 represen!in,g mutuallil)eS, and the, fifth man, SO callea, se
lected by tl~e c.o~rrusswn. .Now, If at any t1me an employer in the 
State of Ilhn01s 1s refused msurance by the five carriers he becomes 
~ligible to this allotment plan. His name is submitted' then to the 
Allotment Committee, and by designation one of the carriers takes 
him. Th~ next c~se that comes along is designated to carrier no. 2, 
and so on m rotatwn, so that that problem has been ironed out lar"'ely 
in Illinois. "' 

'Ve have now come to occupational diseases, and havtJ some of the 
companies writing that. 

70 
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Illinois has a twofold system of coverage--self-insurance and the 
insurance carrier. We have about 20,000, I think, in the State of 
Illinois who have qualified as self-insurers. I am happy to announce 
that the self-insurance end has grown quite fast, and there has been 
a sense of security thrown around that that did not obtain in bygone 
years. We have almost $14,000,000 put up as collateral. We require 
employers to have a reserve for all outstanding claims before we 
permit them to carry their own insurance. We have about 125,000 
employers in the State covered by insurance--about 20,000 with self
insurance. There are a great many phases we have not touched 
yet nor properly analyzed. 

Are there any other topics? . 
Mr. DoRSETT (North Carolina). The chairman stated that in Illi

nois the problem of getting all the manufacturers subject to the 
law covered with workmen's comp·ensation insurance has been solved 
by this allotment plan to which he referred. We have such a 
plan in North Carolina, but it has become the greatest nuisance 
you ever saw. I represent the employer· group on the commission. 
Our State requires that one man represent the industry, one man 
labor and a third man, the chairman of the commission, is a so
called neutral. We found that the Workmen's Commission Bureau, 
over which we have no jurisdiction, will perhaps assign a· risk to 
the American Mutual today. The next week that man may have an 
accident in his plant and the American Mutual will immediately get 
out of the risk. That manufacturer is then forced again to have 
three carriers decline his risk, and maybe, when he has another 
accident, 6 months later, the carrier to which the risk has been 
assigned immediately gets off that risk again. Consequently, quite 
a goodly number of the employers in my State are constantly worried 
about that procedure because they do not know how long the risk 
is going to be covered after it has been accepted or, rather, assigned 
to some company doing business in the State. 

The plan that you refer to has been in effect in our State, I sup
pose, about 2 years. About 2 months ago our supreme court, in a 
decision that is now famous in North Carolina and familiar to the 
legal divisions of most insurance companies, said that the inhala

, tion of asbestos dust over a period of 14 months constituted an 
injury by accident. To members of the industrial commission that 
was a new definition as to what constituted an injur:y by accident. 
We had been holding for 5 years that it was somethmg you could 
put your hand on at some particular time and place. To say that 
inhaling asbestos dust over a period of 14 months is an injury by 
accident kind of bothered the legal divisions of most insurance 
companies. I cannot say that I blame them very much for getting 
a little worried. The immediate result of that was that most of the 
companies that had entered into this allotment agreement withdrew 
from it, and we had, I suppose, in 1 day a dozen or more manu
facturin~ plants close down because they were not willing to operate 
without msurance, and their insurance had been canceled. 

I was told by our insurance commissioner, the day before I left 
North Carolina, that he was very hopeful that the allotment plan 
would be reentered into until our next legislature meets. I am satis
fied that the group I represent is not particularly crazy about the 
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State fund. I think I am safe in saying that tl!e majority of the 
manufacturers in North Carolina prefer to buy msurance t? ~over 
their• compensation risks. However, o~Ir insurl!nce. commissiOner 
has announced in the public press t~at If somethm~ IS not done to 
relieve the situation I have been talkmg aboutr--;-that Is, the e!llployer 
aetting covered to-day and the company gettmg off the ~15){ next 
~eek-there will be nothing left to do but to pass a bill for a 
State fund. My two associates on the commission have been ~or. a 
lon"' time in favor of the State fund; they have sponsored It m 
the "state senate through their friends. But because the group I 
represent has not seen fit not to oppose it, they have not seen fit to 
sponsor it and no State fund bill has ever been able to get very 
far in our'State senate. I am hoping that the two big mutuals and 
the two big stock companies in Nodh Carolina will get together with 
reference to the plan you speak of, and give our manufacturers some 
assurance that when one of these companies issues a policy and 
takes a manufacturer's premium he may be assured that, for a 
period at least, that worry will be over and behind him. If that 
does not take place, I should like to have some of you who are wise 
in the ways of insurance companies and the proper administration 
of compensation law tell me how you answer the question your em
ployer puts to you, "W1Iat next 1 What are we going to do?" 

Mr. DEBEL (Minnesota). The next step is to have your legislature 
make this allotment, as we have in Minnesota, compulsory upon all 
the insurance ~arriers carrying workmen's compensation insurance 
in the State. . 

Our experience is not so disappointing as your experience in North 
Carolina. I am a member of the Compensation Insurance Rating 
Board. It was not so very long ago that we were talldn~ that over 
with the rating bureau. The bureau is set up and maintamed by the 
insurance companies, and it seems to work very satisfactorily in the 
State of Minnesota. Many of the so-called " assigned " or "allotted " 
risks remain permanently with the assignee company. It works out 
quite satisfactorily. 

Another problem that has been adverted to here is the problem 
of self-insurance. We have the same situation in Minnesota. Our 
•tatu.te~ require the employer to carry insu:an~e covering his risk, 
providmg, however, that he may make apphcatwn to the industrial 
commission to be granted a permit as a self-insurer. We have about 
200 concerns carrying the privilege of self-insurance in the State 
of Minnesota. So far as I know, not a single dollar has been lost 
to any employee through that arrangement. Applications are re
newed every year, and they are not only scrutinized nt the time the 
application is made, but we require financial statements that they 
are 0. K. 

In this connection, however, we have a real problem in Minnesota 
that I want to advert to, and that is what we call election not to be 
bound. <?nr act is a voluntary act. The statute, however, creates a 
presumptiOn on the part of the employer; that is it presumes thut 
he is under the act unless he affirmatively elects' not to be bound. 
We have had a.grea.t many electio!ls not to be bound. 'l'hc last fig
ures are some!ohmg hke 12,000 electwns not to be bound. Just within 
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the last year or so we adopted a policy of getting more closely in 
t<?UFh with these people who had elected not to be bound, and we 
J1scovered that a great many of them had gone out of business. The 
fact of the matter is that the concern which elects not to be bound 
is almost invariably a small concern and a weak concern financially, 
and that affords a real problem. We have not compiled any figures 
mdicating the number of·employees involved, but I think it is a 
well-founded statement that these concerns which elected not to be 
bound are weak financially. We are contemplating requesting the 
legislature to make this act compulsory. 

Mr. DoRSETT. You said there is a .provision in your law that the 
allotment plan must be accepted by the insurance companies, that 
they must write the business. Did I understand you that they must 
write the business 1 • 

Mr. DEnEL. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DoRsETT. How do you enforce that 1 
Mr. DEDEL. The insurance bureau-the insurers themselves--have 

a working set-up through which they assign these risks in rotation 
to the companies doing business in Minnesota. 

Mr. DoRSETT. Will that company;, if it refuses to subscribe to that 
agreement, forfeit the right to do business in the State 1 

Mr. DEDEL. That is the agreement; that is compulsory under our 
law. 

Mr. DoRsETT. Every company writing business in your State must 
necessarily comply w1th the law 1 . 

Mr. DEDEL. Precisely. ·, 
1\Ir. DoRSETT. Is that part of your insurance contract, is it written 

into the insurance contract or only part of the insurance laws 1 
Mr. DEDEL. It is part of the conditions under which they do busi

ness in the State of Minnesota. 
Mr. WILLIAMS (Minnesota). I guess I am not quite so impressed 

about that matter as my colleague is. It is true, that was very help
ful, and it was the only solution we had in mind at the time when the 
difficulty confronted us. It appears to me that our principal dif
ficulty 1s with the insurance companies themselves, who have no 
desire to write workingmen's compensation. 

Here is the practical proposition: Say you are an employer. This 
insurer will say to you, " If you will give me your fire and your 
public-liability insurance and a few others, I will write your work
men's compensation; if you do not do that I won't write it." A 
large number of employers are not going to be bothered with hav
ing three insurance companies· refuse their risk in writing, which 
is what the law provides. The result is that some do nothmg, and 
when they have an accident, a goodly number of them, not being 
financially responsible, the result is that sometimes we get a judg
ment at law on an award. That is about what it amounts to. 

It would appear to me that our problem is, that we must make 
it compulsory upon every insurance carrier in Minnesota, in order 
to get his license to write workmen's compensation, to write every 
risk that is offered to him, unless the employer refuses to comply 
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with the safety codes of the State, a~d unless his financial. rating 
is such that the insurance company will not be able t? get Jts pre
miums. Personally, I can see no other answer to thJS problem. 

I know of two specific in~tan~es in t!1e last 30 or 60 days wl~ere 
employers who had ha~ then: nsk ca.rned for so~e 10 ~ears With
out a loss, and had pa1d the1r premmms always Ill ad\ ance, we~e 
refused a renewal by the company because they .would not. per~ut 
it to write other insurance. If we have State msurance Ill :Mm
nesota the insurance companies can thank them~elves.- P.ersonall:y, 
I never can enthuse very much about the pubhc gomg mto bus!
ness, although we do not say very much wh~n the ~ate~works IS 
controlled by the public. I would not be a b1t surpriSe~ 1f, m the 
State of Minnesota this winter! the !egisluture w?uld serwusl:y con
sider the State carrying wor anen s compensatwn or creatmg a 
State fund. That will be necessary unless the insurance com\)anies 
themselves will agree that they will take all. these risks. WJth?ut 
all the formalities, as I said. I have letters m my files m wluch 
an e~ployer said he wanted his agency to take the !nsur.ance aTnd 
it sa1d no. He wanted a letter to that effect and 1t sa1d, " No; 
we haven't the time for your business; we don't want anything 
to do with you." One particular employer says that the losses he 
has had in the last 4 or 5 years do not amount to anything-a few 
doctors' bills. Of course, the insurance companies all claim they 
are losing money. If it is impossible for private capital to invest 
in the workmen's compensation insurance field and make any money, 
and if workmen's compensation is going to continue, then, of course, 
the public, in the form of the State fund or some other method, 
will be compelled to take it over. 

Incidentally, in our State we have todaf a number of failures, 
and I presume that is true about most o those carriers all over 
the country. My own belief is that not only should insurance com
panies be compelled to write this insurance, if they are licensed 
so to do, but they should also be compelled to give the necessary 
guaranties that when awards are made they are going to be paid. 
'Ve have, however, experienced difficulties. 'Ve have had some 
$400,000 of losses. from eit~er the employer himself or the insurer. 
If the employer Js responsible, naturally he must when the insur
ance company fails, take over the burden that 'the company as
sumed. These are problems that the insurance compames must 
!neet_; they must find ~orne ~a:y. It should be compulsory, by leg
Jslatwn, that they wnte th1s lllS!Jrance, and not compulsory just 
on the employer, who has sometlung else to do. I am not in busi
n~s~ now, but I have been, a'!d I assume that under present con
ditiOns employers have a considerable burden, and they should not 
have the added burden of the necessity of bego-in.r somebody to 
take their money to cover their risks. b b 

Mr. SuPPIGER (Idaho). Out in Idaho we do not have the prob
lems that seem t? confront your boards. We have three systems. 
'Ve have a State msurance. ~und, we have the self-insuring pliin, and 
we have a plan . of rewntmg that coverage by old-line carriers. 
Wha~ are the obJections to the competitive State insurance fund 1 
Outs1de of t.he fact ~hat all of us, perhaps, say in an offhand way 

'we do not hke the 1dea of the State gomg into business, what is 
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the opjection? It appears to me that the object of the compensation 
law IS to secure to every workman compensation when he is in
jured. That problem could be reduced m a very simple manner 
It appears to me. I should like to have that question answered: 
What are the objections to the competitive State msurance fund! 

Mr. DoRSETT. Does the competitive fund in your State aet good 
risks or bad risks ? " 

Mr. SUPPIGER. We get good accounts. 
Mr. DoRsETT. Do they get enough of the good ones-aet a reason-

able proportion? " 
Mr. SUPPIGER. Yes; getting more and more of the better ones as 

the insurance companies refuse to write them. 
Mr. DoRSETT. Is your competitive rate the same as the insurance 

rate, or lower or highed 
Mr. SUPPIGER. Lower. ' 
Mr. DoRSETT. I take it that the fund is fully solvenH 
Mr. SurPIGER. The fund is solvent and it has a statutory reserve. 
Mr. DoRSETT. How long have you had your competitive fund! 
Mr. SUPPIGER. For 17 years. 
Mr. DEBEL. How many compensatory accidents do you have a 

yead 
Mr. SUPPIGER. About 15,000, 80 percent of which-
Mr. DEBEL. That number is larger than ours. 
Mr. SoPPIGER. Eighty percent of which are carried by the State 

insurance fund. I asked my question in good faith, gentlemen. I 
should like to know what are the objections! 

Mr. DEBEL. I think there are probably a half dozen reasons-polit
ical, one; insurance company conditions, quite another. I do not 
know much about insurance but it seeins to me that the insurance 
companies are in the position that they do not want to write this 
insurance. I have become convinced that the majority do not want 
it, but they are afraid to have the State enter into this field because 
they believe it will not stop there. As a layman, that is my im
pression. I am thoroughly convinced that the insurance companies 
would have no objection to the State going into the insurance field, 
provided there was security against other lines also being taken 
over by the State. I doubt very much if Minnesota would want the 
competitive ;proposition. It seeins to me that the volume of business 
is comparatively small-in the depression times around $3,000,000, 
and in peak times around $5,000,000. At one time we had 50 car
riers in Minnesota competing for that line of business, and naturally 
that cost a lot of money. In a State like Minnesota, with $5,000,000 
in premiums in 1 year, it appears to me that if the State is going 
into the business at all it should have all that business. I think 
there would be some objection to having_ the State going into that 
business if it did not have it all, and I doubt very much if the 
insurance companies would want to compete for what might be left. 

Those are the two objections I know of, the one on the part of the 
legislatures, and the other on the part of the insurance companies, 
who fear that their field is going to be inva?ed and that the invasion 
will go farther than workmen's compensatiOn. 
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Miss HARRISON (Maryland}. Maryland has a. _system simila~ to 
Idaho. We have a State accident fund and also JJ?.Surance carrrer;;. 
We do not seem to have the problems that. the Mmnesota board IS 
havin"". I think our State fund rates are a httle lower than the. com
petiti;e insurance carrier rates, but il! some instances t~ey are hrgher . 
.For coal mines I think they are hrgher. Our law Is compulsory. 
The employers 'must ca;ry compensa~ion insurance in M?-ryland by 
one of three methods-either by self-msurance, State accrdent fun?, 
or competitive insurance carrier-p:ovided t~ey are engageq m 
eJd;rahazardous employment in a busmess carried on for pecumary. 
gam. 

Mr. DEBEL. Miss Harrison, how large a percentage of the funds 
are carried! 

Miss HARRISON. The funds are increasing all the time. I under
stand ours has the highest standing in the United States. 

l\Ir. KJAER (Washington). The report from all the State funds 
seems to indicate business is increasing right along. 

As to the statement by Mr. Debe!, I have known that that is exactly 
the reason why insurance carriers do not want to see a State fund; 
they are afraid it will affect other lines of business if that is per
mitted. That is a comparative statement, but I think they are afraid 
they will lose other business if the State fund becomes unh·ersal. 

Miss HARRISON. The State insurance fund in Mar(land can write 
only one kind of insurance, and that is workmen s compensation 
insurance. • Mr. SUPPIGER. You settle the problem yourselves, and it will not 
be necessary for the State to go into that business, but it is a problem 
that has to be met. Every workingman must be protected and he 
must get his compensation, and it is up to the insurance companies, 
if they want to stay in business, to carry business on and to make 
a satisfactory arrangement. What seems to bother the commissioner 
from Minnesota is a fear that will disappear when you have a State 
fund. You will find the conservative business men graduaHy .com
ing into the State fund-the competitive State fund. That has be'"en 
our experience, anyway. 

Mr. DEBEL. Your attitude would be that a competitive State fund 
would be preferable to a monopolistic State fund! 

Mr. SUPPIGER. Most decidedly. 
Mr. DEnEL. Why! 
Mr. SUPPIGER. Every official on the State insurance fund will be 

like every other J?Ublic o~cinl, .in. the public eye, and you will find ~ 
method of arousmg pubhc oprmon to make State insurance funds 
function as they should function. 

Mr. JoHANNSEN {Illinois). I represent labor on the industrial 
commission. If I should say anything in disagreement with my 
brother, our worthy chairman, please consider that he is the neutral 
member on our c.ommission, at least theoretically. 

Our law provrdes that there shall be on the commission 2 who 
!'~present I.abor, 2. from the e~!Jployers, and a fifth man who is impar
t mi. The unpart1al member 1s a slave to the truth; we are pet·nutted 
of course, to be, at least partially, partisan. ' 
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I think, ~Ir. Suppiger, the high spot of opposition to State insur
ance comes largely from the fact that in America we have not been 
to any great ~xtent, socially minded. We are still individualistic: 
and we ar~ strll very much property minded. We know we cannot 
compe.te l'"Il~ the S~te, .and we are fearful if we allow the State to 
ent.er m~o t,lus functwn It may lead. into oth«;r· functio!ls, and by and 
b.Y we wrll JUSt have the State. I thmk that, m the mam, is the objec
tiO!!· 9f course, th~ State will function in compensation insurance 
:as It wrll. eventually m unemr.Ioyment insurance, not so much because 
of a c~mce as because we wrll be driven, in the end, to protect our
sch·es m the only way that is left for our protection. 

We have in Illinors, as has already been stated by our chairman, 
two forms-the self-insurer and those who are covered by insur
ance. In our law there is a penalty of not less than $100 and not 
mQre than $500 a day for every day you oper~te without insurance, or 
without adequate financial protection. But I cannot recall any em
ployer who has ever been even seriously disturbed by the agents 
who enforce that part of the Jaw. For some time it was the attor
ney gener11I's job to enforce that phase of the law, then the re
sponsibility was transferred to the State's attorneys, or county at
torneys as "they are called in some of the States, and now it has been 
transferred back to the attorney general. Just 2 weeks ago the 
attorney general acted in the case of a self-insurer. There was a 
fund, which was finally aotten hold of, and the money was actually 
paid to the people who h';id it coming to them. A controversy arose 
between two mortgage holders, and the employer, wh~n he ":as 
approached bv the assistant attorney ~eneral, expressed hrs survrlse 
and said, "I 'never took it seriously, tnat part of the law; I drdn't 
think the attorney genernl would act." 

Then we hn ve another phase. We had a very serious disaster, 
what is conunonlv known as the "Cherry coal mine disaster", 
where hundreds o":f people were killed, and, of course, it involved 
a great Iiabilitv. As a result a great many coal operators ado~ted 
se\f-insd'rnnce either by themselves or through allotment for the trme 
bemg. \Ve had n £mid set aside, 5 ce!lts a ton for coal, to be used 
for compensntion only. Over a perrl!d of some 1~ years there 
developed n situation where these se!f-r_nsurers were mdebted over 
$20,000 to widows for men who were krlle.d. That h_as never been 
paid. Then what happened Y The corporation .reorgamz~d, or rather 
a large part of the personnel of that corporatiOn orgamzed ano~~er 
corporation, and when we went to touch these bonds an,1 secur~tl~s 
we were told by the In wyers who .were the !ega.! agents, , That ISn. t 
the same corporation. that is a drfferent name, they don t owe thrs 
money· you cannot t~uch it." 1 h d 

The 'law ers are clever and they never make a aw t at oes 
not ] y · 't ' The Jaws are made by lawyers, and they 111ve some snag rn I · f b · th · ore not mnkin laws to put lawyers out o usmess,, any more an 
en t g 1 t ut carpenters out of busmess. In other 

rpen ers mal<e nws o P h · the Supreme Court and 
words, you find Inwyers everyw ere-m and the doctors rotect 
everywhere else. They protec~I the~:I;h: doctors too. Bulthis is 
the~selves. \Ve have our trou es WI tl at competitive insurance is 
nn msurnnce problem. It seems to me 1 

the best way out. 
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We have the same cry that you have in Minn_esota that .compensa
tion insurance does not pay; that the compames are losmg money 
all the time! and the only reason they are writing it is because th~y 
get the emp oyers to give them other business-fire insurance, public 
liability, and so f<?rth. Yet what ~o we find in. the record of these 
insurance compames that have gone under durmg the last 4 or 5 
years I We find that with none of them was it due to their carrying 
compensation insurance, but rather to their bad investments. That 
seems to be the record. 

We have people coming to the commission with their difficulties, 
and, so at least it seems to me, a large number of these people baSil 
their conclusions upon their needs rather than upon their rights. 
They cannot help it; things have been too tough. The road is not 
clear yet. It is probably clearer today than it was a year ago or 2 
years ago, but there is still plenty of work to do. The question of 
msurance is the most important, it seems to me, and then compensa
tion to guarantee the workingman and working woman protection 
under the law in case of accident. Where an employer has no in
surance, we find a great deal more red tape and a much greater 
expense in the collection of compensation, and, what is still worse, 
probably no place to collect. That is the greatest difficulty. 

There should be insurance, and if the insurance carriers cannot 
effect an intelli~ent way of doing it..! see no reason why the State 
should not go mto that business. \'V hy not let the State try it l 
Of course, I am for the State, and so is the property man for the 
State until the State invades his jurisdiction. What ·he tells me 
is that I must be a law-abiding man; that I must abide by the flag; 
that I must subscribe to the Constitution, because the State is every
thing. That is very good until the State wants to function in his 
jurisdiction, and then he says," No, no, that will not do; we do not 
want the State to do it." 

I think we are traveling in the right direction
1 

though probably 
not as fast as some would like, and I am sure that m a comparatively 
short time not only will we find the way to have proper covera"e 
for compensation, but we will also have insurance a"ainst oth~r 
unforeseen calamities which we have not been able to ~eet intelli
gen~ly up to the present tii'!e. I am with your plan, Mr. Suppiger,. 
I thmk for the present that Is the best way out. 

Mr. SuPPIOER. You said you had a criminal procedure if a man 
refused to carry compensation coverage I 

Mr. JoHANNSEN. No, we have no criminal procedure· only a fine 
of $100 a day, with a maximum of $500. ' 

Mr. SUPPIGER, Is that the only remedy you have I 
Mr. JoHANNSEN. That is all. 
¥r. SUPPIG~R. ~ay I suggest .that you _g,et through the next 

legr_slature a bill giVIng_ you the rrght to enJOin a man from doing 
busmess unless he com phes I 

Mr. JoHANNSEN. That is a very good suggestion. 
Mr .. SuPPIG£!1. We have that in our law. We say, in the non

C?mplrance B;rtrcle, ~hat unless an employer complies we will enjoin 
lnm from domg busmess. 
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Mr. JoHANNSEN. Out in Idaho you have been largely agricultural· 
y~u h~ve n<?t ~ad much of the industrial. We have a lot of coai 
mmes m Ilh~o1s, and the coal operator is on the job all the time to 
protect th!l mterest of the ~ine owner. By a comparison of the 
compensatiOn laws of the vanous States, I find the laws better where 
there are fewer coal mines. Illinois has a much better law than 
most of the coal States, but there are States that have better 
l~ws ~han we have, better methods. But we are working in that 
d!rectl<?n, and eventually I believe, we will have a situation where 
men w!ll have a reasonable guaranty that in the event of accident 
they Will have protection. 
. We ~ad last year between 31,000 and 32,000 industrial accidents, 
mclud.mg 426 fatal cases, as compared with 50,000 industrial acci
dents m 1928. 

Mr. LlEBEL. You mean compensatory accidents! 
llfr. JoHANNSEN. Yes; we had a little over 600 fatal cases in 1928. 

I represented the carpenter's union in Cook County before I was 
appointed to the industrial commission-some 6 years. I might 
sal I was their adjuster. They did not have any attorneys then. 
"e were all t~ld that we did not need lawyers; that compensation 
matters were simplified so that anybody could take care of them. Of 
course, that was not so

1 
but we were told that and a lot of people 

believed it. In fact, I oelieved it myself for some time. Anyway, 
I made it my business to keep a record of every case in the years 
1928 and 1920. I kept a record of the injury of every man and its 
approximate cause, whether an examination was made, and so forth, 
so that we might properly contrast it with that of the insurance 
doctors and the insurance experts. Not many of us are convinced 
that these company doctors are slaves to the truth, but rather we 
think that sometimes they exaggerate and that sometimes they are 
influenced by the fellow who pays their bill. When I would go to 
the insurance company and start to argue with the adjuster about 
medical questions he would naturall:r, say to me, "What do you 
know about it; you are not a ~octor¥ ' Of course, ~ had .to fortify 
myself with medical information that was at least mtelhgent; and 
that we could present for our side. We did all that, and we round 
that. in Cook County and the adjoining two cou'!-ties-that is th:e 
territory we took in-20 percent of the mem!Jerslup of our orgam-• 
z~tion of carpenters-and the c~rpenter tr~de IS not the most extraor
dmary hazard-met with accidents durmg the .course of a year. 
We found a very small percentage of fatal accidents and a very 
small percenta"e of total disabilities. 

We also fou'i'td that the cost of insurance to our cont~actor~ was 
comparatively nominal. One of th~ largest contractors m Ch1cago, 
Which had been carrying its own riSk fo~ a period of some 6 o~ !l 
Years, concluded from its experienc.e that It was cheaper to. have m
su_rance, and for the past 8 _years 1t has been c?vered by msurance 
With the American Mutual· Casualty Co. . That 1s one of t~e large~t 
contrnct~rs, with offices in Chicago .and m CJ.evela.nd, Oh1o-a b1g 
concern. It found from actual expenence tl~at 1~ was cheaper to ha.ve 
~ompensation insurance than to carry the nsk 1tself, al!hough w~1le 
It was a self-insurer it hod taken great care to protect Itself agamst 
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accidents. For instance, while it was putting _up a bt~il~ing in 
Lincoln Park, the total co~t of which w~s upproxima~l:>: :;iL>~,OOO
that will gi,·e you some 1dea o! t_he s1ze of the b_mldmg-It )1Ud 
to tear down part of an old bmldmg and remove 1t. ~nstructwns 
were given to its carpenters to ":ear a ce_rtnm sho~ w1th. a heavy 
sole in order to protect them agamst gettmg nails m the1r feet as 
they walked around the building. Then, in addition, two men were 
emj)loyed to see that the nails in all of the old_ board~ w~re bent 
onr. The contractor used that extreme precautwn wh1le 1t ~vas. a 
self-insurer. Whether it is still doing it I do not know, but It d1d 
at that time. 

In Illinois in 1928 and 1929 the total number of accidents was 
around 50,000. About 51 or 52 percent of those accident;; repre
sented coal miners, about 35 percent men in the building industry, 
and the balance men in various other industries. 'Ve also found that 
while coal miners had 51 or 52 percent of the accidents, 70 percent 
of all the compensation was paid to coal miners. How do you ac
count for that 'I Because the coal miners' union had an efficient ad
ministrator to see that every man was insured and to see that every 
man who was injured was reported and protected, and the other 
unions did not. I am convinced from that that the workin~man 
should get out and do something for himself. He must orgamze to 
protect himself, for if he leaves his salvation to the lawyers and the 
doctors and the politicians, well, it is just too bad for him; he had 
better do something for himself. 

Mr. SwEENEY (Pennsylvania). Mr. Horner thought you might be 
interested in one or two things we have been doing in Pennsylvania 
along these lines in the last year-just a brief outline of our situa
tion. About 50 percent of our accidents are covered by self-insured 
employers, probably about 25 percent are covered by the State fund, 
and the remaining 25 percent are covered by other insurance com
panies. We have the ordinary problem of the competitive State 
fund getting the dregs of the business, more or less. One reason for 
this, I guess, is that it has always been the attitude of the State fund 
in Pennsylvania that it should not ~o out and compete for business. 
In New York the State fund carnes on, I believe, an active com
petitive campail?n for business. As a result of its attitude the State 
fund of Pennsylvania gets practically all of the very poor coal-mine 
risks. Our compensation system has probably been helping the State 
fund in the last year in gettin~ poor compensation risks. 'Ve have 
had this problem of uninsurea employers. It has been our experi
ence, that if when an employer is not insured, we get our adjusters 
after that employer and an award is made against him, in ,only one 
or two jurisdictions have we been able to get the courts to tie in their 
award against uninsured employers with their parole system, so that 
the employer who is uninsured has to report regular!?,: to the parole 
officer of the court that he has made his payment. "e have utilized 
the C. ·w. A. program during the lust year to check up uninsured 
employers. \Ve organized a door-to-door canvass of employers 
throughout the State, and in a short time, throu"h the C. \V. A., we 
interviewed some 20,000 employers and fauna about 4 000 who 
could not produce evidence of insurance. Whether that is typical 
we do not !mow-about 20 per cent. 
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It seems to me that is impo1tant in a State where we depend upon 
el?ployers h<;il!g insured i~ insurance companies unless they are 
g'IVen the pr1v1lege of self-msurance. That was a problem, trying 
to get the men insured. Of course, when the C. W. A. workers called 
on the employers they gave them a warning of the penalty-a fine 
of $100 or 6 months in jail, every day of being uninsured bein" a 
separate offense. But that did not have very much effect. Tl~se 
men were sent a post card containing a copy of the statute and a 
statement of the law, and were told that if they did not comply there
with in a very short time they would be prosecuted. Unfortunately, 
we _have only 15 men to do the prosecuting throughout Pennsyl
vama, so we have not gotten many prosecutions. But we are fol
lowing up on that with these 15 men. I do not know how many of 
your rompensntion statutes are tied in with the bureaus of investign
tion, if yon have them-factory investigators, and so forth. When 
our factory investigators make their routine inspections, they check 
for evidence of insurance. They leave these return postal cards 
containing copies of the law, and, following up those inspectors, 
our supervising inspectors call on these employers. If they have 
not taken out insurance after the second or third warning, our com
pensation bureau attempts to l?rosecute them. About 20 percent, I 
should guess, of the employers mterviewed in that way did not carry 
workmen's compensation insurance. If the Pennsylvania experi
ence is at all typical, it seems to me that is one of the big problems 
of workmen's compensation. We have always said, more or less 
theoretically, that a State Jaw that does not have real teeth in it 
regarding compulsor;r insurance is not very much of a compensation 
law. 'Veil, in additwn to real teeth, we have to have an organiza
tion for prosecuting these uninsured employers. It has been our 
experience that we get very few prosecutwns. The court will sus
pend sentence. We do not worry about that if the emplovers take 
out insurance and pay the awards. In some sections of ihe State 
we have not been able to get them to pay the costs of court. The 
courts have been, in a sense, even sentimental about these emplovers 
givin~ employment to their people, and say that if we prosecute them 
we w1ll put so many people out of work. These are the problems 
we are trying to get at, and I think we have had some success 
through the methods I have indicated. 

Mr. KJAER. The Department of Labor some time a~o appointed 
a committee to formulate health and safety proviswns for the 
N. R. A. codes. At the request of State employers, several of the 
safety committees of the code authorities were asked to include a 
clause calling for compulsory compensation insurance for all em
ployees re"ardless of State exemptwns, which shows the employers 
recognize the importance for fair competition, of havin~ all of them 
covered by compulsory compensation insurance. We tried in several 
ways, but the N. R. A. legal division said we could not include such 
a clause as a henlth and safety measure; that while it might be very 
desirable to have that clause included in the codes, it could not be 
done under that procedure. So we had to give that up. It was pos
sible it could be done, but it would not be regular. For instance, in 
Alabama, where an employer has less than 15 employees he does 
not have to come under the law. There is a possibility it might be 
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included in the N. R. A. code that the employer has to give a 
rruaranty in some way so that the inj"ured mnn will be ):!aiel money 
to take care of him regardless of w 1ether or not the ::State hns a 
compensation law. 

Chairman ANGSTEN. Are there any other obsen-ations or questions 
at this time, any new problems other than State insurance! 

Mr. JoHANNSEN. I hope the chairman will make a short statement 
on the recent Burns decision in Illinois, or don't you care to make 
that statement Y 

Chairman ANGSTEN. I can make a general statement. At this time 
I am very much in the air myself. Under the Illinois act we covered 
certain kinds of occupational diseuses very specifically. Recently 
there has been a decision with reference to other occupational diseuses. 
Following the famous Burns case decision there were immediately 
filed with the commission about 300 or 400 cases on occupational dis
eases. One attorney, I think, filed 150 cases. My fellow commissioner 
has taken a little kick at the attorneys, but I do not agree with him1 
although there are some attorneys whose practice ought to be looked 
into. I have in mind a certain attorney in our State who put an ad 
in the paper asking for marble cutters. I think about 200 marble cut
ters replied to that ad, and as they came in, he said to the healthy look
ing marble cutters, " You fill out this application for the job, and we 
will let you know when we need you.' To the fellows who looked 
sickly he said, " You sit there"; then he took his pad and went to each 
one and sai<!,." Where have you been workip$1 " " I have been work
ing for the united States Marble Co." "'v nere did you work before 
that!" "The Memorial Marble Co.", or some other marble com pan)". 
"You weren't feeling well when you were there 1 " "I cannot say I 
was." "How do you feel now! " "I am not so hot now." "All right. 
You had better stay." As a result this attorney, who took it upon 
himself to act for these marble cutters---that is the inference we 
gather-has about 150 occupational disease cases that he is going to 
push under the Illinois law. w· e know that there are other attorneys 
who have gone down to the river cities and into the pool rooms to see 
the gangs around there. Seeing a fellow kind of dy;;veptic looking 
the attorney would ask him where he had been workm~. "I have 
been working over in the stone quarry for the past year.' "Do they 
have dust 1 " " Ob, yes." " Not feeling well, are you 1 " " No, I am 
not feeling so bot." Well, these attorneys have signed up another 150 
occupational disease cases. After this Burns case we had 350 applica
tions for adjustments or claims in dust silicosis cases. These cases 
are purely medical cases and it meant the employment by employers 
of 3 or 4 doctors and considerable time and expense, so I gave the 
order not to set these cases for hearing. I called a conference of the 
carriers and told them the situation and asked for instructions. 

We had a very spirited session. There were 150 to 175 carriers there 
al! ve~y much a~itnted. From ~he conversations we had at that gnth~ 
ermg It was decided that a typiCal case should be prepared with com
plete data, giving service, dates, etc. I have called another conference 
for <;>ctob~r ~ for the pl~intiffs' .side-the injured men, the so-called 
applicants SJde-and will c_all m the attorneys representing those 
people, and h_ave an express.wn from that group. Still later I plan 
to call a meetmg of the self-msurers, of whom we have quite a goodly 
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number-probably 20,000-and we will get an expression from them. 
But my purpose in calling this conference is twofold-to get enlight
enment fo~ the co.mmission itself, and to give time for us to consider. 
The committee will be prepared to go ahead next month working on 
the agreed amendment to the act and changes to meet this situation. 
Whatever we have done in Illinois we have done by agreement. We 
have called in both sides, both the carriers and labor, and sat around 
the table; whenever there was any discussion of a substantial nature 
as to the act itself, other than procedure, it has come up in that way. 
It would please me immensely if we could continue these hearings 
until this committee will have a chance to meet. Our legislature meets 
in January, and I think if we could have an agreed rough draft at 
that time so that the legislature could act on it expeditiously, it would 
mean that the companies would be given time to prepare for this 
emergency; that the State of Illinois would be prepared to enlarge its 
staff and other things i and that the employers at large would have a 
chance to look around. That is our problem now in Illinois. This 
Burns case hns started it, and we are trying to work it out. 

Mr. DEANS (Virginia). Do you consider we should agitate any 
proposition-when has an employee OCCUJ?ational disease Y-{)r should 
we look around and not agitate the questiOn of occupational disease¥ 

Mr. KJ AER. In connection with that I should like to call your 
attention to the committee appointed by the Secretary of Labor which 
is now working with the N. R. A. and the code authorities in trying 
to solve that proposition. We had a meeting of some of that 
committee with the crushed stone, sand and gravel, and slag com
mittee. A few days ago an agreement was formulated between the 
two committees covering the quarryin~ and other dust producing 
methods which they are using. I thmk they agreed to physical 
examinations of the employees before employment and at periods 
during employment to try to eliminate the silicosis hazard. We 
are o-etting much safer regulations, and I think a great deal can be 
acco~plished by that committee. 

Of course, that does not cover the point Mr. Deans spoke about, 
but I think it is a step toward it. The cases that now exist are 
prett;v: hard to determine without physical examinations. I might 
say If they will agree to this physical examination, to be per
formed partially by the United States Public Health Service, which 
made a study of the coal miners in Pennsylvania recently and is 
doin~ excellent work trying to prevent these occupational diseases, 
mostly the silicosis kind which have come up lately, it will help 
greatly. 

Chairman ANGSTEN. I think that that does not answer what you 
have in mind, Mr. Deans, but it is very illuminating. 

Mr. HARTWIG (Oregon). Commenting on the question Mr. Deans 
asked a moment ago as to what various administrators of codes 
should do with respect to occu:r.ational diseases, I want to state that 
out in Oreo-on we will most hkel:y have an amendment before thr 
leo-islature "'providing for occupatiOnal diseases. We have an op
tignal act, but today we are writing 95 percent of the workmen's 
compensation in the State, due primarily to our employers' liability 
law which has some real teeth mit. The day before I left for the 
East a large group of men who operate boats on the various rivers 
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in Oregon came to our commission and asked us to cover them 
under the Jones Act. The insurance carriers are checking out on 
them under the Longshoremen and Harbor 'Yorkers' Act, and they 
are comin.,. to us to write them coverage. The point I wanted to 
make, ho;ever, is this, that so far we have not. rec~gnized c;>ccupa
tional diseases as such, althou~h we make exceptions d there IS some 
evidence of a ~oup, or sometning like that. But several firms have 
recently had JUdgments a"'ainst them; for instance, a large paper 
company was sued for a ifbrous condition of the lungs brought on 
by inhalation of dry sulphur dust. The man made no claim under 
the act, and if he had made a claim we would haw, of course. denied 
it under the circumstances, but he sued his employer and recovered 
a judgment for $5,000. That employer is red hot for an amendment 
of the act, and I rather sense that he is going to try to get that 
amendment passed. 

In the fruit and vegetable canneries there are various kinds of 
poisoning that we cannot cover, and the fruit employers are com
mg to us and asking us to instruct the le"'islature a little bit here 
and there, because they recognize the possibility of getting into hot 
water if something is not done about that. After all, in canneries, 
fruit poisoning is the greatest risk, as shown by the records, and· 
if that is not covered the canneries are only half covered. The same 
is true in the furniture factories as to glue poisoning. 

I look for some definite amendments to our act in Oregon, includ
ing occupational diseases to a limited extent, but how far it will 
go I do not know. I am convinced that we ought to have it, and 
that is how we feel about it out there. I do not know whether that 
answers Mr. Deans' question or not. 

Mr. RoOT (North Carolina). If the Supreme Court of Virginia 
should follow the recent decision of the Supreme Court of North 
Carolina his question would be answered for him. 

In a recent case our commission denied compensation, and the 
Supreme Court held that in that particular case the claimant was 
entitled to compensation; that his disability was the result of an 
injury by accident, although it ·extended over a long period of time 
and it could not be definitely fixed as to when he became a victim of 
this disease. I think the decision was on the theory that the employer 
was negligent in not having provided reasonably safe places to work
the system was not up to date. Our supreme court held that where 
an occupational disease results from the employer's negligence, that 
constitutes an injury by accident. 

Chairman ANosTEN. Have you the citation on that! 
Mr. HARTWIG. McNelly v. North Carolina Asbestos Co. 
Chairman .A.NosTEN. Are you satisfied, Mr. Deans! 
Mr. DEANS. I do not think anyone has answered my question. 
Chairman ANGSTEN. Will you ask it again! 
Mr. DEANS. I asked the question: Is it advisable for those of us in 

States wh~re the act does not include occupational diseases to a"'itnte, 
such questwn? " 
. Mr. ~EBEL. I will state the experience of Minnesota with occupa

!JOnal dJseases.. We h~~;ve them listed. When this law was enacted 
m the 1921 sesswn, and mcluded occupational diseases, I imagine that 
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pructically ewrybody involved in the framin9, of the law was totally 
ignorant of what this "occupational disease ' meant. There are 25 
or. 2? occupation~! diseases li~ted. I have been 14 years on the com
nusswn and I thmk up to th1s date but two or three had occasion to 
Jile a ~!aim: 'Ve have no coal mines, but we have .Practically the 
same sttuatwn as the gentleman from Oregon descrtbed, where the 
commission turned down a particular case because it was an occupa
tional disease that was not listed in our law, and we, of course, cannot 
c0mpensate for any disease that is not so listed. But this man. taking 
his case into court, obtained a verdict much more substantial than 
he would have been awarded had the commission been able legally 
to grant such an award. 

I think that it would be more necessary to have occupational dis
euses in the workmen's compensation law than even a finger acci
dent, or something that a person loses only temporarily. I was in-
1<-rested in the discussion on silicosis. Under the Civil Works 
Administration last winter we had about 40 or 50 cases of silicosis, 
hut we did not get very far. We even employed the Mayo 
Clinic of Rochester. which is world famous. It gave us some light 
and knowledge. but so many of these occupational diseases are so 
bafllin,!!', ewn to the medical profession, that naturally the Jay mem
bers of industrial commissions have rather a difficult time in deter
mining them. I should say that a State ought to have occupational 
diseases listed in its law. I think we all find one particular occupa-

. tiona! disease-lead poisoning is general. Of course, that is uni
versal. That is something we have compensated for quite regularly, 
but our difficulty now is with silicosis and with carbon-monoxide 
poisonino-. The question is whether or not a disease is an occupa
tional o~e or is hereditary in nature. ·we have attempted, in 
the last two sessions of .our le:>islature, to include in our .Ia.w par
~icula~·ly the. st.o!le quarries, wh1ch are very strel!uously res1stmg the 
mcluswn of s1hcosts cases. If the N. R. A. IS able to persuade 
these employers thnt they should consent to have the law so amended, 
well and good. Personally I am not ver:y: keen about the N. R. ~· 
setting up any porti?n of the compensatto;m law. I should say 1t 
would be a serious nustakc to have a comm1ttee of employers or any 
other committee outside of the industrial commissions having juris
diction over workmen's compensation. It appears to me that this 
subject matt<!r ought to be under the industrial commissions. 

Mr. SHARitEY (Washin!rton, D. C.). The labor law information 
service of the Bureau of Labor Statistics has recently published a 
pamphlet showing the status of occupational diseases in all of the 
Stutes. If any of the dele&ates are !ntere~ted in receiving a copy of 
this report we shall be glaCl to send 1t to hnn on request. 

[llfeeting adjourned.] 
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Chairman, G. W. SUPPIGER, Chairman lndaatrlal Accident Board of Idaho 

Chairman SUPPIGER. The first paper this afternoon is Control of 
Medical and Hospital Fees: Why and How~ by Mr. John C. Root 
of the Industrial Commission of North Carolina. 

Control of Medical and Hospital Fees: Why and How? 
By JoHN C. RooT, Chief Olt>i,.. lilxarniner North Carolina 

Jnd·u&trial Commission 

It is my purpose to show that charges for medical and hospital 
treatment in compensation cases should and can be controlled; that 
the control of such charges will accomplish a fuller and necessary 
expression of the philosophy out of which our compensation laws 
have grown. I hope also to show that there are practical reason~ 
for exercising this control1 and that fees for physicians and hospitals 
can best be passed upon by the commission or board charged with 
the responsibilities incident to the administration of the law-and 
without acting arbitrarily. 

Why? 

A workmen's compensation law is nothinoo more nor less than 
legal sanction of a compromise between emPloyers and employees 
whereby both groups have ceded certain common-law rights in ex
change for certainty and the security which certainty assures. The 
plan was so well conceived and has been so satisfactorily executed 
that the adjustment of industrial accident claims has for the most 
part become a matter of procedure, leaving no room for the activity 
of lawyers who seek speculative fees. It is a tribute to the legal 
profession that with but few exceptions its members have willingly 
sacrificed the prospects of large fees in compensation cases. No 
organization of lawyers in my State has ever adopted a resolution 
the terms of which would have required the industrial commission 
to ignore its duty under the law. I wish I could say as much for 
the medical profession. It would seem that doctors and hospital 
managers would acknowledge appreciation for the benefits secured 
to them by our compensation law. They do not hesitate to tell us 
that 40 to 60 pArcent of their c~ses are considered as charity patients, 
and that they are fortunate If they collect 60 percent from their 
private patients. Judging from the celerity with which the so
called ~roup m~di~l and hospitalizatio!l_Plans have recently been 
placed m operatwn m numerous commumbes throughout the Nation 
an~ t~e ~erious ~onsideration given the subject by local and Stat~ 
soc1et1es m practically all parts of the country, and the action taken 
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by the American <;iolle~e of Surgeons a few months ago, I am per
suaded that the situatiOn of the doctors and hospitals in all the 
Sta~s is quite _as serious as i';l North Carolina. Surely, those who 
are mterested m the perpetmty of our compensation laws have a 
right to expect doctors and hospitals to show by their charges that 
they do apprecinte definite assurance of payment for their services 
and that instead of insisting up,on the old common-law ri"ht t~ 
"charge all the freight will bear ' they would gladly and volu~tarily 
submit to reasonable control of their fees in these cases. 

Our North Carolina Industrial Commission is required to pass 
uron all medical and hospital bills, and the commission's approval 
o a bill is necessary before payment can lawfully be accepted. Most 
of our doctors and hospitals are satisfied with the fees which are 
approved for them, but there is a small group, woefully in the 
minority-but loud-who resent control of their fees in any manner 
whatsoever, and who accordingly persist in condemning both the 
Industrial Commission and the Workmen's Compensation Act. In 
this group many are to be found who are most active in the politics 
of their professiOn. I cannot persuade myself to accept the diagnosis 
made by a doctor who at the time he wrote to the chairman of our 
commission was president of our State Medical Society. He said: 
"The disposition to 'soak ' the insurance companies is inherent in 
human nature and the physicians are human." A terrible confession 
that, or a sweeping indictment, as you may prefer to interpret that 
statement. It may be true of some doctors, but I have found the 
great majority of physicians to be strictly honorable. 

It is elementary that a compensation law must require that em
ployers and employees sacrifice old standards if the law is to be more 
than "sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal." That same principle 
of sacrifice is demanded of lawyers having any connection with com
pensation claims. There is no just reason for making an exception 
in favor of a doctor or hosJ?ital. They enjoy the same assurance 
of payment as is secured to mjured employees and their attorneys. 
It should never be said of any social legislation that it imposes a 
tax upon employers and employees, subjects both to absolute control, 
provides no place for the damage-suit lawyer, but by the protection 
of uncontrolled privilege invites and rewards the damage-suit doctor. 
This statement will have no appeal to the administrator who is more 

folitical-minded than imbued" with the philosophy of compensation. 
t can have no attraction for him who prefers to escape issues of 

principle but is satisfied to drift alon~ in the questionable security 
which indifference affords. I assume tnat because you are concerned 
with the administration of laws which are social in nature and 
humanitarian in purpose your positio!l is in the front ranks of the 
"New Dealers", and that you are not manacled by precedents of 
the old order but seriously determined to make the best use of every 
opportunity to contribute toward the shaping of a social order 
destined to evolve and to maintain the highest attainable degree of 
social justice. 

There are practical reasons why medical and hospital costs in 
compensation cases should be subject to control. I venture the state
ment that a review of cases handled by any industrial commission 
or accident board would disclose the same need for such control as 
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has been revealed by the studies we have ma?e _in North Carolina. 
Our studies and observations argue most convmcm&lY that from the 
standpoint of practicality control is not only adv1sable but ne~es· 
sary. A brief presentatiOn of a few facts gathered from typ1cal 
cases will elucidate what I mean. 

Case no. 1.-Not aware that his patient was subject to the pro~lslons of th~ 
Workmen's Compensation Act, the doctor rendered n bill in the amount o 
$7.50 for full treatment. Upon learning that the case was co,·erell '>by the 
compensation law, the doctor sent the insurance company a bill for $ .. 1. 

Case no. 2.-After having been treated for a week as an ombuhttory cnse, 
the patient was called to the doctor's private hospital where, following nn 
X-ray examination, a diagnosis of a fractured femur was made-. 'fhere fol
lowed 26 days' ·hospitalization and the usual treatment for such a frncture. 
\Ve requested that the X-ray films be submitted to us for exnmlnntlon. Expert 
roentgenologists confirmed our own finding-s whic:h were that the films pre-
sented no evidence of a fracture other than as indicated lJy pin scratches on 
the surfaces of the films. 

Case no. s.-The doctor described his patient's injury as a laceration nhout 
3 em in length along the radial side of the left arm and about 2 mm In depth. 
Described in layman's English, the wound was slightly more thnn 1 inch 
long and about eight one--hundredths of an inch deep. In a conference with 
the doctor be admitted that he had treated a mere scratch, but his bill showed 
a charge of $10 for first-aid treatment plus $10 for six after-dressings, n total 
charge of $20. 

case no~ 4.-The patient hnd sustained minor burns on the left leg and was 
immediately placed in a hospital where he remained for 34 days. An ill\'es· 
tlgatlon revealed that after the 15th day the attending physician applied only 
two dressings, and that during the last 19 days of hospitalization the patient 
himself dressed his leg most of the time. 

Case no. 5.-Tbe Injured man bad five fractured ribs on the right side and 
fractures of the right radius and ulna. The bill for treatment was for a 
period of 31 days during which time there were 15 X-ray examlnatlons-3 of 
the chest and 12 of the arm. The charge for X·rays alone was $95. 

Oaae no. 6.-An employee while operating a bread·sllclng machine recel\'etl 
an injury described by the doctor as follows: " Incised wound involving nail 
on the small finger; also about one--half inch on the ring finger has been 
severed at its distul portion; this wound is not a transverse cut, but Is in part 
longitudinal and transverse." Later the doctor reported that the injury 
involved no loss of bone. Treatment covered a period of 56 days, and after 
the 17th day the Injured returned to work. The doctor's bill was $73, which 
Included a charge of $3 for first aid and $2 each for 35 subsequent omce 
dressings. 

Case no. 7.-The Injury was a fractured os calcls. The patient was taken 
to a hospital immediately, where a cast was promptly applied. Hospltullza. 
tlon continued for 16 days notwithstanding there was no treatment other than 
observation during all that time. 

Case no. 8.-An employee developed n streptococcic infection after !m viog 
bruised his knee on n nail while working ln a kneeling position. He was 
treated bY the doctor for 97 days. There were 3 house visits during the first 5 
days, 30 house visits during the following 10 days, and 2 visits dully the next 
28 days. 1.'here followed dally visits for the next 33 days. VIsits were not 
spaced until the patient was nearly ready to be discharged, when there were 
house visits July 1, 4, 9, 14, and 20. All vlslts-127 In number-were charged 
at $3 each. In addition the doctor charged $33 for bandages, antiseptics, und 
serum. The total bill was $424. The medical and claims departments approved 
for the doctor a fee of $261, allowing for 63 house visits ana $12 additional for 
unusual materials and serum. 'l'he doctor protested U1e reduction and a hear~ 
ing was conducted by Chairman Allen who found that the treatment frequency 
wus not justified and that the doctor had been allowed a reasonable fee. 

Case no. 9.-'fhe Injury was a comminut('d f1·ncture of the olecrnnon process, 
The patient was kept In n hospital for 41 days. The hospital bill was appt·o,·ed 
in n greatly reduced amount, and a hearing was req\wst(.>U. The evldt>nce pro· 
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duced at the hearing brought out the fact tha,t while " boarding" at the hos
pital the patient wns seen a number of times on the streets of the city, and had 
on two or three occasions visited the insurance company's office for the purpose 
of obtaining his compensation checks. Commissioner Dorsett approved a fee 
for 7 of the 41 days' hospitalization. 

Case 110. 10.-The accident resulted in the fracture of four ribs on the left 
side, contusions of the head, shoulder, and chest, and a comminuted fracture 
of the left ul_nn, mtddle third. The claimant was confined to a hospital for 26 
dars during nH of which time he was attended by special nurses day and night. 
After the claimant (a married man) went home from the hospital, one of the 
nurses was retuined for 24-hour duty for an additional 75 days. For this 
additional service the nurse submitted a bill in the amount of $525, which was ' 
approved for payment in the sum of $225 as the reports filed with the commis
sion did not indicate that so much special nursing was necessary. A hearing 
was requested. After hearing the evidence, Commissioner WUson found as a 
fact that not qll of this sen·ice was reasonably required, that a part of the time 
the nurse served in the capacity of a chauffeur. Commissioner \Vilson in writ
ing ltts opinion called attention to the fact that the compensation law contem
plates reasonably necessary treatment, but imposes no liability upon an em
ployer for luxuries. 

Case no. 11.-The injury was a sprained wrist sustained when the employee 
remol"ed a suitcase from an overhead shelf. The attending physician's diag
nosis was: "Sprain of the right wrist." After treatnwnt at the doctor's office 
for 5 days, the patient was confined In a hospital for 50 days. Following dis
charge from the hospital office treatments continued for several months. Dur
ing this treatment, and about 4 months after the acciclent, a surgeon performed 
an appendectomy and sent the insurance company a bill for $150 on which was 
the statement: "Ruptured appendix, abscess as a result of infected wrist." 
The inference is that the surgeon, who occupies an official position in our State 
medical society, expected the insurance company to pay his bill and charge the 
amount to the employer's compensation loss experience. It did not. 

A casual study of these few cases is sufficient to convince an im
partial critic that an honest effort should be made to control the cost 
of treatment, and that among the many problems to be faced and 
dealt with are the following: (1) The disposition to charge more in 
a compensation case than in private practice. (2) Exaggerated di
aoonosis. (3) The use of technical terms which might mislead one 
n~t familiar with their meaning. (4) Unnecessary hospitalization, 
or hospitalization for a longer length of time than IS required, 
either to serve the doctor's convenience or to indulge the patient. 
(5) Unnecessary ·X-ray examinations. (G) Excessive treatment 
frequenc;v:. (7) Nursing which is not a part of the necessary treat
ment. (8) Charging for the treatment of conditions having no 
connection with the accident. 

We feel that our North Carolina Industrial Commission is indeed 
fortunate in that effort to control the cost of treatment has met with 
sympathetic cooperation on the part of most of the doctors. The fact 
that approximately 90 percent of the doctors submit bills which are 
approved without reduction is the best evidence of that cooperation. 
The doctors who present excessive bills constitute a small mmority
a fact which presents another reason why all medical reports and 
bills should be carefully scrutinized and medical costs kept within 
reason. If the minority were not checked, the cooperative majority 
could justly complain that they were being discriminated against. 

Another reason why there should be control of the cost of treat
ment is that the ratio of this cost to the total of the premium dollar 
allocated to cover loss experience is a factor in the adjustment of 
basic premium rates. This is always true, but of more importance in 
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these days of so-ca}Jed depr~ssi~n when premiums are asses~ed 
acrainst crreatly reduced wage levels. Employers are now makmg 
s~aller profits, employees are bein"" paid lower wages, and compensa
tion paid to injured employees is Yess because computed at the same 
percentage of the average wage as before wages were reduced. If 
compensation insurance rates are to be increased, it should not be 
on account of the excessive cost of medical treatment. 

How~ 

Numerous methods have been proposed, and some of them have 
been given a trial, in an effort to control the cost of treatment. I 
have heard and read about the so-called "Utah plan" which has 
some advocates among the doctors of my State, including the imme
diate past president of our State medical society. I do not approve 
it because .I understand that the commission is bound by a schedule 
pf fees which is applied in all cases regardless of the injured em
ployee's earnings. In my files I have a copy of a letter written by a 
member of the· Utah commission explaining how the Utah. schedule of 
fees was adopted and the manner in which it is used. In that letter 
there is a sentence which reads: "By this procedure the commission 
was entirely absolved from responsibility for any particular fee." I 
am informed that when the Utah commission questions a bill it is 
referred to the council of the State medical society, that the council 
fixes a time and place for a hearing before the council and the com
mission or a representative of the commission, opportunity being 
given the doctor, the insurance company, or self-insuring·employer to 
be heard; but that the commission seldom takes part in the details of 
the controversy. Doubtless the plan operates successfully in Utah, 
but I could not recommend it for my State where we have so many 
more claims to handle and so many doctors with whom to deal. I 
am sure that our commission would never delegate to any council, 
whether composed of doctors or laymen, the power to pass upon 
medical bills, as under our statute this responsibility is the commis
sion's. Many of our best doctors have said that they would not, for 
any conceivably available salary, serve either as a member of the com
mission or as a member of a committee, knowing tliat they were 
charged with the responsibility of passing upon medical bills, be
cause if conscientious in the discharge of that duty·they would neces
sarily make so many .enemies that they could never hope to succeed 
thereafter in the practice of their profession. I believe that proper 
supervision and control, exercised without partiality or embarrass
ment, can be accomplished only by the industrial commission or 
accident board which by virtue of the law must be impartial, respect
in&: all other matters arising out of compensation claims . 

.1 was much interested in an article by Commissioner Elmer F. 
Andrews entitled "Workmen's Compensation Clinics" as published 
in the Industrial Bulletin of January 1934 by the N e~ York State 
J?epartment of Labor. The article began by stating, "Public atten
tion has recently been drawn to certain abuses and racketeering in 
the medical treatment of iniured nnd sick workers under the State 
compensati_on law." Commissioner Andrews referred to the Cull
man committee report and Governor Roosevelt's comment that "the 
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elimina~i~~ of professional abuses1 in. my opinion, is primarily the 
respons1b1hty of the medical protesswn.'l I quite aooree with Mr. 
Roo~evelt, who is now our President .. The responsibility is pri
mnl'lly that of the medical profession. I am confident, too, that 
Governor Roosevelt did not mean to imply that those administerin<>' 
the compensation law should have no responsibility in the matte; 
Administrators of the lnw should administer the law, and should be 
held accountable to the State, and their duties should never be dele
gated to one particular group amon~ several groups affected by that 
law. Once the people, through the1r ~overnment, abdicate in favor 
of a self-governmg cluss we will see tlle beginning of a process the 
results of which no present-day prophet can foretell. There was 
printed in the December 31, 1933, issue of the New York Times the 
text of compensation law changes urged on Governor Lelunann in a 
report of a committee of physicians. The report urged "that all 
obscure or difficult questions involving medical facts should be de
cided by physicians and not by lay judges"; that there should be. 
appeal boards composed of physicians whose decisions should be 
conclusive. -Since reading that report I have been exp·ecting to hear 
that In wyers, teachers, stock brokers, bankers, bricklayers, and other 
craftsmen were insisting upon being the final arbiters in all matters 
involving the technic of their respective professions and trades. 

There can be no effective or impartial regulation of the cost of 
treatment if the matter of adjustmg fees is left to the insuranc!l 
companies and self-insuring employers, as is so often recommended. 
Such a method is productive of abuses like those recently investigated 
in the State of New York, abuses which present problems more dif
ficult to deal with if the administrative board or commission has no 
direct responsibility in connection with them. Why this is true was 
most ably stated in an address by Dr. Morris Rosenthal, formerly 
president of the Eastern Medical Society of New York, as published 
m the record of the Seventh N a tiona! Conference on Social Securitv. 
the conference having been conducted April 19 and 20 of this yea"r: 
Speaking of the Workmen's Compensation Act of New York State, 
the doctor says: 

As you know, it wns intended to cover the medicnl costs and the absence 
from wot·k of those who nre inJured during employment. It was, of course, 
n uew project and I nm sorry to sny that do<.·tors clic.ln't lh·e up to their part 
of it. Since the insurance companies were paying for the Injured employees 
the doctors-that is, n certain number of them-at first felt that the sky was 
the limit. It wasn't unusual to have a doctor handn~e n frnctured thumb or 
put n splint on It three times a dny in some cases. As n result of that prof
iteel'ing nnd exploitution on the pnrt of the doctor, which was n result of the 
feeling on the part of the doctor thut he didn't owe the same honesty to the 
insurance company as he owed to a private patient, the burden of the medical 
part of compensation became quite heavy. The insurance companies felt that 
they couldn't ca1·ry this heavy load. As n re~nlt of this attitude and ah~o ns. 
n result of the business acumen of some doctors, private compensation clinics 
to which injured employees would come were formed for the put•pose of getting 
ns much money as they could out of this new sort of mine tbat wns opened. 
That resulted Jn n great deal of difficulty. The doctors were discredltt>d by 
the humrnnre companie-s nnd the compensation cUnirs stnrted to flourish~ 
\Vht'll the clinics started they functioned with n fnir de,::ree of hon.Psty, nlthough. 
In order to get the patients, the clinic managers hnd to entertain l'epresenrn. 
ttvcs of the Insurance companies and offer other Inducements. But they weut 
along fntrly well until there developed various grades of these clinics, some 
of whlC'h were on n purely racketeering basis • • •. 
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Another favorite plan involves. niP"eement _with ~he .medical pr?
fession on a schedule of fees. This IS now bemg tried m New Y01.k 
State. For an appraisal of the results being obtained I ngnm 
quote from Dr. Rosenthal: 

Under this agreement, however, other difficultles have arisen, which I think 
are inherent in any form of insul'unee. There is the question of the nature of 
the treatment. Was It the sort of conclitlou that called for treatment uncler 
the rencling of the policy? There Is tile question of overtrentment. If you 
pay the doctor by the visit, then he might be nceuS('() of overtreating his cuse. 
\Vas the treatment of the proper sort? So in actuality we bnve the snme 
condition that existed before. \Ve have doctors trying to sell themselves to 
the patients, just as they did In old times. 

In my opinion the difficulties mentioned by Dr. Rosenthal are in 
part due to the fact that those administering the compensation law 
m his State are bound by a schedule of prearranged fees which 
admits of no flexibility whereby the charges to be approved could 
be made conformable to the patient's standard of living. A fee 
schedule which admits of no variation cannot prevent concealed 
overcharges in the form of excessive frequency of treatment. 

In many of the States the compensatiOn laws limit medical and 
hospital benefits to a certain sum, or limit them as to time, or both. 
Such provisions were doubtless made a part of those laws either to 
prevent or to cope with the difficulties so plainly pictured by Dr. 
Rosenthal, and to control the cost of medical treatment. If so, . 
they have not succeeded. A member of an industrial commission 
in one of our Southern States has reported such practices as doctors 
charging $85 or more for treating a slight injury when the work was 
reasonably worth $5 or $10. The medical limit in that State is 
$100. But what else can be expected under such a law when fre
quently the doctor is called upon to treat a very serious case requir
ing months or _years of skillful and constant care and be satisfied 
with a fee of $100-and sometimes split that with a hospital-or 
after-a few days refuse to have anythmg more to do with the caseV 
I have recently made a study of the ratio of medical loss to com
pensation paid in each of the several States for each year during 
the 10-year period ending with the 1931 policy year. It shows that 
the medical loss ratio is no more favorable in States having limited 
medical benefits, except in certain States where the compensation 
laws are administered by the courts, and where I understand both 
doctors' bills and claims for compensation are frequently compro
mised. Yet we have some doctors in my State clamoring for a court 
administered law . 
. I woul~ not pretend that our N ort~ Carol~na workn;ten'~ compensa

tiOn law IS perfect, nor would I clium for 1t perfectiOn m adminis
tration with respect to the control of medical and hospital fees. But 
we follow a ~lan wh!ch nctua!lY. co~trols t~ese fees. Fortunately for 
our J,Jlan the mdustrinl commissiOn Is defimtely charged with respon
sibility in these matters. I now quote section 64 of our net: 

SECTION 64. (a) Fees for attorn·eys and physicians and charges of hospitals 
for services under this net shnll he subject to the approval of the commlsslou · 
but ~o physician shall be entitled to collect fees from an employer or insuranc~ 
camer until he has macle the reports required by the Industrial commission In 
i!onnectlon with the case. 

(b) Any person {1) who receh·es any f(~e, other consideration, or any gratuity 
on account of services so rendered, unless such conslderntlon or gratuity Is 
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a~proved by the commission or such court, or • • •, shaH be guilty of a 
IDisllemcnnor, and upon com·ictlon thereof shall, for each offense, be punished by 
n fine of not more than $500 or by Jmprisonment not to exceed 1 year or by 
both such fine and imprisonment. 

~roaq powers, yo~ will say. Yes, b~t not powers to be exercised 
arbitrarily. Our legislature had the Wisdom to save our commission 
from _such. el!lbarrassment and to provide J;>y statute a means of guid
ance m tlus Important work. I quote sectiOn 26 of our compensation 
law: 

SECTION 20. The pecuniary liability of the emplos<>r for mellicnl, surgical, 
hospital service ot• other trentmPnt required, when ordered by the commission, 
shall he Jimit('rl to such chnrl!eS as prevail in the same community for similar 
treatment of injured persons of a like standard of liYing when such treatmPnt 
is pnhl for IJ,r the injured person, * • •. 

In conjunction with committees representing the State Medical 
Society, the Hospital Association and the State Dental Society our 
commission worked out a schedule of fees. The fees agreed upon 
are not fees absolutely to be approved in all cases, but they are 
maximum fees and for guidance only. No schedule of invariable 
fees is permissible under our law as we are hy statute (sec. 26 just 
quoted) required to have regard for the patient's standard of living 
as reflecting his own ability to pay and as related to fees usually 
charged in his own community. Similar provisions are to he found 
in other compensation laws. So, we do not claim that our legisla
ture has given expression to a new or original plan through having 
required doctors and hospitals to be paid in accordance with the 
patient's standard of Iivin~. We all !mow that many doctors are 
guided by that principle m their private practice-in which re
spect the distinguished Mayo brothers do not stand alone. The idea 
found statutory expression more than 4,000 years ago. The Code of 
Hammurabi, B.C. 2250, which was the foundation of all lawmaking 
in Babylonia from about the middle of the twenty-third century B.C. 
to the fall of the empire, contained some interesting provisions, a few 
of which I quote: 

No. 215. If n physician make n large incision with an operating knife and 
cure it, or If he open a tumor (over the eye) with an operating knife, and saves 
the eye, he shaH receive 10 shekels in money. 

No. 216. If the pntiPnt he a freed man, he receives 5 shPkel~. 
No. 217. If he be ilie slave of someone, the owner shall give the physician 

2 shekels. 
~~o. 218. If a physicinn make n large incision with nn opPrntin::r knife, and 

kill him, or open a tumor with on operating knife, and cut out the eye, his 
hands shall be cut off. 

nn~okifflgi~~ l~e ~!!~~f~!:;ln~;~~e nsl~n;;r~Y:~~i~~~~tl~~!' ~~::~v~~nve of n freed man, 
No. 220. If he hnd opened a tumor with nn operating- knife, nnd put out his 

eye, he shall pny for his vnlue. 
{Vol. 1, 'l'be Great Events by Famous Histo1·inns, Rossiter Johnson, LL.D., 

cditor~in~chicf, pulJlishcJ by The Xationnl Alumni. Ccpyrigl.i.t l!JOG.) 

·we would not re,triet doctors to these identical fees, nor would 
we recommend the same penalties for failure to cure, or for mal
practice. But the making of allowances for the social status of the 
patient in the matter o£ charges for professional services :s sound 
and just. In this connection let us consider a few facts. Compen
sation insurance premiums are not collected on the basis of so many 
dollars per year per man, as in the case of other forms of insurance. 
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The premium is a certain percentage o~ the employer'~ paY. roll. Let 
us imaaine two employees in the same msurance claS?ificatwn2 one of 
whom 'by reason of peculiar s.kill !'-nd much expene~ce or _because 
he is a journeyman craftsman, IS patd $30 a week for hts services,_ the 
other because ~f inexperienc~ or ~uffe;in~ from some other _handicap 
or because he 1s an apprentice, IS patd $10 a week. .The msurance 
company collected on the $10 man just one-third the amount collected 
on the $30 man. This should ~e. sufficient ar~ment in support ?f 
the principle that so long as extstmg underwriting methods prevail, 
the doctor should be paid .less for treating ~he $10 man tl~an !or tr~at
ing the $30 man. There IS also to be considered the patient s mantal 
status and tlie numb& of persons dependent upon him for support. 
It is true that attempts will be made by some doctors to esc!'-pe t~e 
effects of a flexible schedule of fees. That has been our experience m 
North Carolina. In certain of our district medical societies resolu
tions were proposed to increase minimum fees to the level of. the com
mission's maximum fees. These were attempts to out-legislate the 
legislature and to oust the industrial commission of its jurisdiction. 
'!'hey accomplished nothing. In my office I have a file in which I 
keep, in alphabetical order oy towns, the charges usually made by doc
tors for office, hospital, and house visits-day or night. I have copies 
of some of the district fee schedules. Of more than a little interest 
to us is the fee schedule of a railroad company operating extensively 
in our State and throughout the South, the fees therein listed being 
on the whole much lower than those usually approved by the indus
trial commission. All of this information is helpful to us in our 
work, and we are constantly adding to it. 

The danger in a schedule of absolute fees cannot be too greatly 
stressed. That there is a strong movement in favor of such a plan. 
I bring to witness Medical Economics, which styles itself ' The 
business magazine of the medical profession", and which is pub
lished in Rutherford, N.J. It recently published an elaborate sched
ule of medical and laboratory fees. The fees as listed were said to 
have been computed for the most part by averaging the minimum fees 
quoted by more than 100 medical societies. Each fee was " an aver
age minimum fee ", and to quote the foreword, "may be considered 
to reflect the recommended charges of the American medical pro
fession as a whole." Consider a few of these recommended minimum 
fees: 

Intravenous medication with salvarsan ______________________ $12 
Blood culture---------------------------------------------- 10 
Amputation of arm at shoulder----------------------------- 139 
Amputation-forearm ------------------------------------- 75 
Amputation-arm (unspecified)----------------------------- 87 
Amputation at hiP----------------------------------------- 205 
Herniotomy-single hernia --------------------------------- 03 Repair of ventral hernia ____________________________________ 150 

Application of plaster casL--------------------------------- 25 
Fracture, open reduction of (bone unspecified)--------------- 100 

Acknowledge these as minimum fees and employers will find the 
co.st of co~pen.sa~ion insurance prohibitive, and as a result there 
Will be an Irresistible demand for the repeal of every compensation 
law in this country in less than a year. Truly there are some doc
tors who would " kill the goose that laid the golden egg " the only 
law that ever actually put money into the pockets of the do~tors. 
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Given a law that requires the commission or board to pass upon 
medical and hospital bills, the next requisite is a rational and work
able procedure. No duty should be performed either arbitrarily or 
;oerfunctorily. 'Ve believe that our commission has worked out a 
method that assures proper consideration for the doctor or hospital1 ~he employer and the insurance carrier. Each day all bills are place<t 
m th_e hands of_ a filing clerk who combines them ~ith their appropri
ate files and brmgs them to my desk. I then review each bill, notino
t~e c~arge for first-aid treatment, the number of treatments afte~ 
first aid, the charge per treatment, the number of X-ray examinations 
and the charge and necessity therefor, and whether treatment was 
exclusively at the doctor's office, or if there were house visits charged 
by the doctor, or hospitalization. All bills that are obviously rea
sonable are immediately approved and, together with the files, are 
promptly referred to a clerk who issues what is called our authori
zation letters in quadruplicate. The original and one copy are 
mailed to the insurance carrier so that the carrier can attach the 
original to its draft when making payment to the doctor or hospi
tal. That leaves a copy for the carrier's file. We retain two copies, 
one of which is placed in our file with the bill to which it relates; 
the other is placed in a permanent file with others of its kind. These 
authorization letters are numbered serially and are to be found in 
numerical order in the permanent file. 

Bills about which there is any question are placed to one side 
to a wait our medical examiner's daily call at 11 o'clock each morning. 
'Vhen our doctor comes to the office we begin a joint review of the 
entire file pertaining to each case. I read from the accident report 
when and how the claimant was injured, his averal?e weekly wage, 
the number of his dependents, how much (if any J time was lost 
from work. From the attending physician's first report I read the 
description of the injury and inform our doctor how much time 
elapsed between the accident and the physician's first treatment-
if both did not occur on the same day. Also, I read the description 
of what was done on the occasion of first-aid treatment. Then I 
turn to the physician's final report and bill from which I rend the 
description of any operations performed as well as the doctor's state
ment about any complications which may have developed. The date 
of each treatment, and whether at the office, home, or hospital, is 
noted, as well as the per-treatment charge and the total charge. This 
gives our doctor a mentnl picture of the patient, his inJury, the 
treatment, and the charge for treatment. He then expresses his 
opinion as to whether the bill should be approved as rendered 
or in a less amount. He does not !mow the name of the doctor whose 
bill is under consideration, nor the name of the patient, employer, 
or insurance company interested in the case, n fact which assures 
like treatment for all. These conferences with our medical director 
last from 30 minutes to 2 hours each clay. 
. All bills are considered and authorizations issued the day the bills 
are received, except for the occasional bill which requires that we 
have some additional information from either the physician, the 
insurance company, t~1e employer, or the patie~t b~fore it can be 
~iven intellio-ent consuleratwn. In each authonzatwn letter there 
rs a paracrrntJh plainly stating that if any interested party io: ~ot 
satisfied tlu1t a reasonable fee has been approved he may petition 
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the comniission for a. hearing. The number of: requests, ~or. such 
hearings has been sma.ll. Most ofte~ the hean~g commlSSIOners 
have approved the action of the medical and clauns departments, 
frequently larger fees have been awar:ded1 and .occasionally a. c.om
missioner has ordered a. further reduction m a. bill. These decisions 
by our commissioners are sufficient proof t~at .a. doctor who is ~is
satisfied with the fee first approved for hrm IS assure~ of an m~
partial hearing if he wishes to protest against the reduction of hiS 
fee. 

The plan which we have followed .in North Carolina, 'With appar
ent success and which I recommend to you, requires: First, that the 
law make it the business of the commission o~ board to control the 
cost of medical treatment; second, that the lawo req,uire fees to be 
paid in accordance with the patient's standard of livmg; third, that 
the law limit liability to only such treatment as is reasonably neces
sary; fourth, that each bill be given individual consideration in 
connection with the history of the case to which it rela.tes; fifth, 
that bills be passed upon without delay; sixth, that the physician, 
employer, and insurance carrier have the privilege of appealing to 
the commission or board if not satisfied with the action originally 
taken. 

DISCUSSION 

Chairman SUPPIGER. The discussion on this able and interesting 
paper will be led by Mrs. Emma S. Tousant, member of the Depart
ment of Industrial Accidents of Ma.ssa.chusetts. 

Mrs. TouSANT. I want to congratulate Mr. Root for the very ex
cellent paper he has written for us. He has made very clear the 
situation which they met in North Carolina, and it is not my pur
pose to criticize his paper either destructively or constructively, but 
perhaps to compare the law of North Carolina. with our Massachu
setts la.w, and to compare their problems with our problems. 'Ve 
are fortunate in Massachusetts, we believe, because we have a medical 
adviser, a. person who is to assist and who does a.ssist the board in 
handling these questions. We feel that with his advice we handle 
them as equitabfy as possible. 

I understand it wa.s once said that our medical adviser was a very 
clever man, that he discovered that a doctor made a diagnosis of a 
neurosis when he was diagnostically destitute. So he assists us, 
when we are diagnostically destitute, in determining the adequate 
and proper fee. 

The services of a doctor, as you all know, are something more 
tangible than the services of a. lawyer. · A. person feels that he g;ets 
something from a doctor, because a doctor gives a person sometlung 
that he can see. When a lawyer renders services he may put just as 
much time, or a. little bit more, into his work, yet the person cannot 
see what is being done. Therefore, his fee seems very, very much 
too large, while this same person is perfectly satisfied to pay the 
doctor, because he has a nice personality. The doctor was so 'kind, 
and the mere fa.ct that he called made the patient feel so much bet
ter. Therefore this presents a. problem which confronts the Depart
ment of Industrial Accidents of Massachusetts, as it does all other 
boards, because the employee is oftentimes desirous of paying more 
than a fair and proper fee. 
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The doctors are 'huma.n, more human sometimes than lawyers and 
much more human than the industrial accident commiss10ne;s in 
many c.ases. It is only reasonable, therefore, to expect that in the 
profession there will be a certain number which have a disposition 
to charge more in compensation cases than in private practice, be
ca~se they. know they are going to get their money. I£ there is any
tl~mg commg, peop!e always go a~ter it. I£ there is anything to be 
ll''ven out £or nothmg, everyone IS sure to be there. Exaggerated 
diagnosis is another human element that we must expect. U nneces
sary hospitalization, or hospitalization £or a longer length o£ time 
than is required, either to serve the doctor's convenience or to indulge 
the patient, is a possibility. 

X ow about unnecessary X-ray examinations. I cannot believe 
that we have so much trouble with them, because with the present 
status o£ the science of medicine, it is necessary, through the process 
of elimination, to make X-ray studies and to take X-ray photographs. 

Excessive treatment frequency-that is one of our troubles. Now 
as to nursing, which is not a part of the necessary treatment, we 
have very little trouble there, and as to charging for the treatment 
of conditions having no connection with the accident, that is a matter 
of opinion. 

Now as to.this other reason why there should be control of the 
cost of treatment, that the ratio of this cost to the total of the pre
mium dollar allocated to cover loss exl?erience is a factor in the 
adjustment of basic premium rates, that Is one of the major reasons, 
if I may say it, why an industrial accident board should have actual 
control of the medical fees. The experience of Massachusetts indi
cates, first, that taking the doctors as far as possible into the confidence 
of the commission works very much better, because they know the 
aim and purpose; and second, that doctors as a class who have been 
handlin"' common-law cases are in the habit of charging extra on 
those ca~es because they think that i£ they are going to get a fair and 
reasonable fee they have to double that fee, as they do not believe 
they will ever be able to collect and they seldom are able to collect. 

Another item that might and does make for trouble is the fact that 
in many cases insurance companies have paid a goodwill price to 
doctors, which does not go under workmen's compensation. In Mas
sachusetts that difficulty was realized in 1912 or 1913, when the act 
first went into effect. 1Ve had a medical advisory committee which 
formulated certain principles, and acceptance by the medical profes
sion is the basis of an elastic industrial rate, rather than a fee table 
such as you have been hearing about this afternoon, which would not 
work equally well throughout the Commonwealth. 

The hospital medical advisory committee aided also, in the be
ginning, in formulating rules for hospitals. The rule in this is fairly 
simple-that the insuring company shall not be charged a greater 
rate than is charged to the uninsured, which allows a certain amount 
of elasticity. I want to repeat that, that the insuring company shall 
not be charged a greater rate thnn is charged to the uninsured. Our 
law provided for a period that the insurers should pay the first two 
weeks' medical cost. Then there was an amendment to the act, that 
in cases which required specialized or sure-ical treatment the insurer 
should pay for a longer perio~, ~ut should pay a reasonable amount, 
to be determined by the commissiOn. That has worked out very well. 
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'!'he supreme court has told us what an unusual case is, or, ratherJ 
what an unusual case is not--I do not know that we have ever founel 
out what an unusual case is-and because of that there was put into 
the law a clausejroviding for specialized or surgical treatment. At 
that time we ha a meeting of this advisory committee to determine 
what should be considered specialized or surgical treatment, whether 
or not specialized treatment was to be determined by a man who 
could get up and give us his qualifications as a specialist and would 
admit he was a s:pecialist, ete., or whether, aided by his experience 
and qualification, 1t was to be left to the board. 

I will tell you in detail our routine method. We did not at first 
have authority over the hospitals, but this last year there was an 
amendment to our act, which J?rovides that fees of attorneys and 
physicians and char~es of hosp1tals for services under this chapter 
shall be subject to tne approval of the department. That gave us 
authority over hospitals, which we had assumed but which the law 
never quite clearly gave us. 

Now just for a little practical working of the Massachusetts com
:pensation law insofar as the medical cost is concerned. In case the 
msurance company is satisfied, the medical bill does not necessarily 
come to our attention. The company pays it. If the bill is reason
able and probably in accordance with what we would consider rea
sonable, that is the way it is handled. If the company does not 
pay it, the bill is sent m. Our medical adviser goes over the bill, 
goes over the files, and determines what, in hisopinion, a reasonable 
fee for that service by that doctor would be. We allow him to send 
out an informal opiruon, which is not binding upon anyone, but the 
~urance company or the employee may accept that informal opin
Ion, and that IS the end of the case, as far as the medical cost goes, 
for us. 
If the company does not accept it, then the doctor or the employee 

may ask for a hearing. The doctor testifies as to the services ren
dered, or if it be a hospital or a nurse, they testify-a regular hear
ing-and the board member reports that evidence to the board, mak
ing a recommendation for a finding. The board usually follows the 
recommendation of the single member, and sends out a definite find· 
ing as to the amount of the bill, as to the reasonableness of the fee. 

We do not have a fee table. We feel that it would be unfair to the 
doctors, to the employees, and to the insurance companies to say that 
any doctor that you can get that is registered to practice in this 
Commonwealth shall charge, or may charge rather, a certain amount 
for cutting off a finger, or a certain amount for doing a hernia opera
tion. On the other hand, we may give the doctor a set amount that 
we consider reasonable; that is, reasonable for such an operation. We 
may ~eel that. that. operation was not l}ec.essary and not give him 
anythmg. It 1~ entlrely up to the ~omm1ss!on, and I cannot conceive 
of any law wh1ch would work sat1sfactonly to every constituent
employer, em.rl_oyee, or insurance company and doctors-which 
could be adm1.mstered by 9:ny other group than the commissioners 
who are appomted to admm1ster the compensation law. For that 
reason ~e feel that we treat the doctors fa1rly. We have very little 
complamt. 
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I should like to ask the gentlemen from North Carolina if they 
have a medical adviser. 

Mr. ROOT. We do. 
Mrs. TousA:NT. Are there any questions on our Massachusetts 

procedure 1 
Mr. HonowiTZ (l\Iassnchusetts). l\Irs. Tousant, what do von think 

of the su~gestion of John C. Root that the medical adviser.'the medi
cal exnmmer, should not know first, the name of the insured; second 
the name of the employee, and, third, other facts which in .Massa~ 
chusetts, our medical adviser does know before he/asses upon the 
bill 1 \Vhat do you think of the idea that he shoul not even know 
the name of the doctor! 

Mrs. TousANT. I think it would be unfair to trick anybody into 
giving an opiniop like tl~at. I think it would be unfair In tr}·ing a 
case to have the Jury behmd a screen and merely let the jury hear the 
voice of the person testifying. I think it would be unfair to the 
medical adviser, to the insurer, and to the employee, if an opinion 
was obtained through that method. I do not mean to say that the 
State of North Carolina is unfair to its medical examiner, but that 
would be my reaction-that no person under our law could give 
a fair opinion who did not know who the party was who did the job, 
any more than the accident board could give a fair fee to an attorney, 
not knowing who that attorney was. 

~Ir. Dons>:TT (North Carolina). 'Vhy should it make any differ
ence in pa55ing upon a bill whether or not the American Mutual 
Liability Insurance Co. or the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. 
is paying iti What good would it do the doctor to know that 1 

Mrs. TouSANT. It would not make any difference, and that was 
not the angle from which I was speaking. I would feel just as well 
satisfied if the industrial accident board did not know what insur
ance company these people represented. I do not think that that 
has any beanng whatsoever upon the matter. I do not think it has 
any bearing on the opinion of the medical examiner. 

Mr. DonsETT. 'Vith reference to passing upon a bill then, what 
good is it going to do our doctors to know whether it is John Jones 
or Bill Smith who treated the man 1 

~Irs. TousAN~'. Simply because Bill Smith might be a doctor who 
would call twice a day, and if it was possible to perform an opera
tion he would perform that operation. Then if it was possible for 
him to have another operation, with ll neurosis fol!owing that, that 
is what would happen, and probably it would be nn unreasonable 
situation. That is the thing that we have to watch. 

l\Ir. DonsE'IT. By that method, then.._you are trying. ex parte nnd 
behind the screen, the ability of John Jones und Bill Smith. 

l\Irs. TousAN'l'. Xo; we are not. In Massachusetts the medical 
advisor merely gives an informal opinion, which may or may not be 
accepted. If it is not accepted, then it comes before the commis
sioner. The commissioner mny ask his opinion upon the evidence, or 
he may not. More often he does not. 
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Mr. HARTWIG (Oregon). In Oregon ~e have a fee. sc)1edule pub
lished by the State medical society, wh1ch. the comnnsswn uses but 
exercises its own judgment in deducting different amounts, depend
ing on the type of bill that hns been rendered, nnd by the wu:y, I 
want to say that we have very materially reduced ou~ m~chcal 
charges per case. In addition to that, however, and I !hmk 1t h~s 
probably been more responsible than any other one Jllfluence I!l 
reducin<>" the cost1 is the fact that about 2 years ngo the State medi
cal soci;ty did thts. At a legislative session an attempt was made to 
stop the commission in various ways, but fortunately we won out. 
Following that the State medical society appointed a liaison com
mittee, composed of three doctors, usually an orthopedic, a surgeonJ 
and a general practitioner. These doctors are chosen from a list ot 
15 or 16 names furnished by the society to the State industrial acci
dent board. That group of three meets periodically with the com
mission or its representative, usually with our chief claim agent. 
Here is one point that is interesting, which has been touched upon 
here in line with a question which was asked a moment ago. The 
doctors themselves have requested that they be not informed as to 
whose bills they are passing upon, nor what case they are passing 
upon, nor who the employer involved is· so the claim agent, who 
has the files before him, reads the records. He says, for instance, 
"Here is case no. 1 for today, involving a fracture of the femur, or 
whatever it may be, and this was handled in this way, and this was 
done, and that was done, and this is what was charged." 

Then the doctors-remember, they do not know who the doctor is, 
and they do not know who the individual is-proceed to analyze the 
individual record as it is rend to them, and to indicate whether 
or not in their opinion an excessive charge wns made. It is very 
interesting. They start cutting their unlmown colleague's bill to 
pieces, sometimes, and out of it comes a very much reduced charge. 
Then the doctor in question is notified that the bill hns been reduced, 
and that it has been passed upon by the liaison committee. To 
date we have not had a single come-back-not one single doctor has 
ever come back and undertaken to challenge that reduction. In 
fact, the doctors have been just as quiet as anyone could possibly 
be under those circumstances. Under our arrangement, if the 
doctor objects he has the right to appeal, and he has the right to 
go before the liaison committee and fight it out, but none of them 
has tackled that job yet, because they do not want to go up against 
the gun that way. We find that has been a most satisfactory 
arrangement. • 

Mr. STEWART (Washington, D. C.). It has been the practice for 
a number of years to include in these proceedings a record of the 
labC?r legislation and the com:t decisions affecting labor occurrine 
durmg the year. Formerly tlus was made a part of the presidents 
a~dres.s .. For the _last 2. or 3 years that has not been done. To my 
mmd 1t ts exceedmgly Important to have that information in the 
proceedings, and I would like to present it and have it put into the 
record. 

_Chairman SuPPIOER. If there are no objections, that information 
Will be made a part of the record. . 
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General Review of Workmen's Compensation Legislation, 
Etc., in 1934 

By CHARLES F. SHA.RKEI'1 of t110 United States Bureau of Labor Stati.:~tics 

A year ago it was our privilege to meet in Chicago and receive 
the hospitality of the city engaged in celebrating a Century of 
Progress. 'Vhile we cannot boast of a century of progress in the 
prmciple of workmen's compensation in the United States, never
~heless, during the past 25 years we have witnessed a steady growth 
m the enactment of such laws and ha,·e now firmly passed from the 
theoretical stnge to the practical. Over 30 years ago the Massachu
setts Legislature appointed an im·estigative commission to study the 
subject, though no legislative results immediately followed. How
e,·er, this State continued its interest and study of the subject., and 
was among the first to adopt such laws. A slow but steady progress 
has been made in this country toward improving the laws. In some 
States an opportunity is presented annually to amend the laws, but 
in other States the legislatures are limited to biennial sessions unless 
called by the governors in the interim. 

Durin.,. the present year only nine States have convened in regu
lar legislative session-Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missis
sippi, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, South Carolina, and 
Virginia. All seven of these States having workmen's compensation 
Ia ws on their statute hooks made some change in the basic law. 
'Vhile Mississippi and South Carolina had an opportunity to be in
cluded arnon" the States which have enacted laws supplantin~ the 
conunon-law theory of employers' liability, they, nevertheless, failed 
to take definite, positive action and the score still stands 44 to 4-!4 
States with worlm1en's compensation laws !Uld 4 without-Arkansas 
and Florida completing the number of minority States. It should be 
said, however, that signs of greater public opinion for the enact
ment of such laws are being displayed and it is hoped that the 
sentiment will soon crystalize into a reality. 

In at least 20 States the governor has called the legislature into 
special or extraordinary session. In most cases such call has been 
for the purpose of enacting emergency legislation or the appropria
tion of funds for relief purposes. In only two States (Michigan and 
Ohio) did the legislature consider the subject of workmen's compen
sation. In Mich1gan a new method of taking a judgment resulted. 
After an award of compensation has become due and unpaid for 8 
days, the department of labor may, upon the request of either party 
or upon its own motion, give to the opposite party and to the insur
ance carrier 7 days' written notice of the certificate of judgment. If 
such is still unpa1d upon the expiration of 7 days the department must 
issue its certificate to the circuit court, and upon the payment of a 
specified filing fee, a judgment must be r~ndered by the court. The 
iudgment of such court may be reviewed by the supreme court of the 
Stute only upon questions of law. It is reported from this State that 
the new method of taking a judgment has been found to operate suc
cessfully. By an act of the Legislature of Ohio, approved by the f!;OV
ernor on May 4, the industrial commission of that State was glVen 
fnii power and authority to administer the w01·kmen 's compensation 
law. 
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The Kentucky Legislature has extended to employers engage~ in 
the operation of glass-manufacturing plants, quarries, sand mmes, 
etc., the right voluntarily to subject themselves to covera~ under: the 
workmen's compensation act for the disease of silicosis. The legisla
ture, however, has thrown about the privilege certain qualifications 
and limitations. An application for compensation on account of such 
disease must be filed w1thin 1 year after the last injurious expos!lre to 
silicosis and the employee must not have been guilty of any m1scon· 
duct, as defined, in its relation to recovery. The bonrd must in all 
cases appoint disinterested physicians to examine the employee, and 
the findings must be certified to the workmen's compensation board. 

During the year the reports of two commissions appoint<Jd to study 
silicosis were made public. The reports of New Jersey nnd lllassachu
setts stress the great need of expert impartial diagnostic advice by 
medical men thoroughly versed in the pathology of the lungs. In 
Massachusetts the commission's recommendation for the creation of a 
division of occupational hygiene received the approval of the legisla
ture under the provisions of chapter 331, acts of 1934, establishing 
such a division under the department of labor. 

In addition to an extension of coverage of employees under the 
Kentucky act, the legislature of Rhode Island made the act applicable 
to members of the StateN ational Guard. 

The only act passed in Virginia was one correcting the wording of 
the compensation law in relation to the maximum compensation p&
riod for marked disfigurement of the head or face. 

Massachusetts has J?rovided for prompt payment of workmen's 
compensation in certam cases under the provisions of chapter 252. 
If the insurers cannot agree that the injured employee is entitled to 
compensation, priority must be given by the de:partment of industrial 
accidents to the hearing of such cases to determme the question of lia
bility and hence to expedite the payment of awards. The surviving 
children of the employee are benefited b,Y: an amendment ( ch. 250) 
to the basic act. Hereafter in this State, If there is no surviving wife 
or husband of a deceased employee, the amount which would have 
been payable to or for the use of a widow and for the benefit of the 
children shall be paid in equal shares to all surviving children of the 
employee. All violations of certain sections of the child-labor law 
must hereafter be reported to the department of industrial accidents. 
Such violations constitute a serious and willful misconduct under the 
section of the law requiring the payment of double compensation for 
illegally employed persons. 

The subject of coverage of relief workers has continued to perplex 
the courts and administrators of workmen's compensation laws. New 
Jersey extended until January 31,1935, a law passed in 1933 declaring 
all relief employments to be casual employment and therefore not 
covered by the workmen's compensation act. New York also consid
ered this problem, and excluded "work relief" employees from cov
erage under the workmen's compensation law. While this class of 
workers were excluded as public employees under the act, the legisla
ture, however, enacted a special law to take care of such workers 
engaged on relief projects. These workers are furnished family re

.lief, medical services, and an allowance of $3,500 exclusive of funeral 
benefits in event of death or permanent disability. The plan is di-
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rec~d by the ~emporary Emerll'ency Relief Administration but may 
enhst the services and cooperatiOn of the industrial commissioner in 
th~ c~mduct of mec;iical examinations. Funds from the relief appro
prmtwns are set aside to defray the necessary compensation costs. 

The program committee has very wisely considered tliis subject of 
sufficient importance for studious thought and worthy of a place on 
the agenda of this convention. Prior to last April, awards of com
pe.n~ation. for in~uries to emJ?loyees engaged on a Civil Works Ad
~Ims~ratwn proJect were paid from Federal funds and the admin
IstratiOn of the benefits was placed under the United States Em
ployees' Compensation Commission. Since April 1, the control and 
burden of work-relief projects has been placed on the State and 
local relief authorities. As a result, added confusion and more com
plex problems have made it difficult, if not impossiblE', to effect a just 
and equitable solution. I recently learned of a plan of benefits for 
employees injured under a certain State emergency relief administra
tion, which was dubbed a "gratuity" ,Plan. After briefly describing 
the scope and meaning of "traumatic injury " and establishing a 
waitin~ period, a schedule of specific losses was enumerated in the 
followmg language: 

For specific losses indicated hereunder the following schedule of awards shall 
be made, predicated upon 50 percent of wages which nn employee would have 
earned on the certified work basis during the calendar month in which he wns 
Injured, subject to a maximum of $2» per month. 

And then the schedule of specific losses followed; a few of them will 
be sufficient to show the utter folly of such a plan. Loss of sight of 
eye, 12 months; loss of arm, 25 months; loss of leg, 24 months; loss 
of hand, 20 months; loss of foot, 16 months. Maximum death 
awards, the plan states, "shall be limited to 36 months regardless of 
the number of dependents." And then, the injured employee is ad
monished that "the services of an attorney will not be required to 
collect these benefits." Again if collection is sought through an at
torney at law or through the courts any award contemplated in the 
plan will not be paid by the administration. 

Reverting briefly agam to the changes in the New York workmen's 
compensation law by the legislature in 1934, several acts were adopted 
liberalizing the law and extending occupational disease coverage for 
dermatitis caused by use of or direct contact with brick, cement, lime, 
concrete, or mortar. 

Following our meeting last year several State legislatures were 
called into extra session. In one or two cases workmen's compensa
tion legislation was enacted. Kansas passed two acts, one in relation 
to the computation of the average weekly wage (ch. 74) and the other 
concerning the premium rates for workmen's compensation insur
ance ( ch. 75). The legislature of Oregon also considered this latter 
subject at a special called session. Minnesota amended the law 
relative to payments into the compensation fund. 

Two territorial legislatures met during the year-Puerto Rico and 
the Philirpine Islands. The former made no changes in the basic 
workmen s compensation law, while the Legislature of the Philippine 
Islands is now in session, and no official information has been re
ceived as to whether changes have been made or ~tre contemplated. 
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With the exception of an amendment to the Federal Longshote
men's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act of 1927, authorizing 
United States district attorneys to represent the United Stntes Em
ployees' Compensation CommiSSion, the net has remained unchanged 
until this year. The Congress at the last session adopted several 
amendments to the basic act. The recent changes give tb,e deputy 
commissioner the power to suspend payments whenever an e~Jli>loyee 
unreasonably refuses medical or surgical treatment, and also extends 
the period for modification of award. Hereafter in permanent p~r
tial disability cases, compensation shall be paid during the entu-e 
healing period, in addition to other benefits listed in the schedule. 
However, the cost to the insured will not be increased as the sched
uled benefit period has been decreased in each case. The Congress 
by virtue of another act gave to the Superintendent of Insurance of 
the District of Columbia jurisdiction over premium rates, and peti
tions for increase, etc., of same. Insurance carriers in the District 
of Columbia insuring employers against liability for compensation 
under the District of Columbia workmen's cbmpensation act must 
hereafter file a manual of classifications and underwriting rules, 
together with basic rates, etc. 

Legislation-Canada 

Eight Canadian Provinces with workmen's compensation laws met 
in legislative assembly during the year. Of this number, however, 
only two Provinces (Nova Scotia and Saslmtchewan) changed the ba
sic law. The time within which a workman must report a hernia has 
been increased from 24 hours to 72 hours in Saskatchewan. In this 
Province also the occupational disease schedule was enlarged so as to 
includ~ dermatitis du~ to e'!lployment i~ any prl!cess inv~ving the use 
of or direct contact with aCids and alkalies or acids and mls en pable of 
causing dermatitis. This provision is identical with that which was 
added to the Ontario Workmen's Compensation Act in 1932. 

The Nova Scotia net was amended in several respects. The Labour 
Gazette (August 1934, p. 7 48) reports the following changes: An 
amendment to the workmen's compensation act provides that average 
earnings and earning capacity shall not be below $10 per week in dis
ability cases. The provision applies only to accidents happening 
after the passing of the amendment (May 2, 1934) and in cases where 
the workmen's rate of remuneration is such that if he had worked 6 
days a week his earnings would have been at least $10 per week. In 
cases of total disability, however,the amount of compensation hereto
fore payable is not to be reduced by virtue of the amending act. Com
pensation for disability is 60 percent of average earnings or·of diminu
tion of a~erage ea':nin~~' as the case may be, so that the minimum 
payment m total disability cases covered by the amendment will be 
$6 per week. Formerly the minimum for permanent total disablement 
was $5 per week unless the average earnings of the wm'kman were less 
th~n that amount, when compensation equal to average earnings was 
paid. . 

A further amendm~nt provi?es that medical aid shall not be sup
plied for a longer period than 30 days and that such period shall not 
extend beyond 60 days from the date of disability. Formerly, the 
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wbrkman was entitled to medical aid only during the period of 30 days 
from the date of disability. 

A l!ew clause provides that where an objection by a person entitled 
to obJect has been made to the board against a claim that has been 
filed with the board, an inguiry shall be held at the earliest convenient 
da~e ~nq in any case within 45 days after the lodging of such 
ObJeCt)On. 

·Court Decisions 

The courts of the K ation continue to hand down decisions involving 
workmen's compensation. 

A case from an Ohio court reached the United States Supreme 
Court, which held that an agreement between a railroad and a switch
man to have their rights and liabilities ~overned by the State com
pensation law prevents recovery in an actiOn under the Safety-Appli
ance Act ( Gilva'r'IJ v. Cuyahoga Valley By. Co., 54 Sup. Ct. 573). 

Prior to the injury the employee, together with others, voluntarily 
agreed to be insured 'Under the workmen's compensation act. The 
agreement was approved by the commission and insurance premiums 
were paid by the employer. The lower court in Ohio held that the 
agreement to be bound by the State law was not sufficient to prevent 
recovery under the State Appliance Act and gave a judgment to the 
employee. The court of appeals reversed the decision "for the reason 
that the acceptance and notice of election by the employee contract, 
approved by the Industrial Commission of Ohio, is a complete bar 
to a right of recovery in this action." The State supreme court 
affirmed this decision. 

Upon appeal to the Nation's highest court it was held that Congress 
may exert its power to exclude and supersede State legislation upon 
a subject, bution the other hand, a part of the subject may be left open 
to State re"'U ntion. The intent to regulate exclusively need not be 
specifically "'declared, but "such intention will not be implied unless, 
when fairly interpreted, the Federal measure is plainly inconsistent 
with State re"'ulation of the same matter." . 

The violut~n of the safety-appliance acts was held to be a breach 
of duty to the employee, and the ri~ht to recover damages "sprang 
from the principles of common law ', but "these nets do not create, 
prescribe the measure, or govern the enforcement of, the lia~ility aris
mg from the breach. They do not extend to the field occupied by the 
State compensation act." 

. The United States Supreme Court therefore held that the election 
of the employee to be covered by the State compensation law was a 
bar to a right of recovery under the Federal act. 

In a case arising in 1\lnme, the supreme judicial court of that State 
held that the opera ton of a motor vehicle without a license does not 
bar recovery for injury (J(imball's case, 168 Atl. 871). In the first 
instance of the widow's claim for compensation, the commissioner 
dismissed the petition and held that the employee was not in the 
place where his duties require~ him to be and hence was n<;~t in the 
course of his employment. 'Ihe lower State court sustamed the 
holdin"' of the administrative official. The high court of the State 
revers.:'d the lower court. The court held that the rigl~t ~f recovery 
for the injury wus not barred by the fact that the plnmtlff was op-

137108--Bn----s 
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eratinu the motorcycle illegally, unless such operation was a direct 
cause ~ntributing to the injury, saying that-

Where the employment requires the employee to tr1n·e! on the hl~:hwny, and 
accident causes injury to the latter when he Is using the highway In pursuance 
of his employment, or in doing some act incidental to his employment, with 
knowledge and approval of his employer, such Injury Is compensable. 

Continuing, the court said: 
We think that the operation of a car without a license, while It Is a punish· 

able act, does not render the operator a trespasser on the highway, but that the 
illegal element in the act is only the failure to have a llcense while operating 
It, so that If the operation and mo,·ement contributed to the accident with 
which the wnnt of a llcen~e had no connection, except as a mere condition, they 
would not preclude the operator as a plaintiff from recovery. 

If the !llegal quality of the act had no tendency to cause the accident, the 
. fact that the act is punishable because of the illcb'fiiltY ought not to perclude 
one from recm•ery for harmful results to whl<:h, without negligence, the in
nocent features of the act alone contributed. 

The supreme court of New Jersey held that a household worker 
who had been employed to do housework for one or more days per 
week over a period of 10 years was engaged in "recurring" employ
ment and was not a "casual" employee (Harringtm v. Garri8tm, 
168 Atl. 166). 

A skilled houseworker was injured in the home of her employer. 
She worked from 1 to 3 days every week. The deputy commissioner 
of the workmen's compensation board held that the houseworker was 
entitled to compensation under the act, and this opinion was sus
tained by the lower court. The employer appealed the decision, con
tending that the employment was merely casual, not in connection 
with the employer's business, and not " regular, periodic or recur
ring", and therefore the injury was not compensable. 

The Supreme Court of New Jersey affirmed the decision of the 
lower court as follows: 

'Vlthcmt attempting to determine whether Mrs. Garrison's status as a house
wife was a business within the meaning of the statute, we state out• conclu· 
sian that the employment was at least "recurring." • • • 
Mi~ Harrington was in effect a part-time servant in the prosecutor's employ, 

and her service had at Ienst this degree of regularity that the. employment was 
for a part of every week that the Gurl'lsons were at home over a long period 
of years and for n minimum of 1 dny in each of those weeks. In this long 
repetition of weekly service, In the acceptance of it as a regularly recurring 
fact, and in the mutual expectation of continuation, we find n condition utterlY 
at vnrtance with the common understanding of, as well as wtth the statutory 
definition of, a casual emploYment. 

Compensation was denied for the death of a school teacher killed 
en route to school in the case of Industria], Oomnnission of Ohi(} v. 
Gintl!ll't (190 N. E. 400}. There was evidence in the case that the 
teachers were required to prepare their school work, in addition to 
the hours of duty actually required in the school room. At the time 
of her fatal injury the teacher had some papers of the pupils in her 
possessi.on that sh~ had ta~en to he! ~orne fo: correction and grading. 

In thts case the mdustrml commtsswn demed compensation but the 
court of common pleas of Trumbull County granted an award of com
pensation that was later affirmed by the court of appeals. The State 
s~tpreme court, however, denied recovery and held that the apJ?lica
tlon of theory that the teacher was performing work when inJUred 
would make the workmen's compensation fund a general insurance 
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fund. and the teacher would then be eligible for compensation for a 
fall even in her own home. 

Other cases which may be deserving of mention include--
1; The death C?f a minor killed in a~ explosion fr?m ~unp.owder 

whrle employed m a plant manufacturmg fireworks m vwlatwn of 
the child-labor law and with the father's consent, was held not com
pensable under the Pennsylvania workmen's compensation law which 
Lecnme effective after injury occurred. This was the decision in the 
case of SalanwM v. Pennsylvania Fire Works Display Oo. et al. 
(169 At!. 450), rendered by the Superior Court of Pennsylvania. 

2. The Supreme Court of Minnesota has held that a man of ad
Yanced years is us much within the protection of workmen's com
pensation as a young person. The court pointed out that age is 
but a factor to be considered by the administrative agency in deter
mining any award as to whether the accident was the pr"""imate 
cause of the injury. 

3. The Utah supreme court considered a ranch carpenter an "agri
culture laborer" within the meaning of the State workmen's com
pensation law (Anderson v. Last Ohance Ranch (228 Pac. 184). 

4. In a proceedinll" before the Illinois Supreme Court (Burns v. 
lndusfJ•ial Ottmnnisswn, 191 N. E. 225), in the death of an employee 
engaged in resilvering mirrors, ~a~ed O'fl an allege? i?jur~ th.rough 
the inhalation of fumes from mtnc acrd and murratrc acrd, rt was 
held that there was insufficient evidence to support the findings of a 
ca usn! connection between the fumes and the acute dilation of the 
heart causing death. 

5. In the case of Gale v. Trw~tee in BankruptC?J of the Estate of 
Atlas Smeltin{!, M·inin{! & Rff{Vnin{! Corporation, the United States 
Circuit Court of Appeals (California) reversed the previous decision 
disallowing the claim, and thereby appro!ed the amendment to the 
United States Bankruptcy Act. At the trme of the first enactment 
of the Bankruptcy Act, workmen's compensation was unknown in the 
United States. It was hence possible for employers to avoid paying 
compensation claims by going throul;\'h bankruptcy. Congress, by 
the act of June 7, 1934, has now provrded for allowance of compen
sation claims giving a retroactive effect and allowance of certain 
priority. As a result, any compensation claimant may, through 
proper procedure, have his compensation claim allowed by a trustee 
in bankruptcy. 

BPfore concluding this report of workmen's compensation progress 
in 1934. brief mention should be made of the National Conference 
for Labor Legislation called by the Honorable Secretary of Labor in 
W nshington, D. C., February 14 and 15, 1934. Of specla! interest to 
this group is the report of the committee on workmen's compen
sation. Approximately 15 recommendations, which the commrttee 
considered of prime importance to any model workmen's compen
sation, were adopted. 

The proceedings of the national .co!lfere~ce were printed by the 
United States Bureau of Labor Statrstrcs as rts Bulletm No. 583. 

Chairman SuPPIOER. The next paper is entitled, " Shall the Em
ployee Hnve a Ri"ht to Select His Own Physician?" to be delivered 
by br. James J. Donohue, of the Board of Compensation Commis
siOners of the State of Connecticut. 
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Shall the Employee Have the Right to Select Ilis Own 
Physician? 

BY JAMES J. DONOHUE, :M.D., F.A.C.S., lrorknH:II.'.IJ' CoiiiJR'U,'fation. CommisxifJuCr, 
State ()f Co;mectit:ut 

Before I be«in a discussion of this question, may I say first of all 
that I believe "'r have had an opportunity to consider and study t~1e 
problem from various angles. I have been a compensation con!H!IS· 
sioner in Connecticut for over 15 years. I have been a practJcmg 
physician and surgeon, and in years past I suppose I hu \"e had as 
many families on my list as any so-culled " family physician." 

As I see it, those vitally interested are: First, and foremost, the 
general public, which pays the bills; secondly, the injured workman; 
then the employer and insurer, with interests not materially different; 
then the physician and surgeon; and last, but not least, the indus
trial accident commissioner who has no personal interests at stake, 
but would like to see the workman properly taken care of, with 
~ompensation costs kept at a minimum, and things running smooth 
generally. 

The general public has probably the greatest interest in · 
the question for, in the last analysis, the bills are paid by "John 
Public" and we cannot foster any system which will add materially 
to his burdens. I believe that anything which smacks of a dole 
system or adds unnecessary expense to the cost of operation of tho 
various compensation acts, through unwarranted medical charges 
or unscrupulous encouragement of claims of litigants, must not be 
allowed to develop. 

I know of but two States in the Union today which subscribe to 
the plan of selection of a physician by the employee, and it impresses 
me that that is a very strong argument against it. In those States 
where the selection is made by the employer it is interesting to 
note that it is not the workman who is disgruntled but those doctors 
who feel that they are not gettinoo what they may consider to be 
"their share" of compensation worlt and that a chan«e in the exist
ing legislation will bring them the desired business. "'Consequently, 
the .rresent agitation of the question of free choice by medical asso
ciations all over the country is directed not so much toward improv
ing the type of treatment given as it is toward increasing the income 
of some of its members, and I say this without prejudice to my 
brothers in the medical profession. 

As I understand it, the States which permit free choice of physi
cian by the employee provide a limited medical service. Hut in a 
State like Connecticut, where the law provides unlimited ~nedical 
surgical, and hospital treatment, it would be quite a different, propo: 
sition and a dangerous one to subscribe to the same plan, It seems 
to me that in our State, for instance, it is only just that the emnlover 
or his insurer should have the directory power over the unlimited 
medical treatment-! have know~ of one single case where the bills 
mo~ntcd to over $20,00~for ~Inch he must foot the bills, He will 
b_e ~nterestcd not only _m keep1~g tho~c _expenses within reasonable 
hm1ts but at the snme tul}e als_o 111 obtammg the best physical results 
for the employee. No mtelhgent employer, nor nny intelligently 
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managed claim department of any insurance company, today is inter
ested in any but the best surgery, and he is not going to quarrel 
about the bills if the end result is what it ought to be and he is 
gettin)! real value for his money. As an economic proposition 
it is j!enerally conceded that it is to his advantage to choose the 
,·ery best that can be obtained, so that there may be not only an 
early return to work, but the minimum amount of permanent dis
ability. And in this connection, you cannot blame employers for 
sending their compensation work to those physicians and surgeons who 
haYe proven their ability and integrity, and for not wanting to experi
ment with Tom, Dick, and Harry, who are unlrnown to them, and who 
may inLlulge in needlessly extensive treatment and endless calls, with 
a view to what thev are going to get out of it rather than to the 
wplfare of the patient. 

The :werage employee, I believe, is not in a position to know 
where to find the proper medical care for the type of injury which 
he has. He will very likely go to the nearest doctor, who may hap
pen to be his fnmily physician and who has only an occasional 
surgical case, and while there is much to be said for the good old 
family physician, I look with skepticism upon his entrance into the 
industrial-accident picture. 

The argument is advanced that the employee will do better in the 
hands of his own doctor. That may be true to a certain limited ex
tent, but we must remember that the greater portion of all compen
sation cases demands surgical care rather than medical, and there 
are not many doctors engaged in general practice who are capable 
of handling the general run of industrial accidents. Industrial 
surgery is as distinct a specialty as gynecology, obstetrics, ortho
')edics, brain surgery, or any other speci~lized line. This is so 
definitely agreed upon that many of the mediCal schools are ach·ocat
ino- courses in traumatic surgery so that their students who go out 
into practice may be qualified to meet its demands. 

What average ~ra~titioner is capable .of treati!'~ the C?!!'Plicated 
fractures, head inJUries, and other surgical cond1t10ns ansmg from 
industrial accidents 1 It is hardly possible for him to follow the 
great changes going on all the t1me in the principles of treating 
fractures alone. New methods are progressing with lightning ra
pidity. The advances in balanced-tractwn suspension have moved 
forward with rapid strides. The method of treating head injuries 
has become revolutionized. The average practitioner knows almost 
r.othing about these things which are in continuous demand and use 
in the treatment of compensation cases. 

On the whole, the type of injury which can be safely assigned to 
the average family doctor, who is not a surgeon, is the bruises, the 
bumps. the cuts, and the sprains which in precompensation days were 
oftm taken care of by the members of the family without going to 
the expense of having a doctor, and which c~n now. in many 
instances be handled by the factory nurse very satisfactorily. 

I am afraid that a great and unfortunate trouble with the family 
doctor who gets nn oc~nsional. col!'pensation .case is that. he is often 
t.hinkino- more of the s1ze of h1s b1ll than he 1s of the qmck recovery 
of the patient; he i~ prone to ma!<e a racket out of ~acks and 
5acroiliacs and physwtherapy; he IS unduly sympathetic. Early 
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· return to light work is necessary to regain _full function of an if!· 
jured member, and this cannot be accomplished when a d_octor .1s 
carrying the patient along solely for the purpose of treatmg hun 
over a lona v.eriod. Regaining of function 1s largely_ up t? tl~e 
patient an'd. 1t cannot be rubbed or baked or sparked mto lum 1f 
he is dormant and not cooperative. It is the doctor's business !o 
assist, not by sympathy or coddlin~, but by manful support. "e 
are all willing to take a vacation w1th pay, even on much less than 
we would get by workina. ~t ~ a natural .tendency. We. ne.ed 
prodding to get the best that 1s m us; otherwise the vast maJority 
of us would be sitting down and taking it easy. Sympathy is not 
of much use in surgery. 

On the witness stand the family doctor is at a distinct disad
vantage. It is not only distasteful to him but practically impossible 
for the physician who has t:eated ~he li~igant or his family O\'et'. a 
long period of years to testify agamst h1m, and frequently he w1ll 
testify to an impossible theory rather than offend his patient or 
stand a chance of losing his patronage. 

I have been told by an employer of labor that it was his l'ersonal 
experience that free choice of physician is of no especia benefit 
either to the employee or to the employer. Generally speaking, in 
the better grade of mdustry, the employee, regardless of how menial 
his employment may be, 1s furnished medical services that a mil
lionaire would obtam, and the average person of ordinary means 
who pays for his own medical service has poorer medical attend
ance than the injured emJ?loyee in one of the high-grade factories; 
while the medical attenhon selected by the employee very often 
does not rise much above that which can be obtained from the 
ordinary district nurse. 

Of course, there are employers who select their factory physicians 
purely on the grounds of friendship, family relationship, or even 
nationality, but from my practical observation us a commissioner I 
would say that they are the exception rather than the rule, because 
money talks and friendship doesn't go fllr in business when it has a 
tendency to put the employer of such friendship into the red. How
everi to safeguard the employee against such a situation, I believe it 
wou d be well for the industrial accident commission to have some 
power of supervision over the panels of physicians used by employers, 
so that they may be compelled to have them large enough to allow 
the workman a choice. Likewise, if the idea of selection of physician 
by the injured emplovee is to prevail, I believe that the mdustrial 
accident commission should have the same power of supervision, so 
that his choice may be limited to men qualified to handle industrial· 
accident cases. 

In most communities it is safe to say that probably 30 to 50 percent 
of ~he doc~ors are doing th~ bul_k of co1~1pensation work. They are 
satiSfied WJth t~e present s1tuatwn of nght of selection by the em
ploy~r. There .1s another 25 percent who are indifferent and care 
J!Othmg. about It.. In fact, .they prefer not to touch it; they do not 
hke the.mconvemence of gomg before t.he commissioner to testify and 
o.f makm~ out .reports and forms, whiCh seems to them an imposi
tiOn .. ThiS estimated percentage may even be a little low. Then 
there IS the other 25 percent which seems to be the noisy minority 
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mu~ing the complaint, the element agitating this question of free · 
chmce, a good many of whom are not in a position to handle the 
general run of compensation work us it comes in anyway. They can 
handle th~ minor injuries but ~he:!_' are not in a position to take care 
of the maJor type of work whiCh IS bound to come and requires real 
sur"'ical skill. · 
. forgetting _th!l purely personal and selfish interests of any par

ticular class, IS It for the general betterment of the entire situation 
to allow the employee the right of selection of his own physician i 
I do not think so. I think that such a plan would not improve mat
ters at all but would create a situation, especially in those States 
where there is unlimited medical service, which might easily get out 
of hand, with increased compensation costs and a real danger to the 
workman who may without restriction make a haphazard and unwise 
choice because he does not know any better. 

It strikes me that before we should be ready to subscribe in toto to 
a program of selection by the employee, there would have to be some 
very drastic and radical changes along certain lines by the medical 
profession. Unfortunately, there are doctors who pad their bills, 
overtreat patients, hospitalize them for needlessly long periods, and 
indulge in physiotherapy long beyond the time when it can produce 
any beneficml results, and often to the point where it tends to create 
neurotics. Those are, in good measure, the doctors who are not 
getting the compensation business they seek and these are the prac
tices which bring up compensation costs and bring unfavorable 
criticism on the medical profession. They are the cause of employers 
and insurers haggling over bills. 

A recent survey by an employers' group shows that there was 
approximately $40,000,000 spent annually for medical services, 
$34,000,000 of it going to the medical men and the rest to the 
hospitals, and these expenses seem to be going continually upward. 

I believe that the only way our present system can be safely liberal
ized with any thought for economical administration is to provide 
larger panels of men of ability and integrity, who have prepared 
themselves to handle industrial injuries, so that there may be a greater 
distribution of the work amongst the medical profession and still have 
the work properly done. 

The employer, of course, does not want to have too great a spread 
in the number of doctors with whom he has to do business because 
it would be more difficult for him to follow the progress of his in
jured employees and to get from the doctors the necessary reports. 
With too many in the field there would be a tendency toward less 
efficiency in the conduct of the compensation system, and because 
the general public pays the bills but looks to the employer and his 
insurer for efficient management, if efficiency is lacking and costs 
go up it is the public from whom the complaint will come. 

[Meeting adjourned.] 
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[Dr. Marble gave a brief history of the hospital and then presented 
his paper on Treatment and Prognosis of Burns.) 

Treatment and Prognosis of Burns 
By HENRY(). MA!WLE, M. D., Surger>n MassaclluBetts General Hospital 

Oauses.-A burn is the result of exposure to extremes of tempera· 
ture. There are six causes of burns. First, heat-fire, hot iron, or 
scalds; second, cold-from freezing-dry ice· third, electrical-live 
wires; fourth, chemical-acids, alkalies; fift\t, friction-ropes and 
belts; sixth, light ray-ultra violet, sunshine, X-ray. 

The degree and destruction depend upon the temperature of the 
causative agent plus the amount of exposure. Burns are divided 
for classification as follows: First degree, a reddening of the sltin; 
second degree, destruction of the superficial layer of skin with blebs 
and blisters, possibly with penetration into the true skin; third 
degree, all of the skin destroyed down to the fat. ·There may be all 
three degrees present in the s11me burn. It is usually believed that 
a third-degree burn of one-third of the body surface will cause death. 

It is often difficult to determine the exnct extent and degree of a 
burn. In my experience scalds from hot water are usually not as 
severe as they first appear to be while electrical burns1 on the contrary, 
often develop much more serious destruction of the sKin thun appears 
on early examination. 

Symptoms.-First, there is the shock which immediately follows 
the burn. This must be treated with appropriate measures heat 
protection, and morphine. Next comes changes in the blood. Imme
diately following a major burn there is a considerable loss of fluids 
from the burned area. The blood becomes more concentrated as a 
result of this loss of fluid. This must be treated by the substitution 
of fluid-~?enerally glucose or salt solution into the veins. The third 
symptom IS infection which begins about the 12th hour and reaches 
its/eak in about 3 days, with all the symptoms of sepsis, toxemia1 an high fever. (See treatment later.) Finally, there is loss ot 
tissue, or ulceration. (Treatment given later.) 

Treatment.-The problem of treatment durmg the first 3 days is 
to keep the patient alive by combatting the shock, replacinl;( the lost 
fluid, and preventing as far as possible the invasion of mfection. 
In severe burns this always requires hospital treatment. 

The clothes having been removed with as little trauma as possible, 
one of two methods of treatment may be followed. 

112 
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0~~ is cnl~ed the paraffin-wax method. A paraffin of maximum 
duct.thty l.tavm~ a low meltinl!' point should be used. Certain prep
aratwn.s mcludc resin combmations nnd balsams. This paraffin 
wax mtxture should be applied with an atomizer, if available or n 
cnmcl's-hnir brush. It cnn be heated to 140° in an ordinary double 
boil~r. This should be applied to the freshly burned surfnee which 
has been (h·i~d as much as possible. In my hands the atomizer is very 
us~ful, but I have often us~d a small spray, which is easily ob
tnmed. A vet·y thin layer of cotton is then laid over the paraffin 
and a second layer of wnx applied with a cnmel's-hair brush. 
A second lnycr o{ cotton nnd a third layer of wnx are useful. The 
wnx dries immediately. The dressing is then reenforced with a lar~e 
nbsorb~nt-cotton dreSsing nnd bandages. This dressing, removed m 
24 hours with bnndnge scissors, falls off without pain. The entire 
burned nren is then dried with nn electric dryer or by sopping it with 
sterile-gauze pnds. The surrounding unburned area is cleaned with 
ether nnd protected with zinc-oxide ointment. The wnx is then 
reapplied with nn ntomiz<>r or brush reenforced with cotton. Secre
tions nnd slough full off with ench change of dressing nnd nre gener
ally painless. Grnnnlution tissue nppenrs rapidly nnd when the 
entire necrotic nr~n hns separated the tissue may be sterilized by the 
Cnrrel-Dnkin method. 

The other method is with tannic acid. When the patient is admitted 
to the hospitnl, if the burns nre severe, the patient is immersed in a 
bathtub of tannic acid 5 percent (105° F.). This is based upon the 
theory that tannic acid tans the dead skin and renders it less toxic. 
The patient is left in this bath until the entire burned nren is thor
oughly brown. This requires from 2 to 6 hours. The patient is then 
put to bed in a warm room, nnd the shock and infection, ns before 
discusscd1 treated, until the entire crust separates. If small nrens 
nre founct that nrc not adequately tanned, wet dressings of 2 percent 
tannic acid may be appli~d. 

For both of these methods of treatment careful nursing nnd hos
pitnlizntion nrc required. I personally prefer the paraffin-wax treat
ment because it relieves the pain, the dressings nre painless or very 
nearly so, nnd the scpnmtion of dead tissue rapid. I have found that 
other methods of treatment, because of the pain of the dressings 
cause the patient to fear them and this is associated with loss of 
sleep nnd loss of appetite. 

Under nny method, us soon ns the aren is rcudy, sldn grafting must 
be done. 'l'hiersch grafts are used which nrc placed upon the clean 
granulntions nnd nrc held in place with a celluloid dressing nnd a 
large nbsorbentJ)ad bandaged with a cotton clastic bandn,g-e nnd no 
dres,ing for 4 nys. After a week, if there nre other open nrens, 
skin grafting should continue. Plastic and reconstructive surgical 
procedures can be done at n Inter date. 

p,·ognoRi<~.-'l'ho first-degree burns are usually not serious. Second
and tl;ird-dcgrco burns nrc dnngerous. The prognosis depends upon 
the extent nnd degree of the burn. It also depends upon one's ability 
to combat the shock and loss of fluids. Patients often do badly with 
rel!ttively small burns bc.cnuse .this is ,not anticipated and are in poor 
condition to combnt the mfectton whtch so frequently follows. 
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Burns often result in deep, defoyming, contractif!g scars. :r'his can 
be minimized by early skin graftmg and approprmw plastic opera· 
tions. 

[Dr. Marble demonstrated the treatment of third-degree burns by 
the paraffin-wax method by presenting two of his patients who bad 
had extensive third-degree burns and describing in detail the treat· 
ment ~iven them as follows:] 

I will discuss the paraffin-wax method because I am a partisan of 
that method of treatment, and I have asked Dr. Richard Wallace to 
come and show you a case of his of the tannic-acid method. Dr. 
Wall ace has been specially assigned to this hospital to make a study 
of that method, and he is doing that now. 

The paraffin-wax method of treatment was brought out during 
the war by a French physician who had to treat these terrific burns 
in the war, and who devised this method of treatment with paraffin 
wax. It had a tremendous vogue and was very successful. The tan· 
nic-acid method was devised by Dr. Davidson in Detroit, within the 
last decade. That also has had a tremendous vogue, and is also very 
successful. So you see that we have before us something fairly 
recent. 

But I was interested, as I looked up the original articles describing 
these new methods of treatment-the utilization of paraffin wax and 
balsams of various kinds to make a covering for the burn-to find out 
that Hippocrates some time before the birth of Christ, at least 2,000 
years agohin his book described the proper method of treating burns. 
This is w at he said: " Put on beeswax and balsam." Now that was 
2,000 years ago. 

I was further interested in discovering that Chinese physicians at 
least 5,000 years ago recommended in the treatment of burns that 
people should sop the burns with boiled tea, which is tannic acid. 
So you see that the methods which we have rediscovered and which 
we are giving to you today as new are in fact not new at all. One 
is at least 5,000 years old and the other was at least in existence at 
the time of the birth of Christ. So they are not at all new, They 
are very old, and we are just rehearsing them again and giving them 
to vou in new dress. 

Now, will you have Mr. Purdue come in here~ [At this point a 
patient was brought in for Dr. Marble's demonstrations.] 

Here is the first young man I want to show you, a young man who 
looks happy and cheerful. About 2 years ago at Christmas time he 
received a Christmas present. He was working for the New York, 
New Haven & Hartford Railroad, and his job was to burn the right 
of way. He had to put kerosene on the right of way, burn it, and 
then put it out; and then put on some more kerosene, burn it, and 
so forth. He kept the right of way clear so that those of us who 
ride to and from New York might have a pleasant journey. By some 
misadventure he poured some kerosene on his trousers, just as a 
mechanic in a garage often does. In this case a fire followed and 
his trousers became ablaze. His leg was burned from the ankle to 
the groin; every bit of skin was taken off. He was taken to the hos
pital, :where some strips of boric. acid were put on. He went through 
a terrible ordeal. He became mfected. His blood became concen
trated. He lost weight, going down to about 100 pounds. He was 
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just ,kin and bones. His leg was red, with no skin on it at all from 
the ankle to the g-roin. ~o~ the thinoo.that bothered this young man 
mos~ wus not the burn-mcJdentally h1s hand here was burned too
but 1t wus the pain. I would go in to see him in the morninoo and ask 
him how he was, and he would answer me only by one faint word 
"Pai~." 'Ve cleaned hi.s leg and sprayed on it a coating of ordinary 
pamfhn. You can buy 1t at the 5- and 10-cent store. It was melted 
und put on with a simple little atomizer device. This little device 
cost $8 and it sprayed the paraffin right on the leg. The minute 
thnt pnratlin sealed the burn his pain stopped. 

The only trouble with the $8 device is that it is rather hard to work, 
and makes the hands sore. So one of the nurses in the hospital con
rein•d the idea that maybe a less elaborate surgical instrument might 
work just as well. She went to a store nnd with 25 cents of her 
own money she bought a spray gun. She filled that up with paratlin, 
and while another nurse held Purdue's leg, she sprayed it on, and in 
four or five shots she had the job done. That is a lesson in the pur
chasing of surgical materials which might interest you. We buy the 
pnrntlin and we use it with the spray gun. 

Having covered that leg with a thin, tiny film of paraffin wax, we 
put on top of that a little fluff of cotton, just the thickness of a piece 
of tis,l!e paper, and over that we painted with a tiny camel's hair 
brush another layer of paratlin, then more cotton and more paratlin, 
nil o\·er his leg from groin to ankle. The paratlin was boiled in a 
5- and 10-cent store double boiler-you can buy a nice nickel-plated 
rontuiner from a surgical supply company for $4. Having sealed 
that leg, his pain was better. 

Mr. KrNos·roN. How did you clean that wound before you put the 
wnx on? 

Dr. l\IAnnr.E. 'Ve did not clean the burn at all before we p11t the 
wnx on. Dr. Sherman, in the Camegie Steel 'Vorks, has the paraffin 
rendy in the emergency room, and when a man covered with dirt and 
grime and grease comes in with a burn he sprays the paraffin on. Dr. 
~hermnn believes that the original burning sterilizes the wound. 
The second time we clean it cnrefully, meticulously, with ether. 'Ve 
prot,ct the unburned skin with a little zinc-oxide ointment. We dry 
the burned area the same as the barber dries your face, with a towel, 
just putting it on and taking it off, like this [Illustrating]. 

Some people use an electric blower, but that is not necessary at 
all. 'Ve dry the burned area and ~over it with paraffin wax. The 
skin en me off here from top to bottom. Then we started to work on 
him. \Ve grafted skin. Those of you who are near enough cnn 
see his entire leg here, made up of grafted skin, every bit of 1t. 'Ve 
~;rafted this entire area of skin from here to here [illustrating]. 
·!'here were four different fittings. 'Ve would put on some, then 
wait a while and put on some more, and wait another while. Finally 
we covered his entire leg with grafted skin. 

When we grafted that skin, we took a knife and cut the skin, 
sliced it right through there [illustrating on blackboard]. We took 
one-half the groin layer, right here [illustrating], and put it on his 
leo- here. We took some skin from his other leg and we took some 
fr~m his abdomen, and we took some off his back, too. 
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In all, this man was incapacitate? abou~ a year. Xo~, let's see 
what you can do with that leg. Strmghten It out. Bend 1t up, b~nd 
the foot. He is doing his work now. II?- fact, he got. n promotiOn. 
He is now an instructor, but he can do Ius work. He 1s back on the 
job. He has a good leg; it is useful, and it bends_ and does enry
thin<T that he needs it to do as an inspector of r1ght-of-way on a 
·" railroad. 
J\fr. KINGSTON. Was that skin grafting done by the pin-point 

method~ 
Dr. MARBLE. No; it was done by the tierce method. The ,kin .was 

about 1 inch wide, approximately, by 2 or 3 inches long. We shced 
great slices of it off. 

I have a little girl here to show you. This little girl wa• one of 
those terrible cases of a little girl playing with fire. Her dre;os 
caught fire, and the first thing she knew there was a flame coming 
up all around her. This young Indy arrived at the hospital burned 
and toxic. I showed this young lady at a clinic following her original 
burn; there were a dozen or 20 doctors present, and the opinion was 
almost unanimous that this burn would be fatal. We treated her 
with paraffin wax daily. This dref<Sing had to be redone e'·ery day, 
cleaned up and redone, until she had actually lost everything from 
her umbihcus, down her groins, to her knees, with the genitalia being 
entirely burned away. 

Now can you see what happened~ She was burned from the knee 
to the groin; all of the skin was taken off her abdomen. She didn't 
have a bit of skin on the abdomen. She lost weight. She was toxic. 
We had to give her fluids. We had to combat that terrific infection. 
Finally, all the skin came off. The pain would have been terrific 
if we had used meshes. Think of going through that daily with this 
girl. But the paraffin wax reduced the pain almost to a. minimum, 
and as soon as it was cleaned up we began grafting new skin. 

'\Ve had to build a whole new abdomen, a whole new front of the 
leg here. The genitalia were all burned away, and they had to be 
grafted. In the following process, however, as so often happens in 
these cases of burns, she has these contractions. You can see them 
right in the bend of the groin here; you can see how the skin has 
overgrown. We will have her stand up now and you can see what 
I mean. You see she has these contractions of the skin across the 
fold of the groin. Now that had to be removed, and new skin had to 
be put into its place. Scars from burns contract. Most scars stretch, 
but burn scars contract, because of just what you see there. 

Dr. Wallace will now show you his method. Dr. Davirlson, about 
10 or 12 years ago, described the method of tanning the skin. Dr. 
\Vallace is going to show you a case in which that method has been 
used. This method has been illustrated nt the Century of Pm<>Tess. 
At first, our results were not particularly happy, but Dr. W~llnce 
has been working and working hard with it, and he has finallY de
vised a method which we believe may solve the problem of the 
tannic-acid method. 

Dr. '\VALLACE. We have been using tannic acid at the Massa
chusetts General Hospital since about 1926, but we have been using 
the present method for less than 2 years. The modification of the 
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method that we are now using we are convinced is much better than 
the old method-not only the method of Dr. Davidson of puttinoo on 
the packs of tannic acid, but also the sprayinoo method, or other 
modifications which we think are inadequate. " 

X ow this idea is not mine. It is the idea o.f Dr. Donald Wells, 
of Hartford, Conn. The chief difference is that when we get a 
patient who is burned, we put him into a tub of warm 5-percent 
tannic acid immediately. The great difficulties with burns are: 
first, pain and shock; second, the loss of fluid; and third, the sub
sequent infect.ion. Just ns soon ns this patient is placed in the 
tub of wurm of tannic acid, around 100 or 105 degrees, there is im
metliute relief from pain, and he no longer hns pain until the slouo-h 
IX'gins to separate. " 

As soon as the patient is in the tub the area is sealed over and he 
no longer loses any fluid, so that if we get the patient before he 
has lost enough fluid t{) upset his bnlance, we have no difficultv with 
blood chemistry from secondary nephritis, or any other complica
tion that we used to get. The mteresting thing is that once we get 
our tan and keep it dry, which is just ns important ns ~etting a 
complete tan-if we have nil of the burned areas tanned, mcluding 
the secondary nrens that come on for 2 or 3 days, and keep the tan 
dry-we never get nn infection at nil. We have had no infection in 
our burns when we have been able to carry out this treatment. I 
ha 1·e one case which I think will illustrate that. There are no daily 
dressings, and the patients nre perfectly comfortable right from the 
lwginnil1g. Of course, it is necessary to get them within 24 hours, 
and the sooner the better. 

We nre able to get the tan up to 18 to 24 hours, but if patients 
go that lono- and are severely burned, their blood chemistry is upset, 
and we are" unable to straighten them out for some time. Some 9 
weeks ago this lady, with a can of kerosene in her hand, tripped and 
fell in her kitehen. There was an open gas fire there, and the kero
sene spilled all over everything and started the fire, and she was 
burned over about 35 percent of her body area, as you can see 
[illustrating]. 

Dr. MAIIBLE. May I interrupt to add just one word to what Dr. 
Wallace has said. The principle here is that you tan the skin, just 
as you tan any other skin. In other words, you convert it to a 
piece of leather, literally. 

Dr. 'VALLACE. The fortunate thing nliout this lady was that she 
had been in this hospital about 3 years ago with pernicious anemia. 
She was cured of her trouble, and had been well of that ever since, 
on a liver diet, and she thought that this was a pretty good place. 
So when she was burned and they started to call a doctor in the 
nearby town where she lived, she said, "No; get me nn ambulance 
and take me to the J\Iassnchusetts General Hospital." We had her 
in a tub of tannic acid within 1 hour, and because of her early 
treatment her chemical balance was never upset at nil. I mean her 
blood chemistry has never been abnormal. Her white count, of 
course, was up, as it is almost immediately. She had 27,000 white 
count when she came in. Her hemoglobin was only 80. Her N. T. N. 
has been normal, and her blood chemistry has been normul right from 
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the beainnincr. She hod no concentrated blood. [A cou~le of piC' 
tures t~ken the second day after her admission to the hospital were 
passed around.] . • . 

These are the recorded temperatures: The highest, ·for JUSt 1 
day .is 101. She has been here 9 weeks now, and on subsequ~nt 
cha;ts you con see that the temperature line is entirely _flat, wh1ch 
is a fine index of what .has happened. She has hod \'Irtunlly no 
infection in 9 weeks. . 

Dr. MARBLE. Was that arm a third-degree burn 1 
Dr. WALLACE. Oh, yes; there was no skin on that at all. :None 

on the arm at all. 
Dr. 1\IARBLE. That was all grafted on there f 
Dr. WALLACE. Yes; I have grafted the whole thing on there. She 

was burned all along the right side and her neck and her shoulder 
and her chest. That was a third-degree burn, way into the fat. I 
mean you could see the vessels in the fat when the eschar finally 
came off. The eschar comes off in about 4 or 5 weeks, leaving n 
clean granulating surfacing. Late in the fifth week I grafted the 
whole chest and all the arm, and that is all practically liealed now· 
'There are areas here, as you see, that I have not grafted as yet. 
She is very apprehensive and decided that she did not wont any 
more grafting, and as these areas are located in places where the 
contractin:r is not going to be of any more consequence, I did not 
insist that it be done. 

Dr. MARBLE. Dr. Wallace is now showing you the method that is 
used here. This woman, who not only was badly burned but also 
had pernicious anemia, was put into a tub of 5 percent tannic acid, 
and very shortly the skin was tanned thoroughly and completely. 
None of the terrible things which I told about, the concentration 
of blood, the losing of fluid, and a terrible infection, have happened. 
He had her soon enough, and she has gone along splendidly. 

Dr. WALLACE. I just want to say that. the tub is the one great 
improvement of this treatment. This hot-air blower is absolutely 
essential for the success of the treatment. It is merely a commercial 
hair blower. There are p. great many types on the market that 
are used in beauty parlors. The blower runs on regular current, and 
there are 3 degrees of strength of air and 3 degrees of heat. As soon 
as we take the patient out of the tub we put on the air blast and 
dry all tlie burned surfaces. We leave the patient in the tub as long 
as 2 hours, until the burned surfaces are entirely cleaned and de
brided. We are very careful to clean and dry and debride, and as 
soon as we have dned the area where we have the tan we ore all 
through with it. The_n we keep the blower going the fir.st 2 days, and 
then for about 10 mmutes every hour after that, which is enough 
!o keey the tan dry. As long as we keep the tan dry, we have no 
mfectwn at all. . 

Dr. MARBLE. I am very glad that you have seen that case because 
at least on~e a week pr. Wallace and I have a violent disc~ssion as 
to the_partiCulnr mer1.ts of eac~ method. I am reluctantly beginnin 
to. b~beve that there. Is somethmg to the tannic-acid idea. I believ~ 
th!s Is the most striinng case I have ever seen. She was burned some· 
thmg over 38 percent of her body area. 
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Xow,"Mr. Purdue, you.just walk out here and show these people 
how .You get along with a year-ol~ burn~d-off leg. You see, he is 
all right. He Cftn move around qmte easily, and he can resume his 
work and become an economic unit in society. Mr. Purdue took half 
a· day o1f from his work just to come over here and show us his ease. 

For n lung time Dr. Joseph Aub has been interested in poisonings 
by heavy metals, and. ns you may all know, he has written a mono
graph on the subject of lend poisoning. Dr. Aub hns come here 
today to talk to us about his work on lead poisoning. 

Industrial Poisonings 
By JosEPn Aun, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine, Harvanl Medical Scl!ool, 

and Pllysicia,. itt Cltief, Collis P. H1mtiugton Memorial Hospital 

"rhen I wns asked to speak about lend poisoning, it seemed to me 
that the principal elements we are confronted with are ordinarily 
two: First, the diagnosis of lend poisoning, which in my experience 
in industrial accident boards, is extraordinarily difficult; and, sec
ond, the problem of what are the chronic effects, the so-called inca
pacitating effectsj which last for the lifetime of those individuals 
who suffer from end poisoning. 

I thought I would take up those two subjects today in the few 
minutes which I have and try to express my opinions about them. 
First of all, the difficulty of diagnosis of lead pOisoning in industrial 
accident boards arises hu·gely because the diagnosis has to be made 
so late. It is exactly like asking a doctor to come and see a case 
of measles after the rash has gone. The way to make a diagnosis 
of lead poisoning is by objective signs, and the greatest difficulty 
that I see that you are confronted with is a differential diagnosis 
between a person who really has lead poisoning and a person who has 
seen a case of lead poisoning and therefore mimics it in order to get 
the compensation. Those cases are very common. After all, there 
are two charnctcristic things about lead poisoning: First, subjective 
symptoms; and, second, objective signs. Now, an;vone can say that 
he is constipated. Anyone can say that he has cohc, and you cannot 
deny it. After all, anyone can say that he has a stomach ache, and 
thei·e is nothing objective about it. A doctor cannot say that a man 
has a stomach ache or has not a stomach ache. The patient is the 
only one who really can tell that fact. Therefore, in order to make 
n clear-cut diagnosis of lead poisoning, one has to have an objective 
sign, something that he can see, and there are a great manv such 
objeCtive signs in lend poisoning if you see them early. The diffi
culty lies in the fact that so many of these cases come to you 6 months 
after their exposure, or after they have stopped work for 2 years, 
and then you are expected to decide whether or not they have lead 
poison in~. 

That Is the problem primarily which occurs in every industrial 
accident board, and occurs to everyone who sees a case late. For 
instance, take any doctor who sees a case late and who is expected to 
arrive at an opinion. 'Vhen one sees the case lute, and there are no 
more objective signs, the only thing one ct~n d? is to see whether the 
case sounds like a typical cnse of lead pmsonmg. 
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What are the objective signs of lend poisoning¥ Those are the 
things in which we are most interested, and about which I want to 
say one or two words. First of all, the lend line. The lead line is 
a perfectly typical picture which comes in/rncticnlly everyone who 
has been exposed to lead and has absorbe lend for some time. It 
does not prove lend poisoning. It is merely nn indication that the 
individual has absorbed a good deal of lend. The lend line comes in 
the mouth mostly, between the teeth, and consists of small dots of 
lead deposited in these areas of the skin. It consists of lend sul
phide, due to the fact that with pus around the teeth hydrogen sul
phide is formed, and as the lead circulates around in the body it is 
deposited as lead sulphide. Therefore, it is a black area which is a 
punctulute area, these being the teeth [pointing to diagram] and this 
being the gum lPOinting]. It comes chiefly in these little areas here 
as little black dots, and it comes from pyorrhea, which most of these 
individuals have. That lead line, if it is a big one, may last 6 
months. If the individual takes good care of his teeth, it disnp· 
pears in short order. 

The second objective sign that appears to show that a person has 
absorbed lend is in the excreta. That is being used a great deal now 
in the diagnosis of industrial accident boards, and it deserves a few 
words here. First of all1 we are all of us exposed to lend, and I 
may say right here that m that monograph which we wrote there 
is one subject on which I think we were distinctly wron~. We said 
that normal individuals who were not exposed to lead mdustrially 
did not excrete lead, but the consensus of opinion throughout the 
world now is that nearly everyone excretes lead in their urine, for the 
simple reason that there is so much lead around us-arsenate of 
lead on our food, lead dust from rubber tires, etc. We all absorb 
small quantities of lead, and therefore there is in the excreta of most 
of us-not in everyone, but in most of us-a small quantity of leadJ 
which can be found with the refined methods which are now used 
for the determination of the presence of lend. The usual standard 
which people all over the world are now using is one-tenth of a mil
ligram-that is an extraordinarily small quantity-per quart of 
urine. That is considered normal, and anythin!!: above that amount 
is considered abnormal in amount, implying that that individual 
was exposed to too much lead. Now that is a. very small quantity, 
but it at once rules out a test for lend in the excreta being of any 
diagnosis value in lend -poisoning. That is very unfortunate be
cause it was a good quantitative test, a good test which ought to tell 
whether a person was exposed to lead or not; but the mere fact that 
so many norma.! people are excreting lend makes it necessary now to 
have a quantitative determination showing more than one-tenth of a 
milligram to a quart of urine to show that an individual has absorbed 
more lead than is normally true. 

In order to make a diagnosis of lend poisoning, one has to distin
guish between lead absorption and lead poisoning. A great many 
people absorb lead in industry. There are 150 industries that have 
lead hazards of different types. An enormous number of people 
are exposed . to lend, taking m fair quantities o~ it, and yet never 
show any disease from that absorptwn. That Is lead absorption. 
They do not get any results from it, as fur as we know. Then one 
comes to lend intoxication; lend intoxication means that the tissues 
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of the body have been injured by exposure to that metal. Now what 
hapP.ens when tissues are injured 1 Well, lead hits tissues pri
manly. It hits primarily the blood, and it also hits the nerve muscles 
the '!JUS<;les of the b?dy-those a.re the tissues which lead has ~ 
predi_Ject~on for and InJUres. It IS very easy to tell by a simple 
ex.ammatwn of the blood whether or not the blood has been injured. 
First of all, you get anemia. and, second, you get a striking effect 
on th~ red blood. vessels cal.led sti:ppling.. A red blood cell, if I may 
show It to you d~no-rammatiCally, Is nothmg but a sac of hemoglobin, 
but when one has Tend poisoning, all through some of those red cells 
there are little black dots which look like lead dots. They are not, so 
far as we know, lead, but they are quite obviously different from 
normal cells. That also requires a certain amount of judgment, be
cause one does find a few of those cells in normal individuals, but 
when one finds a great many of those cells in an individual who 
has not the severe anemia which occasionally some of them have, 
that is very good evidence indeed that the individual has absorbed 
more lend than is good for him and is suffering from it. There
fore, a secondary anemia, plus a good deal of stippling, is excellent 
evidence that an individual complaining of stomach ache and the 
like has lead poisoning. 

How lono- does that sign last 1 That sign lasts maybe 2 months 
or so after"'the individual has stopped work, and it gradually dis
appears from the blood as the individual gets better. The high lead 
excretion, by the way, lasts a fairly long time. It may last over a 
year after the individual has left work, and therefore if you do o-et a 
high coneentration of lead in the excreta, one may find that as 1ong 
as a year after the individual has left work. 

There are other objective signs, of course. The pallor of the lead 
poisoning is obYious. One can get X-ray findings in colic, showing 
the spasm which is producing the colic, and occasionally that is 
found, nne! is an excellent objective sign. Last of all, one gets the 
neurological sign

1 
the wrist drop, and palsy, which lasts for many 

months or sometimes lasts forever. I will show you photographs 
of some of those to show you how characteristic they are. 

Now we will have that first slide. Here is a man who was in lead 
work who has this characteristic wrist drop. It is extraordinarily 
specific. It hits the extensor muscles of the wrists mostly. That 
man can move everything, but he could not raise his hand like that 
[illustrating]. The extensor muscles were injured. That made it 
impossible for him to lift his hand like that [illustrating]. If he puts 
his hand into a position where it is there [illustrating], you see the 
hand dro_Ps down and if he buttons his coat it would be like that 
[illustratmg]. There is this characteristic drop of the hand, and 
you can see that very late after he is ~etting much better. It is 
agony for him to button his coat, and mstead of buttoning it like 
that, he buttons it like this [illustrating], because the extensor 
muscles are weak. 

One can also get motor muscles involved. This man I am going 
to show you is a painter who had his whole arm involved and also 
his shoufcler, but the flexor muscles of his hand were all right. The 
only thin~ he enjoyed doing was smoking a pipe, and he could hold 
onto a p1pe becu use the flexor muscles were all right, so we put 

1!17108-31!-0 
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his hand down here [illustrating], and we fixed up a long pipe ~or 
him and by doing this [illustrating] and moving his hand JUst like 
this' [illustratingJ, he could smoke his pipe, which he did all day 
long. Then he gradually improved, until after 6 months h~ could 
raise his arms that much [illustrating]. He later became qUite well 
in spite of the fact that he was 70 years old. The reason why he 
improved so markedly was because the palsy had just come ~nd 
had not lasted n long time, and with careful treatment, in gettmg 
rid of that, of course he improved, but the wrist drop never got 
completelY. well·. He was qu1te an old mn~, of course'; ?'hese lead 
pals1es w1ll last at least 6 months before improvement 1s marked, 
and gradual improvement occurs over 2 years. At present lead 
poisoning is so much better taken care of than it was 20 :years n~o, 
that these very severe lend palsies and lend encephnlopathws, which 
are the most characteristic results of lend. poisoning, are rare. 

So much for these manifestations. How long do they last Y A 
lead colic, if well treated, ought to disappear after 24 hours, and an 
individual ought to be incapacitated for 5 or 6 week;; or, if it is 
n very severe one

1 
2 or 3 months. A wrist drop, such as I have 

shown here, practiCally never, if it is complete, gets well inside of 
6 months. If it is only a wrist weakness which comes for weeks be
fore the wrist drop comes, those individuals can get well within 2 
months, but if you have a real paralysis from lead, it usually takes 
6 months, and after 2 years you can assume that the individual 
is not going to improve very much more, and what residue remains 
usually remains for life. 

The third characteristic is encephalopathy, a lead insanity. It 
is very rare nowadays, but it is of very l;{l'ave import, because a 
case of real encephalopathy is very apt to d1e, and those who do get 
well are apt to have a residual which lasts for months. Some of them 
recover from it entirelyhbut others have residues which last the 
rest of their lives. But t ey are very rare these days. 

Why do these various characteristics disappear¥ Well, the reason 
is this. Lead is a very poisonous metal but the body has a marvel
ous mechanism for taking care of it~ and what it does is to take this 
lead as fast as it comes into the bocty and store it in the bones. In 
the bones this lead does no damage. After a few months, when a 
person has a good deal of lead in the bones, this lend is transported 
by being excreted. .After 6 months or a year the lead excretion 
in these individuals is nrproximately the same ns in normal indi
viduals, but there is stil lead in their bones, only it comes out in 
such little quantities that it does not damage the tissues as it comes 
out. So much for these manifestations. 

The second thing I want to talk to yon about is this. There are 
some thi'!gs that co~e up in _industrial accident. boards-tlwy have 
come up m my expenence qmte often-about whiCh no one. seems to 
know very much, and I though I would tell you what is known 
a~ont them so t).lnt you can judge of their importance. They con
Sist of three: F1rst o~ all, th~ chr?ni.c nephritis which is attributed 
to lead; s~cond, arter!oscleroSis as 1t 1s produced by lead; and third. 
the chrome ~e~rolog!cal prob!ems whiCh are sometimes attributed 
to lend. Th1s IS a d1fficult tlung to talk about, berause we do not 
know very much about any of them, but I thought I would tell you 
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whnt is known nbout them so that you can judge these cases in 
a w!ser m~nn.er whe_n theJ: do come up, because they are always 
cornmg up m mdustrwl accident boards. Let us take up the subject 
th~t we know more nbout, which is chronic nephritis-chronic 
Bright's disease-which is attributed to lend poisoning. As you all 
know, when a lend case comes in the doctor will say that the person 
hns Bright's disease and that it must be due to lead, and therefore 
the person is incapacitated for the rest of his life. How much do 
we know alJout Bnght's disease as produced by lead? 

I have bel'n o\·er all the literature on this subject for information, 
~nd I will tdl you just what I hf!ve learned. First of all, there 
IS Dr. ,V. B. Bell, who has recently been giving huge quantities of 
lead to individuals who had cancer in order to try to treat the cancer. 
The nwthod has been superseded and is no longer used. but he 
inj~cted intra ,·enously such enormous "quantities of lead that the 
}WI·son got very severe lenrl poisoning. He gnve doses large enough 
almost to kill some people, who were very suseeptible. Some of 
the patients showed improvement, but on the whole the lead poison
ing which is produced is so severe that the method is of no value. 
Some of those indi,·iduals did show abnormality in their kidnevs; 
they showed albumin in the urine and they sho\ved edema. There
fore, lead can produce damage to the kidneys, but remember those 
WHP o\·erwhelmino- doses of lead. 

The second good evidence in the literature is by a man by the 
name of Dr. Nye. who has been interested in lead poisoning in 
ehildren in Queensland. Queensland is an interesting place. They 
use lend paint on the houses. The atmosphere is such that the lead 
paint flakes off very markedly, and children are exposed to lead in 
considerable amounts when they lick the paint on banisters and rail
ings of their houses, etc. A good many of them have been found 
to have gotten lend poisoning, and severe lead poisoning. because 
children do get very severe lead poisoning. Dr. Nye, in following 
those cases which he knew had lead poisoning, found a very high 
incidence of chronic nephritis in these children within 8 years there
after. That is very good evidence, to my way of thinking, that lead 
will produce nephritis in individuals. Badham and Taylor, who also 
worked in Australia, have also said that they find some evidence in 
their severe lend poisoning cases of Bright's disease. However, in 
my experience with a good many lead poisonings, although I have 
never thought that the cases we see are anything bnt relatively mild. 
and nowhere near so severe as the cases that Dr. Nye and Dr. Bell 
worked on, practically none of the cases that I see of industrial 
lead poisoning show evidence of nephritis greater than one would 
expect in individuals of their age. Remember that nephritis is a 
very common di9ease, caused by all kinds of conditions, many of 
which we know nothino- about, and as one goes on in life one is 
very prone to disease. 'In my experience with younger people who 
have lead poisoning, the mild types such as we see around here, I 
do not see any evidence of nephritis or kidney irritation from lead. 
This is the same experience that Legl!e had, as in his recent book, 
Clinical 'foxology, he says that in cases of lead poisoning he prac
tically never sees anv nephritis. Lead can cause nephritis; you can
not get nwny from that. That lead does cause nephr!tis is, I. think. 
in most cases extremely rare. In most cns~s there IS no evidence. 
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Now about arteriosclerosis. Arteriosclerosis among lend workel"lf 
has been reported in the textbook.s from a way ~nck. ~ e~ when 
one looks over statistics of the incidence of nrtertosclerosts m len~ 
workers, indicating high inciden.ce of it, the ~tntisti~s are e;ctrnordl
nnrily meager and mean very httle to me. fhere IS nothmg good 
in the literature of experimental work which implies that !~ad 
produces arteriosclerosis. There are two smaller works in whtch 
lend was produced through blood cells for a period of 3 months and 
where it produced a spasm of blood vessels, just as it prodt~ces 
a spasm of the intestines. The evidence of arteriosclerosis bcmg 
produced by lend is extraordinarily meager and, as we all know, 
everyone has arteriosclerosis when one grows old, and to attribute 
the arteriosclerosis to lend, with mild exposure to lend, seems to 
me to be fairly far-fetched. 

Now we come to a very much more difficult problem, and that 
is the queer neurological signs which one sometimes finds in chronic 
lend poisoning, and which last a long time after the lend poisoning 
is over. There are two of these types. The most common is a 
nervousness and worrisome neurotic tendency which these indi
viduals have. and which is very difficult to size up. If they are 
well treated, individuals with lend poisoning do not get tlwse queer, 
obscure signs of not feeling very well, and being nervous, nnd 
worrying and saying that they are unable to work because they 
have a chronic disease. They are of two types, ns I say. · One 
certainly is a compensation neurosis, and when one of thes<• indi
viduals is given a lump sum-no matter what the size is, I do not 
care about thnt-nnd the case is closed, so that he knows there nre 
no more checks coming in each week to tell him that he is still 
sick and that he is still incapacitated, this compensation neurosis 
is enormously improved. To keep on giving him some money 
every week merely keeps on telling him every week that he hns 
a disease from which he is not yet well, and therefore continues 
his compensation neurosis. The cases of this which nrc most strik
ing are the cases from the United States Government, which are 
perfectly extraordinary when you see them. They have been sent 
to me from the several boards of the country. They come in with 
the most obvious compensation neurosis that is possible, and they 
are completely incapacitated; but it is not due to lead in those cases. 
It certamly is due to their compensation. 

Then there is a second type of neurological condition, of abnor
mal condition, which is very difficult to diagnose, whether it is 
due to lead or not. As you know, the literature of pretty nearly 
every neurological condition has been attributed at one ·time or 
another to lend, and now work is going on to show that multifle
sclerosis, which is a very obscure disease, is sometimes attribute< to 
lend. I urn frankly unable, as I have looked over the literature to 
arrive at, a concl~s_i'?n in regard to. that. These cases are very 'ob
scm·e. 'I he possib1hty of thmr bemg due to lead, it seems to me, 
is very slight. In the ?nses I. have seen that I thought might be 
due to lend, wl~e_n I stud1ed thetr lend excretion, this was so minimal 
that. t!I~ condition co.uld not be due to lend, nnd yet there is the 
P?~sibthty thut occnsw~ally a case of multiple-sclerosis, or a con
ditiOn such as progressive muscular atrophy, may be due to lend. 
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One ~ comes to my mind especially. This case looked like pro
gressive muscular atrophy to me. The man gets compensation 
from the industrial accident board. I thou~ht he ought to have 
it. .A.t that time I thought he had progressive muscular atrophy . 
.A.s I stated to the board at that time, the only thing which would 
tell whether the man was a victim of progressive muscular atrophy 
was what would happen t~ him over the next 2 or 3 years. Well, 
during the following 2 or 3 years that man improved and has 
not gotten any worse. He has improved a good deal, and I think 
that shows that that man was suffering from lead poisoning and 
not from progressive muscular atrophy. Those cases are extraor
dinarily difficult to decide, and I do not know how you can deny 
them unless through a. very difficult research to see how much lead 
they excrete in their urine. 

{f I may summarize what I have tried to say, it is as follows. The 
difficulty of . the industrial accident board in the diagnosis of lead 
poisoning is that you see your cases too late. You cannot always 
make a proper diagnosis when the cases come to the board for decision. 
The only way you can get around that is, when the case is first re
ported to the board, and there is any question about whether that case 
has lead poisoning or not, have the man see a. competent physician 
then, one who can really make the dia.,.,anosis. Do not let the case drag 
on for 6 months or a. year or so and then ask the doctor whether the 
patient had lead poisoning, because it just becomes a. matter of opinion 
then, whereas if the case is seen by a competent physician early 
enough, a. dia~nosis can be made by the various objective signs which 
I have statea to you. The other problems which come to you are 
whether the nephritis, the arteriosclerosis, and the various neurolog:ica.l 
conditions are due to lead poisoning, which the man obviously nas. 
To sum up, my present OJ,Jinion is that the nephritis can be caused by 
lead poisoning, although m my experience it has been extraordinarily 
rare; that in arteriosclerosis there is practically no evidence to prove 
that there is more arteriosclerosis in lead workers than in other indi
viduals; that the neurological condi~ions are of two types-a compen
sation neurosis, and this other occasiOnal type where a true neurologi
callesion occurs in the body and nobody knows whether or not it is 
caused by lend poisoning. 

Chairman M.innLE. Dr. William .A.. Rogers will now discuss frnc
ttu·es of the spine with you. 

Fractures of the Spine 

By Wn.t.IAM A. Rooms, M. D., lMtruotor In Or·thopeclio S~<roer·u, Harvard 
U11tveraity Medical Scllool 

My remarks this morning are really a report to you of 31 consecu
tive cases of fraeture of the spine-broken back-treated here between 
1028 and 1932 by methods which have not within the last 10 years 
been employPd hitherto. The fractured spine, the true broken back, 
has been a good den! of a problem to the medical profession, and I 
do not doubt to you gentlemen, largely because of persisting back
ache nnd Pnsv fatigability on the part of the patient. 

[Slide.] The vertebral column is represented here. The squares, or 
blocks, here and here and here [pointing] represent the body of the 
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vertebrae. These processes that project off ~ehind are the knuc~les 
which one feels between the muscles and w1th a bent mass of )1g~· 
ments between them. In the center of each vertebra is a canal Wltlun 
which lies the spinal cord. There is mthcr ample spacing provided 
by nature about the spinal cord to give plenty of r<?Om in c~e of. an 
accident, of a fracture, to the vertebral body. The v1ew here IS a v1ew 
from above. You are looking down on a >ertebra. These nrc the 
transYerse processes here [pointing]. This is the spinous process 
[pointing], and here again is the top vi<;w ?f the hotly of t_he vcrtc~rn. 
the side view of which you see here [pomtmg], uml here 1s the spmal 
cord runnin" right nlong the center of the bony vertebral column. 

Here is a'" fracture of the SJ?ine. This is a true broken back. A 
fractured transverse process w1ll be shown later. That is in no sense, 
at least from a practical standpoint, a broken back, and must ~e 
clearly differentiated in our minds in dealing with this problem. Tlus 
here is a relatively serious injury. The fractured transverse process 
is a quite minor injury, as I think I can demonstrate. 

In this picture the spinal cord has a kink in it. The ligaments are 
torn behind. The vertebral body is crushed and the ligaments are 
folded in front and stretched behmd in this fracture. 

This next picture shows the third grou.P of broken-back cases, the 
so-called" fracture dislocation." In additwn to having this crushed in 
the body of the vertebra, the vertebra above has dislocated <lownwunl 
and forward. The spinal cord is at a precarious angle, and it is not 
uncommon especially in this type [pointing], sometimes in this type 
[pointing], to find that the spinal cord has been injured by the acci
dent. Where there is a definite injury in the spinal cord, that patient, 
so far as we are concerned, is pmctically a permanent total disability. 
The spinal cord, once injured, never regenerates, and that individual 
is going through the rest of his life with paralysis. The spinal cord 
may not be actually injured or crushed; it may be simply stretched or 
jarred. Early in the course of the treatment we may have paralysis, 
both motor and sensor, in these cases, but in a period of a few days to 
6 months or longer, all that paralysis, if the cord is not definitely 
dama~ed will clear up. 

[Shde.] The fourth group is the fracture of the transverse process. 
That, as I said before, and as I think I will demonstrate this mornin". 
is a minor injury. It has none of the seriousness that goes hand fn 
hand with the three preceding groups. Dr. Donohue asked me to 
stress the so-called rudimentary rib in these transverse process cases. 
If you will note on the left the line is very jagged. That is a fracture. 
Here [pointing] the line is quite smooth. Thut is a developmental de
fect and is not due to injury, and it is well to bear in mind that before 
the industrial accident boards and in the civil-law courts, this is, either 
through i~norance or willfully, presented as a fracture, a definite evi
dence of mjury. The smooth line th_ere will tell the story. The ab
sence of callus after some months will also tell you. Those are evi
dences that cannot be refuted. It is very difficult to impress upon 
people that this is an injury of minor extent. 

[:;licle.] The methods we have followed since 1928 on our end cnses 
have led to some very interesting end results. As I have suid, we 
treated 31 consecutive cuses betwe~n 1!J28 and 1932. We did not pick 
and choose them. \Ve took them JUst as they cume-31 cases between 
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1928 and 1932. Those cases were treated by correcting or reducina 
the. fract~re, a thing which we had not done here theretofore and 
whi~h J;>rwr t_o that ti!fie. had not been described in the liter~ture. 
DaVIs, In Erie, Pa., did It before we did. We did not know it but 
he was t~e first: An.d at the sall!-e time we were doing our work 'here 
Dunlop m Cahforma was gettmg the same reductwns that Davis 
and we were getting, but by entirely different methods. 
. Of the 31 cases, 20, or 65 percent, returned to preinjury activities 
m ~n average of 8 months' time. Six more, or 20 percent, returned 
t? hghter activities, but were economically independent; that is, finan
cially indeJ;>endent, but doing less strenuous work, in an average of 
8 months' tllUe. In other words, 26 of the 31 cases achieved economic 
independence in an average of 8 months' time. 

We had five failures. Two were well, but could not find work. 
One was well but would not work. That patient confided that her 
back was perfectly well, but she could not work because she was suing 
the railroad for $25,000. Two were surgical failures. We know why 
they were failures, and we think in the future we will avoid a repeti
tion of the errors responsible for the failures in those two. They 
were UJ;> and about and active, but not workibg because of the same 
complamt which we dealt with before we learned to reduce these 
fractures, the difficulty being low back strain and easy fatigability 
on incessant stooping and lifting. 

I thought you would be interested in the last four industrial acci
dent cases-these are consecutive cases-during this work. These 
are not fractures of the transverse processes, but fractures of the body 
of the vertebra, real broken back. On this chart [pointing] this first 
case is that of a house painter 39 years old. He was 23 days in the 
hospital, with a period of 5.7 months' disability. His hospital bill 
was $117, and the amount of compensation was $317. This house 
painter was a grand fellow. He wanted to ~et well. We could not 
get him well too soon to suit him. We let h1m go back home a little 
ahead of schedule on his insistence, because we could not control him, 
and we do not take too much credit for that first case. 

Case no. 2 is a roofer, age 28, 92 days in the hospital. He had a 
sister who was a nurse, and she had the old-fashioned idea that a frac
ture of the vertebra body was a terrible injury. She would not stand 
for his goi!,lg home1 and he had to stay in the hospital and have special 
nursing. His period of disability lasted 7 months. His hospital 
bill was $390. He received $476 in compensation, and then they had 
to settle with him for $600. 

Case no. 3 is a truckman, 21 years old, likewise a grand youngster, 
who was only 28 days in the hospital. I did not get him until he had 
been here a week. It ought to have been 21 days. ·He had 5 months' 
disability. His hospital bill was $141, and he received $220 for com
pensation. He went back to his truck. There was no settlement and 
he was happy. 

Case no. 4 is a bakery salesman, age 24, a big powerful fellow, with 
no nerves in his body. He was 4 days in the hospital, with 5 months' 
disability. His hospital bill w!ls $33, a':ld he went.back to work.after 
receiving $388 for compensatiOn. This fellow, mstead of bemg a 
bakery salesman now is an instructor in bakery salesmanship; that i~ 
he goes out on the truck with a new man to break him in, but ~ 
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believe that he works as hard as the fellow he is teaching, . or ~ 
hard as he ever did when he was a bakery salesman. The pomt IS, 
that he gets $2 less a week now, so he honest!~ does not really belong 
as a closed case. He gets $2 a week fi·om the msurer. 

:Mr. KINGSTON. Are these all compression fractures¥ 
Dr. RooERS. Yes; all compression fractures of the vertebral body, 

a true broken back, not of the transverse processes. . 
Now, for the averages--37 days in the hospital; 5.7 months' diS· 

ability; $170 _hospital bill_ on the average; and $500_ aver.age on com
pensation. raised by the circumstances that we had m th1s settlement. 
LpointingJ. . . . . 

[Slide.J Now, the surgiCal prmCiples. The penalty and fa1Iure 
of these fractured spines should not be years of disability, nor even 
months, nor should society have to pay huge bills and then still have 
many of them 2 or 3 years later as dependents. These people should 
not be baked and massaged and electrically treated until they lose 
their morale. Rather, let them be treated as any other fracture case; 
namely (1) immediate diagnosis; (2) complete reduction; (3) ade
quate fixation; that is, plaster, splintage, and so forth; and ( 4) early 
use of their muscles. · · 

[Slide.] Here is a fractured dislocation. It does not show very 
clearly. unfortunately, but there is the body of the vertebra above 
[pointing]. Here is the body of the vertebra below [pointing]. 
The angle has been knocked off there, a true fract.1re dislocntion, and 
then the reduction here [pointing]. 

The mechanism of fractures is that a man falls from a height, 
and he comes down on his feet like that [demonstrating], or he 
comes down on his buttocks. or he comes down head first and lands 
on his shoulders and the effect is the same as thnt of a jnckknife. 
It jackknifes his back and the vertebra is crushed. You can see it 
mo"re clearly here with this knife [ dcmonstrnting]. The man comes 
down so, and he folds over that way, and crushes his vertebra. The 
act of reduction is a simple matter, as simple as it can be. It is 
simply a reversal of the force that produced the fracture. In 
other words, there is your fracture and there is your reduction 
[demonstrating with jackknife]. 

Here is a machine that we use. This is a flexible affair, a frame
work, and it starts up like that [demonstrating]. The man lies on 
it, and gradually the ends are lowered like the board of a chilil's 
see-saw, until he has reacheil about this degree of extension. X-rays 
can be taken right through the machine, and we can prove our 
correction. While he is still on the frame, we put on his plaster 
jacket. Here he is anywhere from 3 days to a week after he has 
broke!l his back. He ~sup :tnd arou_nd. ;He h'!s his plaster jacket on. 
. [Slide.] -:\nd he I~ active; he 1s usmg. h1s leg muscles. He is 
Impressed with th!J Circumstance that he 1s not so very sick after 
all. ~e has. been d1scharged from the hospital, and he is able to stoop 
and lift thmgs. He J?lUS~ learn to stoop and pick up thing that 
drop on the floor. Th1s p1cture shows the correct manner. This is 
an !1-PPr~ach t.o the correct. manner of stooping and lifting, and 
durmg hiS perwd of protectwn1 4 to 6 months} he learns how to lift 
c?rrectly, and .we hope the ~ab1t becomes established. We get busy 
nght away w1th our exercises and teach him how, ns he lies flat, 
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to arch up his back, thus developing the powerful erector spinae 
muscles on either side of the vertebra, so that when the jacket comes 
off we do not have to go through months and months of backache 
and massage and what not, but his muscles are in good shape. 

[Slide.] After about 4 months of the jacket he goes to a back 
brace, which he wears for about a month or so, during which time 
exercises are r,ushed to the limit. 

[Slide.] '!hen he gets up to doin.,. this exercise here [pointing], 
of bending back 25 times, one right after the other, and holding that 
position 5 to 10 seconds each time. 

Now for fractures of the transverse process. This fracture is in 
reality a minor injury. Its chief importance lies in the circum
stance that it is often erroneously held by the medical and legal pro
fessions and the laity to be a grave injury. To interpret this frac
ture to the public as a broken back, thus Implying serious injury of 
the type of groups 3, 2, and 1, or to connive at such interpretation, 
is mischievous. Yet such is frequently the case today, and consid
erable sums of money are thus wasted, and longer periods of dis
ability, with their demoralization, result. A firm adhesive plaster 
strapping, renewed at 5-day intervals, a week or two of rest in bed, 
if necessary, and a back belt suffices to give relief during the acute 
stage. Exercises after 2 to 4 weeks are then necessary with some 
cases to overcome stiffness. 

Now for our results with those cases. Thirty-eight of these frac
tures were treated in this hospital between 1923 and 1930. Thirty
six were called back and were traced, and the end results noted. 
Twenty-nine of the 36 or 80 percent returned to preinjury activity 
in an average of 9 weeks. 

Here is a fracture of a transverse process. You will note the 
jagged line, and as it is a little old, some callus is forming. 

[Slide.] This does not show up very clearly, unfortunately, but 
this is the rudimentary rib type of affair which is not at all a frac
ture. You will notice the perfectly smooth line here [pointing]. 
If ;you X-ray that man 10 years from now, he will have that con
ditwn, and he will have no symptoms referable to it. 

Chairman MARBLE. Dr. Allen will now talk to you on Peripheral 
Vascular Lesions of the Lower Extremities. 

Peripheral Vascular Lesions of the Lower Extremities 

By An.THun w. ALLEN, M. D., In.struotor in Ortltopcdio Surgery, Ha'f'1.·ard. 
University Medical School 

The normal circulation of the lower extremities in the human 
being is adequate in our upright position, as a ruie, in youth, due to 
the elastic control mechanism wtth which we are born and due to 
the unusual physical activities that go with the growing individual. 
The adjustment into the more sedentary habits of adult life comes 
about gradually so that the majority of human beings are able to 
go through their ~n~ire spa_n of life without symptom~ r_efe;n~le to 
their lower extremtttes. Thts seems to be the case even m mdtvtduals 
who are on their feet a great deal at their o~cupations and play. It 
is, however, a well-known fnct that occupatiOn does play some role 
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in the development of circulator;v difficulties in the feet and le~. 
It is also perfectly true that indi":iduals .w~o len~ a sedentar.Y life 
with u.s much comfort and relaxatiOn as It IS possible to obtam are 
not immune to trouble from their peripheral circulation. Many 
factors other than occupation play definite roles. Al_llonf! these are 
heredity and habits which may be classified as the chief torerunners 
of such conditions. . 

A very co~iderable. numb~r of .people de~e~op mild diffic.ulties 
with their peripheral circulatiOn Without reahzmg that such IS the 
case. This may be manifested by a feeling of heaviness in the legs 
toward the end of the day or a sensation of fatit;:!•e which m.•Y 
amount to actual pain. Nature has a tendency to aojust these m.Ild 
disorders, based on a beginning !nelas.ticity of vessels with increas~ng 
age. This comes about by the dilatatiOn of smaller vessels snpplymg 
the extremities involved, thus adequately carrying a sutlicicnt amount 
of blood to the parts so that symptoms may never progress beyond 
this prodromal stage as collateral circulation keeps pnce with the 
sclerotic processes to which we are all subject. On this natural 
compensatory mechanism depends, in a large measure, the continued 
health and comfort of the individual, and undoubtedly the mttjority 
of individuals do compensate to such an extent that thev nre never 
cognizant of any real pathological process. In a considerable num
ber of instances this feeling of fatigue may be followed by cramp
like pains in the calves of the legs at night and may be relieved 
as the patient breathes rapidly into a paper bag, thus producing 
an excess of carbon dioxide which elimmates the spasm instantly. 
Another favorite method of relieving such a cramp is for the patient 
to get u~ and ru~ the leg or wa~k about the room. '_l'he next ph:tse 
of the dtfficulty IS usually mamfested by a cramp-hke pain winch 
deYelops when walking. This may manifest itself in the sole of the 
foot, but more often in the calf of the leg, rarely in the thi,hs and 
gluteal regions. This comes on after walking· a certain Slstance. 
The patient is brought to a halt on account of the pain. After a few 
moments rest the pain disappears and the patient can walk a distance 
equal to the one which brought on the first pain, only to have the 
cramp-like pain return. This has been termed " intenuittent claudi
cation" and is the most common and prominent symptom in periph
eral vascular deficiency in the lower extremity. If the patient 
determines that he will progress in spite of the pam, he will find that 
he produces marked soreness in the muscles involved which will 
eventually prevent his walking almost entirel;Y. As the occlusive 
disease progresses, the patient finds that the chstance which he can 
cover before a pain will appear in the muscle becomes gradually 
shorter. They are apt not to appeal for help from their physician 
until th~y are !imited to a fe": hundred yards or less. Many of these 
?r~mp:hke pams .do appear m the sole of the foot and the patient 
Is mclmed to attribute them to fallen arches or his physician to foot 
strain. It is perfectly true that arch supports do seem to help some 
of these individuals, particularly if they arc made of sponge rubber 
covered with leather. The physician, however should be able to 
recognize this very definite symptom and with it he will find othor 
manifestations which are recognizable at this stage of the disense, 
such as feeble or absent pulsation in the foot involved. 
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Follow~ng this stage of the disease1 there may be slight trauma 
!r?m parm_g a toe nail too closely, inJuring a callus, or any simple 
mJ_Ury winch may happen while at work. Ulcerations devel
opm~ on deficient circulation are excruciatingly painful. The pa
tients sleep is disturbed and the physician finds that they do not 
heal normally. From such ulcerations serious infection, which 
_would_ be well taken care of in normal circulation, may manifest 
Itself m such a way as to produce .severe fulminating lymphangitis, 
pr'?g-ressive gangrene, etc., necessitating early radical amputation. 
It Is this stage of the disease that we most wish to avoid, and if the 
!rue condition of the circulation of the foot can be recognized early, 
It should rarely be necessary to sacrifice the extremity. 

The vnrious known pathological states involving the peripheral 
?irculation may be divided into two main groups: One, those involv
mg a grndual obliteration of the vessels supplying the part, com
pri,ed of (a) obliterative disease based upon arteriosclerosis; (b) 
obliterntive disease based on thrombo-an<>'iitis obliterans. A difl"er
ential tnble helps to sort out these two obliterative types from each 
olh<'l". Two, those based on vasomotor spasm of the vessels. Fortu
nntely, in this second group, the disease appears in the upper extrem
ities primarily and is usually more obvious, so that here we are 
concerned almost entirely with the obliterative diseases. 

Differential Table 

One must mention the fact that there is a type of arteriosclerosis 
which is very fulminating, appearing at an average age of fifty, 
described by l\Ionckcberg, the only differential characteristic being 
that tlus disease is bused upon the pathological find in~ that the mid
dle of the artery, rather than the intima,_ seems t? be mvolved. It is 
less responsive to treatment than mterwsclerot•c gangrene of the 
senile type and is frequently found on the pathological reports on 
amputated limbs in the diabetic. Otherwise, it is rare and need not 
concern us here. 

Average ago _______________ _ 
Sax .. -----------------··-·--
N utlonallty ------- .•...•... -
Duration of symptoms ...••• 
Extremity first involved .... 
Symmetry----------· .. -----
OonRrono develops ........ . 
Locu.l palpation of vessols .. . 
X-ruy of \'c.-.sols ............ . 

Differential diagnosis 

Obliterative arterial diseases 
Vasomotor disturbance.<~;:· I-------.-------

primary vnsomotor lm
balnnce, Ruynaud's dis..,.-

30 ...... -------------------
Fowale, 70 p&cent. ..••••. 
AIL ...................... . 
Y cars.---------·---------· 

RR~:rniiirid"s"Yiiiiiitiiitcai: 
Late ...................•.. 
NormaL ................•. 
... .. do ......... ---- .. --- .. 

Tbrombo -angiitis 
obliterans, Buerger's Arteriosclerosis, senile 
disease type 

40 .. -------------------
Mnlo .. ....... ·--------
Hebrew, 40 percent .... 
Years._ ....•... ---·-·. 
Lower ................ . 
One side at a time .... . 
Late .. ------· .. ------· 
No pulsation. ........ . 
NormaL .•..•......... 

60. 
Doth. 
All. 
Months. 
Lower. 
One side at a time. 
Early. 
Faint or absent. 
Show mnrked calcifica

tion. 
\'nsomotor Index........... Marked .......... ------... Mild ................. . Slight. 

Diabrtt·s.-Diabetes produces arteriosclerosis nt an early a<>'e. 
Joslin has found mnrked arteriosclerosis in young adolescents wlw 
ha vo been diabetics since childhood. The degree and extent of 
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arteriosclerosis in the diabetic are definitely related to. the leugth of 
time the diabetes has existed. People who develoJ? dmbet<;s rather 
late in life are apt to show more peripheral arter10sclero,;1s at ~e 
aue of 60 years than a nondiabetic at the age of 70 years.. Th1s 
should be borne in mind, as the difficulty with which penpheral 
injuries heal in the diabetic is well known. 

Senile arteriosclerosis which is by far the most common form ?f 
all arterial obliterative disease, may never produce any sympton~s. Ill 
the legs that are recognizable by the patient as such. In add11!on 
to the slow progressive type of mild symptoms, followed ev-;ntually 
by ulceration and gangrene developing rather rapidly, particularly 
following trauma, we have sudden occlusion in an otherwise n!lr
rowed vessel. This occlusion is undoubtedly due to thrombosis winch 
may be brought about by strain or injury. It more frequently comes 
about without any unusual strain. Therefore, it is dillicult to evalu
ate sudden occlusion of this type if it occurs in the laboring man 
while he is actively enga:;\'ed at work. He and his physician will 
attribute his sudden disability to his work. I believe that anything 
short of actual impact over the artery during labor should not be 
considered as a factor influencing the thrombosis. These sudden 
occlusions are apt to produce very acute symptoms-pain, blanching, 
discoloration, and in many instances, eventually gangrene of more 
or less degree. The individual who has gradually occluded his main 
channels and is dependent wholly on collateral circulation is much 
less apt to have a sudden thrombosis of a serious nature than one 
whose '?a in. vess<:ls a_re still patent bu~ narrowing. It must be. 
emphas1zed m th1s disease that the patient may have very little 
warning of impending danger with prodromal symptoms lasting a 
sho_rt period of time prior to the comp~ete occlusion. In a large 
senes of these cases, the average duratiOn of symptoms prior to 
hospitalization was less than 6 months. A certain number of these 
had their disability precipitated by injury of one sort or another, 
frequently of a very minor character. Fully as many others were 
apparently entirely spontaneous. The fact must be borne in mind 
that in all of the individuals having arteriosclerotic obliterative 
disease, there are comparatively few who develop symptoms or 
conditions of sufficient seriousness to warrant hospitalization. By 
far the majority of such individuals do not progress beyond the 
prodromal stage. They acquiesce to their discomforts and, either 
through their own devices or through the aid of a physician, tide over 
their period while collateral circulation is developing to an adequate 
state and eventually become comfortable. Those who do behave in 
this manner are apt to be able to lead a comparatively normal but 
somewhat restricted life. 

~hrom.bo-a~giitis oblit<;ra!"'s form the _next large group of cases of 
obhte~atrve disease: This. IS chara~tenzed b:l:' a slow progressive 
occlusiOn of the ~am arteries an? vems supplymg the extremities in 
young men. Tl11s produces, after a perwd of time intermittent 
claudication either in the foot or in the culf of the' le" or both 
with considerable d_iscomfort. and feeling of heaviness";Jfter use: 
T~e ~oot becomes q~Ite cyano~Ic on. marked. dependency. This cyan
osis _Is not th~ ordma.ry blmsh discoloratiOn but hu.s a distinctly 
reddish-blue tmt and IS usually spoken of as " rubor." 'Vhen this 
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sort of an extremity is elevated to an angle of 45 dearees, it takes 
on a wax-.like, cadaveric hue in a very short period of time. Occa
SIOnally (m approximately 20 percent of the cases) there are small. 
ar~as of superlicial phlebitis which manifest themselves by reddened, 
p~mful, superficial areas which are tender to touch and which may 
disappear in one location only to appear in another on the same 
e~t_remity. This has been termed by Buerger as "migrating phle
b!tis." If injury is superimposed on an extremity in which this 
disease has been slowly progressing over a period of several years, 
one finds that healing will not take place in a normal fashion, that 
the open lesion becomes excruciatingly painful, and that it has a 
tendency to slowly progress, involving more tissue, even to a whole 
digit, or at times the entire foot. These open lesions are so painful 
that they disturb sleep. They are very much more painful than 
a similar lesion occurrmg in an arteriosclerotic. This pain prevents 
the patient from doing exercises, having proper dressing;;, getting 
a "''fficient amount of rest, and takes away his appetite. Thus, 
usually, the individual enters the hospital in a poor state of nutri
tion, with his nervous system quite upset, so that he is found appre
hensive, sitting up with his hands clasped about the knee of the 
affected extremity, rocking to and fro, in the daytime sleeping a 
little bit, but at mght restless. His fingers are nearly always stained 
with the tar of cigarettes. He frequently begs for amputation or 
for opiates to allay his pain. He may han already become a drug 
or alcohol addict. 

In the vasomotor group, we have much less serious lesions in the 
lower extremities than in the upper. Usually, first we have multiple 
phase color changes, noticed on exposure to cold and dampnes.s. 
The digits are noted to go dead white, only to become cyanotic, 
then red, and as the attack wears off a normal appearance returns. 
These episodes may be repented at first only rarely, and finally to 
manifest themselves many times a day. The length of the attuck 
may vary from a few minutes to an hour or more. If this condition 
progresses, the continued state of cyanosis may come about with 
small changes in the subcutaneous tissue producing a thickening 
which is a firm, scar-like tissue (scleroderma). This may eventually 
occlude the vessel to such an extent that actual gangrene takes place 
in the terminal phalanges. In addition to this spontaneous variety, 
which seems to come on without any warning in nervous and high
strung individuals, we have a type of secondary vasomotor spasm 
which may come on after peripheral injury. The most common ex
ample of this is causalgia as described by Weir 1\Iitchell, occurring 
followinoo injury to the digit supplied by the median nerve. This 
may pro~uce such pain that repeated amputations have been done for 
its relief. This may be true of other nerve distributions, particularly 
in the dorsum of the foot where painful ulcerations may develop 
ufter injury. These may cause prolonged disability and produce 
a f~rtile field for all kinds o.f therapy, most of which are futile. 
Actual division of the sensory nerve .supplying. the part is the only 
e.ffective method of treatment, and tins often fmls. 

At the Massachusetts General Hospital, we have found that certain 
routine studies and certain routine forms of treatment have been 
helpful in cnses of peripheral circulatory disorders. They are appli-
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cable to nearly every patient falling into this category .. The. routine 
treatment is particularly helpful to those with the obliterative type 
of disease. 

Routine Study for Cases of Peripheral Circulatory Diso~crs 

1. Duration of symptoms: When intermittent clnmllcntlon begun, when nnd 
bow ulceration started, etc. 

2. Date and character of Injury, If nriy.~ Dnte of ulcerntlou or gnngrene. 
Date disability began. . ' • 

3. Extent of infection, lymphangitis, ulceration, and IZflD~ene. 
4. Description of lesion and vessels. Indicate volume of pulse In \'essels, 

one plus to four plus. 
5. Length of time for blanching to occur on eleYntlon, and cynno!oils on 

dependency. 
6. Surface temperatures of extremities. 
7. Oscillometer readings. 
8. Roentgen-rays of vessels of extremities. 
9. Photographs of lesions. 
10. Degree of pain; i.e. constant, at night only, on change of position, use, 

etc. 
11. Blood sugar on all diabetics-All diabetics and all Infections nre to be 

considered ns emergencies. Blood cultures on cases with marked infection. 
Cultures of infected lesions. 

After this study has been made, or while it is being carried out; 
the following routine treatment should be started: 

Routine Treatment for Cases of Peripheral Circulatory Disorders 

1. Bed with Balkan frame. Extremities elevated on one pillow-heels oft 
mattress. 

2. Cradle with electric lights in winter, without lights in summer. 
3. Daily foot hygiene (careful application of soup solution followed hy 

alcohol and lanolin). 
4. Refer to the podiatry clinic. 
5. Open lesions treated with Dakin's solution throughout the day. Those 

not badly infected treated with boric ointment at night. 
6. For pain-aspirin, bariturlc-acld compounds, etc. (never opiates). 
7. Buerger exercises. Position I.-From % to 2 minutes, depending on time 

blanching occurs. Position 11.-From 1 to 3 minutes, depending on cyanosis 
or severe pain. During each position II, have patient dorsiflex, plnntarfiex, 
invert, evert, flex toes, extend toes once. Position 111.-Flve minutes, feet 
wrapped tn warm woolen blankets, the extremities to be level with the heart. 

8. Force fluids to four quarts n day. Liberal diet. 
9. Eliminate tobacco. 

Etiological, factors.-The actual cause of obliterative arterial dis
ease has not been explained on any specific basis. Individuals who 
develop arteriosclerotic obliterative disease are not always those 
who have marked generalized arteriosclerosis. However, these 
individuals will usually be found with sufficient calcium in their ves
sels to show clearly in X-ray films. On the other hand, we find 
many vessels sufficiently calcified to show plainly without any periph
eral circulatory manifestations. The question of hard work, whether 
it be mental or physical, has often been cited as a forerunner of 
arteriosclerosis. Alcohol and tobacco have also been blamed. He· 
redity probably plays a greater role than all other factors. We do 
know that chronic diseases, particularly diabetes, have a marked 
tendency to favor the development of arteriosclerosis. 

One would think from the patholo~ical picture in thromho.anr~iitis 
obliterans which show marked evidences of chronic inflamm~tion 
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that some sllecific organism would· be isolated in this disease. Al
th.ough _Ra~mowitz di~ isolate an organism from patients suffering 
WI_th this _eisease by usmg leeches to suck blood from diseased tissues, 
this worii has not been confirmed by other observers. The disease 
~arely, if_ eyet:, develops in the female. We have had only one case 
In our chmc · m a woman and although the sections of the arteries 
are .con~istent with t~rombo-angiitis oblite_rans, ~he patient has a 
luetic history and until further study of this partiCular patient can 
be made we· rilust withhold the absolute diagl).osis for the present. 
It has been found in greater instances among the Hebrew race, 
althou~h no nationality seems exempt, as it is very common among 
the Chmese and Japanese. It must be very rare among the Negroes 
as the questionable female case described above is the only colored 
J~erson whom we have seen that even suggested thrombo-angiitis ob
literans. Although our clinic is located in a community composed 
of a high percentage of Jews, only 40 percent of our cases have been 
of this race. Tobacco has been blamed for the disease by some of the 
earlier observers, as many of these cases are heavy smokers. We 
are sure that it is not the etiological factor because a few of the 
typical cases have not used tobacco at all. (;.;rtainly tobacco could 
not explain the ratio between the male and female distribution 
of this disease in this generation. One must admit, however, that 
tolmcco produces a definite vasoconstrictor influence on the vessels, 
reducing the volume of blood flow through the hand on an average 
of 50 percent during the smoking of one cigarette (Freeman and 
Lamson). It requires approximately 30 minutes for the extremity to 
recover from this vasoconstriction and for this reason, tobacco should 
be entirely eliminated in the trentment of this disease. Inasmuch 
as the disease is limited to men, one wonders whether or not the 
etiological factor will not eventually be based on the sex hormone. 

Spedal fO'rms of therap1;.-'blany forms of therapy have been advo
cated by various individuals interested in this subject. Among the 
more prominent ones may be mentioned the use of sodium citrate 
solution intravenously, large quantities of Ringer's solution by du
odenal tube, nonspecific foreign protein, peripheral nerve block, inter
ruption of the sympathetic nervous system supplying the part, and 
alternating negative and positive pressure in a large boot. All of 
these methods of treatment are associated with the general measures 
described above and a considerable amount of detail on the part of 
some individuals interested in the disease. 

Also, one must not lose sight of the fact that time is a tremendously 
important factor, that if the disease does not llrogress so rapidly that 
collateral circulation fails to keep pace With its progress, even
tually the localized areas will heal and the patient again become 
ambulatory. Amputation has often been done to relieve pain. For 
this reason we have found that a denervation of the involved foot by 
actual crushing, cutting, or injecting with alcohol the peripheral 
sensory nerves supplying the part has allowed a twofold benefit to 
take place (Smithwick and White). In the first place it eliminates 
all vasoconstrictor influence to the part and in the second place it 
makes the patient comfortable so that adequate dressings can be 
done proper rest and sleep can be obtained and proper exercises 
instituted. 'Ve feel thnt many extremities have been saved by this 
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procedure. Sympathectomy, whether it be periarterial or gan.t;:~· 
onectomy, has not been efficient in the treatment of thrombo:angut~ 
obliterans for the reason that the vessels are so narrowed and melastlc 
that vasodilatation beyond a very limited range is not poss~bl~. 
This has failed in relieving the pamful ulcerations and we feel It IS 
much less likely to produce a beneficial result than blocking of t~e 
sensory nerves. The us~ of foreign prot~in, particular!y typhoid 
vaccine, has been of considerable value but Is not as effective as some 
of the newer methods of treatment. We have failed to see any 
specific improvement in cases treated by sodium citrate injection or 
by large quantities of Ringer's solution by duodenal tube. However, 
we must admit that our experience with this method of treatment 
has been somewhat limited as the results obtained in the few cn;,es 
treated in this manner have not encouraged us to pursue the methods 
further. 

We feel that the greatest advance in palliative treatment has been 
brought about by the alternating negative and positive l?ressure on 
the extremity enclosed in a glass boot. This is a modification of 
Biers' hyperemia which was suggested m1my years ago for the 
treatment of this disease. Much credit must be given Landis for 
his experimental data on this subject, showing that theoretically 
this is the most efficient way of developing collateral circulation. 
However, to Reid and Herrmann, of the University of Cincinnati, we 
must give the credit for working out the detailed methods of apply· 
ing this principle. They have developed a so·called " Pa vaex " 
machine which consists of an electric pump which will alternately 
exhaust part of the air from a glass boot enclosing the foot and 
apply positive pressure. The machine is so arranged that varying 
degrees of negative and positive pressure and the duration of each 
cycle can be regulated. We feel that this offers the greatest fossible 
aid in the treatment of obliterative arterial diseases of al kinds, 
including peripheral embolus. At present we feel that this appara
tus will become a part of the standard equipment of every well
regulated hospital and prove as essential to proper treatment of 
these conditions as the respirator is to the proper treatment of 
poliomyelitis. 

Rehabilitation.-One must not lose sight of the fact that these 
individuals are invalided for long periods of time, many of them 
confined to beds for weeks. If sufficient collateral circulation has 
been established, one must use utmost care in getting them up and 
about again. We make it a rule that the first time out of bed for such 
a patient should be one-half minute out of the hour. This is grad
ually increased and the patient should not be discharged to his home 
until he is able to walk for at least 5 minutes at a time without pro
ducing extreme cyanosis in his extremity. One must not lose sight of 
the fact that while one extremity is being treated, the other extremity 
must be kept in good condition without being subject to pressure 
sore?, parti?ularly of the heel\ and that reha.b!litation of the better 
leg IS also Important as usual y both extrenuties have deficient cir
culation. 

A great deal of care must be taken of the elderly individual who 
has pr?dromal symptoms not sufficient to hospitalize him, and the 
followlllg treatment has been worked out for ambulatory patients. 
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T.his routine is applicable to the arteriosclerotic with and without 
drabetes and to the milder cases of thrombo-angiitis obliterans. 
These general directions are printed on a sheet along with diagrams 
of the postural-change exercises and modified to suit each individual 
patient. These instructions are as follows: 

Care or the Feet 

(Peripheral Circulatory Clinic-Massachusetts General Hospital, 1932) 

General directions 

1. Wash feet each nl~ht with soap and warm water. 
2. Dry teet thorou~hiy; rub gently with 11lbbing alcohol (70 percent) ; dry 

feet, then rub well with toilet lanolin. 
3. Always keep feet warm: woolen socks in the winter and white cotton 

soeks in wnnn wen tber; use a clean pair ench day. 
4. Use loose·fitting bed socks Instead of hot·water bottles, bags, or electric 

heaters. 
5. Wear shoes of soft leather without box toe, nnd which fit but are not 

tlgbt. 
6. Keep legs elevated on a chair as much ns possible when sitting. 
7. Cut toe nnlls only after a foot bnth and in a good light; cut them straight 

across. 
8. Do not cut corns or calluses. 
9. Do not wear circular garters. 
10. Do not sit with your legs crossed. 
11. Do not use strong antiseptics on your feet, such as sulpho4 naphthol or 

Iodine. 
12. Go to a doctor at the first signs of blister, infection, ingrowing toe nail, 

or trouiJle with bunions or calluses. 
13. Drink Jnrge amounts of water, eat plenty of green vegetables and fruits. 
14. Reduce your smoking to a minimum i one pipeful twice a dn.r or five 

cigarettes a day. 
15. Have n member of your family examine your feet once a week. 
16. Do your exercises faithfullY. 
In conclusion, we wish to emphasize the necessity of recognizing 

un extremity with circulatory deficiency. For every individual who 
appeals to a physician for pain in the foot or leg, for discoloration, 
for ulceration which does not heal, or for cramps in the calf of the 
leg at night, the physician must assure himself that there is adequate 
circulation. If the· routine study is followed, the pulses are felt, 
the oscillations above the malleoli are obtained by ·the. use of an 
ordinary blood-pressure machine, he can ascertain with considerable 
accuracy the state of :peripheral circulation. .AJJ.y individual who 
suffers an injur:y: to his extremity which causes undue pain or a 
lesion which falls to heal normally will show signs of deficient 
circulation if these routine studies are followed. It is imperative 
that adequate treatment to develop collateral circulation is estab
lished early following such trauma or the terriffic economic loss of 
major amputation may have to be faced: We must urge physicians 
to attempt an early diagnosis and conservative measures of treatment, 
as the percentage of major amputations in these conditions should be 
low. 

[Dr. Allen here presented a number of patients, nt that time in 
the hospital, who we:~ being tr~a.ted for .peripheral vascular lesions 
of the lower extremities, descrrbmg their· cases and the treatment 
ns follows:] 

137198--3~----10 
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These are patients who happen to be in the hosi?ital at. this ti!ne. 
The first individual is 60 years of age. He came mto tlus hosp1tal 
from Fall River in 1931. At that time he had a gangrenous. toe, 
followinu ulcers of 6 or 7 weeks' duration. and some lymphR111!1tls of 
the ankl~. He 'was found to be a diabetic. The toe was rem~ved 
under spinal anesthesia, and he recovered and got alon:.r all r1ght 
until th1s month (September 1934} when he had the m1,fortune to 
injure his :ight toe. He is a.janitor, and droppe.d a log of wood on 
his toe wh1le he was about h•s work. He was w1se enough to know 
that it would not heal easily, and he immediately came to the 
hospital. This is an illustration of a fellow who was educated to 
his possibilities, and he is a pretty wise fellow. I think he did con
sult his physician first. You see, he got a good result from the loss 
of his toe 2 years ago; has been able to work ever since and h~s 
never felt better in his life. He admits that he ran out of BendiX 
solution about 2 months ago, and has not bothered to test his urine 
during the past 2 months, but he has been pretty careful about his 
diet. The probabilities are that, in spite of the fact that there are 
no pulsating vessels in that foot, with this comparatively minor 
injury to a comparatively minor toe he can be taken care of with
out the loss of the leg. He has developed over a period of years a 
great deal of collateral circulation. His capillary beat is excellent. 

The next individual is also a diabetic. He is a cook. Cooks are 
apt to have diabetes. He is 53 years of a~e. About a year ago he 
was not feelin~ very good, and went to h1s physician, who made a 
diagnosis of d1abetes. He was put on a diet, which he tried to live 
on for a good while. That man finally developed soreness in a 
callus which was on the bottom of his foot-a fairly typical diabetic . 
lesion. That involved a callus just below the fourth toe, one of the 
hardest places in the foot to drain, but as you can see here [pointing] 
it has been drained. Since August 26 we have given up a month 
to this man to see whether or not we could heal this lesion. In a 
diabetic, where you have infection without adequate circulation it 
is very difficult to heal such lesions. We give him a fair chanc~ to 
see whether anything can be done, but this infection will soon creep 
down the tendon into the phalanges of the foot. We know that if 
this man could live a year of his life under ideal conditions, pos
sibly he might get something that he might walk on. But, in spite 
of the fact that he is only 53 years of age, he is really very much 
older than that as far as his vessels are concerned. He has had 
diabetes a long time and has marked arteriosclerosis, and he has no 
pulsation whatever in his foot. Dr. McKittrick has shown that if 
you get an individual of that set-up, although you may heal the foot, 
the patient _rarely,. if ever1 is able to use it; that is, the patient be
comes suffiCiently m?al?ac1tated, due to. the necessary rest during 
the proceess, so that 1t 1s rarely that he 1s able to use 1t. Now he is 
still pretty active. We laid him up for a month, and now we have 
come to the conclusion that the sensible thing for him to do is to 
have a Gatty-Stokes amputation and do a better job. He will be on 
hi~ job agam in 4. wee~s, and. that is the proper and the sensible 
thmg to do from h1s pomt of v1.ew, l~t !!lone the economic point. In 
oth~r words, we try to _set a t1me hm1t on these cases, and if the 
patient refuses that adviCe, why then he goes home and sits around, 
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and if he has someo!le to look after him the lesion may eventually 
hen!. But such patients do not become economic units of society 
agam. 

This indi':idunl is 65 years old. He has simple arteriosclerotic 
gangrene, wrth calcified ve.<sels throughout his extremities and a 
long period of disability. This leg was lost through arterio~clerotic 
gangrene in 1933, just about a vear ago. This looks like a Gutty
Stokes, but, as a matter of fact, ft is not. It is a very excellent teno
plastic ·amputation and just about as good as a Gatty.Stokes, but the 
pa~ella is gone. In the Gntty-Stok~ of co?rse, the man bears the 
weight on the patella. The Gntty.;:,tokes Is far more serviceable 
when a man has to stand on his feet a long time, but beyond a cer
tain age group we believe that this amputation here is less compli
cated and probably as effective. 

Someone wishes me to describe a Gatty-Stokes. I hesitate to do 
it, as I am sure you are all familiar with it. The incision is made 
very much as though you were going to repair a fractured patella. 
The condyles of the femur are sawed across at a level where they are 
just the diameter of the underneath side of the patella. The under
neath side of the patella\ the cartilage portion, is sawed off. Then 
the amputation is comp eted through the crease in the popliteal 
space. That brings the long fin p over the end and allows the fresh
ened undersurface of the patella to rest on the sawed-off portion 
of the femur, and that eventually develops a bony union between 
the underneath surface of the patella and the femur, so that you get 
the advnnta~e of all your normal collateral circulation. It sounds 
like a complicated procedure, but it is one of the most carefully 
planned and simplest operations that are commonly done, and it is 
ca very useful amputation. 

Now, this man comes back here a year Inter, as many of these 
arteriosclerotics do, but not because he did not have a very care
ful set of instructions as to how to look after this leg. We fur
nish these individuals with careful instructions. In the first place, 
we get them so that this open leg can be depended for a period of 
5 mmutes without too much congestion before he leaves the hos
pital. The circulation in the remaining leg must be adjusted be
fore yo11 send the patient home. If yon do not, .he will be back 
in a couple of weeks with trouble in the other leg. Having done 
that, such patiPnts are furnished with a very detailed set of in
structions about how to look after themselves, and naturally, of 
.course, a lot of them, the arteriosclerotics, pass on with other ail
ments of one sort or another, before they would get into trouble 
with the opposite side. It is not at all unusual, however, to have 
these individuals come back with difficulty in the other leg. This 
man has a pul~eless foot, and he hus so much pain that it has been 
necessary to block some of the peripheral nerves, a method which 
"vas developed in this hospital and which we believe offers more 
to nn individual with painful extremities that need dressings, where 
there. is reasonubly adequate circulation, than any of the other modern 
1nethods of treatinent. It is particularly advantageous in thrombo
angiitis obliterans and makes it possible to save at least twice as 
muny legs as we can sa~'e by any other method. ~his ~!in ha~ 
hud a fuirly recent blockmg, apparently of the postenor tibm, and 
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he had his peroneal nerve blocked up here previously, yo~si~ly 2 
weeks ago here [pointin~], aD;d possibly 5 days ~go there Lpom~mg]. 
Having done that, w_e g1ve h1m all of ~l~e P?SSlb_le vasomotor u~de_x 
which he has; that IS, all of the elastlc1ty m h1s ves~els that 1t .1s 
possible fo~ him in his arteriosclerotic stltte .t? mnmfest.--he w1ll 
manifest w1th these nerves blocked. In add1hon to that, he has 
loss of pain. He can sleep and, having lost the pain and tender
ness, he can have proper dressings. He can take exercises. ~o 
it is possible to expect this lesion to heal, so that he may agam 
get up and walk on this leg. It is a warm foot, with good color, 
and it looks quite hopeful that it may heal. 

'Vhen he reaches a stage that we think is nearly foolproof, we 
will send him home and let him be treated by his own physician 
or the district nurse until he either gets in trouble or it heals up. 

This next man is a typical arteriosclerotic as he now presents 
himself, but the interesting thing about him is that all his life 
he has had cold hands and cold feet. We have traced that back 
as far and as carefully as we can, and we do not believe that it 
was a true ramus disease originally, but he had a ramus tendency. 
There was something the matter with the sympathetic nermus sys
tem that caused him to have more vasospasm than a normal indi
vidual. He has lived to be 71 before getting into trouble, and 
now he comes in presenting a typical case of senile arteriosclerosis. 
These groups of cases all blend one with the other. The chronic 
vasospasm that develops in these people must play a role even 
in a man as old as this one. I know it plays a role in a good many 
younger individuals. ~~ _is di~cult sometimes .to distinguish be
tween the thromboangntls obhterans and senile arteriosclerosis. 
The thromboangiitis obliterans may have been present for some 
years. The collateral circulation has kept pace, and when the 
patient presents himself for treatment he is in the arteriosclerotic 
group. The vessels in the case of thromboangiitis obliterans will 
eventually become calcified, so that it is hard to tell what has pre
cipitated the disease. 

Just one more demonstration. We have always treated these 
individuals by hygienic measures, postural change exercises, and 
relieving their pain by mechanical means, not by drugs, and have 
helped to eliminate complicated procedure. The results have been 
pretty good, as they always are where there is a group of men who 
take a special interest in a subject. The results are always better 
than when the cases are handled by everybody connected with the 
hospital. Now, it seemed as though we had perhaps gotten as 
far as we could on this business, when .the old Biers hyperemia 
comes to life again. 

Years ago many of you have seen Bier's hyperemia used in the 
lower extremities in treatment of deficient circulation. Dr. C. A. 
Porter, late of this hospital, used to believe that we ought to try to 
do something to reestablish that method of treatment. Dr. Edward 
Richeson, who came along, felt that something of the kind might 
eventuall_v be. worked ~mt, but nobo~y could get going. We all had 
ideas .along ddfere~t lm~ and ~ot.lnng was clone about it. Finally, 
Lanchs. when worlnng w1th Lew1s lll England, nnd then coming ov~r 
to Philadelphia, proved experimentally that alternating negative and 
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positive f?ressure "~_Vas a perfectly feasible method of treatino- inade
quate peripheral circulatiOn. These experiments were entireiJ in the 
laboratory. 
_ Now it _tuJCnS o~t that for some 10 years or so, Reid, at the Univer

sity .of ~mcmnati, :pursued some work along this line, with an en
thusiastiC and untirmg helper by the name of Herrmann and thev 
ha~e worked out this elaborate treatment which they caUl' Pavaex.1' 
Reid has been interested in this method of treatment for a long time. 
i\Iany early crude pieces of apparatus were made, but it was not until 
he got hold of Herrmann, who was quite a mechanic, physicist, and 
surgeon, and also a research man, that this unit has been developed 
~hey cal~" Pavaex ";in other words, passive vascular exercise. That 
IS what rt stands for. 

This is a very complicated machine, and I cannot tell you very much 
about it, except that we connect it to 110-volt alternating current, 
which we do not have here or I would connect it for you. We do have 
it in the wards. This heavy rubber hose goes into this glass boot. 
There is an instrument here, so we can tell how much ne~ative pres
sure and how much positive pressure there is. This fits With a rubber 
cup around the thighs, so that when it is adjusted we can get 80 milli
meters of negative pressure, which is the average for the negative 
pressure for an individual with thromboangiitis obliterans. The ar
teriosclerotics must have less. Then it automatically alternates to 
about 40 millimeters of positive pressure. In other words, the blood 
is drawn into the vessels and there dilated and then gently pressed 
out again, and there are four cycles alternating in negative pressure 
per minute on that machine. 

This is an experimental unit, and has been sent here for experi
mental purposes. 'Ve are rather enthusiastic about the prospects from 
this piece of apparatus, although as yet we are not ready to make any 
statement. We have had some very serious catastrophes with it. In 
other \)'ords, you cannot put any foot with an open lesion into this 
thing, or you will massage the infection right up the lymphatics. You 
must be very careful about the amount of negative pressure that you 
use. This machine automatically produces negative pressure beyond 
a certain point, and it will not produce positive pressure beyond a cer
tain point. There are several safety devices on it, too. You can 
imagine that this machine is going to be expensive. It is going to cost 
a lot of money. Herrmann and Reid have about 12 of these machines 
placed over the country in various clinics where they are interested 
m studying this subject, and eventually we will be able to get to
gether and evaluate this method. It is not the great cure-all. It is not 
the sort of thing that you can have in your office, now, at any rate, and 
have it safe to use. It is not going to be the only method of treatment; 
I mean, it is goino- to be an adjunct. But we believe that it is the most 
inportant recent d'evelopment m the treatment of these diseases. 

DISCUSSION 

Chuirman 1\LumLE. 'Ve have a pile of questions that we would like 
to ask each and every one of the speakers. ·we will each have a min
ute or two in which to answer the questions, and that is all, because 
after that we are going to show you the ether film. 
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Dr. Aub, will you please answer your questions 1 . 
Dr. Aun. The first question is, ""r ould you pay compensntwn for 

disability or death following nephritis or arteriosclerosis where there 
has been exposure to lend, but no proof of the usual symptoms of lead 
poison in()'~ " 

I think the only way that you can get your objective evidence that 
the death was really due to lead is like this: It is rather easy in case 
of death, because all you have to do is to have a few of the orooans ann
lyzed for lead. If there is a ]urge quantity of lend present, tl1en there 
is some evidence of lead damnge. . 

The next question is," Is stippling always present in enrly lend pOI
soning?" The answer to that is, yes, at one time or nnot)Jer. You 
get it with every case, practically, of lend poisoning, only one has to 
know stippling when one sees it. 

The next question is this, " Is compensation neurosis common to 
other cases than lead poisoning 1 " 

"Thenever I talk about compensation neurosis
1 

people always a>k 
about it. The fact is that compensation neurosis IS common to e\"Pl"Y
thing that comes up before industrial accident boards. Anotlwr qtws
tion here is whether I had seen many of these cases. Everyone who 
sees the cases that come up before an industrial accident bo1ird knows 
that a certain amount of them are tinged by compensation neurosis, 
and many of them are only that. 

Here is a question, "Is lead poisoning caused by inhalation of dust 
or fumes, as well as from being conveyed into the mouth 1 " The 
answer is that it is mostly from dust and fumes, and the old idea that 
it was the worker's fault, because he did not keep his hands clean was 
simply a method of avoiding responsibility by the manufnctJ!rer>. 
Typical lead poisoning is due to fumes and clust, and if you get rid of 
the fum~s and dust you ~et 1,d o~ lead poiso_ning. 

Here IS another questwn, 'VIII X-ray pictures show lead stored in 
bones?" That has been coming up in accident boards recently. X
ray only shows lead in bones in growing children. In adults or people 
who are exposed in industry, you cannot find lead in bones by 
X-ray. 

Next question, "Granted a person has had lead poison in~, but is 
supposed to be cured, with all symptoms gone, is it safe for hm1, even 
so, to go back to lead exposure! " The answer to that is that a person 
who has had lead poisoning has lead stored in his bones. Also, he is 
very apt to be a person who is susceptible to lead poisoning. Both 
those things imply that he ought not to go back to a lead hazard. If 
possible, he ought to get work at something else. But from an eco
nomic point of view, in my experience it has been extraordinarily diffi
cult to make men leave a skilled job to take up another job which is 
not skilled and for which they are not trained. The only thing von 
can do under those circumstanres is to teach them that fumes and dust 
are the way tl~ey ~et lead i!lto the body, and that anyone, if he knows 
that, can avOid It. For mstance1 many people get lead poiHonin" 
through the use of .sandJ?aper, anu, if they realize that, they can u:e 
wet sandpaper, whiCh Will not cause dust but which will serve their 
purpose JUSt as well. 

Chairman MARBLE. Now, D1·. Rogers will answer his questions. 
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Dr. RooER_s. The first question is, " Do you find arthritis in your 
cases followmg fractures!" We have not found true arthritis in 
any of our cases, but we have found the spur fonnation in 85 per
cent of our cases. Almost every case forms some spurring following 
fracture. Forty percent of our cases have a complete cone bridge 
between the fractured vertebra and the one above or below . 
. Next question, "How about removal of foci of infection imme

diately following inspection of injury to the spine!" We have had 
!JO success with this, and because of our experience we have given 
1t up. 

The next question is, "In which cases of back injury if any did 
you recommend bone grafts?" We did bone grafting in six cases 
prior to the reduction se1~es. End results in those cases are not 
us ~ood from the time standpoint and from the standpoint of the 
patwnt's morale-from the standpoint of the amount of work you 
have to put in to bolster Ujl their morale, reassurance, and that sort 
of thing. The period of disability in those cases I think was 10 months. 
Our period of disability now averages 6 to 8 months without op
eration. The operation is rather apt to magnify the injury in the 
patient's mind. He has a major procedure. He has a bone graft, a 
major procedure. That accomplishes the very thing we wish to 
prevent; namely, the fact that the patient dwells on his broken back. 
He is told bv all his friends that he has a broken back and will never 
be any good any more. That is our greatest enemy-it is not the 
fracture; it is the patient's morale. The return to work was pro
longed and the results were not so good. 

The next question is, "'Ve have been repeatedly told that a man 
who has suffered a moderately severe compression fracture of the 
spine will never be free from more or less backache which will pre
vent him from engaging in hard work. Do you agree with that?" 
'Veil, we reviewed the cases between 1923 and 1928 where old-fash
ioned methods were employed. Ninety percent of those cases-dili
g-entlv trented, to be sure, constantly reassured, kept in close touch and 
conta"ct with physicians who played the game with them and did 
not give them any false slant on the magnitude of their trouble
returned to industry in an average of 24 months-2 years. In the 
reduced cases, those figures I gave you, 85 percent who were economic 
independents in an average of 8 months were cases J?ersonally seen 
by me and it was determined that 65 percent were domg exactly the 
same work which they were doing before they were hurt, whether 
arduous or mild. We fight that statement, that the man will never 
be any good, everlastingly, both with the man and with families and 
friends and everybody. I do not agree with that statement. 

The next question is, "How about multiple fractures of the spine, 
two or more units affected 1" Not uncommon at all. Cases of frac
tures above the level of the eighth dorsal vertebra, you cannot render 
ambulatory within a week or two as you cnn those cases below that 
level

1 
the reason being that everybody has a little bend in the back, 

and 1f you hyperextend and correct the fracture, reduce it, and then 
get the patient up, the circumshmce that the vertebra above hangs 
on the front lip of the crushed vertebra will refracture it. We have 
proven that. Do not get those cases of fractures above the eighth 
dorsal vertebra up out of bed before 8 weeks. During those 8 weeks 
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you have to work a lot harder than you have to work with cnses below 
the eighth dorsal vertebrahbecause you are keeping them in bed, 
and you have to exercise t em-work unceasingly on them. as they 
lie in bed, everlastingly work at them. It is a pretty dull, umnterest
ing thing to do to lie in bed and take exercises, and most people do 
not want to do it. They just have to be driYen to it. 

Chairman MARBLE. Have you any questions for Dr. Allen~ 
Mr. HARTWIG (Oregon). How do you differentiate in diagnosis be

tween gangrene produced by a diabetic condition as compared to 
gangrene produced by freeezing I 

Dr. ALLEN. That is a hard question to answer. Of course, we have 
many cases of frostbite that would not become gangrenous. If you 
have reason to suppose that the circulation has been normnl before, 
and there is a definite history of freezing, then I think you have to 
assume that freezing is the important element. 

[Dr. Donoghue voiced the thanks of the medical committee nnd of 
President Parks, president of the association and also chairman of the 
Massachusetts Industrial Accident Board, to the doctors who partici
pated in the day's program.] 

[At this point the motion picture First Operation under Ether was 
shown.] 

[Meeting adjourned.] 



WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26-NOON SESSION 

Chairman, JOSEPH H. SHORTELL, M. D., Sur1eon Boston City Hospital 

. 9hnirmun SHOI<TELL. The next speaker has a very wide experience 
In mdust.rial accident eases, and ~ad the opportuni~y of being a medi
cal exnmmer for one of the lar~e msurance comparues. I am sure that 
w~a~ver he has to say is wortn listenina to. I want to introduce Dr. 
~' Jlhnm F. Dolan, who will speak on a Study of the Cause of Increas
mg Disabilities in Fracture Cases. 

Study of the Cause of Increasing Disabilities in 
Fracture Cases 

By WILLIAM F. Dor.AN, ~!. D., VIsiting Surgeon St. Eli.za.beths Hospital, Boston, 
at~d Medical Director Employer8' Liability Ass-urance Oorpo-ration, Ltd., 
Oli11ic 

This paper is a study to determine, if possible: (1) Whether or not 
there is an increasing disability period in industrial accidents, partic
ularly in fracture cases. {2) If so, what are the causes? (3) Meth
ods to meet this situation. 

The material studied consisted of a detailed analysis of disabilities 
in fracture cases as reported to the Department of Industrial Accidents 
of Massachusetts over a period of 10 years between 1922 and 1932. 
In all there were 37,349 fracture cases. These were analyzed and 
classified into the followin~ groups: Fatal cases, permanent total 
disabilities, permanent partial disabilities, and the balance of tempo
rary disability cases whiCh were grouped according to the duration of 
disabilities, from the shorter disabilities of a few days up to the disa
bilities of weeks, and in the chronic cases a classification was used of 
13 to 26 weeks, 26 to 52 weeks, and finally of cases lasting over 1 year. 
As far as I know, this statistical study is unique. 

The study shows that, apart from the cases with short disabilities 
(up to 26 weeks), which would presumably include the minor in
juries, the curves are all running upward. In other words, we find 
a definite sharp increase in the disability periods in our major cases. 

The study is limited to fracture cases, excluding other injuries, as 
such cases fairly represent a group of cases in which surgical progress 
has admittedly advanced greatly, and this sample of fracture case 
lends itself to a study of this sort, because the disability period nat
urally would be longer than in nonfracture cases, and it also represents 
one of our most expensive groups of cases. 

This very defimte prolongation of disabilities is worth detailed 
study which, I believe, is explained by a group of nonmedical causes. 
It is found in the trend of decisions by industrial accident boards, by 
the depression in industry, in the increasing trend toward "doles" by 
such claimants, etc. This will be elaborated later. 

The methods to combat this evil, as far as the medical :profession 
is concerned, are best exemplified by the well-organized actiOn of the 
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American College of Surgeons, in its studies on traumatic surge'!; 
the use of organized action is here well illustrated.. These stu~~es 
are very extensive. A careful study of the evnluatwn of the _abih~y 
of an injured man to return to work is given. We note, especuuly m 
fractures: (1) Quickness in action. (2) Coord~nation, as co~trnste~ 
with awkwardness. (3) Strength.' (4) Secunty and conhdence. 
(5) Endurance. (6) Safety. (7) Ability to get suitable work.' 

The chairman of the Department of Industriol Accidents of ~!tiS· 
sachusctts discussed the question with me. His e:-;pcriPnce dntes 
back 21 years. He comments that the tendency to prolong di•nhihtics 
need not be limited to a study of fracture cases. It is his 1mprc"ion 
that mcreasing litigation, plus the depression in busines~, combmed 
with increasing compensatiOn benefits under our act, inability to g-et 
work, all combine to make the burden increasingly hard when the 
insurer has to prove to the department of accidents that the clnimant 
is no longer disabled. The increasing number of cases of subjective 
complaints, in the absence of adequate objective findings, compri•ing 
the so-called "neuroses", is very evident. This i• a development 
along expensive lines. It is often fostered by the legal advisers of 
the claimants, who are becoming experts in compensation cases. 
Such cases of increasing disabilities are verv difficult to contend with, 
and usually such cases require closure witli lump sums. Clearh·, the 
medical profession has made wonderful advances in the lust decade, 
and yet we must admit the disability periods are increasmg. 

One phase of treatment, however, is open to criticism and that is 
physiotherapy. This had a great vogue after the war and it also was 
exploited by the commercial houses. I am the first to admit its proper 
value, but I do feel that it is greatly overdone. After a reasonnble 
amount of it in a given case, use at work would be the best physio
therapy in the world, but this requires cooperation both from the 
injured and from his employer, and right there we meet resistance. 
From that point on, absence from real work and contmuance of phvsio
therapy are really harmful. They get no more real physical resultsthan 
time 1tself would offer in the average case. The claimant gets in the 
habit of calling at frequent intervals for his "treatment" and the 
idea often becomes fixed in his mind that he really is unable to get 
back to work. To repeat, these procedures done so routinelv often 
in themselves prolong the disabilities. The common excuse giVen 
for their use is that if the insurer does not give them they will be given 
outside, and that it is a lesser evil to do it ourselves, keeping the case 
under observation and expense control. My point is that if an injured 
workman returned to work at the proper time, without such expensive 
physiotherapy, he would have the equivalent of physiothempy for 
weeks and would be better off. Surely, we hav~ all seen cases where 
men, industrial-accident cases or not, have resumed activities early 
and have been all the better for it. 

Just as too prolonged disuse affects the local result in the fracture 
case, just so does too prolonged general disuse of the mind and body 
from work impair the patient's general status. The "patient" ceases 
gradually from being a "patient", slowly but surely becoming a 
"claimant." Early use of the injured part is consistent with good 

1 These aro perhaps tho most Important. The present lndustrlBland economic situations do not ol1ord 
ideal opportUDitles tor rehBbllltatlon of such cases. 
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~u:¢cal opinion. Such voluntary inhibition on the part of the 
InJured w_orkme1_1, such refusal to return ~o work _u~til all symptoms 
are ~ver, Is a senous problem. The e:-."}Jenence of InJured workmen in 
~elf-msured plants (such as the report of Dr. Clark in the Norton Co. 
m Massachusetts) shows an average disability in all fracture cases 
of 38 days and an average cost of $101. These, of course, are not end
:esult cases, but cases where men have returned to work at special 
Jobs as partial-disabilitv cases. 

This. study is most iniportant from quite another aspect. The com
pensation acts have created one of the largest units of socialized 
medicine. At times doctors have been criticized for profiteering or for 
prolonging disabilities, but the facts prove that the prime factor is 
the patient himself. The benefits to the injured workmen have 
steadily increased so that now we are commonly faced with cases where 
the compensation ";ll equal the wage. To go further, outside bene
fits from health or accident policies may actually exceed the wage. 
Surely, these factors render the date of return to work increasingly 
remote. 

A tendency of the act to study contributory disease, either as it 
affects or is affected by a given accident, is also on the increase. The 
widening scope of the act thus in itself tends to prolong some disa
bilities. 

We have noted the fact that the disabilities in fracture cases in 
workmen are increasing. We havealsocommentedoncertaincollateral 
factors of a nonmedical nature that contribute to this, namely, social, 
legal, the "psychology" of the dole, the broadened scope of the act, 
etc. This is in spite of increasing medical skill. "A well organized" 
medical movement to counteract this trend is found in the American 
College of Surgeons, which has a committee on traumatic surgery. 
Its work is very important and its studies cover the following subjects: 

1. Type of surgeons in traumatic work, noting the development of 
clinics operated by the insurer, such as our large clinic in Boston 
equipped with all modern facilities-X-ray, etc. 

2. Need of more consultations in industrial work, with education of 
the general practitioner in this regard, avoiding any interference with 
his relation to the patient. 

3. Surgeon's fees, noting the overuse of X-rays in private cases at 
times by nonexperts. 

4. Failure of insurance companies to get good surgery is remedied 
in large part, but at times retarded by "free choice" of physicians. 
Further improvements could be had with improved consulting services. 

5. Use of proper hospitals and proper use of hospitals. 
6. Physiotherapy, as now rendered, "of little value". Helpful in 

selected cases and then only while showing real benefit; otherwise, a 
detriment, with the patient doing less and less himself, becoming a 
"repeater", getting only temporary comfort and becoming a psycho
logicnl as well as an anatomic patient. 

7. Free choice of physician r_egulated by law. In Massachusetts 
under the act free choice exists. 

8. Increasing use of "aggravation" theory, us well us the probably 
overdone speculative theory of "lowered resistance," a serious develop
ment and very overdone, both by lawyers nnd doctors but unfortu
nately not a measurable factor. 

9. Increasing scope of compensation acts. 
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10. Edw:ation of medical Fofession in compen<!atwn work, noting the 
need of instruction in medico.f schools about the act, need of records, 
legal phases rights, duties, etc. There has been a disinclination on ~he 
part of ma~y good doctors to interest th~mselves i~ c;ompensat10n 
cases. The medical phases of the act are highly spectnhzed. . 

The American College of Surgeons recommends that all hospitals 
treating traumatic cases be approved by this college. The doctor 
should be e"-perienced in traumatic surgery, accurate records must 
be kept, and the end results must be available for study. 

In an article by Dr. Roscoe Gray, of the Ai:tna Life Insurance Co. 
(Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery, January 1928), read before the 
American Orthopedic Association, he concludes that "the surgeon 
trained in fracture work produces better results in serious fractures, 
but less efficient regults in minor fractures, as contrusted with the 
general surgeon." Also, he proves that the added cost mcurred by 
the trained fracture expert is compensated by decreased disability; 
this is not true in the minor fractures where the specialist is more 
expensive and longer disabilities result. This study was made from 
34,753 reported accidents in California. Three subdivisioM were 
made of the fracture cases out of this group, as follows: (1) The San 
Francisco cases, where specialists treated the serious fractures; 
(2) other cities in California where good general smgeons were used; 
(3) towns where the general practitioner was in charge. 

Due allowance was made for cases where, because of con<ultations 
or transfer, a case would be controlled by more than one type of doctor. 
The study goes from the year 1917 through 1926. It is to be realized 
that the specialist wtll get the worst cases. Also, his expenses will be 
higher as he is more trained to use accessory methods of study (focnl 
infections, etc.), and he will use X-rays more freely, thus increasing 
consultations, laboratory, and hospital costs. Also, with his patient 
awav from home, neurotic tendencies may be intensified. The 
question then resolves itself into the justification of the use of the 
specialist. Clearly, to transfer every patient away from his family 
doctor would be foolish, but to transfer none would be illogical. This 
tabulation was made in an effort to find which types of fractures 
warrant such transfer. 

A fractured femur, obviously a major injury, means hospitalized 
special care. The disability average in this study IS 54 weeks, 
$1,148 in compensation, plus $795 medical expense-in all about 
$2,000. As might be predicted, the rural disability was three times 
the city disability. Also the country disability was 12 tin1es greater 
when the case was referred after a 2 weeks' period. Therefore, such 
a case should be referred immediately. 

In minor fractures, however, the specialist makes a poorer showing 
than the general surgeon. In fact the country doctor was the most 
efficient. The probable reason is that the specialist is trained to be 
cautious, to expect trouble, he rarely sees the so-called "minor cases," 
and he will be more conservative with such injuries. The specialist 
took 6 weeks for a fractured fin~er, the general surgeon 4 weeks
this is a difference of 50 percent m a common type of injury. 

Fractures of the metatarsals and of the metacarpals are best treated 
by trained men. The possibilities of disturbances in the mechanics 
of the feet or hands warrant careful treatment. The figures, however,. 
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show no particular difference in the disability periods or of the cost 
whe'! treated by any of the three groups. 

b
. ~Ith open operations of fractures, as could be expected, the disa
.ili~Ies were worse in the country group. Such work should be 

hm1ted to experienced operators and not done by the occasional 
operator. These statistics, however, show that one-third of these 
cases were done by the country grou)>. 

In a group of fractures of intermediate severity, such as the radius 
and ulna, we find all three groups of doctors treating them, depending 
upon the apparent severity of the individual case. With the radius 
and .ul~a combined, the general surgeon showe~ as good results as the 
spec1ahst. In fact the general surgeon got ills cases back to work 
m_ore quickly. Furthermore, the country surgeon got as good results 
With about one-half the medical cost. In a general way, tills is true 
of the "intermediate" type of fracture-the specialist does not reduce 
~he disability in the long run, but he does increase the cost. Tills 
IS explained by the fact that the general practitioner is closer to ills 
patient. He can get rum back to the job more quickly; he will mini
mize the neurotic tendencies; ills expense will average lower, as he 
will not have the costs that the specialist will have. A corollary, as 
might be found in any case where two groups of people approach the 
same problem from two different directions, is that each group may 
go too far. The general practitioner should use more of the accesso
ries, especially in ills serious cases, and the specialist should dispense 
with some of his costs, especially in the minor cases. Secondly, the 
general practitioner often permits too early return to work, with re
sulting recurrences, etc.; whereas the specialist pays too little atten
tion to the date of return to work. The specialist's attention might 
be attracted to returning ills p~tient t~ work at as ~ar!y a date as is 
safe. The points to be emphllSlzed agam are the ormssion of needless 
treatment and loss of time from work. 

Tills California stud;v also shows that a good anatomic result 
-obtained from a specialist may cause a longer disability than a good 
functional result obtained by a rural general practitioner. Psychology 
may outweigh surgery. The injured workman treated in his own 
community by his own doctor often gets back to work more quickly 
than the injured cit;v workman, perhaps a stranger in a strange hos
pital, ewn though m the city he will get better surgery as such. 
The disability from the earlier return to work with perhaps a poorer 
anatomic result is compensated, however, by the earlier occupational 
use of the injured part. 

To recapitulate, we agree that the disability periods in fracture 
cases are increasing, due to nonmedical factors. Fracture disabilities 
represent a fair index of the general trend, and the same study of 
disabilities after head injuries and back sprains would show the same 
increasing clisabilities. 

In conclusion, may I describe what we are doing in our Boston 
clinic? This is well equipped in all details. Each case is completely 
studied from the X-ray standpoint by consultations when needed, 
and physiotherapy supervised to prevent abuse from overuse of tills 
method of treatment. Rehabilitation at suitable early work, of course, 
is a hard problem during the industrial depression, but such place
ments are constantly attempted. Fresh fracture cases, even of a 
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minor character, are hospitalized. We try to see all fracture cases 
and to cooperate in their treatment ,,;th the patient's own doctor. 

In cases where a neurosis is anticipated an early financial settle
ment, if possible, is advised. The standards of the American Coll~ge 
of Surgeons relative .to treatment, etc., are maintained. Operative 
measures which might be considered in private nonindustrial cases, 
such as fusion operations, are &voided as much as possible. Such 
operations demand cooperation from the patient to a degree not 
satisfactorily present in the average compensation patient. These 
patients often want, not treatment to a point where disability ceases, 
but 100 percent restitution of the injured part, which may not always 
be possible. Therefore, attention to even minute complaints and 
small details in handling such patients is required, even at the ex
pense of "overtreatment." This is warranted by the results of our 
work before the Department of Industrial Accidents of Massnchu
setts, where in the last analysis the dis~bility periods in the major 
cases will be checked off. A reputatwn for an unbiased, honest 
medical opinion as to the ability to resume work by a patient is of 
invaluable aid in this regard. It outweighs much of whatever else 
ma.y be presented by the claimant. This confidence in our statements 
to the Department of Industrial Accidents of Massachusetts exists 
on the part of the board members, and I stress it as being very impor
tant in cutting down excessive disability claims. 

I do not presume to discuss the technical methods employed in 
treatment of these cases, as they are well known both here and 
abroad, but I do submit some publications of the American Colie"e 
of Surgeons which may prove valuable. " 

1\-fassachusetts workmen's compensation statistics, Department of Industrial Acci
denh--Fracture of upper and lower extremities for period of 10 years between 
July 1, 1922, and June 80, 1982 

(Department work year extends from JuJy 1 to June 30} 

Extremities! ~ 
I! 

1922 I ------------
Upper ________ 1,672 2 ------ o 33 6IJ 86 240 630 ast 100 67 t 1,661 
Lower-------- 1, 301 ·~:.::.::.: 11 16 48 53 200 362 236 234 128 __ 2 t, 271) 

TotaL. 2,073 13 ------ 20 49 107 138 +10 l,tXll 687 430 185 a 2,040 
Percentage ... 

1

;,;;,;;,;- --···· ------ ------ --···· ------ ------ ...... =.:.:.:. ...... H. 6 6. 3 o. 102 = 
1923 
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Mauachu,etts workmen's compemalion statistics, Department of Indmtrial Acci
drnt8-Fraclure of upper and lower eztremiliu for period of 10 years between 
July 1, 19£2, and June 80, 1932-continued 

g;;§ ~j Number or cases, temporary disabilities 
~" ~ .. §.!I I E1tromJttes ~ a"' e:g_! 

~- ';;!: NO •J:i =J:i ~- !lJ:i ~J:i ~ s "' s- ~ ~~g o" 3"i -.. "" s 
~ "" ~· ~· 3$ 3£ co 3£ 3$ ·~ 0 0 . ~ ;; Cl~ _ .. .... 

~· 
N. •• -· ~· !l• ~" ,.. ,.. .. 

t-
192.1 

Upper •.••.••• 1.652 8 ------wcr ..•.••.. 1, 631 

p Total •• 3,283 
ercentage .• - ------

1926 
ppcr ________ u 

LO wer .....•.. 

p Total .. 

1. 691 
I, 652 

3,243 

11 ····-· 
19 ------- -----

6 ------7 ------
13 ------ercentage •.• ------ . -----

1927 

ppcr .•..•••. u 
LO we.r ·······-

TotaL. p erccntage ... 

1928 
ppcr ________ u 

LO wcr •.•••••. 

TotaL. p eroeot.nge ••. 

1929 
J>per ________ u 

Lo wer ..••.•.• 

TotaL. 

1, 730 
I, 724 

3,464 
-------

I, 669 
1, 781 

3, 450 
-------

1, 794 
1,018 

3, 712 
Per ceotage ... -------

1930 
per ________ Up 

Lo we.ru··----

Tota1 •• 

1,919 
2,006 

3,985 

3 1 
12 1 

16 2 
------ ------

2 ------
12 ------
14 ------------

4 ------
16 ------
19 ------------ ------

I 
13 ----2-

14 2 
Per oeot.nge ... ------- ------ ------

1931 

per ..••.... Up 
Lo wer ..••••.• 

TotaL. 

1,572 
1,696 

3,268 

I ------13 ------
14 ------

.. =· --t- -------- -------- --

2 28 69 .. 287 618 2!l3 179 74 2 1,642 
2 4 ,. 100 26.1 ""' 210 258 141 14 1,6IS 

r-ws --
11,121 4 32 122 652 563 437 215 16 3,200 

0.1 ------ ------ ----- . ------ ------ ------ 13.4 6. 5 0.49 ------

9 26 82 86 268 718 279 156 53 8 1. 6i6 
14 19 61 63 217 480 279 224 129 19 1, 531 

1558 --1-jBz" --
22 45 143 149 515 1, 198 390 27 3,207 o. 7 ------ ------ ------ ------ -···-· ------ 121 .. 6 0.84 ---··· 

6 40~ .. 278 660 305 170 74 16 1, 729 
14 22 79 .. 303 ... 255 229 135 27 1,69& 

20 82 187 186 --~~-/~:~~~- 679 390 209 43 3,427 
0.6 ------ ------ 11.6 6.0 1. 22 ------

'ZI 22 47 69 256 614 322 163 87 20~ 31 26 60 91 287 562 310 223 139 36 1, 738 ----
58 42 107 150 653 1,206 632 396 226 56 3,378 

I. 7 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ 11.7 u 1. 55 ------

17 22 76 86 261 690 330 185 103 19 I, 773 
27 28 82 97 307 696 289 267 147 63 1,878 

ls3 --1.286 .. 61 158 6<18 619 452 260 82 3,64.9 
1.1 ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -----· 12.3 6.9 227 ------

13 28 " 71 261 758 378 223 102 22 1,905 
18 29 79 110 313 622 346 279 186 68 2,033 ---- ----------

I, 381 31 ., 138 181 677 724 502 288 90 3,938 
0.8 ------ ------=r= ------ ------ 12 7 7.9 253 ------

19 22 35 68 211 616 295 176 119 12 1. 562 
32 21 53 82 221 616 290 212 177 69 1, 651 

~ ---- --61 .. 159 442 1,131 585 387 200 81 
Pe rcentage ... ------------- ------ 1. 6 ------ ----------·- ------ ------ -·---- 120 9.2 252 

3,203 
·-----

1032 

per ......•• Up 
Lo wcr •••.•.•. 

TotaL. 
Po rceotage ___ -

1, 333 ----r I 
1, 410 ------
2. 743 7 1 
------ ------ . -----

14 14 43 31 
29 12 44 47 

43 26 87 78 
I, 6 ------/------

180 619 261 t46 104 17 1,318 
189 444 218 202 165 53 1, 374 ------------369 963 482 348 269 70 2.692 

129 9.9 260 ------

Chairman SHORTELL. ·we shall now have discussion on this paper 
by Dr. George '\V. Morse, medical director, Liberty Mutual Insurance 
Co., Boston. 
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DISCUSSIO:X 

Dr. MoRSE. We have heard a very interesting paper by D!·· Dolan 
which explains why the disability pe:iod in fracture cases I~ g~ow
ing longer. He has covered the subJect so well tha~ the_re _1s httl_e 
left to be said. When I first heard about the questwn, 1t mun_edl
ately occurred to me that the cause Il!ust be o~her than .med1cal. 
There is no doubt but that most of the mcrease, If not nil, 1s due to 
the present industrial depression and unemployment situa~ion, and 
I wonder if statistics would not show the same increase m length 
of disability in other types of injury. There is no question in my 
mind but that the treatment and care of fracture cases are vastly 
better than they were 20, 15 or 10 years ago. . 

The American Collecre of Surgeons has done a great deal to Im
prove the treatment of fracture cases and is carryinfi" out a plan 
of teaching which has been very, very helpful and wil continue to 
be so. Fracture clinics in teaching hospitals have been organized 
and all kinds of new apparatus have been devised and experiment«;d 
with, and numerous surgeons and students have been instructed m 
the most modern methods of reducing and immobilizing fractures, 
using various forms of new splints, skeletal traction, Balkan frMileS, 
Steinman pins, etc.l to an increasing extent, and mnn,r good results 
have been obtainea. In my position as medical d1rector of the 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., with which I have been associated 
21 years, I have had occasion to come in contact with many fracture 
cases, examining some cases personally and reviewin~ hundreds of 
files containing all the data and reports of cases wh1ch are under 
treatment in various parts of the country. As a result of this ex
perience, I believe I have a fair idea ns to the trends of surgery in 
different sections of the United States, and these trends vary weatly. 
To be sure, the vast majority of cases brought to my attentiOn are 
the most serious ones. Those which have gone wrong mean long 
and expensive periods of disability, not only to the patient but to 
the employer. 

As a result of this experience, there are two or three situations 
that I would like to call to your attention. One of them is in regard 
to the X-rays. X-rays of all troublesome cases are sent on to the 
home office and these give very clear and concise pictures of the 
problems in hand. It is surprising to see how often X-ray men, in 
different sections of the country, differ as to diagnosis, and I have 
found that many times the diagnosis of fracture has been wrong, due 
to mistaken interpretation of the plate, and that a great deal of dis
ability has been caused, not. by the original accident or injury, but 
by too much treatment,_ whwh retards the recovery_ t?f the patient 
both mentally and physiCally. The most common nusmterpretation 
of X-rays seem to be in relation to fractures of the spine, i. e., com
pressi?n fractures '!nd fractures of the t_ransverse processes. I ha\·e 
seen s1mple contuswns and muscle strams treated for months with 
plaster jacket_s, a_Pparatus, belts, braces, etc., which should never 
have caused d1sab1hty for more·than a few weeks. The treatment in 
these <;ases. wa~ ~as~d on faulty X-ray diagnoses at the start. 

Agam, d1sab1hty IS often prolonged unnecessarily by some of the 
more modern methods of treatment. Each of these new methods 
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has its yalue and is a great help in certain difficult cases, but the 
~rouble IS that when a new form of traction or apparatus is described 
m a medical journal or teaching clinic, many doctors in the smaller 
towns and often in the larger cent€rs apply it to each and every 
fracture that comes under their care. As a result of this, I see many 
ba~ results and much permanent disability. Too much attention is 
pard t{) the fracture and not enough to the patient. These methods 
o~ holding fraooments of bone in position by metal plates, pins, and 
Wire traction should be used only in the exceptional case instead of 
as a routine. These forms of traction often, or usually, result in a 
good reduction of the fracture but frequently they cause infection of 
the bone (osteomyelitis) and often infection of the soft parts to such 
an extent as to cause permanent disability. 

I have in mind now several cases where ankylosed knee joints have 
resulted from simple fractures of the femur m which infection fol
lowed the use of steel pins or tongs on the bone fragments, and I 
could see no reason why a more simple method of reduction should 
not have been used. Several cases of simple fracture have been made 
compound fractures! and I am sure that the patients would have 
made better recovenes if a simple plaster cast had been used for 
immobilization. 1\fost of the new forms of traction have caused 
prolonged disability by reason of the fact that the patient has to 
remain in bed. As to workmen who are actively engaged at hard 
work every day, it is a serious matter to keep them in bed for sev
eral weeks, and I firmly believe that the sooner they get up and 
about on crutches the more rapid their convalescence. 

The best rule to follow in fracture cases is to get the fragments 
in good position at the outset and hold them then with the simplest 
apparatus possible. The complications and nonunions result from 
improper reduction during the first few days. Compound fractures, 
where the bone punctures the skin, are not now so serious as here
tofore if immediate good surgery can be obtained. Cnses of com
pound fracture, when treated early and by an experienced surgeon, 
usually heal as well as, if not better, than simple fractures. Those 
that go wrong, become infected, and result in nonunion, usually are 
cases which have occurred on big construction projects, far away 
from a medical center. I feel that fracture cases under such condi
tions should be sent at once to a first-class surgical hospital regard
less of the expense and trouble involved. An intelligent debridement 
or cutting away of all damaged tissue by a well-trained surgeon, 
followed by good reduction and fixation, will in almost every instance 
prevent permanent disability and shorten the convalescence. Most 
of the permanent disability cases which come to my attention are 
those which did not reach the well-trained surgeon and well-equipped 
hospital until they were already complicated with nonunion and in
fection and then only a partial restoration could be accomplished. 

Another type of fracture which is often overtreated is the so-called 
"compression fracture of the spine and fracture of the transverse pro
cesses." I find that there is a growing tendency during the past few 
years to do fusion operations and bone grafts on the spine for all 
sorts of conditions, and as a general rule ~hese operatio':ls ~o not work 
out well, in some cases because the opm;at10n was never mdJCated, and, 

13710&--3G----ll 
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in part, because of the long per~od of idlel!ess and the ~ather serious 
psychological effect on the patient. I believe that fus!on and bone 
grafts on the spine should be .done only where t~e sen~s ~f X-rays 
show increasing deformity or ill cases where the diagnosis IS made as 
certain as possible by consultation. At the same time th_e age, general 
condition, and occupation of the patient should be considered. 

Fractures into or near joints, especially in elderly people, always 
mean more or less permanent disability, and in these cases, whe_n 
end results are reached, lump-sum settlements on a percenroge ba.siS 
seem to be the fairest method of closing them. 

There is no question but that physiotherapy is being_ greatly ov~
done, and I think that at least 75 percent could be dispensed with 
without prolonging the period of disability.· Too much physiotherapy 
is given for the psychological effect, and thousands of dollars are 
spent each year in trying to obtain motion in joints which were per
fectly stiff at the start and always will be. Some form of work that 
the patient could do would help more than baking for 20 minutes 
twice a week. The mental and physical effect of doing some work 
every day would be a far better method of treatment. The fault here 
does not lie entirely with the doctor but with the patient or1 perhaps, 
claimant. He says he cannot work; he insists he is entitled to treat
ment and there is no other treatment that can be given exce,Pt to send 
him for physiotherapy. Once he gets started on this, it IS difficult 
to find a reason for stopping it as long as he maintains that he is not 
able to return to work. Work he could do in spite of his partial dis
ability would be more helpful in every way. 

One of the greatest advances in the treatment of fractures which 
has been made ill recent years is a splint devised by Dr. Fay of Melrose 
and an improved method of taking X-rays of these fractured hips 
which has been worked out by Dr. George, and I do not feel that 
I should talk about fractures without mentioning the excellent work 
which they will describe to you later. 

Chairman SHORTELL. The next paper will be read by Dr. George, 
with a discussion by Dr. Fay. We will now have Dr. George. 

Shortening the Period of Disability in Fractures of the 
Hip, Intracapsular Type 

By Am:AL W. GEOBGE, M. D., Member American Roentgen Rt11J Sooietv, Atnerloan. 
Oollege of Radiology, and American Raditm• Sooiety 

I am going to take just a few moments to read over some of the 
work that we have done on the treatment and study of intracapsular 
fracture of the hip joint, and I have left here for those who wish it a 
reprint of our recent study in the form of an article on this subject. 
Shortening the disability of that type of case, up to recently, has 
been a wish ~f all. t_raum.atic surgeons but n?t an accomplishment. 
Anyone who IS familiar w1th the treatment of mtracapsular hip frac
tures in elderly people, caused by slipping or tripping, or what we 
have come to speak of as a leverage type of fracture, in contrast 
to the other two classes which will be mentioned later, probably by 
Dr. Fay, knows that the end results of all forms of treatment have 
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been deplor~ble. ins?~ar ~s perm.anent or partial disability is con
cern~d. Thts d1sabthty IS practiCally the result of nonunion. 

W1th our research on this problem of the last 5 years, in order to 
sol':e the mystery of nonunion, much valuable information has been 
derived, but from the past history of the treatment in no instance 
has there been any advance made to decrease nonunion or to increase 
t?e ability to function normally. A very careful search of the world 
literature would seem to sum up the question of nonunion at around 
70 percent. When you stop and think, either from a sentimental or 
an academic point of view, that today, in this country and in the 
world, the best a surgeon can do for these cases is only about 30 per
cent of reasonable cures, it is a very tragic situation, and in my own 
personal opinion an indictment of traumatic surgery. 

Five years ag-o my associate and I determined to solve the question 
of nonunion, i£ possible. To sum up, without boring you with de
tails, we found that various theories such as a secretion within the 
capsule, upon which various opinions have been advanced, have very 
little bearmg upon the question of the lack of union. Of course, we 
are not considering cases of nonunion over a period of time. We are 
considering cases of immediate fracture and immediate care to pre
vent nonunion. 

Various men have cooperated with us in this work; it was not 
entirely done by ourselves. Through all this experimental work, as 
was natural, certain facts became very evident. First, there was 
the research of the late Dr. Stevens. He claimed that in this type 
of fracture the fracture occurs and the fall follows. I will not 
go into the details of this research except to say that I definitely 
concur with this statement. 

Carryin"' out the mechanics of reducing this fracture, certain facts 
were brought out which made it possible to reverse these mechanics, 
and in doin.,. this we found that the neck of the femur could be re
turned, or r:placed, to its normal position. Dr. Fay will demonstrate 
this to you. In conjunction with this study we developed a special 
holder for the film, called a curved cassette, which made it possible 
to study the vertical view, not commonly done up to this time. 

Dr. Fay, who is here today, in my opinion has done more defi
nitely practical work along these lines than any other man I know 
of in this country, and his results stand better than any, so far as 
I know. The outstanding feature of our study has been that we 
have definitely established beyond any reasonable question of doubt 
that nonunion comes from malposition of the fragments, other things 
being equal. And the converse of that statement is that, other things 
being equal, the complete anatomical apposition of the fragments 
and their being held in this position through convalescence will result 
in the percentage of bone union being greatly increased, and will 
approach the same level of good results as is found in other types 
of fractures. 

DISCUSSION 

Chairman SHORTELL. Several years ago, ·while coming from a 
meeting in Montreal, at which Dr. Joseph Fay was present, a dis
cussion came up about intracapsular fractures of the femur. Instead 
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of just talking about the subject, Dr. Fay went to work on it, and 
I think he has done a fine job. I believe, as Dr. George says, that 
his results are far better 'than those in any group of cases done by 
any other man in the United States. I now call upon Dr. Fay to 
tell us about what he has done. 

Dr. FAY. As in most other cases, medically and surgically, I 
think the end result of our treatment in this particular type of case 
depends upon the type of fracture we are fortunate enough to get. 
Roughly, there are two types. One type I classify as the fracture 
without displacement, and the other type the fracture with displace
ment. I think this is about the simplest classification we can make. 
The fractures without displacement are fractures without displace
ment because they cannot be displaced. They are usually found 
and take place in a neck, in which the neck leaves the shaft at a 
greater angle than usual. In other words, it is male rather than 
female type of neck. . 

The fracture line is, to iriy mind, the important thing. This has 
been fractured to demonstrate that particular type of fracture [illus
trating with model]. You see here the line approaches the horizon
tal. Ordinarily, what takes place when the neck is fractured is 
displacement upward and subsequent external rotation of the distal 
portion of the neck. 'rn other words, you get that [illustrating] and 
this [demonstrating]. · 

In this type the neck cannot be displaced forward; the distal por
tion of the neck cannot. The capsule is pressed down close to its 
insert at the glenoid rim. As a result, you cannot get displacement 
of the distal fragment for":ard. In order to get shortening, in 
order for the fragment to rise upward, you have to get sufficient 
displacement forward to get it away from the overlying fractured 
surface of the proximal fra~ent or the fractured surface of the 
head. That cannot be done m this type of fracture. 

It has been known for a number of years that this type of fracture 
always gets bony union. It almost always gets bony union irre
spective of whether or not you do much of anything for it; simply 
putting the case in bed with a sandbag for a limited length of time 
procures solid union. ·. . . 

We come now to the next type, whiCh IS a more common type. 
In this type the fracture line is usually more vertical. It occurs 
at the narrower portion of the neck. Promptly, when the neck is 
fractured, you get eversion or ·external rotatiOn of the limb

1 
of the 

distal fragment. That produces this [ demonstratin~]. There is 
nothing then to _Prevent the distal fragment from sliding upward 
and the X-ray picture in these cases shows this external rotation of 
the limb, the fractured plane of the distal fragment at an angle of 
45 degrees or more to the fractured surface of the proximal frag
ment. Not only that, but the posterior surface of the neck of the 
distal fragment lies agains~ the raw surface of the proximal frag-
ment. ' · · · 

Unlike bones in other portions of the body, there is no periosteum 
here to form callus. Y OJl cannot get union between this surface 
of the neck in the ~ack and t\J.is. fract.ured surface of the proximal 
fragment. They Will .not umte. Umon must ~ake place between 
this broken end and this broken end [demonstratmg]. 
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The reas~n for nonunion in these cases has in the past been attrib
uted to varwus factors, such as the general condition of the patient 
but principally to an interruption of the blood supply. Yet men hav~ 
cut down on these fractures later when they failed to unite, and have 
found plenty of blood supply still remaining in the head. You 
get the snme interruption of the blood supply in the first type of 
!racture which I showed, but nevertheless you always get union in 
It.. As Leonard developed his cassette, and as I had very good luck 
With the first 8 or 10 cases of this type which I had while at the 
ll!elrosc Hospital, we began to feel that probably there was some 
reason other than our particular skill for our good results. At first1 
I ascribed it to the fact that I put these people up in boots and 
spreaders. A short while later I realized that I was unconsciously 
getting good reductions, that were almost perfect. The proposition 
of reduction is to my mind, the first essential point in the handling 
of the cases. bf course, in the first type there is practically no dis
placement. In this type you have this type of displacement. To 
reduce that, if you simply take the leg, abduct it so, and internally 
rotate it, in certain of the cases, it is true, you will get apposition of 
the fractured areas, particularly if the surgeon who is doing the 
pulling is particularly rugo\\"ed. It is not true, however, in the gen
eral nm of cases. I nm qmte certain that instead of producing this 
by these particular methods, we actually produce that. [demon
strating]. 

I think I can demonstrate very wei! the method which I decided 
to use to overcome it. [At this _point Dr. Fay placed a subject on 
the table and demonstrated.] Get your patient in that position. 
That means the posterior surface of the distal fragment is impinged 
on the fractured surface of the proximal flexion. Now you can 
bring it out this wa;~: and turn it, so, and unquestionably in certain 
of the cases you will have some reduction. If you are not very 
rugged on the pull, I think you can take advantage of the various 
levers to accomplish the. result, aJ'!d certainly you will. accomplish 
it much more readily. 

I simply take the knee and flex it so, using some extension upward. 
Then adduct it, so; then bring it down, so, using extension. If you 
can hold it there, without too much stress, you c.an almost make up 
your mind that you have the two bony surfaces apposed. I think 
we can illustrate that with the bone here; looking down from your 
direction we have this [demonstrating]. That is the position. When 
you flex this up so, you release this impinged portion here that is 
on the back when you adduct and it flies back into !?osition. Then, 
as you adduct so, when you bring it out into abduction, it is locked 
there. "\'Ve have found in all our recent cases, by checking up before 
and after reduction, that we have been able to get good apposition. 

I will repeat that process. Just take the leg so, see, and lift it up 
on the underneath s1de. Now flex it to an angle of about 60 or 70 
degrees, and adduct, bringing it inward, at the same time lifting. 
Then use internal rotation of the whole limb, at the same time using 
extension, bringing it down so [demonstrating]. 

The next question is a question of maintaining fosition. I per
sonally have used the boots, with a spreader which devised myself. 
I do not claim any particular benefit for the spreader. It is like 
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most of the mechanical gadgets in the hands of a mnn ":ho makes 
them-no one knows what they will do and what they w1ll not do. 
They are all right. To have everybody use them would get most of 
them in trouble. I simply use my own particular spreader. 

In a good many of these cases you cannot go to work and put them 
up in the old-time double spica. They will not stand it; they are too 
old. It requires time, it requires ether, or at least some type of deep 
anesthesia, to get them into a satisfactory apparatus of that type. 
At the hospital out in Melrose, for the past few years, on intracapsulur 
fractures of the femur, practically all of us have used the spreild.er 
method-boots and spreader method. It is most essential that your 
nursing corps be tramed to handle these cases. Simply because you 
have gotten reduction does not necessarily mean you nre going to 
maintain it, and even those cases that are put up in· a spica will slip. 
I have seen that. 

\Ve use that. We keep them up.approximately 10 weeks, depend
ing on what the X-ray shows. If they seem to have union at that 
time, we take off their boots, keep them in bed, and when they can 
raise the heel we let them up. 

These cases can be turned over, but they must be turned over with 
the help of two or three nurses. Three are better. They can be 
rocked out of position, despite what some men who have used the 
apparatus say-" Well, that is all you have got to do, just put them 
up with that, and you can do anything you want." That is not so. 
The essential thing after you have done the primary req,uisite
that is, reduction-is to have sufficient application to keep 1t there. 

I have had altogether, I think, 24 cases. One is a doubtful result. 
That woman fell downstairs about 2 months after she went home. 
She apparently had a good union when she went home, and she re
fused to have it X-rayed again lest it be broken. Two other cases I 
have had, that I did not treat in Melrose, have been failures. They 
slipped despite the fact that we had good reduction. One other 
case treated in Melrose did get away from me, but I did not have 
charge of that one, and the woman was too active. She was not 
properly handled. 

As to ages in these cases, we have had them vary anywhere from 
56 to 90. The oldest case was 90. We did not have as perfect 
apposition as we usually get. I was going to attempt reduction 
again, but she developed a plug in the circulation of her sound leg. 
Her leg was dark and cold for 24 hours, and then the circulation 
resumed of itself. That was 2 years ago and she is still walking 
around and has solid union there. 

I had a case of a neck fracture about 3 years ago. This woman 
was very ill at the time. She was handled by a perfectly good man, 
but handled at home. I think she got reduction. She had a broncho
}meumonia and a cystitis, and there was a question of whether or 
not she was going to live. In any event, there was nonunion. Last 
spring she broke the other side. Fortunately for me it was one of 
the first types of fracture which I mentioned. I could not fail to 
get a good result, and she is walking around again all right now. 

We had another case, who had had infantile paralysis when she 
was 2 years old, and she had a practically useless left leg. The 
right foot was likewise involved. She had a fracture of the neck 
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on the sound side. "re got solid union with her. We recently had 
a check-up X-ray on her, and the union is perfectly solid. She is 
w~lking around. She .is 84, I think. Our cases in general have been 
fmrly old; their average has been higher than 70. As far as gen
eral condition as a factor in the nonunion in their cases is con
ce':ned, I have one case that had /ernicious anemia, and she has 
umon. We have had them ill an sick. I think there is this to 
say: If "you get the fractures reduced, and get the patients up, they 
are I!Oing to be comfortable, much more comfortable than they will 
be if' you simply pile sandbags around them. 
'They can use bedpans with fairly good comfort, once the frac

tures have been reduced and once they are held there. I really do not 
see any sense' in wastin« time for several days in doing a reduction. 

In addition to that, f think if you have a fracture with displace
ment, you are bound to get shortening of the muscles of the buttocks, 
and It is going to make the inte.rnal rotation vastly harder than it 
was before. I do not think any of you would allow a transverse 
fracture of the shaft of the femur to stay unreduced any length of 
time, and I think it is just as essential in this type of fracture that 
you get apposition of the fragments at the earliest possible moment. 

[Meeting adjourned.] 
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Chairman, FRANCIS D. DONOGHUE. M. D .• Medleal Adviser Musaehuaetta Department of 
Industrial Accident. and Chairman of Medical Committee, I • .A. I. A. B. C. 

Chairman DoNOGHUE. The program for this afternoon has been 
arranged after conference with the medical directors of the various 
State boards so far as they have expressed themselves. 

I am .going to invite Dr. Andrew Cornwall, well known as one of 
our impartial examiners and one of the best orthopedic men in Bos
ton, to preside over the first section of this meeting. 

Dr. CoRNWALL. The first speaker this afternoon is Dr. Joel E. 
Goldthwait, who will give us a paper on Low Back Strains and Their 
Treatment. Dr. Goldthwait is one of the deans of orthopedics, and 
is so well known that I do not need to give him all the titles that 
might be conferred upon him. · 

Low Back Strains and Their Treatment 
By JoEL E. GoLDTHWAIT, M. D., Assistant in Orthopedio Surgery, Harvard 

Unlversltu Jlfedical School 

The large majority of the cases of acute back injury represents 
definite sprains of the joints of the low back, the lumbosacral, with 
the joint above and the sacroiliac joints being the joints particularly 
involved. 

The spinal joints to be considered are those formed by the articu
lar processes. The injury to these joints may be the result of severe 
violence, or the result of relatively slight strain. 

The primary cause of such conditions lies in the fact that the 
average individual today uses the body relaxed so that the lumbar 
spine is used with the bones in the position of extreme extension. 
This position means that the wei~ht of the body is taken from the 
bodies of the vertebrae with the mtervertebral disks and is carried 
on the spinous processes, or the tips of the articular processes. 

With the pelvic joints in the relaxed position, the pelvis is tipped 
forward more than is normal so that the axis of the sacrum is more 
nearly horizontal than is normal. In this position the thrust of the 
weight of the ~pine and body above the pelvis comes upon the artic
ular processes of the sacrum, the thrust tending to tip the sacrum 
and pelvis downward an increasing amount. 

In these positions there is no natural margin of safety as motions 
are made or injuries received on the side of extension. The parts 
cannot yield in that direction so that if force is applied damage must 
occur. At times bony damage may result if the violence is severe 
enough, but usually the tear of the li~aments is the nature of the 
injury, the condition representing a typical sprain. Normally, when 
the body is used in its proper balance, the spine is used midway be-
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tween the ':xtreme of flexion and extension so that there is a s-en
ero.us. m~rgm of safety in the two positions as strains are rece1 ved 
or IDJUrles occur. · 

With such a sprain of the joints of the low back, if the individual 
~~allowed to go about before the parts have healed, a chronic irrita
~Ive process results, muscle spasm develops, and the chronic invalid 
Is the .ultimate result in many of the cases. Still further, since the 
?~mage commonly represents tear of the ligaments forming the 
JOints between the articular processes, and since the articular proc
Psses are closely related to the foramina from which the nerve trunks 
!e~\·e the spine, the swelling and irritation naturally following the 
IDJury many times produce pressure upon or irritation of the nerve 
roots. 

Strapping and braces of any kind attempting to keep the patient 
about with a definite sprain of these joints and with the usual fully 
extended position of the spine can accomplish nothing other than 
palliation. 

The treatment naturally consists in flatting the lumbar spine so 
that the ultimate position in standing will be with the spine midway 
between full flexion and full extension. This naturally corrects the 
position of the pelvis, with the relief of the pelvic-joint strain, and 
gives the articular-process joints above a chance to heal. To accom
plish this, bed treatment is almost necessary in the beginning, and 
this means the body horizontal, with special exercises and positions 
planned with the 1dea of stretching the common contractures and 
making it possible for the spine to be fully flexed without pain. 
Once this 1s accomplished, a suitable support, which makes the 
fixed point the pelVIs, should be used until the parts have become 
adequately strong. 

In such back injuries, since the common "industrial back " occurs 
in a strong, healthy type of man who has been in the habit of eating 
heavily, it is important during the inactive period that the diet 
be distinctly limited, that the action of the bowel be made much more 
free than is normal, that phosphate of soda or some such drug be 
used in order to make the kidney function more active, the idea being 
to increase the eliminative functions as well as to reduce the intake of 
heavy foods so that the natural tendency which exists in these cases 
for arthritic changes to result later can be lessened. 

As soon as the acute symptoms have passed and it is possible 
for the individual to be up and about, special exercises should be 
used, with the idea of developin" the muscles so that the ultimate 
instinctive position will be the ideal one. In such cases, also, since 
the mental part of the picture is a very real one, whl\re the compen
sation comes in, it is important that the individual be returned to 
some form of occupation at the earliest possible moment, even though 
the brace is still being used, and even though at first there may be 
some soreness and pain. Confidence and optimism from scientific 
unrlerstnnding mean much in handling such cases. 

[Dr. Goldthwait illustrated his discussion of the subject by 
anatomical charts, enlarging informally upon some of the points in 
his paper.] 
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DISCUSSION 

Dr. ConNWALL. We will next have a discussion of this paper by Dr. 
James Warren Sever, impartial examiner of the Department of In
dustrial Accidents of Massachusetts. 

Dr. SEVER. Dr. Goldthwait's splendid idealism has been an in
spiration to many men in developing practical workad.ay problems 
in relation to these conditions. On the other hand, If there was 
central control of these troublesome cases of back strain, and if the 
litigation possibilities could be eliminated, we could all better a p
proach the problem in the spirit indicated by Dr. Goldthwait. 

We must all admit that good and satisfactory posture, in an erect 
position, is an aid to physical and mental good health, and should 
be an aid in industrial occupations. Unfortunately, however, ana
tomically and physically, all individuals have their own normal, and 
to prescribe an ideal posture for different types of men under dif
ferent conditions of work, especially adults who are no longer ana
tomically plastic, and expect them to maintain these ideal postural 
conditions while at work, is impossible. 

On the other hand, pain in the back following industrial accidents 
is a frequent cause for idleness and a tremendous expense to the 
insurance companies. Diagnosis and treatment of these various back 
conditions are difficult and really only vaguely understood, because 
so far there has been no pathological evidence forthcoming as to the 
actual condition. Confusion in regard to diagnosis, or to the actual 
condition existing, is not uncommon and leads to frequent injustice 
and much waste. 

Dr. Goldthwait states in his paper that the large majority of 
acute back injuries represent definite sprains of the joints of the low 
back, the lumbosacral or sacroiliac joints being the joints particularly 
involved. 

In my experience, I have come rather to eliminate the sacroiliac 
joint as a frequent site of injury, and to classify more cases as being 
mjuries to the lumbosacral joint or to the muscles and ligaments of 
the low back. I cannot quite see eye to eye with Dr. Goldthwait in 
relation to the pelvic tilt, although I believe it is a factor in some 
cases, but more particularly in women in the nonindustrial groups. 
Pelvic tilts, with the so-called "horizontal sacrum "bat present are 
on the top wave of popularity. There is no accepta le standard of 
pelvic tilt so far as I know. It varies with each individual, is de
pendent on many factors, and there is no known way of measuring 
accurately the pelvic inclination in the erect position. 

This was shown many years ago in studies by Dr. Reynolds and 
Dr. Lovett when they attempted to do this. 

We should consider the spine, as a whole, as a flexible and mobile 
structure, instead ~f thinking of i~ as a rigid stru!!t.ure subject to very 
few ills. We realize that the spme has many JOints, and although 
they have a small range of motion and are controlled and supported 
by muscles, they are subject in stress and strain to the same ills as 
joints such as the knee, shoulder, and elbow. They can be strained 
and they can be sprained, with or without tears or rupture of the 
muscles and ligaments. They are subject to infections and to arthri
tic changes due to increasing years and laborious occupations. 
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!l!any of these conditions cannot be interpreted or diagnosed by 
:x;-ray or by clinical examination. It is one thing to detect actual 
disease of the spinal column, and it is quite another to pronounce 
every persistent backache a disease or an anatomical maladjustment 
of the spine. . 

Dr. Goldthwait considers largely in his paper the question· of 
anatomical malpositions of the articular processes, or the relation 
of the sacrum and pelvis to the lumbar spine, with the pelvic tilt 
causing the lumbar sr.ine to be held in position of extreme extension. 
I think we are all willing to admit that this may be a mechanically 
weak position, but, on the other hand, it does not wholly answer the 
question in relation to the large number of individuals who are doing 
daily laborious work without the slightest trouble and yet who may 
l1ave this condition. 

Many of the back injuries that we see are due entirely to one 
single accident, resulting in disability, due to heavy lifting or con
stant strain. It does not seem reasonable to me to suppose that these 
come on because of a primary poor posture, although perhaps poor 
posture as a preexistent conditiOn may so weaken the muscles and 
ligaments that they are not in a position to carry added and sudden 
thrusts. 

I feel with Dr. Goldthwait that early and immediate treatment of 
even the simplest back strain in industry should be, as he suggests, 
Ly rest, by hyperextension, and by a minimum period of fixation, fol
lowed by exercises, physiotherapy, and possibly a suitable support for 
a temporary period. . . 

Apart from the postural conditiOns, w~ see so many cases of these
back injuries that have associated congemtal defects of the spine that 
one often wonders whether or not the sacralized fifth lumbar vertebra, 
or a lack of fusion of the spinous process of the fifth lumbar vertebra, 
may or may not be a source of potential weakness, predisposing some
times under the right condition to strains that otherwise might not 
occur. 

Hypertrophic arthritis, of course, is largely a matter of increasing 
years, and is common in the back.s of all individu!lls who do laborious 
work and are under constant stram. Hypertrophrc spurs or adhesions 
may give way nnd result in a chronic and persistent backache. 

The human body must always have a margin of safety, just the same 
as any other structure which is to be used efficiently, and if good J?OS
iure creates a larger margin of safety, then I believe it is a good tlun¥· 

Pathologically, except in a few instances in these back cases, we cto 
not know, and nobody knows, just exactly: what has .happened. It is 
impossible in many instances to make a drfferential diagnosis between 
ligamentous strain or tears, muscle strain or tears, and slips of the 
articular processes. 

Theory and imagination are often keys by which many problems, 
besides those of medicine, are opened to further truth, but eventually 
the evidence must rest on pathology and anatomical defects, and not 
on theories. 

Many years ago Charles Fayette Ta,rlor1 in speaking of back strain, 
or as he called it "SJ?inal irritation ', sard, "It indicates no lesion, 
describes no pathologiCal condition; it is vagne, indefinite, and incom-
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prehensible. Used as a pathologiCal expression, it leads to the gnvest 
errors of treatment, attended by continual failure." 

Industry must always be content with the average, and not the 
perfectly postured, person. 

Dr. CoRNWALL. 'Ve will now listen to Dr. Herbert H. Howard on 
Kidney and Urinary Conditions Simulating Back Trouble. 

Kidney and Urinary Conditions Simulating Back Trouble 
By HERBERT H. HowARD, M.D., F. A. C. S. Surgeon, Boston City Hospital 

During the past 16 years I have had q_uite a number of cases referred 
to me for urological examination in which there has been a history of 
a back injury. This paper is a summary of the findings in these 
eases. 

In the diseases of the kidney, backache can be caused by stones 
giving rise to infection in the pelvis of the kidney, sometimes leading 
to complete destruction of the kidney, various tumors of the kidney, 
and injuries to the kidney from trauma where there has not been a 
complete rupture. 

Aberrant vessels which cross the ureter, usually at thA junction of 
the pelvis with the ureter, may give rise to backache due to the con
striction of the ureter from the vessel crossing over it and causing a 
damming back of the flow of urine from the kidney pelvis to the 
bladder. 

I have never seen a case of renal tuberculosis in which the disease 
could be associated with a back injury. In these cases, the urinary 
symptoms are so pronounced and the pain in the back is so trivial 
that the patient seldom ~ompla~ of ba.ckache with t~e exception of 
cases of renal.tuberculosis assoCiated With tuberculosis of the spine. 
On the other hand, these same diseases of the kidney may not give 
rise to any symptoms until very late in the disease. In every case 
where there has been an injury to the back and the symptoms con
tinue over a much longer period of time than the type of injury 
would seem to warrant1 I believe it is of the utmost Importance to 
have a complete urologtcal examination made. 

The type of kidney lesion which usually causes the most pain 
referred to the lumbar region are those cases in which there is an 
obstruction along the course of the urinary tract, due either to stones, 
aberrant vessels, or growths. The unobstructive lesions, as a rule, 
cause very little pain. I have seen a number of cases of fractured 
spines, complicated by injuries to the kidney, in which there wns 
Ions--continued pain and in which the patient has been treated with 
vanous orthopedic appliances, only to find out at a later date that the 
damaged kidney was the cause of long-continued disability rather 
than the injury to the spine. All of these cases have shown definite 
obstruction to the flow of urine from the renal pelvis to the bladder, 
and in some there has been stone formation which was not present 
at the time of the injury. 

The examination of a single ·specimen of urine which is found to be 
ne~5ative does not by any means prove that there is not a definite 
lesiOn of the urinary tract present and these cases must all be care-
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fully. investigated by X-ra;v examination; cystoscopic examination, 
an~ m ~ome cases a diagnosis can be made by intravenous urography, 
~hich Is the injection of a solution into the veins which is excreted 
Ill the kidney pelvis, !riving an opaque shadow to the X-ray. The 
bac~ache caused by these conditiOns is usually unilateral but may 
at tnnes be bilateral. 

The two conditions found in the ureter, which is the drainage tube 
connecting the pelvis of the kidney with the urinary bladder, causing 
ba?kaches are stones and strictures, either the congenital type of 
stncture or the acquired type due to scar tissue following operation 
on the ureter,. usually for the removal of stones. The pain caused 
?Y the passage of a stone is not included in this subject, for that pain 
Is an acute pain and severe enough to re9uire morphia. The type 
of stone causing long-continued backache 1s the stone that obstructs 
the ureter so that the urine cannot pass from the kidney to the bladder 
as it normally should. This type of obstruction in many instances 
gives a dull pain in the low dorsal and lumbar region of the back and 
may, if the obstruction is severe enou~h, show IL negative urine on 
examination. Red blood cells in the unne indicate, as a rule, a lesion 
in the urinary tract which should warrant a most careful examina
tion and should cause the physician much more worry than the find
ing of pus cells in the urine. 

Diseases of the prostate, in my opinion, cause pain referred to the 
back much more than diseases anywhere el~e in the genito-urinary 
system. The most common of these is the chronic prostatitis and 
vesiculitis, due in about 75 percent of the cases to the end result of 
an old fi:Onorrheal infection; in the other 25 percent due to non
specific mfections and malignant disease of tpe prostate. By non
specific infections, I mean those caused by focal infection elsewhere 
in the body, such as apical abscesses, infection of the tonsils, infec
tion from carbuncles and furuncles, and infection from absorption in 
the gastro-intestinal tract. In the vast majority of these cases, 
especially those following gonorrheal infections, the backache comes 
on a long period of time after the original infection has taken place, 
especially m those cases which have been poorly treated. The major
ity of these cases show urines whose sediments are entirely negative. 
The diagnosis can only he made on careful rectal examination with 
massage of the prostate and vesicles and examination of the prostatic 
smear after massage. It may be necessary to examine the patient 
two or three times before satisfactory smears can be obtained. In 
about 90 percent of these cases the patient will deny ever having had 
a gonorrheal infection. This,. however, after all, 1s not of any great 
importance for the treatment IS the saip.e whether the infection is 
specific or nonspecific, and the same routine should be carried out 
so far as trying to find other focal areas regardless whether or not 
the patient admits having had gonorrhea. 

I believe that gonorrheal infections of the prostate are the cause 
of a great many more infections of the sacro-iliac joint than some of 
the orthopedic men would lead us to believe and that it is the cause 
of the long-continued and repented attacks of sacro-iliac pain. The 
infection usually- involves only one sacro-iliac joint at a time but may 
involve both. It usually does involve both at some time in the course 
of the disease if the source of the infection has not been removed. 
If the prostate and vesicles are the cause of infection, it is surprising 
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to see how readily the condition clears up under treatment. The 
treatment however, should continue over a long period of time, until 
repeated ~xaminations of _the ~rostatic smears show only rare pus 
cells. Acute gonorrheal infect10ns often cause backache. but the 
diagnosis is self-evident to the examining physician and this type of 
backache usually disappears after the acute onset of the disease has 
subsided. ,.. 

Dr. CoRNWALL. The next paper will be entitled Curing the Crip
pled Hand, by Dr. William Edward Browne. 

Curing the Crippled Hand 
By WILLIAM EowABD BROWNE. M. D., Vi81tinu Surueon, Carnev Hospital 

The title of this paper is Curing the Crippled Hand. I do not 
believe that, after a hand has been crippled, it can ever be cured, 
if by cured you mean restored to perfectly normal condition. If that 
is' 5o, perha.Ps I should not say anythin~ further except to show what 
we have tned to do in this part of thlS State, with some degree of 
success, in treating these crippled hands. It is well to bear in mind 
how the hand is made Up-'-in a brief way, what its anatomy is-the 
power of the hand, and the various ways in which the hand works. 

Perhaps the most important part of a workman's body is his 
hand. There are three groups of muscles which bend or flex the 
fingers, and if you bear in mind that there is only one muscle or one 
tendon which extends the fingers, then you can see how, in crippled 
hands or hands becoming crippled, the tendency is for a force three 
times as great in one direction as it is in another gradually to draw 
the hand down and cause it to become a so-called clawhand. That 
can be readily overcome with a proper splint, and for the last 10 
years we have tried to make these splints, which have helped us in 
one way or another. 

As I have said, there are three groups of flexor muscles. There are 
about three nerves-the median nerve, the ulnar nerve, and the 
extensor or musculospiral nerve. It should be a simple thing for 
every lay person, not to speak of members of the medical profession, 
to tell when a person has a real injury to an important nerve. If a 
person cannot, after cutting the thumb, bend the thumb over so it 
touches the base of the fifth finger, when the wound is in the ulnar 
area, the ulnar nerve, in all probability has been divided. An easy 
way to check ·up on that is to hold the fing-ers tightly together, so 
[illustrating], and snap one finger apart agamst the others. If those 
fin~ers when snapped a).)art stay apart it shows that in all proba
bility the ulnar nerve, which supphes the little muscles between the 
bones called the interossei muscles, has been injured. So often we 
see numbness in the little finger and one-half the rinoo finooer and 
that results from an injury to the sensory part of the" uln:r ~erve 
because, as you know, that nerve has two functions, the power of 
motion and the P.ower of sen~ation, one an. ~fferent impulse and the 
other an afferent ll)lpulse .. V[ ith these conditions I p;esume the visit
ing membe.rs of this assoCI11;t10n and others are faf!Ulmr. 

The radml or musculospiral nerve has to do With the extension of 
the fingers, and it is usually injured in. fractures in the region of 
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the humerus, though it may be injured elsewhere. I have seen just 
one example of an injury to it in the forearm, and that put fh·e 
muscles _out of commission. All of the extension of the fingers is 
not carried out by the musculospiral or radial nerve. The extension 
of t_he fingers from that ro!nt lindicati~g], w~ich is a right-angled 
fiexwn of the phalan"'eal JOmt forward, IS carried out by two nerves, 
~he median nerve imd the ulnar nerve; and the radial nerve supplies, 
m a sensory way, the motion of the first and second finger. 

In speaking of nerve injuries, we have a functional paralysis
perhaps not always a functional affair-in the application of a 
tourmquet, which results in pressure against the musculospiral 
nerve, with more or less damage to it. We have had a number of 
those with which we have had some degree of success. 

I would not know how to begin talking about a septic hand. It 
might be simple to talk about preventing it, but you cannot always 
pre,·ent it even with the best of care. If I were asked to say, in just 
a word or two, what to do if a hand was going to become septic, it 
would be to place the hand in a position which, if it ever becomes 
stiff, would be the position of its greatest physiological use. The 
position of greatest physiological use of the h_and is in the position 
in which I am holding my hand now [illustratmg]. 

If the hand is placed on a flat piece of splint, with the palmar 
surface pointing .down like that, it cuts out ~ percent ?f the u~e. of 
the hand, which IS the thumb. If the thumb IS placed m a positiOn 
with the pahnar surface approximately pointed toward the remain
der of the hand, then vou will always be able in some way to grasp an 
object, much better -than you will with the best artificial hand 
ever made. 

I want to say a word or two concerning contractures, and what 
we have been able to do with one or two examples-how to overcome 
contractures. I believe that where burns have affected any part of 
the hand, the individual may be restored to a working capacity in 
97 percent of the cases, with a hand varying, in the power to use it, 
from 60 to 90 percent. Perhaps I can show you with a case here. 
rAt this,oint Dr. Browne showed a young man's hand, explaining 
the case. This young man was burned in an explosion. He re
ceived very good treatment from his own doctor in Plymouth 
County, where almost everyone does receive good treatment. His 
hands were badly burned so that there was ulceration in his hands; 
his doctor was good enough to let me see him. ''V e suggested a 
splint made after this model here [indicating]-a splint made of 
aluminum. It takes 3 or 4 hours to make one. It is padded li"'htly 
with felt and then, after a little exercising of the fingers, the hand 
is placed under an anesthetic in a position so that the fingers may 
some day amount to something. 

This young man is not a workmen's compensation case. Now what 
is there about his hand in its present so-called partially crippled 
condition which enables him, though not in a compensation category, 
to use his hand for some 15 or 16 weeks now, in shoveling, raking 
around the yard, and driving an automobile from Plymouth up here 
this afternoon so that he might show us his hand? I do not know. 
It may be the cooperation which the boy has given us. It may be the 
fact that he was not allowed to get into a rut and to feel, perhaps, 
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that nothing more could be done for him; and also that he was not 
worrying about his job, or wondering if he was going to get buck to 
work. He was sure of his job; he was sure of his place. 

The only treatment this boy had was to rest his hand on a J?roperly 
prepared splint. I do not believe that daily dre5sings of se.Pt1c hands 
are a necessity. I have not used a wet dressing on any septic hand, or 
any other hand, in 10 years' time. I do use a dry heat, and this little 
piece of wood, carved out of a block of wood, allows the hand to rest 
properly upon it in a. position of real rest, and in a position where, 
if the hand does become stiff, with the thumb held over the end of 
the splint, he will have some sort of a useful hand. That is the onl,Y 
treatment this young man has had-to keep his hand clean, to rest 1t 
on a properly prepared splint, and to start exercising it early. His 
hand has never healed. He will never have normal hands, but right 
now he is able to get ready again to make his living. 

The next case is that of a gentleman from New Hampshire who had 
been treated for some time by his doctor who was good enough to 
send him to us. These two futgers were ciose together. [On request 
the man demonstrated how much he could move the fingers.] We 
removed from his abdomen a. full thickness graft1 which means the 
skin and only the skin-:-you will note that the skin is made up of 
five layers-and inserted it in the place of the contracture in the palm 
of his hand, taking away the checkrein which existed in some measure 
between the second and third fingers, and to a. greater extent between 
the first, second, and third fingers. 

I believe that in this type of hand lou can do a. great deal for 
individuals who have contractures an who are unable to use the 
fingers. [Dr. Browne here aske~ the rna~~: to close and open his fin
gers.] The scar on the abdomen IS much hke that of a hernia. opera
tion scar, except that it is spread out a little. We operated on this 
man last April. Now he drives his car down from Manchester, N.H. 
He is today a man willing to do something, but, I fear, hampered a. 
little in his willingness to get buck to work by, perhaps-! do not say 
definitely-failure of cooperation on the part of those who have the 
power to put him back to work. 

The next case is that of a. gentleman from Quincy. This man was 
operated upon 8 weeks ago. He had a temperature of 104 or 105 at 
the Quincy Hospital, where I was allowed to see him and where we 
worked on him. For a while the outlook was bad for his hand and 
his hand will never be a. normal hand nor anything like a normal 
hand. If he has a 50 percent normal hand some day, I shall be 
happy about it. This is, perhaps, as important 8. case as we have to 
show the power of placing, at the beginmng of overcoming a crippled 
hand· a wedge between the fingers in order that these most important 
joint~ in the hand, the metaca.q~a.l. phulu~geul joints, be kept apart. 
For if they are kept apart, then 1t IS poss1ble some day to brmg them 
together, but if they are a)lowed to heal and to stiffen to position this 
way it will never be posSible to separate them and to give them any 
deg~ee of flexion at all. This man cut his hand at work. It was 
sutured, .and within 12 to 14 hours it becum~ a very badly infected 
hand. . 

This lady is from England, and bemg from England she is not 
nervous, altliovgh she has had enough in her life to ,multe her nervous. 
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In ~elson's book on surgery, third volume, on page 131, the last sen

tence m the ~cond parag-raph reads, "And the condition is a perma
nent one." That has to do with Volkmann's contracture. 

As Y~li know, Voll<mann's con~racture is d.ue, perhaps, ~o a bandage, 

d
to a ~plmt, or to ~ pl.as.ter of paris cast; I tl!mk m many mstnnces it is 

ue JUst to the mdividual who has certam abnormal blood vessels 
or abnormal muscle bundles, permitting, after injury, a diffusion of 

h
blood Ill the muscle bundles, causing the beautiful little muscles of the 
and and foreurm and the arm to become fibrous or scar tissued so 

that they are entirely incapable of use. This lady had a Volkma~n's 
contracture, and received a great deal of treatment for it. 

[Dr. Browne here asked the lndv how soon it had become discolored 
after injury, to which she replieil "Two days." In response to an
other inquiry, she said the pam was" terrific."] 

She says the pain was terrific, and I think that is important in 
understandin.,. what goes on. She had various forms of anesthesia
ayertin, which is an anesthetic introduced rectally; an analgesic was 
given her nine times in 2 months. Her hand was manipulated, and 
finally her doctor from Springfield was good enough to let us see it. 
She had a crippled hand; it was absolutely united, perfectly solid, 
and we are speaking, please bear in mind, of Volkmann's contracture. 

I saw her the first day, and looked at her hand, and manipulated 
it, and she thanked me a lot for it. An hour later the Sister in that 
ward in tha hospital said that the patient had gone home. The 
Indy" said she was not going to have anybody like me look after her 
hand, so she went home to Sprinll'field. Then she came back, and 
she said, " You can treat my hand If you will treat it so." 

'Ve worked very hard on her hand, and after a while she worked 
with us. She had with this a little functional nervous trouble that 
might well have come from a shock she endured in early life. 
Durin.,. the war high-explosive bombs in London scared her so that 
it was" necessary to get her away from that country. That left an 
impression on her, and all of these things played their part in her 
troubles. 

We lengthened the two mid fingers, the third and the fourth, 
which were tied down, by taking out-she has a hernia of the 
wrist-the transverse carpal ligaments, and by doing away with the 
palmaris longus muscle, present in about 60 percent of all indi
viduals, and using that tendon to lengthen the two tendons tied down; 
after that, and after a graft, we placed the whole hand on a properly 
prepared splint, then working with her hand aud working endlessly 
with her. There were not many dressings and no physiotherapy. 
There was no sitting down, with someone in front of her worlnng 
a little while on it, but about 3 minutes of work with a good deal 
of pain. 

This hand was so badly crippled for a year that she could not use 
it; it is not normal now-it IS never going to be normal-but it is 
in excellent condition compared with when we started work on it. 
This hand speaks for itself better than anything I can say. 

[Dr. Browne had the patient demonstrute the movement of her 
fingers.] . 

There are 12 splints here, and I should be very glad to have any 
or all of you look at these splints at any time. I might say in con-

13711Js-:~r;-I2 
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nection with splints that perhaps this one [holding up one] has 
served us very well. The hand is placed on a properly prepared 
splint where it looks comfortable to begin with. With the hand 
held in this position for a number of days, in metacarpal fractures 
or tendon inJuries, then, without disturbmg the metacarpal portion 
of the hand, by a simple removal of part of the splint, like this 
[illustrating], the patient can move his finger and start exercising 
these fin~ers, while the main portion of the hand is still held fixed 
and rigiu. This splint has worked very well. 

I nilght say in closing that I have gotten the greatest help from 
the medical adviser of our industrial accident board here who has 
given me ideas as to what to do with these hands, and that the mem· 
bers of our board have cooperated at all times in endeavoring to ~et 
people back to work after some of these difficult things we have tr1ed 
to do for crippled hands. 

Dr. CoRNWALL. I should like now to introduce to you Dr. George 
A. Goslin, who will preside over the remainder of the meeting. 

Dr. GoSLIN. We will now have the great pleasure of listening to 
Dr. Codman. Dr. Codman has written a fa1rly good-sized book on 
the shoulder, and any man who can write a whole book on the 
shoulder certainly must know something about it. 

The Crippled Shoulder 
By E. AKOBY CoDMAN, li. D., 00118ulting Surgeon, Afassac11.uaetts General 

Hospital, an<£ Impartial E:caminer Department at Industrial .Aooidcnts of 
Massachusetts 

The Enormous Cost of Neglected Industrial Injuries 

I have been in practice long enough (39 years) to be able to com· 
pare the fates of injured laborers before and since the introduction 
of workmen's compensation. Like most legislation, this act has had 
its good and bad results, and there is quite a list of each. On the 
good side is the care and attention these patients now receive, not 
only from doctors, but from the industrial accident boards. Form
erly, these patients went to the out-patient departments of charitable 
hospitals and formed items in the experience of young internes. 
Now, they are sought for, in the first 2 weeks, by mature practi
tioners, who are sure of a moderate recompense. After 2 weeks they 
are l~rgely treated by "industrial ~ut:geons.", whose accumulating 
expenence makes them really " spec1ahsts " m the treatment of the 
common forms of injury. I do not question that the majority of 
injured workmen receive better treatment, but there is a minority 
of cases which may happen, in the first 2 weeks, to fall into the hands 
of practitioners who may do more harm than the average interne. 
This minority is a very expensive one. 

When it comes to the chances of these employees receiving a just 
compensation for their loss of time or for incapacity, there is no 
comparison of "then" with "now." One need follow but one case 
through the Massachusetts Department of Industrial Accidents to 
realize what a long,: exren~ive, d~taile~ effort is made 0 analyze 
each case and to demde 1t, 1f poss1ble, m favor of the inJured em-
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toyee. Certainly the employee is often given the benefit of a 
oubt. Ther.e may ~e hearmg a~er hEOaring and the employment of 

many expensive medical experts m a smgle case. 
As to the bad side-at least so much of the bad side as I believe 

ma.y be eliminated-! should say that too much time, energy, and 
~oney are spent on diagnosis and expert treatment after the expira
tion of months or years, as compared to the time, energy, and money 
expended during the first 2 weeks after an injury. If the experts 
~ere employed early, when the golden opportunity is still present, 
mstead of late, the patient, employer, insurer, and the community 
would be better off. The infinite pains and the courageous expense 
ta.ken by the Massachusetts Department of Industrial Accidents to 
make sure that a case is hopeless, when that patient might have been 
well and at work within 2 months if he had been properly treated in 
the first 2 weeks after the injury, is always a source of admiration 
and yet of regret to me. Admiration for the thoroughness displayed 
by the board, and regret that the law provides that the physician 
who treats the case in the first 2 weeks shall be paid whether he 
makes good in his diacrnosis and treatment or not. If the law pro
vided that when he is "uncertain of his coml?etence to diagnose and 
treat the injury, he should call expert advice, without loss of his 
own fees, I believe all concerned would gain, for the first 2 weeks 
are the most important in most instances. 

Leaving aside the question of failure of early treatment from 
negligence, or bad judgment, or lack of skill on the pa~t of the first 
physician consulted, let me speak only of pardonable Ignorance on 
his part, and what can be done to help him to avoid such errors. 

No general practitioner can keep abreast of modern medical 
pro!!Tess. He cannot afford the new books, even if he had time to 
read them. He cannot digest what he reads in the medical journals, 
even if he believes the statements of the author. I want to see an 
annual publication put, without charge, into the hands of every prac
titioner which will give him an outline of every proved practical 
ndvanc~ in surgery (and later also in medicine). If such a publica
tion came from an authoritative source, such as the American College 
of Surgeons or the American Medical Association, it would demand 
attention from everybody concerned in the practice of medicine, from 
student to specialist. It should be edited with great care, and con
tain only those advances which have been verified by the experience, 
not only of the hospital where the advance originated, but by several 
or many others. It would necessarily be a few years behind the 
times, but at ~resent the !lverage practitioner is,, necessarily, many 
more years behmd. If he IS too up to dnte1 and tries everythina that 
comes out in the journals, he may be positively dangerous. " 

Such a publication would offer to those practitioners who desire 
to keep up to date, within reason, a definite means to do so, for it 
would sift the countless articles which constantly appear in our medical 
journals, each of which contains more or less doubtful statements and 
claims, which Inter will be eliminated by general experience, after 
haphazard and unrecorded efforts to confirm them by experiments 
on the public at large. 

The reason that Dr. Donoghue hns asked me to speak to you is that 
he knows that I have just written n book as an argument for these 
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ideas with the particular purpose of influencing the American Col
leae 'of Surgeons to edit such a. publication. I plan to offer the 
following resolution at the coming meeting of the college: 

Resolved 1. That the board of governors of the American College of ~ur
geons recommend for the consideration of the board of regents, the advisability 
of an annual Issue of Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics, to be edited for the 
general practitioner, summarizing such recent ndvunces in surgery os have 
been selected by a committee of the college from (a) lists submitted by eacb 
approved hospital, and (b) tested and confirmed by a sufficient number of 
other hospitals, and (c) discussed at an annual meeting of this assoclution. 

2. That the board of governors authorize the director-general to confer 
with associations representing industrial insurers, to seek their cooperation 
in financing nnd in distributing to every doctor in active practice such an 
annual issue of Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics. 

3. That the first Issue should appear not earlier than January 1937. 

Yon may ask for an outline of the argument for which I have 
thought it necessary to write a. 500-page book on the shoulder. 

In the first place, to make my reasoning effective, I had to write 
the best book which has ever been written or which is likely to be 
written in the next decade on all the diseases and injuries of the 
shoulder. This was partly because I planned to use as an example 
of the enormous cost of neglected injuries a. certain commonly un
recognized injury (a. novelty of my own invention) which is so little 
known that no practitioner can at present be blamed for not recog
nizing it. 

In order to use such a. novelty, which is not yet generally conceded 
as an important injury, and by some I fear still considered a. myth, 
I had to write a background to show that I was conversant with all 
other known diseases and injuries whici). might affect the shoulder. 
1 might thus give my pet example its due proportion of importance, 
as a. practical entity, which every doctor should lmow. 

This lesion of the shoulder I discovered over 20 years ago, and 
as far as I can learn, a description of it had never before appeared 
in medical literature. It is a. lesion which is particularly suitable for 
my purpose because the X-ray gives little indication of its existence. 
It has been so difficult to recognize that I have known well-trained 
industrial surgeons to fail to detect it, yet because I have been in
terested in the study of shoulder conditions I myself find it quite 
easy to diagnose most of the cases, although sometimes I am in doubt 
when the lesion is not extensive or is complicated by other injuries. 
It is not that I am so expert, but .that I know of. and look for the 
symptoms. 

The name of this injury, which consists of a. tear in one of the 
shoulder tendons close to Its insertion in the bone, is rupture of the 
supraspinatus. To one unfamiliar with its sil!ns the shoulder may 
appear normal. This injury is very incapacitatmg. Unless promptly 
operated upon successfully, it is the cause of permanent disability, 
so far as extensive use of the arm above the shoulder is concerned. 
I can say without hesitat!on that all of you who have been a. year 
or more on industrial acCiqent boards have seen cases of this kind, 
although possib~y the term I have used was not applied to them, 
S? ~hat theY. ~arne be~o.re you und_e~· some other name, such as peria.rth-. 
ribs, arthritis, neunt1s, or bu;rs1t1s of the shoulder. These patients 
complain of pain and say they cannot raise their arms. Most of the 
9houlder injuries (which are not fractures) in men over 40 that come 
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~efore you 6 months or more after the accident, you will find to be 
mstnnces of .this _lesion. This can be proved by very small, harmless 
exhlorntory mcJswns under local anaesthesia. . (Dr. Francis D. Don
og ue, of the Massachusetts Department of Industrial Accidents, 
on sevel'lll occasions made this diagnosis.) 

I find the utmost difficulty in teaching the general medical public 
what, for 20 years, I have thought I knew about this lesion. In the 
firsdt place, doctors are not much interested in shoulder conditions, 
8 '! they certainly do not 1.'l!ow much about them, for even the ter
mi~ology is so vngue that a half a dozen names are often applied to 
a smgle case. There are no shoulder specialists. Even the ortho
~edic surgeon has only recently claimed responsibility for treating 
~ wulder cases in most hospitals. I get little encouragement from 
m~urers, because I testify at hearings of the Department of Indus
triUl 1\ ccidcnts that I have made such a diagnosis, and believe the 
case to be one of permanent partial disability, in the face of the 
stat.,ments of the doctors who work for the insurer, and have not 
rec?gnized the condition, who may claim that the man has arthritis 
or Is a malingerer. The fact that the X-ray shows little to help in 
th!l diagnosis is very unfortunate for these patients, yet it makes 
tins lesion very appropriate for my argument because no real blame 
can be attached to any practitioner who fails to recognize it. In al
most ull cases an X-ray is taken, and since no fracture is shown, the 
doctor is content to treat the patient for a strain with whatever 
form of therapeutic apparatus has been sold to him. In reality the 
mjury is of more importance than most fractures in the bones of the 
shoulder, and means permanent partial disability as a rule. 

Another reason why I find it difficult to diffuse my ideas about this 
lesion is that I am never able to get these cases within a few days 
of their injury. Even the insurer's examining physician seldom sees 
them until weeks have elapsed. Instances are too uncommon for 
any one practitioner to see more than a few of them; hence they are, 
one may say, always unrecognized for weeks, if not for months or 
years. Therefore, my operatiOns in these cases have been performed 
at a great disadvantage, seldom before months have elapsed, and 
sometimes after years have elapsed. During this time shrinkage and 
atrophy of the tendons and other tissues occur so that the operative 
prospect is by no means good. Only about two-thirds of my opera
tions in these protracted cases have been successful, and then only 
after tedious convalescences. Hence the great news does not run 
like wildfire through the profession as it does where discoveries are 
miraculous and newsy. 

We may now turn to what should more distinctly come under the 
title ?f this paper, for althou.gh this ~njury is apparently a minor 
one, It costs as much as a maJor one; I. e., the full amount of com
pensation allowed by law. Under our Massachusetts statute this 
means $4,500 in each case. Let us assume that $1,500 is allowed for 
hospitalization, medical attention, and compensation for a prompt, 
early operation resulting in recovery nnd return to work in 6 months. 
Therefore failure of early recognition may cost $3,000 in one case. 
I have arran~cd the following table of comparative costs, which in
dicates how Important it is that this lesion should be recognized in 
its early stages. I hope you will not assume that I am narrow 
minded enough to think that this particular lesion which I was the 
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first to reco!!'llize is more important than any other _lesion w~ich may 
cause disability if neglected. I am merely using It as an mstnnce; 
many surgeons make such additions to our common knowled!!;e· 
The table of costs applies equally well to many other neglected. m
juries, which, if recognized and treated promptly, would have g~ven 
little trouble. When we multiply by a figure followed by three zeros 
it is astonishing how fast the total rolls up. 

Some Comparative Cases 

The cost to industry of neglected cases of complete rupture of the 
supraspinatus tendon compared with certain other costs: 

The cost of 1 case, $3,000, is that of a very fine automobile. 
The cost of 2 cases, $6,000, equals the gross annual earnings of the 

average doctor. 
The cost of 5 cases, $15,000, would be a reasonable salary for a 

college president. 
The cost of 6 cases, $18,000, would publish one number of the 

Journal of the American Medical Association to inform every doctor 
in the United States about the subject (1932, $17,287.62). 

The cost of 10 cases1 $30,000, would distribute a ($10) copy of 
this book to every hospital in the United States. 

The cost of 63 cases, $189,000, would pay the cost of the great 
out-patient department of the Massachusetts General Hospital which 
treated 310,334 patients in 1932 for $188,722.61. 

The cost of 67 cases, $201,000, would pay the entire expenses of 
our American College of Surgeons for 1933 ($198,945.57). 

The cost of 90 cases, $270,000, would pay the cost of the Harvard 
School of Public Health for 1932-33 ($240,357.85). 

The cost of 360 cases, $1,080,000 would cover the cost of the entire 
Harvard Medical School for 1932-33 ($1,076,990.75). 

The cost of 600 cases, $1,800.2.~00, would cover the costs of the 
entire Massachusetts General .tlospital, including those of the 
Phillips House and of the Baker Memorial, 1932 ($1,671,211.80); or 
the entire cost of the great American Medical Association, 1932 
($1,510,44 7.36). 

The author estimates that at least 1,000 of these injuries, most of 
which are not recognized as such, are being paid compensation at 
present in the United States, and that early diagnosis and prompt 
operation might have saved the major portion of the expense thus 
incurred. This lesion is only one amon~ many, which, when neg
lected, may cost as much. The total avOidable expense would form 
a very large fracti'?n of the $131,000,000 which industry annually 
pays for compensatiOn. 

'that the cost of 63 such injuries is greater than the cost of treating 
more than 300,000 patients annually in the Massachusetts General 
Hospital o~t-p~tient department, or in any similar clinic, indicates 
how expensive madequate treatment may be. Although we deal daily 
in money values, this thought is staggering. Why do we ignore it 1 
Habit has so closed our minds th.at we cannot fa~e such facts. Lay
men, even though they are hospital trustees or msurance directors, 
still venerate ~he d~ctor "":ho fr~ely gives his services", and turn 
from any considerf!tlOn of his effimency. Perhaps_medical charity is 
a greater commumty expense than we have realized and hospitals 
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might save money by paying their doctors if the costs of two neg
lected case~ equal the average physician's earnings for a year! 
~f we d1d snve industry such costs, would it contribute any of 

tlus ghostlike money, which it would have spent but did not, for 
any of ~he above cost equivalents 1 Would the doctor who made an 
early dmgnosis be ~iven even a second-hand car! It is unlikely 
that any of the institutions mentioned would receive even a fraction 
of this money, with the possible exception of the suggested annual 
number of an authoritative journaL Even if industry is willing to 
contribute for this purpose, we must admit that as yet we have no 
system of testing alleged imprO\·ements to make sure that they really 
are advances. 
If the" end-result system of organization" existed in our hospitals, 

all failures to obtain good results, whether they did or did not cause 
economic loss, would be constantly picked up, their causes analyzed, 
and study given to prevent similar failures in the future. As soon 
as adequate treatment was discovered for any particular class of 
case, it would be automatically advertised to the general practitioner, 
with or even without the aid of authoritative journals. 
. Dr. GosLIN. We are now going to have the great pleasure of hear
mg from Dr. Cadis Phipps. 

Dr. PHIPPS. I, too, like Dr. Codman, have a plea to make, but I am 
sorry that it is nowhere near as tanp:ible, and its object, rather than 
economic, is what might be called ' medicaL" I am going to offer 
a few figures, with the accent on the few. They are not to be offered, 
though, in any way from a statistical point of view, but more to 
serve as an illustration or background for making my plea. My plea 
is this, that we should employ more functional tests when we are 
examining men-workmen or ordinary patients-in regard to heart 
disease. 1Ve are especially interested, not in what sort of a murmur, 
what sort of an irregularity, the heart shows, but what that heart 
can do. We all realize that there is one possibility of mistake, and 
that is, when we have a patient sitting in front of us, of listening to 
his heart and hearing nothing at all abnormal, passing him and say
ing that he is absolutely fit to ~o on with his work, and then hearing 
that under stress and strain h1s heart, because of some unseen, un
noticed difficulty, broke down. Unfortunately, this is fairly com
mon. Then, too, we have the other extreme. That has occurred to 
a person with a very definitely damaged heart whom we have con
fined to practically a life of invalidism, but who, if we had exercised 
him, not only could carry on his work, but would undoubtedly be 
benefited by it. In order to illustrate that, I am going to quote a 
very few figures. 

The Effect of Work on the Diseased Heart 
By CADIS PHIPPs, M. D., Protessf>l' ot Metllclne, Tufts Oollege MetUcal School, 

Impartial Ea:anHner, Department of Industrial Accidents of Mcuaachusetts 

According to the classification accepted by the American Heart 
Association there are 14 general causes of heart disease (or 15 if 
we include the last one entitled "unknown etiology"). I believe 
this may be simplified, for our purposes, under three major head-
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ings--infectious, toxic, and mechanical. By "inf~ctious " I m~~n 
heart disease caused by such conditions as rheumatic fever, syphilis, 
etc., which are obviously not related to industry. The heart ?Jlay be 
injured functionally, and perhaps structurally, by a variety of 
toxins, either arising within the body from disturbances o_f metnbo· 
!ism or elimination, or externally from the effects of pmsons, and 
within this second group we find a limited number of cases rel_!lted 
to industry, namely, where there has been exposure to such chemicals 
as lead, mercury, pho~phorus,. carb.on monoxide, benzol, etc. I.t is 
the third, or "mechamcal ", etiOlogical factor that we shall consider 
here. 

In discussing what I have called a mechanical etiology, I do not 
refer to a sudden severe strain or blow on the chest wall (or trauma) 
as a cause of heart disease, although it is listed as number 14 in the 
classification referred to above, because I believe from a review of 
case.o examined impartially for the Department of Industrial Acci
dents of Massachusetts, as well as from my study of cases as a 
visiting physician at the Boston City Hospital, that it never causes 
cardiac damage, except to an already diseased heart. I refer rather 
to the cardio-dystrophies, such as arteriosclerotic heart disease and 
hypertensive heart disease, where it would seem that physical exer
tion might be an important factor, when we consider not only the 
effect it has in raising blood pressure, but also the almost direct action 
exertion may have in increasing the degree of atheroma existing in 
the arm or leg the workman uses most vigorously, compared with 
the other arm or leg. This apparent causal relationship is not so 
definite when we consider the incidence of hypertensive heart disease 
among people not engaged in physical work, and the fact that 
arteriosclerotic heart disease, or myocardosis, is more particularly 
associated with individuals leading a sedentary life. 

We have, however, a means of investigating the effect of exertion 
on the normal heart in the studies made of the so-called " athlete's 
heart", about which so many erroneous ideas are r>revalent. The 
well-trained athlete has a slow pulse rate and low blood pressure, 
which are due to cardiac hypertrophy, resulting in a greater systolic 
output with less expenditure of energy. This hypertrophy, however, 
must be considered in connection with the hyperdevelopment of the 
athlete's skeletal muscles, as well as his total weight, size of chest, 
etc. We must make a distinction between what may be called n 
physiological hypertrophy due to exercise, and the pathological hy
pertrophy which is compensatory or due to toxic stimulation from 
some underlying disease, such as rheumatic fever. Two years ago 
I studied the effect of cross-country races upon Harvard runners, 
examining their hearts both clinically and with an electro-cardio
graph directly before and again just at the completion of the race. 
My results were uniformly indicative of the absence of any harmful 
effect on the heart itself. The electro-cardiograms illustrated the 
mechanism of the so-called "second wind", namely, the shortening 
of the diastolic. period coincident with the rise of the pulse rate, 
but with no effect on the duration of the systolic phase unless there 
were collapse. The cases of collapse incident to college athletics are 
rarely, if ever, attributable to heart failure, providing, of course, that 
the athlete has no underlying heart pathology, but are due rather 
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to g~n.ernl fatigue, occasionally to effort syndrome, and to other 
conditwns, none of which should cause any structural chan"e in the 
l1eart itself. Incidentally, I will mention, in passing, the r~re cases 
of re~l cardiac collapse or acute myocardial fatigue which has been 
.Hexplamed ns consistm~ in spasm or an acute cardiac contracture by 

.n-shfeldcr, and is illustrated by X-ray films taken by Dr. T. K. 
~1chards at Soldiers Field, rather than being due to nn acute dilata
tion of the heart, which is the commonly accepted view. The symp
toms arising from the so-culled "athlete's heart", moreover, usually 
present themselves during the period of readjustment\ after the ath
lete has left college and has ceased most of his ath etic activities. 

:r'he effect of physical exertion on the already diseased heart com
priSes almost limitless possibilities of danger, ranging from slight 
mcrease of functional disability to actual sudden death. Neverthe
less, this does not mean that all exercise is harmful in all cases, and 
while in medicine we must be guided by certain general princi~les, 
We should not let them blind us to less common, but still possible, 
results in our mann,.ement of the individual case. We are prone 
at times, following tl~e line of least resistance, to prescribe the usual, 
whereas in certain instances the unusual or less obvious therapy 
mny be indicated. While rest is, and always will be, the chief means 
of benefiting the sick heart, yet the following table of figures may 
serve to point out certain exceptions to this rule. I must add, how
ever, that I am not offering these figures for their purely statistical 
value, for these workmen were referred for examination relative to 
some incapacity, cardiac or otherwise, and are not a cross-section of 
industrial disease or workers in general. Nevertheless, I feel that the 
ligures do tend to modify our views of the relationship between 
cardiac diseuse and physical stress. 

For consideration I have selected 500 cases from those examined, 
purposely omittin" many, such as heart patholo~. related to hyper
thyroidism, and those conditions of recent ongm, such as. acute 
!•heumatic heart disease, etc. Roughly, 60 percent of these had been 
aggravated by their work and in practically all of these the aggrava
tion was attributable to some sudden or unusual exertion. The other 
40 percent I felt had no causal relationship to their occupation. The 
degree of incapacity has a direct bearing on our subJect, and the 
following are my figures: Total incapacity, 19 percent; partial 
incapacity, 56 percent· no incapacity 25 percent. . 

In grouping the different types of heart disease, I have confined 
myself to single diagnoses, for the sake of simplicity, trying to select 
the most important lesion. 

Clnsslftcatloo Number of Total In- Pnrtlalln- No lncapa-
cases cnpaclty capacity city 

Ptreent Ptrcmt Percent 
Aortic regurgitation .•.•••••••.•. ID 1R 31 63 
Aortic stenosis .. -----·-·-·------ 4 2.1 "' 2.1 
Mitral Insufficiency------------- 34 ' 33 62 
M ltrnl stenosis ....•... ---------- 142 " 60 17 
llyportonslvo henrt dlsense ...•.. 06 2.1 .. 2.1 
Arterlosclerotlo heart disease •.. _ 128 30 52 18 
Congenital heart dlsoase •••••••• 2 1 I 0 
EO'ort syndrome .•.. ---------·-. M 0 34 68 
Coronary thrombosis •..••....... 21 38 .. 0 
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In interpretino- this classification I think it fair to state that I 
purposely allowed a generous margin of safety in m~ terms, "total, 
partial and no incapacity." In other words, I consi~ered .the case 
one of total incapacity if there were any risk whatever m domg s~me 
physical work, and on the other hand, those whom I felt were With
out any incapacity were workers who were able to perform all. the 
duties of their occupation without any cardiac sympto~ or Sip 
whatever, indicative of dysfunction or lessening of their cardiac 
reserve. My opinions were based not only on physical signs and a. 

· history but also upon electro-cardiographic examination which I 
made whenever I thought it of value, and even more important to 
my mind by functional tests by means of exercise. I want to call 
particular attention to some of the specific lesions in this group and 
their comparison with the same lesions occurring in individuals 
whom we commonly designate as "private patients." 

Rheumatic mitral endocarditis with stenosis of the opening is, 
as you know, commonly a progressive lesion. The average age at 
death is 35 years. InCidentally, the average age of the patients in 
this group whom I examined was 39 years, but more interesting to 
me was the fact that 17 percent of them were continuing with their 
manual labor, and not only was there a complete absence of cardiac 
symptoms, but also it seemed as though their general health, not to 
mention their mental attitude, was distinctly improved by their con
tinuing with their work. Looking over a group of what I have 
previously termed "private patients" I find that of those suffering 
from mitral stenosis, 10 percent is a liberal estimate of the number 
who had no incapacity whatever. 

My figures in regard to hypertensive heart disease are rather 
arbitrary in respect to my classification of degrees of incapacity. If 
I had not been dealing with workmen where there was, naturally, a 
question of possible aggravation of symptoms from some unexpected 
happening, I feel sure that I would have considered more than 25 per· 
cent of them able to do their usual work and less than 50 percent of 
them even partially incapacitated. Cases which I have grouped 
under the term "effort syndrome" naturally include many border
line ones where apprehension or introspectiOn was a large factor. 
My comment in. rega~d to my figures ~here is that the 33 percent 
listed as "P.artlRlly mcapaC!tated" might well recover complete 
working ability if put back to work under careful supervision and 
with lJroper medical attention to contributory causes, such as focal 
infect10n, faulty hyq;iene, etc. 

Perhaps the most mteresting group to me consists in those men who 
had suffered from coronary thrombosis, most of them still showing 
evidence of myocardial damage on electro-cardiographic examina
tion. While, of course, very few workmen suffering from coronary 
thrombosis are referred to me for an opinion (many of them dying as 
a result of the attack), and while the few data which I have gathered 
cannot in any way be considered of statistical value for this reason, 
nevertheless, there are certain factors to be noted in regard to those 
whom I have listed as "partially incapacitated." Most of those 
whom I saw came to me 3 months or more after their attack, and 
many of them I saw for the first time a year or two later, to pass 
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upon the question of their ability to do some work. Five of this 
group had been symptom-free and able to do light work for periods 
l'arymg between 2 to 5 years and two of them (one had had an 
attack 5 years previously, and the other 2¥2 years previously) 
stated that they felt perfe~tly well, had no symptoms whatever o.n 
moderate exertwn, and believed that they could do as much phySI
cal wo1·k as prio1· to the attack, except for the fact that they had 
been nd1·ised not to attempt it, and furthermore were "out of 
trainin cr " .,. . 

In considering- the advisability of men doing some physical work 
.(and I purposely express it "advisability" rather than "possibil
Ity"), it may again be of help to compare the~e individuals with the 
same type of patients who are not en""aged m manual labor. Not 
only do I believe it is common but also f consider it correct treatment 
to sugg-est for patients who have a mild de""ree of arteriosclerotic 
heart disease or hypertensive heart disease that they walk, play a 
little :rolf, or take short horseback rides if they are accustomed to 
this exercise, and in other words, encourage them to benefit their 
general condition and musculature, if they do it carefully and if 
all exercise is attempted gradually. Another example of this treat
ment, but here made more specifically a medical procedure consists 
in the systems of cardiac exercises as devised by the Schott brothers, 
Oertels, Herz, and others. To be sure, manual labor is ordinarily 
more tiring, more exacting, and therefore more hazardous, but, 
on the other hand, it in a way offers the best means for a patient to 
continue an accustomed exercise, which is probably the ch1ef factor 
in preventing dange:ous strai~ upon the h~art. . 

In conclusion I WJsh to remmd you agam that my figures are not 
offered as statistics to prove mathematically either the dangers or 
benefits of work, especially as they relate to a selected group of cases, 
namely, those where there was some question <?f the specific dis
ability or its relationship to the man's occupatiOn. Furthermore, 
in no way do I wish to belittle the importance of rest in the treatment 
of heart disease. On the other hand it has been my experience 
that frequently workmen are prevented from en""aging in or con
tinuing with physical work because of evidence of heart pathology, 
whereas actually their cardiac function might not in any way be 
injured by such work, and in fact in many instances would un
doubtedly be improved because of the benefit to the man's general 
condition. I therefore present these figures as a plea for more care
ful consideration of the possible compatibility between physical 
labor and an abnormal heart, and more particularly as a plea for 
more painstaking and thoughtful examination of the workman, es
pecially with the emplo1.ment of functional tests, before condemning 
him to phJsical inactiv1ty. Lastly, I wish to state emphatically my 
belief that heart pathology has never been initiated by sudden muscu
lar strain or a non penetrating blow on the chest. 

Dr. GosLIN. "\'Ve are now going to hear from Dr. Timothy Leary, 
medical examiner of Suffolk County. He will demonstrate to us the 
great importance of pathological examinations in addition to physical 
£xnminations. 
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The Importance of Post-mortem Examinations in 
Industrial Cases 

By TIMOTHY Ll!IARY, M. D., Me~ical Ezaminer Bufrolk Oounty, Massacl•us•ttl, 
Professor Emeritus of Pathology, Tuft• Oolleqe Medical School 

It has been recognized since Cabot's com)?arison of the clinical 
and the post-mortem diagnoses in an analys1s of 1,000 autollsies at 
the Massachusetts General Hospital that the clinical dia~noshc er_ror 
in determining the cause of death, even in carefully stuuied hosp1tul 
_cases, may be very high. Because of this inexactness an effort to 
obtain more accurate d1agnoses and better vital statistics has resulted 
in a classification of hospitals which depend, in part, on the perce.nt
age of autopsies performed in fatal cases. When the clinical questwn 
is further complicated by the added necessity of determinmg the 
possible relation of the condition causing the death to industrial 
hazards, the probability of error without autopsy is markedly 
increased. 

In .criminal medico-legal investigations, where a death has oc
curred,- it is accepted as only fair to the accused and the Government 
that an adequate post-mortem examination should be carried out. 
Such examinations have furnished the courts and the police with 
data which have often served to free the accused, or, on the other 
hand, to 11,egative claims on his behalf that death was due to natural 
·causes. 
''' In, dealing wit~ ind11strial-accident claims the same reasoning 
should apply, out of fairness to the insured and the insurer. The 
pr9blems which the industrial co11rts deal with may often be simpli
'ped if all of the facts can be presented. The pathologist in malting 
11' post-mortem exa~inati<?n o~ a body ~s give';! opllortunity to carry 
·out more complete mvestlgatwn than 1s poss1ble m the case of the 
"clinical man who deals with the living. He can determine more 
·definitely the relation of cause and effect, since he can study both 
grossly and microscopically the interrelation of lesions within the 
body and their possible connection with industrial hazards. 
· In the present paper a series of cases is presented illustrating the 
value of lost-mortem examinations in bringing to attention harmful 
results o industrial hazards which would otherwise be overlooked or 
:in elucidating problems }?resented by doubtful cases. 
· Under present condit10ns the determination that an autopsy is 
to be performed in industrial C!lse~ is m~de at le!lst some days after 
the death, so that the pathologist IS usually reqmred to do his worlt 
on a body which has been embalmed. 

Modern methods of embalming insure the preservation of the inter
nal structures of the body for a period of months and even over a year 
after the demise, in such degree that not only gross but microscopical 
pictures will be well preserved. I have removed the spinal cord 
from a body buried 6 months and lying in water, and have been able 
to demonstrate the specific degenerations of the posterior columns 
of the cord, characteristic of tabes dorsalis, where a claim of injury 
to the back with resultin~ invalidism and death had been made. The 
response to Weigert's stam was typical. I have been able to demon
strate the presence of silicosis in the lungs 2 years after death, and the 
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absenc~ of other than rare silicotic nodules in the lungs 4 yenrs after 
~e~th .m another case in which it was claimed that death was due to 
SiliCOSIS. 

~he external surface of the body may be in a bad state of preser
vatwn. The skin usually shows an abundant growth of mold and is 
macerate_d, but the tissues of the bo.dy w~II are usually well preserved 
and th~ mternal organs, even the mtestme, are in better state. The 
gross piCture lacks the normal color, which is shrouded in formalin 
gray or red, and the outlines of focal lesions are blurred or obliter
ated. The consistency is also changed, all parts of organs which are 
well preserved being hardened to an even consistency throughout. 
A~tefacts due t~ the embalmer's trocar or to injection inay seriously 

modify normal appearnnces. In a recent case an enormously dilated 
left ventricle Jed to a snap diagnosis of organic disease of the heart. 
The dilated ventricle contained, however, a curved cast of the arch 
of the aorta in well-fixed clot. Investigation showed that the body 
had been hastily embalmed by arterial injection at the place of death, 
and then shipped to an undertaker in the home town of the individual 
for burial. The second undertaker carried out thorough arterial em
balming, using much force. The aortic clot had prevented the pene
tration into the left ventricle of the fluid used by the first embalmer, 
therefore the ventricular walls were not fixed. The second under
taker had used enough force to drive the clot through the aortic ori
fice into the ventricle, with a resulting wide dilatation of the cavity 
of the ventricle and fixation of its walls in the distended position. 
Careful examination of the heart and other organs disclosed no 
natural cause for the dilated ventricle, which evidently owed its ap" 
pearance to artefact. The death was due to primary violence. 

It is usual for the undertaker's trocar to puncture both heart and 
lungs, and bloody fluid is found in the pericardium and pleura. 
Puncture of the intestine and the delivery of contents into the peri
toneal cavity produces a picture which may be mistaken for peri
tonitis. The distribution of blood and fluid in the lungs by the' 
trocar may give rise to an appearance suggesting pneumonia, multi
ple hemorrhaooes, or multiple infarcts. 

Not only s~ould the operator in industrial postmortems have a 
wide experience, but he should be backed by all of the resources of a 
well-equipped laboratory, the microscope often furnishing the only 
data on which a diagnosis can be made, as in the cases of tabes and 
silicosis cited. 

Bacteriological tests are sometimes valuable. For example, a man 
~mployed for .many yea;s as a :wool sor~e~ died as a result of a lung 
mfectwn, whJCh was dwgnostiCated chmcally as anthrax without 
bacteriological tests. Autopsy disclosed consolidation of' the lung 
of the lobar type. Althou~h the body had been buried for nearly 2 
months cultures from the lungs were made, on the ground that the 
consoli(lation might have prevented the introductiOn of the em
balming fluid into the most firmly consolidated parts of the lungs. 
Cultures showed a growth of the pneumococcus and streptococcus 
with few contaminating oq~anisms. No anthrax bacilli appeared. 
Since the pneumococcus ana streptococcus are easily killed, while 
the spore bearing anthrax bacillus will resist conditions which lead 
to the death of nonspore bearers, it was concluded that the death 
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was due to ordinary lobar pneumonia. Tbe failure to find anthrax 
bacilli in sections of the lungs or other organs confirmed the 
diagnosis. 

The following cases illustrate the sometimes inconsistent character 
of antemortem and postmortem findings. . 

1. A man died shortly following a claimed injury of the left s1de 
of the abdomen. The symptoms were very acute and almost wholly 
abdominal. A diagnosis of rupt~;~red gastric ulcer ~as m!lde by the 
consulting surgeon. Autopsy disclosed a lower nght-s1ded lob~r 
pneumorua. As is known, this condition may give r1se to predomi
nant abdominal symptoms and the dullness may be masked by the 
liver dullness. Lobar pneumonia is a. common disease cominl;\' on 
without warning and usually independent of industrial conditiOns. 
In order to make pneumonia. an industrial disease it must be proved 
that the individual had been exposed to the inhalation of irritant 
gases, or had been subjected to unusual exposure to the elements; 
or if the claim is made that the condition was due to traumatism, 
that the traumatism was sufficient in degree and applied to the reg!on 
where the pneumonia. appeared. In this case a. minor left-s1ded 
injury could not I>roduce a. right-sided pneumonia. 

2. I had turned over to me as medical examiner the body of a 
man who was sent to a. local hospital for alcoholism. He was coma
tose on arrival and lived less than 24 hours. A hospital diagnosis 
of alcoholism was made. Although the sputum was bloody, no evi
dence of consolidation of the lungs was obtainable. Autopsy dis
closed a. hemorrhagic inflammation of the bronchial and peritracheal 
glands, with evidence elsewhere throughout the body of a hem
orrhagic septicemia. Smears showed a. gram positive bacillus in 
short chains. Cultures furnished a. pure growth of the anthrax bacil
lus. Investigation of the man's employment then led to the discovery 
that he had been a. teamster employed by a. firm of hide weiuhers, 
who handled China. hides. This was the third case of fatal anthrax 
arising among the employees of this firm. The man left a wife and 
four children who would have been doomed to pauperism were it 
not for the autopsy findings. 

3. A youth had suffered an injury by the falling of a. pair of 
tongs on his leg below the knee. There was no break in the skin. 
Later there developed swelling of the knee and ankle joints, accom
panied by swelling of the leg and foot. Consultants made a. diagnosis 
of rheumatoid arthritis. Autopsy disclosed a. suppurative (staphyl 
lococcus) process of the leg and foot, the knee and ankle joints and 
the joints of the tarsus. Death was due to pyemia. and the trau
matism was a. causative factor. 

4. An apparently robust individual was employed in a chemical 
plant in which several deaths had occurred from nitrite poisoning. 
He was ill· for 10 days with an obscure respiratory disturbance, 
which terminated fatally. The clinical diagnosis was central pneu
monia. with nitrite poisoning. Autopsy disclosed an acute general 
miliary tuberculosis. The only old foc1 of tuberculosis were found 
in the lungs in the form of closed caseous masses. The !>reservation 
of the lungs was imperfect in places, and the focus which by its 
rupture into a vessel produced the general infection could not be 
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fou.nd. The tubercles which had arisen in the lungs and other organs 
InCident to the genernl blood infection were larue, indicatino- a 
probable origin weeks before the death. " " 
. Acute general miliary tuberculosis arises as a result of the expan

SIOn of a. closed. caseous focus to the point where invasion of the wall 
of a ~e•l!hbormg vessel occurs, without, however, producing an 
ocdudmg thrombosis. The caseous material undergoes liquefaction 
and the focus is eomwted into a cavity filled with a fluid containino- a 
pure culture of the tuberele bacillus. Rupture of the cavity through 

b
the .w~akened wall of the vessel results in the delivery of the tubercle 
nci]h to all parts of the body through the circulation. 
It was shown thut the man was employed in the power plant of 

t~e chemical company, at a distance of one-quarter mile from the 
mtrating plant and was exposed to nitrous fumes, and then in the 
most minor degree, only when he walked to the office of the works, 
once a week, for the purpose of drawing his pay. This exposure was 
not adequate to produce changes which would have affected a closed 
lesion in the lungs. the rupture of which must have produced his 
general infection. That the exposure was slight, if any, was indicated 
by the absence of evidence of bronchial irritation. The death was due 
to natural causes. 
. 5. A man employed in a print works was left at noon on one day 
lD charge of a room where se,·eral rope soakers were running. His 
duty was to see that the rope yarn ran smoothly through the rope 
soakers. In one of these nitrous fumes were o-enerated by a combi
nation of nitrate of soda and hydrochloric aci.f. On the day in ques
tion new work was being tried out, and an excess of fumes was being 
generated, as later experience proved. A fan blower was used to 
remove the fumes, but was probably not working efficiently on the 
day in question. Decedent, who had always been in good health, with 
a record of n normal heart examination several months before, was so 
Line on his return home that night that his wife thought he was work
ing with a blue dye. He complained of the fumes, and said that they 
made it difficult :lor him to breathe. Forty-eight hours later he suf
fered an attack of acute dilatation of the heart and was carried 
home by his boy on a hand wagon, crawling upstairs to bed on all 
fours. From this time he suffered from shortness of breath and died 
suddenly 4 months later. 

The claim was made that death was due to heart disease, arisinu 
independently of his occupation. Autopsy disclosed a moderate d; 
gree of arteriosclerosis but no evidence of valvular or myocardial dis
ease, and the kidneys were normal. Poisoning with nitrous fumes 
is peculiar, in that there may be no immediate symptoms other than 
temporary respiratory discomfort with couo-h, due to the local irri
tant action of the fumes. Later, possibly through the evolution of 
nitrites from nitrates within the body, acute attacks of cyanosis and 
dyspnoea-often with high-grade edema of the lungs-may lend to 
a fatal termination, or recovery for the moment may occur. to be fol
lowed by renewed attacks later. This delayed action of nitrous and 
other fumes furnished a considerable mortality in the World W nr, men 
recovering from the immediate effects of gassing to be found dead 
many hours Inter, particularly if they had been exposed to active phy-
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sica! stress during the interval. The condition in this case was in!· 
tiated by exposure to nitrous fumes, and the death arose out of hiS 
employment. 

6. A. man employed as a carpenter in a prin~ works was called upon 
to repair the doors of an outhouse, where mtrous fumes were gen
erated. He was found sitting on the ground near the outho_use, dazed 
and spitting blood. He was brought home, where he lay rn bed for 
several days cyanotic and weak. His pulse and temperature ":ere 
normal, tho~gh respiration was increased. He develop.ed a typtcal 
hemiplegia (5 days), and died 9 days after exposure. Clarm was made 
that the death was due to a spontaneous cerebral hemorrhage. 

Autopsy revealed necrosis o~ the trach~~l and bronc~~al .mucosa, 
with scattered patches of termrnal bronchths and alveohtts, m many 
of which the alveoli were distended with plugs of fibrin, and few or · 
rare polynuclears. The brain showed a massive hemorrhn"'e with d}s
organization in the parieto-occipital region, and multipfe petech111l 
hemorrhages in both anterior and posterior portions of the corpus cal
losum. The arteries showed a minor degree of arteriosclerosis of the 
aorta and coronaries. The brain vessels were free from gross evidences 
of sclerosis. The heart and kidneys were normal. The peculiar char· 
acter of the respiratory process, and the petechial hemorrhages in the 
corpus callosum, together with the absence of evidence of cardiorenal 
changes, took this case out of the group of spontaneous cerebral hem
orrhages. The picture in the respiratory apparatus was consistent 
with poisonin~ from nitrous fumes. The death arose out of and in 
in course of hts employment. 

7. A. man employed on an ash cart collapsed at his work, was 
sent to a hospital, where he was admitted in an unconscious condi
t!ion, and died after 48 hours of coma. It was claimed that his 
death had been due to injury incident to his work, although no spe· 
cific history of violence was obtainable. Autopsy disclosed multiple 
abscesses of the spleen and a streptococcus septicemia. The ab
scesses showed, microscopically, beginning orgamzation of the walls, 
indicating a probable age of more than a week; although the man 
had worked steadily up to his collapse, and nothing unusual in his 
appearance or actions had been noted by his coworkers. The death 
was due to natural causes. 

8. A. man employed in a stamping works had been disabled for 
months with symptoms which were largely cerebral. He had been 
seen by a group of specialists, who had arrived at a diagnosis of 
brain tumor. Autopsy disclosed no gross abnormality of the brain, 
nor other adequate cause of death. Chemical examination of the 
organs revealed large amounts of lead, to which he was exposed in 
his work. 

9. A. painter, moderately alcoholic, died followin~ an illness of 
10 days. There was some vomiting, with sli~ht rise m temperature 
and respiration and marked prostration. A. dtagnosis of lead poison
ing was made by his physician and a claim was filed that death arose 
out of his employment. A.t autopsy there was found a central ,Pneu
monia of the right lung, together with marked fatty changes m the 
liver, kidneys, and. hea_rt muscle. The chemist reported negative 
results of th~ exammatwn of the whole of the heart, liver spleen, 
brain, and ktdneys for lead. An adequate cause for his d~ath was 
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~ound in the lobar pneumonia, and the fatty heart, kidneys and 
h1·er could ha 1·e arisen from alcoholism particularly with a ter~inal 
pneumococcus infection. The death w~s due to natural causes . 
. 10. A teamst<'r, employed in the transportation of heavy mate

r18ls,_ !!ad had a cough for some time. He had been examined by a 
phys1c1an, who had made a diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis. 

h
it was cluinwd that while lifting a heavy radiator decedent had a 
emorrhage, which ceased temporarily, but he died at home 24 hours 

later from a second hemorrha~e. Autopsy disclosed aneurysm of 
the aorta with rupture into the trachea. Testimony in the case 
brought out the facts that decedent backed up his tram to the door
way of a radintor warehouse; that the loading was done wholly by 
employees of the radiator company; that decedent was standing on 
the sidewalk, at ease, when the first hemorrhage arose. The death 
was due to natural causes. 

11. A man of 55 years, employed in moving material in a factory 
by means of a box truck, claimed that he stumbled and fell, was 
shaken up, but was not bruised. He was not prevented from work
ing for several days, but grew weaker, and died at home 5 weeks 
after the accident. It was claimed that his death was due to the 
accident. No specific diagnosis was made by his attending phy
sician, but pain in the lower back had been constant, and terminal 
abdominal distension with fever had preceded the death. Autopsy 
disclosed a large, polypoid carcinoma of the rectum above the anus, 
with hemorrhagic enteritis of the large gut, which was markedly. 
distended. Acute general peritonitis was the immediate cause of 
denth. The new growth, which was at least several months old, lay 
deep within the true pelvis, in a position where it could not have 
been injured as a result of the traumatism claimed. The death wa'S 
due to natural causes. 

12. A [ouno- man employed in a sewage works was found lying in 
a mass o slu<fge, dead. The question arose as to whether death was 
due to heart disease or to violence. There was a laceration of the 
tissues of midforehead above root of nose 2 inches long. Dissection 
disclosed a fracture of the anterior wall of the right frontal sinus, 
which extended beyond the middle line. There was separation of 
the mucosa lining the anterior wall of sinus, and a small amount of 
blood was found between mucosa and bone. The rest of skull and 
the brain were intact. Lying in the primary bronchi was a mass of 
sludge corresponding to the material in whiCh the body was found. 
The organs, otherwise, were those of a normal individual. The fall, 
apparently against the concrete edo-e of sewer basin, had produced 
unconsciousness, and drowning folYowed. The death arose out of 
his employment. 

13. A schoolhouse janitor was seen trying to walk out of the school 
yard, when he collapsed and remained unconscious until his death. 
The local medical examiner viewed the body and made a diagnosis 
of death from natural causes. 

Autopsy disclosed fracture of the sternum, 19 fractures of ribs and 
3 of rib cartilages, fracture of the pelvis and of the right femur, and 
a subdural hemorrhage. A window onto the roof of the school 
building was found open, and it is probable that decedent fell from 
the roof to the ground. 

ta7t08-35--t3 
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14. An insurance collector, 60 years of age, went out of the door 
of a second-story tenement. A. noise was heard, and decedent was 
found at the bottom of the stairs. He was offered a drink of water, 
which he reached for, but he suddenly collapsed and died .. The local 
medical examiner, when called, could not determine the cause. of 
death, and so notified his district attorney, who refused permissiOn 
for an autopsy. The death was .therefore certified as due to organ.ic 
disease of the heart. Autopsy diScovered a fracture of the odontotd 
process of the axis, with fracture dislocation of the first on the second 
cervical vert~bra, and a crush of the co~d. There was found chronic 
i1_1terstitial neyhritis, with hypertrophy of heart and aortic insuffi-
Ciency. "' 

15. A. man of 45 years was stntck on the head by a brick falling 
from a staging overhead. He was unconscious temporarily, but re
gained consciousness, was disabled for a few days, and dizzy for a 
longer period. At intervals during the following year he had sev
eral attacks of temporary unconsciousness, followed by periods of 
weakness and dizziness. About a year after the accident, he lapsed 
into unconsciousness, deepening into coma, with stertorous respira
tion, and died after an illness of several days. At autopsy, the 
subdural space on the right was occupied by a firm, oval, padlike 
mass of clot, which overlay and compressed the right cerebrum. 
The mass was sharply circumscribed, and was rather firmly attached 
to .the dura in places. The death was due to subdural hemorrhage, 
having its origin in a traumatism produced by the injury. 

16. A stableman 62 years of age, who had gone into a loft for the 
purpose of putting down hay for the horses, was found an hour 
later on the floor below, unconscious, breathing stertorously. There 
was no external evidence of violence. He was admitted to the hos
pital, unconscious, with a typical right-sided hemiplegia, and incon
stant pressure symptoms on the left. A di!lgnosis of spontaneous 
cerebral hemorrhage was made. Autopsy dtsclosed fracture of the 
skull, with subdural hemorrhage, and contusions nne! laceration of 
the brain, most marked on the left side. His death was due to a 
fall from the loft. 

17. A man of 40 years, employed as a driver of a coal team, wns 
seen to walk from his team, after elevating the body by means of 
a pinion and ratchet mechanism, actuated by a hand ·crank, and 
collapse on the lawn of the house in which he was to deliver the coal. 
He was removed in an ambulance to a hospital, where he died within 
a few minutes after arrival. A diagnosis of disease of the heart was 
made. Autopsy disclosed universal arachnoid hemorrhage. The 
cerebral arteries were free from evidence of arteriosclerosis. The 
heart and kidneys were normal. The stress of elevating the body 
of the wagon had probably increased his blood pressure to the point 
where rupture of an arachnoid vein followed. 

18. A porter 70 years of age fell from a stepladder, sustaining 
injuries of the l~ft shoulder and side. He suffered disability, marked 
by dizziness and wPnkn~ss. for several months, and died. It was 
claimed that the fall was the cause of his death. At autopsy, there 
was found high-grade arteriosclerosis of the aorta, coronaries, and 
cerebral vessels. There was marked chronic interstitial nephritis 
and chronic interstitial myocarditis. The brain showed cysts of 
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softening. of n small portion of the right marginal gyrus, and of 
the supenor surface of the right cerebellum. The process in the 
cerebellum was situated in a re.,.ion so protected from the effects of 
external violence that it is pract'fcally impossible that contusion from 
external violence could have been its cause. It would be necessary 
to crush the owrlyin.r cerebrum, by extreme violence, before the 
!1PP''! surface of the c.;;.ebellum could suffer, and the overlying brain 
In tlus case showed no evidence of such violence. The focus in the 
fllarginal gyms was ,o small and ci1•cumscribed that it is improbable 
th!1t violence woul<l have caused it, without also producing other 
endences of injury in the scalp, skull, or cerebral vortex. Moreover, 
b?th lesions corre•pmHled .in Jo,·ation to the distribtition of vessels. 
1 he I'Pasonal,Je conclusion is, that these lesions arose as the result 
uf thrmuhosis or embolism of the vessels supplying the affected 
regions. No source of embolism nor evidence of embolism in other 
organs appeared, so that thrombosis was the more reasonable cause 
of the regwns of softenin". The death was due to natural causes. 

19. A stonemason was se~n to collapse at his work and was thought 
to. have fallen over a projecting piece ?f wood. He was uncon
scious momentarily, but recovered consciOusness and was brought 
home. There developed slowly a hemiplegia, followed b'l coma 
and death in 4 days. The necropsy disclosed no evidence o injury 
to the scalp. 'When the skull and durn were opened, there appeared 
n hemorrha"'e spreading over the surface from the region of the 
Sylvian tisst~re on the right side. At n glance the picture suggested 
a traumatic hemorrhage, arising in the cortex of the brain. Dissec
tion revealed, however, complete disorganizati?n of the caudate and 
lenticular nuclei, with extenston through the msula to the piarach
noid and thence to the membranes over the convexity of the brain. 
The 'cortex, except in the insula, where extension was direct, was 
intact. The hemorrha"'e arose from spontaneous rupture of the 
lenticulostriate artery f'n the typical location of spontaneous cere
bral hemorrha.,.es, and was unusual only in its extension to the 
membranes on the surface of the brain, which was n terminal lesion. 
The man was not doing laborious or unusual work. The process was 
due to natural causes. The fall followed the hemorrhage. 

20. A young colored woman was brought into a local hospital, in 
a semiconscious condition, with a history of having fallen down
stairs 10 days previously in a factory. She did not lose consciousness, 
but vomited several times. She had been unconscious for 2 days be
fore entrance. There were no focal symptoms. Diagnoses of frac
tured skull and hysteria were made. A claim was filed that the fall 
had led to injury of the brain and possibly of the skull. Autopsy 
disclosed an extreme atrophy of the liver, with nodules of re"'en
m·ating liver tissue scattered over the surface. Microscopicnlly"the 
liver tissue was replaced wholly by low-grade connective tissue, 
except in the nodules, which showed a typical lobule formation. On a 
generous estimate, less than one-tenth of the shrunken organ was 
made up of liver tissue, capable of function. The brain showed ·only 
edema. There was no evidence of injury to the scalp, skull, or brain, 
nor indeed were evidences of traumatism found anywhere in the 
body. The color of the skin had concealed the jaundice which was 
present. It was concluded that the death arose as a result of atrophy 
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of the liver, with terminal edema of the brain, and was not due to 
the traumatism claimed. The amazing element was not that the 
patient had died so soon, but that she bad lived so long. Further 
investigation brought out the fact that about 2 months before her 
death decedent had volunteered to dish out ice cream to a church 
society of which she was a member, and had had the privilege of 
eating what was left in the bottom of the ice-cream can. This was 
one of three cases of fatal atrophy of the liver occurring in colored 
women during the summer in question. All of these youn" wome~ 
had a history of having served ice cream at functions, with tl1e privi
lege of eating what was left in the containers. No patrons who pur
~hased their ice cream gave evidence of any disease. The factor of 
dosage was evidently important. The same caterer furnished the ice 
cream in each case. "Whether bacterial toxins or metallic poisons 
from the containers were responsible for the atrophv of the liwr 
could not be determined, since the poisoning had occurred, as indi
cated, 2 months before the death. 

Comment 

These cases speak for themselves. The value of the postmortem 
investigation is evident. In some States necropsy of a body con
cerning which there is an industrial claim is required by law. At 
least in those cases in which no relatives survrve or are present 
in the jurisdiction or in the country the industrial accident board or 
commission should be authorized as next friend to intervene nnd 
obtain information which should help to clear up the case. This 
practice obtains in public. hospit.als here when no relatives survive, 
the trustees <?f t?e hosprtal bemg empowered to authorize post
mortem exammahons. 

DISCUSSION 

Chairman DoNOGHUE. The meeting is now open for discussion. 
Before you start I should like to ask Dr. Cadman, for the benefit of 
the Jay people here, to show what injury to the supraspinatus is. 
There may be somebody here who would like to know what is meant 
by this crippled shoulder when it comes to the rupture of this par
ticular muscle, the supraspinatus. 

Dr. CooMAN. You must not think that every shoulder injury is a 
ruptured supraspinatus, and also you must not think that every 
case of supraspinatus injury must be operated on. Only those 
cases where the symptoms are clear should be explored. If a person 
has had experience with them and is in doubt, I feel that exploration 
is justified, but I think that for the average surgeon or doctor, who 
has not carefully studied the shoulder l... to do exploration in cases 
which do not have the symptoms that 1 am about to give is going 
to discredit the operation when ultimately it is J?erformed. In the 
first place, it would be unsafe to f!!ake a diagnosrs of this injury in 
young men or young women. It IS almost always after 40 usually 
5o or 60 years and almost always i~ laboring people. It seldom oc
curs--I have seen only two cases-m what we call the "white-collar 
clnss." 
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These patients have a ureat deal of pain. They complain bit
~erly of pam in the shoul<ler, particularly at night, and during the 
!'lit week of the injury that pain is intense. They often say they 

walk the floor. Their chief statement is that they cannot raise their 
~rms, although the shoulder looks normal and the X-ray shows it 
Is normal, they persist in this statement that they can not raise it . 
. If t!1e patient's arm is bound by adhesions so that you cannot raise 
~t, 1t IS pretty sure that he has not got a supraspinatus rupture. 
fo check that, make the patient stoop over and let his hand hang 
down. If the elfort is made to raise the arm when he is in the 
stan~ing position he cannot do it, but in the stooping position, where 
granty does the elevation of the arm for him, the arm will be seen 
to move through nearly a complete normal arc. If he is in the later 
stages, as he rnises his arm he raises the scapula, the shoulder blade, 
and humerus together, like this [demonstrating], and then, after 
a _sort of contortion, perhaps raises it up the rest of the way but 
With great difficulty, and if he holds his arm ont straight like this 
f demonstratincr] a child could put it down, because he has no muscle 
here [pointingJ to hold the head of the bone on the fulcrum. Now 
as this motion is made, as the examiner makes it as he holds his finger 
?n the patient's shoulder at a point just below the acrom_ion, there 
IS a definite snap when the angle changes from the honzont.al to 
the vertical as the tuberosity, which is bare where the tendon was 
~uptured, makes a jog as it p~sses. u~der the a~romion, and that _jog 
Is nccompanied by a sharp pam w1thm the patient and by a crep1tus 
which is sometimes loud enough to hear, and usually easily recog
nized by the examiner's fingers. Those are the chief syP>\)toms. 

Mr. HARTWIG (Oregon). Does the pain radiate down toward the 
center of the chest in a case like that 1 

Dr. CooM,\N. I have not marked it in the center of the chest. The 
pain may radiate down into the ulna or radius district, or may be felt 
in the side of the neckl but there is often localized pain, and particu
larly the sharp pain wnen the snap occurs. 

Dr. Cox (Massachusetts). In these back cases, if the back has been 
fused and the man is stili injured, what is the treatment for that 1 

Chairman DoNOGHUE. I think Dr. Goldthwait has some ideas on 
where the stress is transferred after the back has been fused. Per
haps he will answer that question. · 

Dr. GoLDTHwAIT. It is pretty difficult to tell, after the back has 
been fused, what you are to do. In case fusion is considered neces
~ary, and my personal impression is that that r~presents a very lim
Ited number of cases, the back should be stra1ghtened in the first 
place so that there is adequate space between the articular processes, 
and so that there will be no unnatural interference with the circula
tion, or enervation either. One of the difficulties, as I see it

1 
in a lot 

of cases is that the fusion has been performed before the oack has 
been straightened, and you have a condition analogous to the ana
tomical drnwing which I showed you, where the space at the joint 
formed by the articular proce•s is narrow anyway. If you have the 
post-operative thickening, which is a part of the fusion, added ont<J 
1t, you have a condition many times which is more disturbing from 
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the point of view of that local physiology than it was before. Of 
course once the spine is fused1 other joints are forced to take' up 
some ~f the work that those jomts that are now stiff formerly per
formed, and this means that the joints that have to ~ake up tl_ns new 
work, being less used to that work, are much more hkely to gn•e out. 

Mr. HARTWIG. May I ask, doctor, your experience in this matter! 
Quoting one of our doctors in Oregon, Dr. Delahunt, whom you 
probably know, he said that oftentimes he finds the sacroiliac fusion 
operation a failure because in his opinion the sacrum should have 
been fused also when that operation was done, and I wondered what 
your experience had been here. He pointed out to me a short while 
ago that in the instances where he had had complete success that 
was due to the fact that a cast had been placed on the back, and 
that a fusion had actually occurred on the sacrum at the time the 
sacroiliac fusion was done, or following the operation. I wondered 
what you thought about that. 

Chairman DoNOGHUE. I think he means n. lumbosacral plus a 
sacroiliac . 
. Dr. GoLDTHWAIT. Let me understand this correctly. You said in 
the sacro;iliac fusion the feeling was that the sacrum should be 
fused also. 

Mr. HARTWIG. Perhaps I am not using the correct term. Perhaps 
it is the lumbosacral; the one I mean rests upon the spine. 

Dr. GoLDTHWAIT. I just wanted to be sure. Of course, the more 
you fuse, the more disability there will be from the limited motion. 
As a matter of fact, my personal feeling is that fusion of the sac
roiliac joints is very rarely necessary; that only in a very limited 
number of cases should that be considered, I am sure. On the other 
hand, n.s to the lumbosacral mechanism you have there things we 
did not have time to bring up but which were indicated in what Dr. 
Sever said. There you have your anatomical malformation, all sorts 
of pecularities which have to be taken into account in figuring the 
plan of handling it. But even there, a lot of these cases that ba ve 
anatomical pecularities, which have been there all their lives, with 
a little mechanical readjustment can be returned to industry just as 
Dr. Phipps specified. I was delighted to hear what he said about 
the heart cases, because I am sure that there are a great many cases 
where we say the heart is damaged and yet it is a good heart from 
the point of view of function. You spoke of the sacroiliac, the region 
where the spine rests on top of the sacrum, even there, in a very large 
back clinic, we very rarely ever fuse the joint. Our cases are not all 
successes, of course. Nobody ever has complete success in every case, 
but the percentage of failures is very, very small. I am not dealing 
now with the industrial-accident cases, because I seldom see them
only in consultation-and there is very little opportunity for hand
ling those cases. My work deals very largely with the ordinary 
difficulties of the back. It is a very big operation if you fuse the 
sacroiliac joint and fuse the spine at the same time, and rarely, I am 
sure, is it necessary. 

Mr. FoYNES (Massachusetts). We are beginning to meet the rup
ture of the supraspinatus quite often now, and I should like to ask 
Dr. Codman what the objective signs are from the point of view of 
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~ claims manager, when he has first determined that this rupture 
JSh present. Then I should like to ask him what he recommends in 
t e way of radical cure, and how long and with what result. 

Chairman DoxoonUE. That is a pretty com)Jiicated question. Dr. 
Cbl!dman has covered most of it. Perhaps Dr. Codman would answer 
. r•.efly how long a case should go undiagnosed and what treatment 
1s mdicated. 

Dr. CoDlfAN. It is almost silly to have written a 500-page book 
on a situation in which I have only sutured successfully some thirty
odd (•al';('s, I think it was. The,v are certainly very few. I have 
attempted them (ona after the mjuries. I have never yet seen a 
~ase imm~diately after the injury or within a few days after the 
mjury. If my propaganda to the American College of Surgeons is 
successful, then some of these days I hope to see a fresh case. But, 
!IS I hnve explnined, fresh cases are not at present rec~gnized, and 
1f the doctors did recognize them, they would try operating on them 
themselvt>s instead of asking me to see them. 

[Chah·man Dono«hue extended to the men who read the papers 
and to the presidi~a officers Dr. Cornwall and Dr. Goslin, the 
thanks of the Massa~husetts Industrial Accident Board, and of the 
International Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Com
missions.] 

[Meeting adjourned.) 



THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27-MORNING SESSION 

Chairman, JOSEPH A. PARKS, P~sidcnt I. A. J. A. B. C. 

[The report of the auditing committee was read and adopted.] . 
[The report of the nominating committee was presented. The bst 

of officers will be found on p. 266. North Carolina was recommended 
as the meeting place of the next convention1 the place where it is to 
be held to be selected by the president. Tne report was adopted.] 

Chairman PARKS. 'Ve have a report from Mr. Stephen B. Sweeney. 
[M:r. Sweeney read the report of the special committee appointed, 

in accordance with a resolution adopted at the last convention, to 
study the situation in the various States and Provinces regarding 
the determination of the average weekly wage. The committee so 
appointed was as follows: Stephen B. Sweeney, of Pennsylvanial· 
Mrs. Emma S. Tousant, of Massachusetts; Charles F. Sharkey, o 
Washington, D. C.] 

REPORT 01!' SPECIAL COMMITTEE 01'1 AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE BASES, 
WITH SPECIAL COI'ISIDEB.ATIOI'I 01!' THE El!'l!'ECT 01!' WIDE-SPREAD 
Il'ITEB.MITTEI'IT EMPLOYMENT 

By S1EPHEN B. SwEENEY, Chairman. 

In 1922 the United States Department of Labor publlshed a very fine studY 
by Carl Hookstadt entitled "Comparison of Workingmen's Compensation In
surance and Administration." It contains a thorough analysis of the various 
methods of computing average wages. What he said then Is still true, tlmt 
" the methods of computing the average weekly wages on the full-time basiS 
are comparatively simple nod without any great d!Oiculty as to nppllcntlon. 
The real problems arise when an injured workman bas worked only a part 
of the time stipulated In the law " as the basis for determining his average 
wage. He pointed out three general situations recognized by the various laws 
which still prevail. The first Is where the employee has been employed con
tinuously for a considerable length of time but less than the statutory wage
basis period. The second Is where the Injured worker bas been employed 
only a short length of time, such as a few hours, and It Is very difficult to 
determine what his average wages would have been. The third Is where til" 
injured employee's work was seasonal. 

Our study omits any consideration of. seasonal wage bases, since these are 
not of such major Importance at this time. We stress another situation which 
Hookstadt did not consider extensively-the case of the employee whose con
nection with his employer has been continuous but whose employment has been 
Intermittent or part time. The popularity and necessity of short-week and stag
gered-work plans probably has never been so great as during this depression. 

Upon what average wage should a man's compensation be basad who has 
worked only Intermittently for an employer during the 6 months, 1 year, or 
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2 years before his occident? Should his weekly wage be considered to be 
fire nod one-half thn£'s his n rcrnge dally wag(', as it is in effect in the majority 
or tile lm[IOrtant lmlustrlnl Stntcs, or should It be considered as his total 
earnings over a stipulated period divided by the number of weeks worked. 
The latter mf'thod resulted In compensntion of 57 cents per week for a totally 
disabled skilled worker, during n tem[IOrory breathing spell gained by the 
employers from the superior court in Pennsylrnnla before the supreme court 
l"ery properly 11 SJlDIJkcd back" the interpretation to the 5¥2~day basis, which 
gnl"e the same clnlmnnt the maximum compensation of $15 per week. 

This nssoclntlon was fortunate In having Dr. Stack of Delaware present a 
f"ery fine paper nt Columbus in 1032, proposing a solution of this problem. 
His proposal wns not receive-d with enthusiasm. Practically all of the discus· 
slon of his paper cent{'red on n criticism of his suggestion to compensate short· 
tlme <11snhilitlc:-s on the basis of nctnal average weekly wnges earned prior to 
the occident, ns contrasted wltll the usual arbitrary basis of five and one-half 
tlmes his nvernge dully earnings. 

Partly be<'ausc of this criticism and the indications that t11e five and one-half 
basis was being attacked legislatively and judicially in its former strongholds, 
this committee w11s appointed to make a study of the existing situation. 
The metJtod followed was to prepare a graphic summary of the various statu· 
tory methods of finding the weekly wage on which compensation Is based. 
Most of you ha\·e seen a blueprint of that analysis, ns one was sent to all 
ot the compensation States and Provinces for criticism. A questionnaire was 
prepared which asked for indications of any different plans followed In the 
case of irregular or intermittent employment, with particular reference to 
the effect of the N. R. A. codes on the statutory-wage basis. In connection 
With this questionnaire we must compliment the industrial accident officials 
of the United States and Canada, for, with but one exception, every ques
tionnaire was answered and in many cases supplemented by explanatory let· 
ters and copies of important court decisions. 

{Qu~stf<mnnlr~ mailed to Jndnstrfnl Accident Commissioners of each State In conn.-ction 
with graphic summary ot compensatlon·law wage Pl"ovlsions reproduced below] 

DEAR------------------------------
The enclosed blueprint summarizes the apparent meaning of the wage-basis 

provisions of each workmen's compensation law. 

As to regular employment In your State, Is It correct ---------------- or 

Incorrect ----------------

As to Irregular employment is 1t correct------------ or incorrect-----------

If Incorrect what decisions modltled the apparent meaning of your statute? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
In what wa.r, If nny, has your wage bnsls been affected by the N. R. A.? 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

PIC'nse cite any decisions on this polnL-------------------------------------
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Methods of finding the •ceeklll wage on •chi<h compc118ation is ba&cd-Statt 
1corkmen's compensation la1cs 

Stata 
Period o( 
employ

ment 
specified 

Oeneral formula 

Minimum Appf\ront rC!1JJt1; for one 
period in re~:uhuly employed 

State<~ thai 1-----,----
rerer to 
another 5 dn)"'l per 6 dnys per 
worker week "eek 

Wis....... 12 mo..... Earnlngs+days workedX300+50.......... 12 mo ••••. •••••• •••••• 

Ida ••••••• 
TIL ••••••• 

D. c ...... l 
N. Y ----- •• do ••••••• Earnlngs+days worked.X300+52 ••••••••••••• do ••••••• •••••• eeeeet. 
Okla •••••. 
S. D •••••. 
Tet.: .•••••. 
Iowa •••• --l--do ...... . 
Mo ••••••. 
DeL----- 6 mo •••••. 
Kan ••••••.•• do ..••••• 
N.J ••.•••••• do ••••••• 
Pa •••••••••.• do ••••••• 
Ala •••.••• 
CoL ••.••• 
Ind •••.••• 

Earnings+days workedXnormal work ••• do....... ••••• •••••• 
year+52. 

Earnings+days workedX5~---------····· ---------·-· eeeeet eeeeee 
Earnings+days workedX}normal work{------------ eeeee •••••• 
Earnings+days worked X week-5 min. ------------ eeeee •••••• 
Earnings+daysworkedX5~mlnlmum •••• 1 week •••• eeeeet eeeeee 

c,. ________ _ 

Mass..... 12 mo..... Eamlngs+weeks worked •••••••••••••••••. 
N. M ••••• 

6.----·-·-
C,. ••••••••• 
1 week •••. ••••• •••••• N. c _____ _ 

Tenn ••••• 
Va •••••••• 

6. .... , .... 
6.---···--· 
6.----····. 

Conn ••••• 16 mo •••••• 
R. L ••••• I 

Earnings+weeks worked •••••••••••••••••• 2 weeks ••• ••••• •••••• 

W.Va •••• A reason· 
a b I e 

Earnings+weeks worked •••••••••.•••••••• ------------ ••••• •••••• 

time. 

~i-~-~~=~: ~~ ::;b:: }As the commission sees fit ••.•••••••••••••• 6.----·---- ••••• •••••• 
N.H ••••• 12 mo ••••• } 

~~~==:::: -~-~~=::::: Wages when working "full time"----·---·------------ ••••• ...... 

Md-----·- -·----------
Utah ••••• ------------ Wages at time of JnjuryX300+52 _________ • i::J. ••••••••• ------------ •••••• 
Mich ••••• ----···----- Wages at time of injuryX6................. 6.--------- •••••• •••••• 
Minn ••••••••••••••••• Wages at time of injuryXN. W. W. 6}-i •••••••••••• eeeeet eeeeee 

min. 
CaL •••••• 12 mo ••••. Wages at time of lnJuryXN. W, W. 6 260 dnys ... ••••• •••••• 

mln.-95%. 
WagesattlmeofinjuryX26montbly ••••••• 6. ......... •••••• •••••• Ore.------ ·-----------

Me ••••••• 250 days ••• 
Ari:z: •••••• -······----
Ga •••••••• -----------
La .•••••• - -·--------·
Mont.---- -·-···---··· 
Nev •••••• -----·--···· 
Ohio ... ----·-···-···--

Wages at time of Injury .................. . 

6.---··----
ao days •••• 

A----·-··-
• •••••••••• A--··----· 

Washington and Wyoming: Compensation not based on earnlngs-tlxed by statute. 
Arkansas, Florida, Mississippi, and South Carolina: no law. 
EarnJng••Total earnings of speeUled period. 
Datil worktd•Total during specified period. 
NorTrnJl work 1/tar•Normal total working days In year, 
/{. w. w.-Normal work week. 
e-dallY wage. 
A•wben necessarY or desirable. 
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Careful restudy of the original nnal.n•is, in thP Jig-ht of the retnr;w·d qut>s
tlonnnir(>S und sUflPIPmentnry information. dlselosc•d the possibility of n broad 
fbreefnJf) dussificntlon of the numerous stntutory wage ba~Ps in effect tht"uugh
out the United Stutes and Canada. This reh:th·eJy siUJ}llP classification is 
colored ros. ... lbly by the point of v!Pw of this rommittee--that the wage basis 
should d('t"elop the Wllge of normal full-tin!e work. This po~·ition is defensible 
if we rem('mher the pli,::ht of those disabled for long periods and the reducing 
factors In comp('nsutlon, such ns the u5~unl 65-perct-nt feature, the low maxi
mum Weekly compensation limits, and the low maximum amount limits founU 
In most Stntes. 

A broad clnssltlcntlon of wage bnscs in State workmen's compensation laws 
shows three mnln groups: 

1. Those laws which tlctermlne statutory weekly wn~e by multiplying 
m·erage dally wuge by some arbitrary minimum normal work week such as 
5, 5~, or 6 days. This method rlen•lops the w•tge \Vhieh the worker will be 
Prevented from earning In normal times because of his injury. It seem~ the 
fairest bnsJs since workmen's compensntion wns not founded on the principle 
or mere Indemnification tor prO\·en loss. \Vitb cert.nin exceptions, to be noted In 
connection with tbe N. R. A., the regular statutory basis was used even in the 
case of Intermittent employment. 

2, Those laws which determine statutory Wt'l~kly wage by nscertaining what 
wn~:es would be If the worker were working "full time." On first considera
tion this appears to give ns llbernl h-entment to the worker as the first method, 
but second thought wl11 disclose thnt under this nrrnng-emPnt nn N. R. A. 
code automatically determines permllD('ntly the work week nnd wage for com
pensation purposes, without re~arcl for the ndmitterl temporary nature of the 
N. R . .A. 

3. Those laws which apparently are not concerned over reimbursing an 
Injured worker on the basis of what he probably will be prevented from eurn
Jng. They determine the statutory weekly wage by a mere averaging of past 
total earnings over the number of weeks worked. It was this method which 
gave the 57 cents weekly compensation for permanent disability referred to 
above, which later became $15 compensation per week: when the first method 
was reestabllshed by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. 

"'e would place In the first or liberal classification those 22 laws using the 
following general formulas noted In the graphic summary: 

1. Total earnings + dnys worked X 300 + 50 weeks. 
2. Totnl enrnlngs + dnys worked X 300 + 52 weeks. 
3. Totnl earnings + dnys worked X 5% dnys. 
4. Total earnings + days worked X normal work week-5 days mini-

mum. 
5. Totnl enrnlngs + dnys worked X 5% days minimum. 
6. Dnlly wnges nt time of Injury X 300 + 52 weeks. 
7. Dnlly wages nt time of Injury X 6 dnys, 
8. Dally wnges at time of Injury X normal work week-5% dnys mini

mum. 
9. Dnlly wages nt time of Injury X normal work week-5 dnys mini-

mum. 
10. Dally wages nt time of Injury X 26 dnys per month minimum. 
11. Compensation amount fixed by statute regardless of wnges. 
12. Total earnings divided by weeks actually worked. 

The laws falling within this classlflcntlon fortunately Include the majority 
of the lending Industrial States nnd are ns follows: California, Delnwnre, Dis-
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trict of Columbia, Iowa, lllinols, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Min· 
nesota, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Peonsylvnnin, South Da. .. 
kotn, Texas, Utah, \Vashington, Wisconsin, \Vyomlng. l\las."\achusetts is alSO 
placed In this group because of Its famous Bartonl's Cnse, which held that 
12.97 weeks' lost time should be deducted from the usual divisor of 52 weeks 
in determining the a vernge weekly wage. 

The second group of laws, which under more normal conditions would 
appear to have liberal wage bases but which nre nutomnticnlly dellbernllzed 
by the N. R. A., use the following general formulas: 

1. Total earnings + days worked X normal work year + 52. 
2. Weekly wages when working full time. 

The States are the following: Maryland, Nebraska, New Hampshire. 
The third group of laws, which appear to be based on the narrow principle 

of Indemnity for loss, the proof of which nctunl loss Is confined to a limited 
period before the accident, Include 19 States and nt least 4 of the Provinces. 
The following general formulas are used: 

1. Total earnings + weeks worked. 
2. As the commission sees fit.1 

3. Wages at time of injury. 
The States and Provinces are ns follows: Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Con~ 

necticut, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Maine, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North 
Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, 
West Virginia, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec. 

Those States which hnve been classified In the first or liberal group will have 
to be divided further to take account of the States thnt have had ti1elr Ubcrnl 
wage basis reduced somewhat by decisions allowing N. R. A. code weeks to 
supplant their statutory work weeks for determining weekly wage. Ne\V 
Jersey, Texas, and Utah have bowed to the N .. R. A. by board or commission 
action. In Louisiana and Wisconsin the courts have decided in favor of the 
N. R. A. codes over the statutory wage bnsls. 

The Loulslnnn Circuit Court of Appeals In Suire v. Union Sulphur Co. 
(no. 1331, first circuit, June 11, 1934) first quoted the following reasoning 
of the lower court : 

The reasons for holding that no Injured employee working but 3 or 4 days 
a week, due to unusual economic conditions, is entitled to compensation at 6 
times his dally wage, arP. equally nppllcnble to a case where, due to unusual 
economic conditions creating an emergency, Congress enacts temporary legis
lation which will be In effect less than one-third of th<> time compensation Is 
to run In this cnse, limiting In effect the number of 8-!Jour dnys nn employee 
can work in a particular industry. The Recovery Aet expires In about 65 
weeks from this date, while the weekly compensation payments due the plain
tiff run for about 287 weeks from this dnte, or for 222 weeks after the net In 
question is no longer in effect. If, by a general custom, legislative enactment 
or Federal lnw, the working week Is fixed nt 4% or 5 dnys, then or course 
compensation will be based upon 4% or 5 times the dally wnge. Federal legis
lation resulting from unusual and temporary economic emergency and having 
for Its purpose the nllevlntion of the evils of that emergency by limiting the 
number of working hours per week, cannot be said to fix the number of working 
days per week under our compensation statutes, where such Federal law ts 
by Its terms to be In force less thnn one-third of the period during which 
compensation is to be pnld undP.r our law. 

Compensation Is based on dallY wages, ns dally earning capacity. Temporary 
economic depression and temporary legislation enacted because of such de
pression, resulting in fewer than 6 working days per week, Is not a proper 

1 1-Jookstndt puts these 2 States, Vermont and North Dakota, Into averaged wage 
JP'OUP. 
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measure of tinily (>nrnlng capacity. Tbe legislature, in providing for eom
pensntloo bnst>d on dnil.r en.-ning cnpnclty, bad In mind earning capacity under 
nornml economic (.'ODditlons which will provide full-tlme employment. 'l'his 
Is eridenced by the chnnl=!'e which the Jnwmnkers effected in substituting the 
dnJiy wage for the uveruge weekly wage as u basis for compensation. 

The opinion proceeds, quoting the opinion of Judge Cline in the cnse of 
Ra11ki1& v. Zurich Gcucral AccidC'IIt tf Liability Insurance Co., no. 17162 ou. 
the docket of the district court, in which Judge Cllne, reasoning along the 
same line, holds thnt n 6-<lny week Is Intended by the employers' liability act, 
and must be use11 for the purpose of fixing compensation under the act. 
It WUI be se<.>n from the opinion, howet'er, that the lower court entertained 
the t'lew thut-" It by n general custom, Jeglslntlvc enactment, or Federal 
law, the wo1·king week Is fixed nt 4% or G dnys, then of course compensation_ 
Will be based upon 4% or 5 Urnes the daily wage." In Rylander v. T. Smith 
& Sou, Inc., the supreme court, quoting from Kino v. Amcdcan Tank & Equip
numt Corp. (Ln. App.), 144 So. 283, 2S9, and commencing with the statement, 
•• Under Uefendnnt's contention [to the contrary], one Injured while working 
only 1, 2, or 3 dnys n week ", etc., snys with reference thereto: 

This wus corrct't. The workmen's compensation statute is not n statute 
allowing the workman damages for injuries sustained in the course of his 
<'Dlployment e\'en through the negligence or fault of his employer. It is essen
tiully Insurance against the loss or diminution of earning capacity. 

In spite of Its sympathetic review of this reasoning the upper court decided 
fn fnvor of the N. R. A. code over the statutory 6-dny rule as follows: 

'"e hnt'e considered the fact that the net of Congress is not intended to be 
perumnent, that Jt is emergency legislntlon temporary in Its idea, and may 
by prodnmntlon of the Presid('nt or net of Congress be terminated any time .. 
us prm·ided for in section 2, subs£'Ction (c) of the act (15 U. S. C. A. no. 702 
(l') ), \\'e hu\·e no wny of findinA" out what may tnke place, but the la\V 
us In force ut the time Pierre ~utre sought employment under the code, 
nt the time he was hired, during the time he was employed, and nt the time 
he lost l1is Ufe, should have the ('fl'ect it was intended to hn,·e, without going 
further nnd giving it an efl'ect, in the matter of the payment of compensa
tion, which seems to be not in harmony with the congressional plan on the 
su!Jject of employment. 

The Supreme Court of 'Visconsln in Allis-01UJlmers Mfg. Co. ct al. v. Emilson 
et al. (January term 1934, no. 171), also upheld the priority of the N. R. A. 

A night watchman was fatally injured after he had worked for his em
ployer only 4 days, and had not worked at nil during the yenr preceding such 
employment nnd had not worked steadily during the 2 or 3 years prior thereto. 
Held the employer wns liable under the 'Visconsin act for compensation on 
the basis of "average annual earnings" computed in accordance with the 
nvernge dolly wage for the 6-hour day and 5¥.:-dny week in ('ffect at the time 
of the accident under the N. R. A. code to which the employer had become 
subject 10 days prior thereto, and not for the 12-hour dny and the 7·dny week 
in effect prior to the code and undet' which othet• employers had worked during 
the previous year, which would hn\'e been the basis of determining the nver
uge nnnuul earnings under the 'Vlsronsin act. The annual earning basis ts 
definitely fixed by the code during the week preceding the occident. The 12-
hom· duy and 7-day week had theretofore been outlawed and discarded by the 
colle and bud therefore been definitely eliminated as a basis for the computa
tion of annual earnings, since comJlensation Is payable nccorcJing to prohnble 
future ent·nlngs and not past earnings. 

This case, however, was one of less than a year's employment of the claimant 
and therefore came under rule of wage of fellow worker~ The court might have 
!nslstell on the liberal 300-dny rule If the Injured had been working for over a 
yeat• and there had been no excuse for going to another worker's wage as a 

basis. 
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The committee feels that the extreme difficulty experienced In classifying the 
average wage bases of workmen's compensation laws is sufficient lndlcutlon that 
something should be done by this group toward standardizutlon. This need is 
further emphasized by the different reactions to the N. R. A. It Is therefore 
urged that the entire subject be submitted to the legislative committee for study 
and report at the next annual meeting. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. WALKER (North Dakota). I should like to ask a question. We 
have a problem in North Dakota that is perhaps unique. 'Ve have 
many farmers, who have never been in industry, working for relief. 
In some cases in some of the political subdivisions, workin~ for what 
we call " feed relief ",they work as many as 60 hours a weeK, whereas 
in other cases, perhaps m the same political subdivision, working 
for what we call" human relief", they are lipllted as to the number 
of hours--in some cases as few as 15 hours a week. There is also a 
difference in the hourly compensation ranginf from 30 to 50 cents an 
hour. In some subdivisions, working for ' human relief "--direct 
relief-they are paid as low as 30 cents an hour, and in working for 
" feed relief " they are paid up to 50 cents per hour. It has been 
very difficult for us to determine what was just in working out com
pensation in those different cases. I have in mind a death claim that 
was filed a short time ago. An old man, he was 7 4 years old and 
very feeble, was permitted to work 8 hours a week. He had no 
future in the industrial field; he had no future as a farmer; he had 
outlived it. On what basis, if we assumed liability, could we deter
mine a just wage for that man! 

Those are problems we .have had to meet, and we are frankly con
fessing that we have not sufficient wisdom to determine what is just, 
and we would like some advice on that question from this body. 

Mr. SwEENEY. I should say off-hand, though I realize it is not a 
complete answer to your question, that while the Pennsylvania sys
tem of handling relief injuries has many shortcomings, I would 
rather see the Pennsylvania system established than permanently to 
undermine the sound basis of determining a man's compensation by 
what he would earn in the future if he had not been injured rather 
than by what he happened to have earned in the r.ast during a period 
of great industrial chaos. I have briefly described the system, but 
I think possibly it will bear repetition. I am not defending it 
except in this particular instance. It is this: In relief cases we more 
or less set aside our workmen's compensation law during the first 
26 weeks of disability, assuming that the relief situation will con
tinue, and the man will be taken care of by relief, except that in cases 
of permanent disability or death the man or his widow goes on the 
regular 5% basis--compensation based on 5% times the daily wage. 
you ask why should you compensate for death. Because either you 
are going to have to take care of the. widow in~irectly through 
relief, w1th all that means from a ~ocml standpomt, or you are 
going to have to ta~e care of her .chrectly ~hrou_gh compen_sation. 
It is nbout a 50-50 mdustry or relief loss, 1sn't 1t! That 1s, you 
creuted the work, and from that standpoint it is industrial loss, 'but 
you only created work because of the relief situation. 
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.:\Ir. "'AI.Kt:n. The purpose is this: Here is a State fund con
trJb~Jteu by ~mployers, und it is a question whether the empioyers 
of North Dakota urc going to take cure of the family of the farmer 
:who, loses his life in relief work, or whether society, the taxpayers 
Ill North Dakota, are to assume the burden. 

Chairman P.ums. I can see where this discussion is going to lead, 
und this puper that l\Ir. Sweeney read had no bearing, really, on it 
at ull. I can appreciate the gentleman from North Dakota looking 
for help. 

Mr. Fu:<K. (Iowa). l\Iay I suggest a correction? I think as a 
matwr of justice to the people of Iowa I should do so. I appreciate 
the puper ,·cry much but our State is in the more liberal classification. 
In pr~sl'nting our law he is making his own interpretation and 
has not followed the decision of our supreme court. 'Ve belong in 
the more liberal classification. 

Chuirmnn PAR!ts. You will recall that on Monday we had a dis
ctlssion on the <'ll'ects of the N. R. A. codes on workmen's compensa
tion administration: "Does the Federal Emergency Relief Program 
place the responsibility for compensation on the locality, or should 
the Federul Government assume this obligation?" Then there was 
another: "Are beneficiaries under the made-work or relief J?rogram 
employees within the meaning of the workmen's compensation act? 
If so, employees of whom?" 

These thin<YS were under different headings entirely. 1\fr. Swee
ney's paper ~ "'What does the aver!lge weekly wage mean in the 
cocle '?" Of course, there is not a smgle man here who does not 
have some workmen's compensation problem. I probably have one 
or two on my desk that I do not know what to do with, but I do not 
expect anvone lwre to tell me the way out. You have to apply 
th~se reasons on the average weekly wage right to it. 

Mr. SwEENEY. My answer to the. Iowa. situation is that that was 
not indicated on the returned questwnnau·e. 

[A motion was made, seconded, and carried that the average 
weekl:y wa'f"e report be accepted and turned over to the legislative 
comnuttee. 

Chnirmun PAmts. Now, we will hear from Mr. Stewart on the 
constitutionnl changes. 

1\fr. STEW AUT. At the last meeting I was appointed on a committee 
to rewrite the constitution. The committee has done so, makin" 
as few changes as seemed possible. 'Ve have left the name of th~ 
associntion alone because I could not think of a worse one. 'Ve 
have cut out most. of article 2, which tells how to make our programs. 
I hnve been helpmg to make pro~rams for 14 years, and I did not 
know until I revised this constitution that the constitution tells 
what subjects we could not discuss. 

I think in justice to you all the proposed constitution should be 
rt•ad in full. It is only two typewntten pages and, if you will per
mit me, I am going to ask the secretary to read it. 

[Secretary Bnlclwin rend the proposed revision of the constitution, 
and n ftt•r some discussion and a few accepted changes, a motion was 
mnde nnrl pn"ecl that the proposed revision with the changes sug-
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gested be the constitution of the association. The constitution as 
adopted will be fow1d on p. 269.] 

Mr. AN OSTEN (Illinois). At the st>ssion presided oYer by Mr. Baker 
it was \'oted that the subject of emergency relief be referred to a. 
committee to look into and report back at this session. The time was 
\'ery short, inasmuch as the conYention itself seemed to be utterly at 
sea a.s to what to do. an<l work on the cornmittet> necessarily was 
difficult. On that t·ornmittN• were Dt>bt>l of Minnesota. Root of North 
Carolina, and rnys<'lf. \rc ha,·e reached a report; we are not ali sat
isfied with it ourseh·es, but we think it is the best thnt can be done 
under the circumstances. I will rend it, and offer it as a rt•solution. 

REPORT OF CO.IDUTTEE 011' STATUS OF EJIEilGEII'CY BELIEF WORXEB.B 

By PE'TI!B J. A!'Vosn::s, Chairman 

\Vherens the s<·\·erul ~tut{> luwf' du not contain untforw dcllnltlons of "em
ploymeont '', •· employ("(>", and "t"mpluyer" onll 

\\rherem; the ('OUrts of lu!!>t n.-sort in sume of the Stntl•s nrt> not In agreement 
l"eRJK"Ctlng tbe stutuM of Injured n·ller workl'rs under tlwlr sc\·erul workmen's 
compensutlon uctK, Jour commltteP is uf the opinion that It cn.llnot propt.•rly 
make S}X'Clflc recolllllJ('Dcfntlun~ for the ronshlerutlon 11f tbls l'Oll\'entlun. Be
lieving, bowen!'r, tbnt relief worken; ~bould be ent(tl(l(l to compensaUon IK'neHts. 
your commlttloe is of the of•lninn that the subj{'('t 1~ one fnr h·$:1~1uth·e oetlon 
on the JUirt ut th£> 1"<'\·t•rul Stnh•s, und thL•rl'forP recnmnu•nd~ that this conven
tion go on N>Corcl uM fuvorohiL• to h•;.:h•Jutlun hrlnJ:Ing n•llt•f worb·r~ within the 
pun-lew of till' workmL•n's f'i•mr<·n~utlon llt.'IIS of the !OL•n•ntl ~lutes. 

I>ISCCSSIOX 

Mr. GntXloiiY (Ohio). h it tlw """'e of the cnnuuittee thnt. relief 
work~N slut!! be broug-ht in the NIIJW a~ nth!'!' emplo\'ee~n tJ1e 
same eomJu~u~ation progr·nrn-<w somf.l' other pro~rnm ;lrrnng(lld for 
tlwn!'! 

Mrs. Tol:"SAXT (l\Ia,.snehusetb). l\fny I ask if it is tlw opinion 
of the conuuitt<•t• that ench Stat<' eornmission prt•sent to the legislnture 
of its own State l"gislntion loringing tln•se people in. if th._;re is no 
other wuy to bring them in! 

1\lr. Axosn:x. If it f<•els eall<·d upon to make •onw sort of recom
mendation, yt•s; if not. we have no recommendation to make. In the 
States of two of the members of the committee the courts held against 
relit·f workers, and in one tiH')' held for tJwm. so the vi<•w of the 
eommittee was mixed. 

Chuinnan PA.nKs. It. is your f<•<·linl!' that relief work<'N should 
have compensatiOn! 

Mr. Asosns. "'e feel they should be brought und<'l' the compen
sation laws in som£'. wny or other. 

Mr. Ktsosros (Ontario). I wonder if the t·ommittee should not 
add a ride~ to .its r~p~·r~ dealing with the qut·~tio.u of 8\'erage wa~;e 
so that legislatiOn, 1f 1t Is acted upon at all, Will mcorporate a bas1s 
of wages on which anv compensation is to be payuble--as to how 
it should be paid. · · 

Chairman PARKS. I think you ought to leave something to the 
legislature. 
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Mr. KINGSTON. I suppose so . 
. :\lr. BAI<ER (Konsos). I want to soy that is a very debatable ques

tu.m. I person.ally doubt the wisdom of ~oi~g o~ r~cord in accordanre 
w1th that motion. I ho\'e a personal leelmg 1t IS a burden on the 
compensation oct. This is a relief proposition. I question the od
Yisobility of its being on record. 

?Irs. TouSA:sT. I Olfree heartily with Mr. Boker on the subject. I 
tlunk our compensatiOn law hos placed the burden on industry of 
taking care of its employees in ca,cs of accidents, and that burden is 
ba,ed upon a contract between the employer ond employee. Emer
!!<•ncy relief presents on entirely different proposition. I think it is 
11 \·cry serious problem whether we should go on record os a body, 
without furtlwr consideration, because of the different lows in dif
ferent States respecting compensation. 

~lr. A:sosn::s. In reply to that I would say that once the relation
slup of ma.,ter and sen·ant exists-and unless the relationship exists, 
~·our legisluture will not do anything about it-if these men do the 
>nnw work thut otlwr men ore doing and are paid a salary, I do not 
..ee how you cun escape that. If the relationship of master and 
st•r\·ont exists it must be recognized by the commissions one! by the 
t'OUI'ts. 

:\lr. Gm:oonY. I feel that possibly the resolution does not just ex
prC>~ t.hc intPntion of t.hr eornmi~~loner from Illinois. I wonder if 
wt• miJ,!ht hun:• it ~ad. 

:\h. A:sc:sn:x. It is ,·ery !!eneral. This is a brief r~sume of the 
,itnntion: In :\linrwsotu and North Carolina the courts both deciclecl 
n!!uinst till' propo;;ition but on a cli!Ierent set of facts than those on 
whieh Illinois deeidecl the proposition. "'e must be careful that 
the fads nrc the snm<•. There are some cases where the relationship 
uf employt•r nnd employe<• <loes exist, and on that basis I think we 
nr·t· ~·taft• in ;zoing nlwnd. 'Ve ought to have some sort of legislation. 

:\11-. Alm,TJCuNG (X o\'11 Scotia). I wonder if it is wise for this 
ussoeinl ion to !!O on record as recommending this motion 1 w· e are 
~rt.>ttiu.r into hot water if we conlnlence recomn1ending legislation to 
the le~islutu!·es, and the ads which should be passed by them. \Ye are 
suppoS<•cl to a<hninister the laws as we get them. This is a problem 
for the legislutur"" to look after and not for the compensation 
boards. 

:\lr. ANOSTEN. I om fully in accord with what 1\Ir. Armstrong has 
said. I think it would be very unwise, as Mr. Armstrong has said, 
for this association to make suggestions to our legislatures with 
respect to these social problems. 

Chairman PARKS. \Ye adopted this resolution hurriedly with all 
this in it. I think we ought to reconsider it and open it up for 
d<•uute. I do not think we ought to take action hurriedly. 

[A motion to reconsider the vote adopting. this report w~s seconded 
and curried. It was also voted that the subJect be resub1mtted to the 
committee.] 

[The following report of the resolutions committee was read and 
adopted.] 

1S71U~35-14: 
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REPORT OF RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE 

By J. DEWEY Dowmrr, Cllairman 

Be it •·esolved, That Bulletin of the United States Bu•cau of Labor Statistics 
No. 602 be, and the same Is hereby, approved as lbe olllclnl reeord Qf the 
twentieth annual convention of this ossoclotion held ot Chicago, Ill., Sel>tem· 
ber 11 to 15, 1933 ; 

That this convention approve the American remarriage table compiled by 
the National Council on Compensation Insurance and that the association 
obtain further dato on the remarriage of widows for the purpose of establishing 
a larger exposure ; 

That this convention hereby express Its appreelation tor the continued Interest 
In the association of that grand old young man Hon. Ethelbert Stewart, who 
has at this as well as private meetings inspired us with his words of construc
th·e criticism; and be it 

·Further resol1:ecl, That we appreciate the courtesies uud extravagant hospi
tality so generously extended to the members of this convention and their 
families: 

Thnt in pnrticular we thank the chairman, members, one\ employ~s of. the 
Industrial ~\ceident Board of the Commonwealth of Massnl'hu~ett..'i, the Chum· 
ber~ r.f Comm~rce of ~aleru, Gloucester, Plymouth, Quincy; the Plymouth 
('orllag:e Co. uf PlyHiouth, the Gorton-Pugh Fisheries Co. of Gloucester, the 
Ma:-:sac~msetts General Hospital, Dr. F. D. Donoghue, medical adviser ot the 
Massachusetts Department of Industrial Accldenta; all of the physicians whO 
prepnred and rend papers, Ralph W. Pendleton, secretary of the Publlc Safety 
Committee; the Mnsachusetts State poli(e, the local pollee of Boston, Quincy, 
nnd the cities and towns visited; the insurance companies, the representatives 
of organized labor, the employers of labor, Miss Helen C. Barry, and all others 
who in any way asslstecl to make this convention one of the best In the history 
of the association: and we desire to extend special thanks to Madam Secretary 
of Labor, l\liss Frances Perkins: to His Excellency, Governor Joseph B. Ely, 
to Senator David Walsh, Congressman Joseph ,V, Martin, Jr., and Edward Hugh 
Lee, who represented Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield, oil of whom by their pres
ence and their excellent and timely speeches so definitely contributed to our 
entertainment and knowledge and so graciously acknowledged the Importance 
of compensation laws in the program for the more complete rcallzntlon of social 
justice now receiving such tremendous support from all classes of our people; 
and be It 

Resolved, Whereas th,ls association hns learned with regret of the death of 
Hon. F. M. Williams, of Waterbury, Conn., preshlent of this associntlon In 
1926, that the association reeord Its deep regret thot F. M. Williams hns been 
removed from among us; and ns a further lndi<'atlon of our sorrow be lt 

Furtllel" resolved, That this resoluUon be entered upon the minutes ot this 
meeting; tllnt a copy of ~r me be sent to the Board of Compensutton Commis
sioners of the State of Connecticut, who shall advise the family of Mr. 
Williams of the action of the association. 

[1\Ir. Peter J. Angsten rend the supJ?lementnry report of the com
mittee on the status of emergency rehef workers and asked that it 
be adopted.] 
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SUPPlEMENTARY REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON STATUS OF EMERGENCY 
REliEF WORKERS 

By Pf:rER J. ANGSTEX, Chairman 

Where:Js the several. State laws do not contain uniform definitions of 
't:>mployment '", "employee", n.nd u employer", and 

'YI1erens the courts of Inst resort in some of the States are not in agree
ment Tl•.spectlngo the status of tnjured relief workers under their several work
rnen's compensation acts, your committee is of the opinion that it cannot 
!Jroperly make specific recorumendntions for the consjderation of this con
\"entlon. Belh~,·ing, howe,·er, that relief workers should be entitled to com
Pensntloo benefits, your committee is of the opinion that the subject is one 
J", 1r lt•g-islath·e nction on the part of the several Stntes. 

DISCUSSIOX 

Chnirmnn PARKS. You still have that belief? 
::IIr. ANGsTEN. That is the belief of the committee. 
[An amendment to eliminate from the report the statement ns to 

the belief of the committee, making it read mstead "believing there 
should be some relief", and also a motion to lay the report on the 
table were withdrawn.] 

Chairman PARKS. I think we ought to haven debate on this thing. 
'Ve will not be here for another year. 

Mr. BAKER. I should like to look to this organization as authority 
-on compensation matters. The point I make is that this question is 
nrv debatable and that we cannot, in a very short time, debate it 
lwre nnd come to a proper conclusion. I wan~ it so that when !t 
appears in the report I can say to the people m my State, here Is 
nuthority on the subject matter. We have passed resolutions before. 
'Ve pnss'ed one at the Buffalo conve'.'tion on the question of occupn
tionnl disease, and I included that m my report to the legislature. 
I do not want this session to so hurriedly consider matters that 

. om· resolutions will not be looked upon as final authority on the 
mutter. 

::IIr. S·mwAI<T. All that tltis report means, and nil that it says, is, 
that this convention does not care to ignore the fact that as a result 
?f the present ~ot;~dition <?f t~ings indu.stry is shifti~g at;~d that the 
llli!Umernble miilwns which md.ustry Is not .nbsor?mg It is never 
gomg to absorb; that they are bemg t!tken up m varwus nnd devious 
ways through other channels-public works nnd public relief· and 
that tlw sound legislation of the last 40 years, includin.;. the 
workmen's compensation legislation, is being undermined. Some
body says the Government and the States are changing the whole 
trend of things, to which we have no objection, but we ask you not 
to forget that the old system, bnd as it was, did recognize that there 
oull"ht to bo some system of taking care of the wives and children 
of mjured men. If you nre goin~ to have J?Ublic industry, either in 
the form of relief or whntever It is, nil right-we nre not saying 
nnvthin~ about relief work-but do not forget thnt compPnsntion 
to the wives nnd children of injured men"is a part of the system which 
you arc sapping, and we insist that you give that con~iderution. 
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Mr. DoRSETT (North Carolina). I agree heartily ~ith wha~ Mr. 
Stewart has said. One morning. since I have been m your c1ty, I 
walked on Boston Common, and I saw there, I suppose, 100 men ap
parently asleep. They ~ad b~en th~re all night, I ta~e it. All over 
this country the same s1tuat10n ex1sts. The court m my Stute of 
North Carolina, in an opinion about 2 inches long, said such folks 
are not employees, though they may be workin~ for $1 a day or $2 a 
Jay. Such a workman may have a wife and a <lozen babies, bu~ if he 
is killed he is nothing. Is that the attitude that members of mdus
trial commissions, who are interested in relieving suffering humanity. 
take 1 Is that the attitude we should tuke in this year of our Lord 
1934? Brother Stewart, you have expressed well the thoughts I have 
on this subject. 

Mr. BAKER. In this motion we go on record as being opposed to
taking care of these injured relief workers. I think it would be the 
sense of this body that something should be done. l\Iy point is that 
it burdens the compensation act with a relief measure. 

Mr. KEENER (Arizona). These people on relief work are human, 
the same as other employees, and subject to the risks involved in in
dustry. In our State they are taken care of by agreement between 
the compensation commission and the relief board. Premiums are 
paid out of the funds appropriated for relief. 

The report of this committee is merely for adoption and is not 
binding on any commission or any legislative comm1ttee. It is given 
to the commissions to suggest whatever legislation their own States 
may adopt to relieve this very embarrassing situation. It does not 
bind this association to anything. It recommends that the commis
sions try to prevail on the various legislators to adopt some legisla
tion to take care of this situation. 

Mrs. TousANT. The plea which 1\Ir. Stewart made would umke 
most any widow weep and is a very excellent thought and theory • 
but it seems to me that when the Federal Government says it is not 
going to pay compensation after May 1 that we have somethill'r 
greater to think about than just our present thoughts, whatever they 
may be. It seems proper that this convention should fetition for 
adequate legislation in the different States to take care o the propo
sition which has been thrown into our !ups. I should like you t(} 
think of that us a method of handling this problem. 

1\Ir. RooT (North Carolina). I think that the debate on the resolu
tions has proved one fact, and that is that the members of this com
mittee are agreed in believing that this is a very serious question and 
that it has presented a very debatable matter. I think also that the 
debate has shown that perhaps some of you do not understand just 
what that resolution portends. It takes cognizance of the fuct thnt 
there is no unanimity of opinion about this subject\ that differences 
exist, perhaps not here on this floor alone, but m t 1e courts of lust 
resort of the several States. Therefore your committee did not have· 
the temerity in the first resolution to suggest that this convention go. 
on record as sponsoring any definite program. The committee ex
pressed its own opinion to the effect that relief workers injured while
employed as relief workers' should receive some consideration. It. 
then said that, in view of these matters of uncertainty, the matter is 
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rfip~rly a ;;ubject for le~islati\·e nction; not asking that you take any 
e mte. a~t10n at all, but that you concur in the sentiment, if you will, 

S
that th1s Is properly a subject of le~islative action in the respective 

tates. \Vhat shall be proposed in North Carolina, Massachusetts, or 
any other State we do not presume to indicate, let alone dictate. I 
cann_ot altogether agree with my friend 1\Ir. Baker that if this con
~·entJOn votes upon the resolution it will not thereby have expressed 
Itself as a~ainst relief. I think that when you are presented with 
an _opportunity to sanction an expression in favor of compensation for 
rehef workers, and vote it down, you are expressing yourself as op
posed to that thing. 

Mr. Sn:wART. Just one word more. Society, after long years of 
~p-itation and debate, decided that industry in which a man's produc
tH·e lnbor was being exercised should have the burden of taking care 
-o~ him in case he was injure~, and taking care of his family and his 
Widow. This very same soc1ety, represented by your Government, 
and, well, apparently represented by theN. R. A., voted that that was 
a proper thing for mdustry to do. Wben you get to a place where 
that same socwty, that same mass group, the whole people, has to 
employ the workers in some way or other and proposes to abrogate 
the question of taking care of injured men's families-in other 
Words, to sneak out of what it compelled industry to do-it is becom
in~ industry itself. Don't fool yourself about it. Industry will not 
and cannot and never will employ the 10 millions of persons out of 
work. \Ve saw some of that yesterday. I have seen a ,good den! more. 
\Ve heard a man say," This used to be an immense sail loft. lYe had 
a;; men up here mnldng sails. They put steam enll'ines on our boats 
and now there is only one man hanging around th1s place." We saw 
n machine canning; we saw machines peeling potatoes; we saw 
mae hines fixing stu!f in cans. ~he man said they were running about 
2.5 pereent of capac1ty. Supposmg that man gets an order next Mon
dny mornin!! for 300 percent more output than he had last Monday 
morning. He will not employ another human being; he will simply 
~peed that machine up to what it can do. That condition is every
where. 1Ve are simply fooling ourselves when we talk about the 
return of the kind of prosperity which would put these men to work. 
So_ciety, in some form or other, i_s going to e_mploy these people; it is 
gomg to employ them on some kmd of a basis. Now, are we "Oina to 
sit here and let it sneak out from under the workmen's co~pe~sa
tionlaw witho~t even ~aying to i_t, Well, while you do that, you ought 
at lcnst to conSider domg tho thmgs that you require industry to do 
to take care of those who are injured in your own work. · ' 

l\Ir. LEONARD (Ohio). If I were a ReJ?ublican politician, I would 
>ny wait until the next Republican admmistration, and if I were a 
Democrat I would say this is because of the past Rer.ublicnn adminis
tration, but as I look at this, it is a matter that will be worked out. 
'Ve have not yet solved the problem, but it will be solved because of 
the great army of widows and orphans who are under your charge. 
It is a big thing now; see that nothing is done which will brenk 
down the system of workmen's compensation in America. 

Mr. HARTWIG (Oregon). I feel I ought to say a word or two on 
this subject. In Oregon we have solved the problem. The attorney 
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aenernl of the State of Ore"'on held, after the United States Govern
~nent indicated that it would not pay or continue to carry these relief 
workers under the United States Compensation Commission, that the 
political subdivisions to whom the workers were assigned were the 
employers. As I read the instructions from the United States Go\'· 
~rnment they require that the workers employed in the State of 
Oreaon ~n relief pro!!l'ams be covered by compensation. The pri\'ute 
-::arr~ers in Ore«on h~d no desire to cover these workers. The State 
funds in Orego';';. differ from those of every other State in the Union. 
rhe employee makes a contribution to the fund of 1 cent .on ~ dollnr. 
In 1932 that amounted to 13.6 percent of the total contributiOn. In 
Oregon, we have not had the court's decision on the subject yet, but 
the attorney general held that the political subdivisions to which the 
workers were assigned were the employers. 'Ye solved that problem 
in that simple way. . 

I should dislike very much to see this convention take an actwn 
which might make it difficult for us in the Oregon Legislature-and 
the problem will unquestionably come up-to pass an expression that 
these relief workers are workers just the same as other employ~es
I am thinking now particularly of the State of Oregon. I recogmze 
Oregon's law is perhaps unlike many other laws in tlus Union, hut 
we are going to make a fight in Oregon to see that these relief work
ers continue under the present arrangement which we have worked 
out out there. I want to call your attention to this thought.l."which 
may have been overlooked: I think that the United States uovern
ment, in issuing those instructions with respect to compensation, had 
it in mind to make the political subdivision of the State carry a cer
tain part of the load in caring for relief workers, and I am not at all 
opposed to that principle. I think we are all beginning to run too· 
much to our central Government. It has been a wonderful thing to 
have it come forward and take care of the workers with these new relief 
programs. But now the problem is coming up in the Oregon Legis
l~ture1 and I should like. to see an expression indicating that the prin
ciple Is sound, that rehef workers should be compensated in some· 
manner, or else that the entire subject be left alone. I feel that if the 
resolution is laid on the table it might be claimed in Ore.,on to he un 
adverse action on the part of this convention. "' 

Mr. GREGORY. I feel that possibly we have become apprehensive 
about something we are not concerned with here. As I understand 
this resolution, or this report of the committee, it is that it is simply 
suggesting that some form of compensation be arranged for. If that 
i~ the ~nse of the repo~t I d? not s~e that ~e can have much objec
tion to 1t. We are dealmg with a hve questwn these days and it is 
going to be a live one for some time, as to whether to take tl;ese work
ers and cover them in under the regular workingmen's compensation. 
That is a question which is up to the State. This committee is simply 
recommending or suggesting to the respecti va States that they talce 
some form of action. I do feel that it is such a live question that we· 
should not take negative action on it. If we cannot do any more lt>t 
us accept this report and recommendation of the committee. It w~uld 
be rather unwise to lay it on the table or to take some negative action 
on it. I do not see any danger in adopting the report. If I under
stand it correctly, it is simply a suggestion to the States and Prov-· 
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inres that some formal action be taken in those places where the 
problem hns not uln•udy been dealt with. 

Chuiruwn P,lnlis. I wus puzzled, listenino- to the gentleman from 
the other State who tulked so nicely about giving that compensation. 
Thnt se<•m,; to be the usuul thing to do, to talk about the widows and 
o
1
rphans nnd the poor fc.ll~w who is out of work, and all that sort of 

t lm~; .. I shoul<lldw to JO!n the throng and talk about that, but I am 
tronltermg who i~ going to pny this compensation. The gentlen1an 
from Oregou told us that in that State these men were considered 
<·rnployers nJHl gi1·en compensation. Frunkly, we cannot sav that in 
)fussnchusPtts. These workers are being hired by Federal officials to 
do work, and are being paid out of Federal funds. They are always 
unrle~· .Federal jurisdiction except that they are doing something for 

lth~ Cltws or towns, or mnvbe the Commonwealth nt times. which are 
leu!g gi1·en the money to prm·ide sustenance for them. I am won

dermg, when you decide that they are entitled to compensation, just 
\V~JO_is going io pay it. I have sympathy for them, for the whole 10 
mlii10n of them. I could make a spread-engle speech that would 
br1ng tears to your eyes, but that is not going to help. 

This is n pmcticnl thing. Sometimes social workers come before me 
and plead that a man has tubercu!osis nn.d sh?ul?. get compensation, 
nne! the simple answer I sometimes give Is, Sure enough, he 
should get compensntion. You are breaking my heart with your 
sad story, but he does not belong here. He belongs to your society of 
social workers. This is not a compensation case. Save your tears for 
yourself and o-ive him the money that your organization should give 
him. He do:'s not belong here. There is no way under the law 
that I can o-ive him such coml?ensation." It is much the same here. 
My mind g;;es back to when this thin!il" started. The Federal Govern
ment solved the problem immediately. It said to pay the laborer 
compensation and medical attendance. 1Ve did in Massachusetts, and 
I presume they did in other jurisdictions. Men came to our office 
and wanted to know if they would get their compensation if they 
got hurt, and we referred them to the various post offices that were 
doing the work. They had to fill out certain papers, and so much 
was allowed for medical attendance, and all that sort of thing. 1V e 
told the Federal workers that we had no jurisdiction over them what
ever, and could not do anything for them. I heard that the compensa
tion was paid, and then that a goodly number, a majority, of them 
who were hired in the first instance got injured in a day or two and 
most of them were on compensation before a week or two had ex
pii·ed. The doctors were reapin~ a harvest collectino- compensation 
for treating lame backs, and so rorth, until the Fede;;'al Government 
I;(Ot nlnrmerl. It was paying out much more for compensation than 
1t was paying for the men who were employed-that is the story 
I got, and I got accurate figures on it-so it decided that after May 
1 it would pay no more compensation. First it decided these men 
were employees of the Federal Government, and having paid them 
it sn w where it was drifting, and decided it was too expensive a propo
sition and shut compensation off. As Mrs. Tousant well said, we have 
hac! this in Massachusetts; they have dropped it into our laps. I did 
not know that in a State fund you could take money out of the 
fund and give it to anybody, no matter who he worked for, whether 
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the Federal Government or the Commonwealth. I want to have that 
explained before I leave here. . 

In Massachusetts in order to come under the compensatiOn act 
you must take out ~ p~licy of insurance, e~cept that the Co_mmon· 
wealth pays compensatiOn to laborers, workmen, or mechamcs em· 
:ployed by the Commonwealth. The cities and towns, upon accept· 
ance by vote of the city council or the. selectmen, come _under the 
compensation act. They do not need an msurer to pay their empl?Y· 
-ees. If one of these Federal workers who is doing a Federal JOb 
under F. E. R. A., on the highway in the town of S!'dbury, s_ay, ~ets 
hurt and the legislature says he must get compensation, who .'s gom.g 
to pay it~ I am puzzled to know. The town of Sudbury unmed!· 
.ately puts up the defense that he was not working for it. s? you 
reach that proposition, who is going to pay him~ I should like to 
have somebody answer that. 

Mr. ANGSTEN. I think I have indicated the belief of the com
mittee-Mr. Root and myself and Mr. Debe!, of Minnesota; and to 
his eternal credit, notwithstanding the program as decided in his 
State, Mr. Debe! feels the decision was wron~ in that case, and Mr. 
Root has agreed. It is the belief of the comm1ttee that some form of 
compensation relief ought to be provided for these workmen. I do not 
-claim any credit, because the supreme court of my State has said so. 

Chairman PARKS. Provided by whom~ 
Mr. ANGSTEN. By the employer. The employer is getting these 

workers for nothing. These workmen do the same work that the 
·other employees, the old employees, did. I have in mind a case in 
Illinois where the relief worker was supJ.llied to the Forest Reserve. 
The Forest Reserve district in our State IS operating under the com· 
pensation law. The men are employed cutting down trees and in 
work where they use sharp tools, axes, and so forth. These relief 
workers were doing the same things as the other employees of that 
park district were doing. The Forest Reserve district d1d not pny a 
dime for these workers; they were paid out of the relief fund. Now, 
in common justice and decency, if a man is injured while working 
for the Forest Reserve, and the Forest Reserve is operating under 
the compensation law, working in what we deem an extra hazardous 
line of work, the Forest Reserve must make some arrangement to take 
care of him. It has not paid a dime for him, but it has complete 
control over him and can hire and fire him, and do all the other 
things that make up the master-and-servant situation, and it ought to 
pay him. 

I listened intentl;r to the talk just now, as I did previously when 
the Minnesota decision came up. You said the committee ought 
to have knowledge enough to go out and do what it pleased. The 
gentleman from Minnesota did that very thing; the gentleman from 
North Carolina did it. I am not claiming any credit because the su
preme court of our State went on record that the relationship of mas
ter and servant did exist in the Forest Reserve case. I want to _give 
credit to these two men, Root and Debe!, who spoke their convictwns. 

Mrs. TouBANT. It seems to me, in analyzing the whole discussion 
here, that our real difficulty arises over the words "compensation 
relief." I believe everyone here believes that there should be some 
relief, financial relief, in cases of injury while at work. 
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D :\fr. ANosTEN. During our deliberations we were approached by the 
oston ~gnl Aid Society and asked to have something done by this 

convent JOn to get some sort of n benefit through . 
. .M~~· Tot;s,~NT. ?.!y obj"ection is to the use of the word "compen.sa

hon. . I d1shke th1s hoc y to go on record to extend a compensatiOn 
net to mclude those people, using the word" compensation." It seems 
to 1~1e that if we accept the recommendations of that committee we are 
nskmg the \·arious legislatures to extend the compensation law in toto 
to those employees, so called, to those relief workers. It is mv feeling 
they should be reliend, and that you either directly go on record re
commending that the legislature provide some method of relief in 
cases of injury to these relief workers, or refrain from using the word 
'· cnmpensntion." 

:.\Ir. 1VnAm:rz (Wisconsin). 1Ve had conside1·ed relief workers actual 
empl?yees because they were not the subjects of charity but were 
wo~k.mg for what they got, but our supreme court reversed our 
dec1s10n. 

[On motion duly seconded and carried the report of the committee 
was adopted.] 

Chairman PAmrs. 1Ve will now hear a paper on Merit Rating, an 
Incentive for Accident Prevention, by E. I. Evans, actuary of the 
Industrial Commission of Ohio . 

.Merit Rating, an Incentive for Accident Prevention 
By E. I. EVANS, Actuary Indtt.striaZ Oommission of Ohio 

Merit ratin", as used in the workmen's compensation field, covers 
two distinct PJans of modifying the premium rate of nn individual 
employer. Schedule merit rating is a plan based upon the principle 
of encleavorin.,. to measure, through personal inspection, the safety 
value of mechanical and morale factors existing in an establish
ment, and then applying penalties for conditions likely to produce 
accidents, and credits for conditions likely to diminish accidents. 
Another plan, known ns experience-merit rating, is based upon 
measuring the employer's accident cost record, on the theory that 
the accident record will reflect the value of all safety activity as well 
ns measure other factors tending to influence the relative accident 
cost of an industrial establishment. 

Schedule rating has not been ns universally used as experience 
rating. Most exclusive State-fund States and the Canadian Prov
inces have never used schedule rating. Schedule rating has been dis
continued in many States within the last year and private carriers, 
who were its strong proponents in the past, are now ndvocatin.,. its 
dis~ontinuance. This paper will deal only with experience n~erit 
rating as nn incentive for accident preventiOn. 

Experience merit rating is based on the principle of providing n 
profit motive to the employer for eliminating accident cost. It is 
generally recognized that the rapid advance of industry in this 
country is due, in large measure, to the governmental policy of 
permitting liberal profit return to the lenders of industry. Can ex
perience merit rating properly measure the results of accident 
prevention and reward those responsible for the effective effort 
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expended 1 If so, we must concede it to be an incentive for accident 
prevention. . · h · d' 'd 1 

We are all familiar with the wide fluctuatiOn m t e I~ !VI ua 
accident cost where at one time an accident will cause no mJury ~o 
employees, ~bile at another time a similar accident may res.ul~ m 
injury to one or a number of employees, and the extent of rnJury 
may vary from a minor cut or bruise to death or }?ermanent ~tal 
disability. The cost, from a workmen's compensatiOn standpomt, 
may fluctuate from zero to thousands of dollars, and where a number 
Qf employees are injured from one mi~hap. the cost .may run 
into hundreds of thousands of dollars. This Wide fluctuatiOn makes 
necessary the use of insurance to meet the cost of accidents. 

Another condition presenting itself is that individual .firms vary 
widely as to number of employees and degree of potential hazard. 
The number of employees may range from one part-time employee 
to thousands, and hazards vary from the light clerical hazards to 
those found in mining, heavy manufacturing, or construction. Em
ployers with few employees or a low hazard must have a larger 
measure of insurance than is necessary for employers with many 
-employees or a. high hazard. 

\Vage-level variations also become influencing factors in that the 
premium is directly affected, while only a portiOn of the claim cost 
is affected. Employee earnings are used as the base for determining 
compensation benefits, but wage levels do not affect medical-aid 
items, or compensation cost above the maximum or below the mini
mum weeklY. limits specified in most laws. An employer paying a 
10 percent higher wage scale than another in the same industry would 
pay a 10 percent higher premium. However, the claim cost would 
not be 10 percent higher, as wage levels would not reflect in all the 
items of claim cost. 

Another ¥,roup of factors must be considered in analyzin"' acci
dent cost. l'hese are ones that develop subsequent to the ac~ident, 
such as infection, rehabilitation, malingering, and medical cost. 
Infections are a major influence in cost fluctuation and should be 
considered as a part of accident prevention, as it is recognized that 
much can be done to minimize greatly the effect that infections 
have on cost. Rehabilitation is another factor that should be con
.sidered, as the extent of compensation cost in many claims is inllu
enced by the ability of a crippled employee to find work suitable to 
his handicap. Excessive medical treatments or fees and malinllier
ing are also cost factors that should be measured in a merit-ratmg 
system. 

Therefore, it would appear that in a comprehensive system of 
experience rating, the total cost of accidents should be used in order 
to include all factors of cost. However, violent fluctuation in costs 
would result in the premium of an employer reflecting the results of 
chance, for which insurance should be provided. 

If we use frequency rather than cost, we do not measure the 
benefit of effective control of infection, rehabilitation, malingering, 
and medical cost, but provide an incentive for concealing minor 
cost cases, as a minor case would have the same influence as a major 
Qne. 
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If the cost is broken down into two or more divisions our problem 
becOJ!Jt•s more ,imple. 1\'e cnnnot determine what portion of the 
t'ost IS d1u• to chunee or what portion is within human control, but 
we <'1111 a"ign to one di \'ision the cost that is not greatly influenced 
by elm!"'''• for which little if any insurance need be provided, and 
"'I!I'<'I!Ute into nnothPr division that portion of cost that is lnruely a 
lllatto'J' of chance :md for which insurance should be provided."' The 
l!l'<'atcr tiw n11mber of divisions into which the cost is distributed 
the more t•xudin« cun the experience be made to reflect cost control 
by an individ11utfirm. 

For exumple, the Ohio experience-merit rating plan provides for 
the distribution of cost into three divisions. In the first division is 
plur~d. ~he initial compensation cost. up to a maxil!'um of $500 ~nd 
the Imtml medical cost up to a maximum of $200 m an:y: one cl~In_I. 
In the second division is placed the cost beyond the maximum limit 
of $500 in compensation and $200 in medical in. any one claim. In 
the third division is assigned the catastrophe claim cost. A number 
of deaths occurrin"' in one accident is defined as a catastrophe, the 
number required t;;' qualify varying in accord!!nce. 'Yith the hazard 
?f. the industry. High-cost permanent to~al ~I~abihty and se~ond
InJury cases resulting in permanent total disability are also assigned 
to the catastrophe division. 
. Only the first two divisions. a~~ then u.sed in ~xperience merit. ra!" 
mg, the third or catastrophe diVISIOn havm~ no mfluence on the mdi
vidual employer's rate. The claim cost assigned to the first division 
is known as the normal losses and that assigned to the second divi
sion is known as the excess losses. The normal losses are permitted to 
have a Iar"'e effect upon the employer's rate, due to not being subject 
to wide fll7ctuation, as one high-cost accident has only limited influ
ence. The excess losses are subject to a wide fluctuation from a 
single accident. Therefore, there is not permitted as large an influ
·ence in the modification of the rate and, if the employer has not 
developed a premium of $5,000 or more, the excess losses are not used, 
due to the limited extent of the employer's exposure. 

·we therefore have three divisions into which accident cost is dis
tributed. First, the normal cost which is permitted to have a stronu 
influence in modifying the individual rate of an employer whil: 
insurance has a very limited influence. Second, the exce~s cost 
which is permitted to have only a limited influence, while insurance 
has a la~·ge !nfluen?e on the indiv~dual rate. Third, the catastrophe 
·cost winch IS earned wholly by msnrance and has no influence in 
the modification of the individual rate of an emplover. Thus an 
employer with a to~al accident cost experience of $2o;ooo, when the 
·expected cost for Ius exposure should be only $10,000, may receive 
either high penalty or a high credit or neither credit nor penalty. 
Should the entire cost be the result of a catastrophe accident, leav
ing no other cost, the e'?ploye~· would ~e as ?ne havin~ had a perfect 
record and would receive a high-credit ratmg. If tne $20,000 cost 
were distributed over many accidents, no single accident exceeding 
the maximum limit of $500 in compensation or $200 in medical cost, 
eo that the $20,000 was wholly distributed to the first or normal 
·division, there would be developed a very high penalty, in that the 
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$20 000 would have a heavy influence on the individual rate. If the 
$20' 000 was the result of one noncatastrophe accident, $700 of tl~e 
cost would be distributed to the normal and $19,300 to the excess dt
vision of the employer's experience; here, only $700 w_ill have a 
stroncr influence on the individual rate modification, wlule $19,300 
will fave only a limited influence. l\Iany other variation~ co!tld ?e
velop dependent upon the number of accidents and the dtstrtbutton 
of cost to such accidents. The plan, in effect, places upon _an em
ployer a heavy responsibility for the first $500 of compensatiOn and 
the first $200 of medical cost in any one accident, with ~ore limited 
responsibility on that part of the cost above these Iimtts. . 

The extent to which the normal and excess division of cost IS 
permitted to modify the rate is graduated, so that the experience 
of employers with limited exposure does not influence the rate to ns 
crreat a degree as in the case of employers with broad exposure. 
'\Vith such a plan, it is to a considerable degree possible to measure 
the factors contributin~ to accident cost that are within human con
trol, and to eliminate tne factor of chance for which insurance must 
be provided. 

Such a plan rewards the employer in reducing the amount of pre
mium he is required to pay for accident protection. Should the 
employer be rewarded, or are there others who are more instrumental 
in producing effective accident prevention, for whom an incentive 
should be provided¥ 

The workman, through loss of earnings in addition to pain and 
suffering endured, is already severely penalized for his failure to 
follow safe practice. Therefore, while the workman is a great fnc

. tor in safety control, there is already provided a great incentive for 
his cooperation in preventin" accidents. 

The employer provides t\;e physical plant and equipment. He 
selects the type of personnel and directs the mode and manner of 
performing the work. From an accident cause standpoint the em
ployer is a major factor. While it may be conceded that an em
ployer does not contribute in any mensurable degree in some acci
dents, nevertheless he, as an employer, accepts the hazards of profit 
or loss that are always present in the conduct of any enterprise. 
Therefore, it is not unreasonable to hold him responsible, to some 
degree, for accidents involvin~ his employees. 

As to those factors influencmg cost after an accident has occutTed 
I believe it can be said that the employer is also in a position to b; 
of more assistance than anyone else except possibly the employee 
himself. It is not unreasonable to place upon the employer a re
sponsibility for a hig!t-infection. frequency or fo': poor m~dicnl treat
ment. The employers cooperatiOn must be had m effective rehabili
tation of injured workers. Malingering and excessive medical serv
ices or charges nr~ conditions against ~vhich the e~ployer can render 
very valuable assistance. Therefore, It can be sntd that not only is 
the employer in a position to be highly instrumental in producing 
effective accident prevention, but he can also be of great ussist.nnce in 
maintaining low cost after an accident has occurred. 

The extent to which an employer shall be rewarded for maintain
ing a favorable accident-cost record should be in proportion to thtl 
employer's volume of exposure, and sufficiently high to give to such 
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:mployer .a 1·ery material a<hantage 0\·er his competitors 1vho de-

f
lelop a lughly unfa\"Ornble record. However, the penalty imposed 
. or nn adYI'rse accident cost should not be a burden that will result 
1h the I'm ploy": discontinuing business during the period for which 
t e penal_ty IS !mposed. '~he us~ of only 1 year's record in experi
ence llle1·1t ratmg mnkes 1t poss1ble for an employer to eYade the 
e~eet of an ndverse record by curtailing his operations for the year 
Ins I?~'nnlty is in etfl'ct. The use of a 3- to 5-year period tends to 
elmunnte this dan.,.er, and permits of a wider span between the 
~~~t~s o~ indi,·idua!"employers, as well as giving a. more dependable 
llHl!cntiOn of the em plover's individual hazard. 

Experience merit rating credits and debits can be unlimited where 
the indiYidual unit is large and if provision is made for catastrophe 
loss~s. If limits are imposed they should at least provide for credits 
as lugh as 50 percent for fa1•orable records, and penalties as high as 
100 percent for adverse records. Such limits would enable the em
ployer in a $1 base-rate classification with a good accident-cost rec
?r<l to receive an individual rate of 50 cents, while another employer 
Ill the same class, with a sufficiently adverse experience, would re
ceiYe a rate of $2, thus developinl!" a ratio of 1 to 4 in favor of the 
employer developin" effective accident-cost control. 

Self-insurance, w~ere no reinsurance is permitted, is a 100 percent 
l'xpHience-merit rating plan. The interest shown by self-insurers 
gives evidence of the influence the profit motive has in promoting 
effective accident prevention. 

'Vhile experience merit rating can be made to be effecti1·e as an 
incentiYe for safety with larg,e employers, it does not solve the prob
lem with small employers. .l'xperience merit rating does not apply 
to employers with a 5-year premium exposure below $100 in Ohio, 
below $500 in New York, below $1,000 in Pennsylvania, and below 
$600 in a large number of the States where the National Council 
plan is used. The expense of applying experience rating, as well 
as the difficulty of giving any appreciable weight to limited expos
ure, has resulted in the plan not being applied to the small employer. 

'Ve can sum up by stating that experience merit rating measures 
the results attained, rather than results contemplated, by an acci
-dent-prevention activity, thereby requiring that the safety pre-gram 
must be effective in order to merit consideration, that the individual 
-employer can .adopt safety without waitin!l" for others in his indus
try, and receive a commensurate reward. A comprehensive ex
veri~nce-merit rating plan brings before the individual employer 
m concrete. form the. pro~osit!on-:preve~t accidenf!: or pay. There
fore, expenence mer1t ratmg 1s an mcent1ve for accident prevention. 

DISCUSSION 

1\Ir. WnABETZ. The work of Mr. Evans, actuary of the Industrial 
·Commission of Ohio, who has served as consulting actuary in com
pensation matters in many parts of this country and in some foreign 
countries, needs no review before this meeting. 

Mr. Evans has presented in simple terms how experience merit 
rat.in" functions as an incentive for accident prevention. The appli
-cat.io~ of experience rating and the variations in the basic ideas of 
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the plan, which may be used to adva!ltage under various systems of.. 
insurance for workmen's compensatwn, have not been covered b~· 
:Mr. Evans. Perhaps that is a detail. for individual States b_ut it. :W?uld 
be interestin"' to have Mr. Evans gtve us the benefit of Ius opuuons 
with regard "to experience rating as applied to various systems in 
another paper some other year. . . •·•. 

In Wisconsin we operate both a schedule-mertt ratmg plan an.d 
an experience-merit rating plan. The sc~e~ule-merit ratmg pia~ IS 
applied to the larger employers who are ehgtble for snch mertt ratmg 
under the rules. In vtew of the increased credibility of the em
ployers' own experience in the case of the employer having a large 
pay roll, it seems that schedule merit ratin"' might well be dropped 
entirely, since experience merit rating will very clearly reflect the 
employer's success in the prevention of accidents among his own 
employees. 

In our State, under our system of compensation insurance fur
nished by commercial com~;>anies, it would not be difficult to intro
duce a variation in expertence rating under which the employer 
would pay a premium based on manual rates and be called upon 
for an additional payment to cover the amount of the debit charge 
on account of his experience rating, or under which a check repre
senting the amount of the credit earned by the employer because 
of his favorable accident loss ratio would be sent to the employer. 
My thought is that if the debit and credit charges on account of 
experience ratin"' could be handled as a se~;>arate ancl distinct trans
action, it certainiy would be more impresstve to the employer caJI
ing his atten~i~n m~re fo!cibly to what. his s!lfcty uctiv!ty 0 ;. Jack 
of safety acttvtty etther ts actually savmg Jnm or causmg him to
pay. 

In this connection, it may be of interest to call attention to a 
kind of merit application which has operated as an incentive for 
accident prevention but which does not reflect itself in insurance 
premiums. In 'Visconsin, as well as in some other States an em
ployer is required to pay additional compensation if the lnjury is 
caused by a ,failur~ to ~ompl:y with the prov:sions of the safety 
code. The htstory m 'Vtsconsm shows that pomt-of-operation ma
chine accidents have decreased from 33 percent of all accidents to 
13 percent. In cases of this kind the obligation to pay additional 
insurance is a forcible argument for proper guarding and the in
stitution of ample safety measures and organization. 

Mr. EvanR dtd not go into detail as to the number of years' ex
perience which should be used for experience ratin"'. Furthermore 
there are questions as to the weight to be assigned to comparatively 
recent experience as compared with old expe~ence. It is true that 
the N a tiona! Council ~n Workmen's Compensation Insurance haso 
passed on these questwns, but we are not always certain as to 
whether the recommendations of the N: ational Council are justified. 
It must .be remembered tl~at the N attonal Council represents t.he
commerctal msurance carrter and does not assume t.he role of an 
independent adviser or counsel. 

W 1thin the. last 6 or 8 years the ~ !ltional Council has varied its 
recommendatwns for the actual revtston of compensation premium 
rates both as regards the number of years of experience to be con-
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~idered and the treatment of the experience. Experience merit rat
mg as a co.mplete plan may be operated re"ardless of the procedures 
empl~yed m t.he ,re.vision of rate levels and rates, but the end result 
affectmg the .mdividu~l employer is the product of the application 
of the expenel!ce ratm~; pla.n !o t~e premium rates established. 
ll:cat~se of the .mterr.eJati_onslnp !II thiS matter, anyone interested in 
expenence merit rntmg Is also mterested in the rate-makin" pro-
cedure genernlly. " 

1\Ir. Evans' pnJ?er is of s.uch s!ngular clarity regarding the funda
ment:ds of e.xpel'lence mer~t ratmg that he s~ould be complimented 
for Ins c~mtribut.wn to the. hternture on th.e S!JbJect. Notw~thstanding 
the. bre,·Ity of Ins paper, It covers the principles of experience merit 
ratml!' from ~he standpoint of tlie employer, the insurance carrier 
and ~he pubhc, and, last but not least, from the standpoint of the 
workmgman, for whom the incentive for accident prevention is 
justified. 

Jl,fr. "\VEEKS (New Jersey). I want to correct a statement made at 
the opening session, and I should like to place it on record. 

l:iince rendering my report as chairman of your electrical com
mittee I have thoroughly investigated the facts in connection· with the 
activities mentioned in the report concerning the desires of several 
groups to obtain control of the development of the national electrical 
code. Fearing that my report might be misunderstood, particularly 
as to the relationship of the American Standards Association to 
these ulleged activities, I desire to supplement my report with the 
following fads: 

Keither the American Standards Association, nor its chairman, 
Mr. Agnew, nor its secretary, Mr. Ainsworth, had any connection 
with or knowledge of the conferences that were being held relative to 
"ome electrical standardization projects, and the proposals which 
have been complained of were never brought before the American 
Standards Association in any way. 

Because of these facts and because of the service which the A. S. A. 
has rendered to this association toward insuring that its interests 
were fully protected, it should be understood that your committee did 
not intend 111 any way to reflect upon the policies, methods of opera
tion, or activities of the A. S. A. 

On the contrary, while it is desirable that you continue your electri
cal committee in order that your association can be thoroughly repre
sented and its interests adequately protected in all electrical standard
ization work in which it is interested, it should be understood that 
under the procedures of the American Standards Association this 
association ran always have its day in court. Such activities of com
mercial or other groups concerning which we have complained must 
run the gauntlet of scrutiny of the A. S. A. before becoming effective, 
nnd during that process g-overnmentu I nnd public grouJ?s such as 
ours cnn be assured of full opportunity to have our obJections or 
points of view considered. The members of the I. A. I. A. B. C. 
,hould recognize in the A. S. A. an avenue for assertin~ its points 
of view on national problems of this kind and shoula try more 
effectively to use its facilities. 

In order that your electrical committee may be empowered to take 
such steps ns may be necessary to insure adequate consideration of 
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the point of view of the industrial accident boards and commissions, 
it offers the following resolution : 

Resolve~, That the electrical committee of the I. A. I. A. B. C. Is empowered 
to secure such representation on electricol committees on which it is not now 
represented and the work of which Is of Interest to this association, nnd to 
secure additional representation on such committees ot which tile association 
Is now n member and which additional representation In the minds of the 
committee seems essential to protect the interests of this association. 

I might say the reason for bringing that up is the fact, as I stated 
in my report, that secret meetings are going on over the States to offset 
the national electrical code, and that we should have a representative 
at each place in order to protect our interests. I think we ought to 
be in on the ground floor of every committee that has anything to 
do with any of the changes or any suggestions of any methods that 
might harm our interests. I submit this to be placed on the records. 

[The report of the committee and the resolution were accepted.] 
[The new officers were installed and J. Dewey Dorsett, the new 

president, expressed his appreciation of the honor conferred on him 
and his determination to work for the largest representative attend
ance at the next convention1 to be held at Asheville, N. C., Septem
ber 30 to October 3, 1935, that there had been since 1929.] 

[Meeting adjourned.] 



THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 27-AFTERNOON SESSION 

Joint S.uion of I. A. I. A. B. C. and I. A. G. L. 0. 

Chairman, THOMAS P. KEARNS, Superintendent Division of Safety and Hygiene Department 
of Industrial Relation• of Ohio ' 

Chairman KEARNS. It is a privilege to preside at this joint session 
of the Intemutionul Association of Industrial Accident Boards and 
Commissions und the International Association of Governmental 
Lubor Olliciuls, which is held for the purpose of discussino- safety 
nne~ uccidcnt pre\·ention, a subject which is very near to my heart. 
It IS fitting und appropriate that these two organizations should 
meet in a joint session to discuss problems of safety and accident 
prenmtion, becnuse, after all, the primary object and the funda
mental aims and purposes of both organizations may be summed up, 
I think, in the phrase" accident 1n·e,•ention ", or work to prevent the 
toll of life and limb that is being taken through industrial accidents 
and occupational diseases. 

The first speaker on the program this afternoon is a man who has 
hn<l a wide and varied experience in accident-prevention work. He 
has been, I understand, the director of inspection in the New York 
Department of Labor for a period of at least 20 years. He has had 
a very wide experience and has been doing a very constructive piece 
of work for the department of labor as the director of inspection. 
I take great pleasure nt this time in introducing to you Mr. James 
L. Gernon, who will discuss Progress Made in the Prevention of 
Industrial Injuries. 

Progress Made in the Prevention of Industrial Injuries 
By JAMES L. GERNON, Director of Division of Inspection, Department of Labor, 

New York 

In presenting this paper it may be advisable to state that part of 
it is based on information obtained from a recent examination I per
sonally made of 115,000 employers' reports of industrial injuries fur
nished to the Commissioner of Labor of New York State, as required 
by the compensation law of the State. For several years we have been 
furnishing rnspectors in New York State with photostatic copies of 
the employers' reports of industrial injuries, with th~ purpose of 
providing the inspectors with knowledge of the injuries occurring in 
the establishments they are responsible for inspectmg. This enables 
the inspector to know the number, frequency, and character of the 
injuries reported for a certain establishment, and enables him intelli
!l:entl;Y to aid the employers in preventing a recurrence of the injury, 
1f it IS. possible to do so, by the installation of proper safeguards or 
by discontinuing unsafe practices. 

In order to know the full value of the information these reports 
would furnish for inspection work, I imposed upon myself the task 
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of reading them. This entailed a great amount of additional work 
for which I have been fully repaid, for in examining these reports I 
have confirmed my own theories as to the causes of many industrial 
injuries, which theories were the natural result of many years of con
tact with State inspection of industries and the preventton of indus
trial injuries. 

Those of us who can recall industrial conditions existing 25 years 
ago have seen the transformation that has taken place as to methods 
of manufacturing, and the development of legislation governing in
dustry, and in the light of what has happened it is reasonable to 
assume that the end of this advance has not yet been reached. 

While progress in industrial legislation has been advancing slowly 
in many States, we should not lose sight of the fact that in a number 
of States little progress has been made, and that even in the States 
with the most advanced industrial regulations there is still necessity 
for considerable improvement if we hope to prevent or reduce indus
trial injuries to the lowest possible number. 

Modern industrial management realizes that a human beingt. so 
necessary to the proper conduct of industry even in this so-called 
"machine age", is entitled to healthful and safe conditions in the 
pursuit of his daily labor. 

In the old order of industry the workers assumed the risk and car
ried all the financial burdens resulting from unhealthful or unsafe 
conditions in industry, in addition to the physical suffering and handi
cap incident thereto. Many States have changed this in a degree 
by providing for compensation awards which pay for a portion of 
the loss suffered by those injured in the course of their employment. 
Even in the new order of things the worker still suffers much of the 
financial loss and endures the physical handicap of industrial injuries. 

The injustice of the old order of things was generally condemned, 
because most of our people in and out of industry realized that these 
industrial injuries were in a very large measure preventable. '!'his 
being so, they imposed a tremendous unnecessary financial loss, as 
well as suffenng and handicap, on those injured. 

These changes in public opinion have taken place at a time when 
science and industry have made greater progress than in any like 
period in the history of the world-a period that has been termed the 
"machine age" because more work is done by the use of machines and 
power than at any other time in the world's history. And today there 
are those who claim machinery is displacing labor in industry-. Re
gardless of how efficient these machines may be, they are of little use 
without human operators. Whether machinery is displacing labor 
to its detriment may be a debatable question. 

It cannot be disputed,. however, that .in most instances modern 
machinery has greatly speeded up production, not alone at the 
machine Itself but all along the line of production, in numerous indus
tries. This speed requires greater dexterity, as well as physical fitness; 
on the part of the machine or line operators, and makes it necessary 
that there be a proper lay-out and arrangement of the machine or 
production line properly to protect employees from injury. 

Inspection of industrial plants can and has improved working con
ditions to a high degree where the laws are adequate to cover industrial 
conditions as they exist today. However, inspections alone will not 
accomplish all that should be done. 
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To reduce industrial injuries there must be adequate legislative 
regulations empowering State departments further to protect workers. 
There should be other means than the mere providing of safeguuds 
for machinery or other hazardous conditions. Statistical records 
show .that most of the industrial injuries are due to other causes than 
machinery or apparatus. Most of them will be found in several groups 
of work over which the labor laws fail to provide requirements which 
would tend to reduce the number or correct the conditions which cause 
~h~ injury. Ample authority is necessary to prevent manufacturing 
m madequate floor areas, causing the improper placing and spacing 
of machinery, equipment, and material. These conditions are the 
basic cause of many industrial injuries. 

Nothing demonstrates more forcefully the necessity and value of 
inspection of industrial establishments than the hundreds of millions 
of dollars paid annually in the United States as compensation awards 
for industrial injuries, and the fact that these payments are but a 
small portion of the loss caused by these injuries. 

Employers and insurance carriers complain of the cost of awards 
for industrial injuries. Can they contemplate how much lar~er the 
cost would be if there were no State regulations and inspectiOns to 
mnke working places safe in order to prevent injuries? 

We can record the number and fi~ure the cost of industrial injuries 
reported to State boards or commissiOns. It is unfortunate, however, 
that it is impossible to record the number, or even estimate the saving 
in money value, of the industrial injuries prevented by the inspection 
of industrial establishments. 

While the aggregate payments for compensation are:large, they in 
no adequate degree compensate those unfortunate enough to be 
injured during the course of their employment. No matter how 
briefly or extensively we examine into the application or administra
tion of compensation laws as to how satisfactorily they recompense 
those injured in industry, we are confronted with the realizatkm that 
preventiOn of industrial injuries is of more importance than the 
payment of compensation for such injuries, subject as such awards 
and payments are to delay even under the best workmen's compen
sation laws efficiently administered. 

The type of industrial inspection of which I speak means., not 
alone the prevention of industrial injuries by the installation ·of hlgh 
standard safeguards, but the construction of new machioory by the 
manufacturer so that the hazard of operation is eliminated as [ar as 
possible; the providing of sufficient floor space properly to .locate 
machinery, equipment, and material, so as to minimize the possi
bility of injury in hazardous OJ.>erations; the installation of ~qtiipment 
and apparatus for the protectiOn and preservation of the health and 
comfort of those employed, such as the maintenance ·of proper 
temperature and humidity, and the removal of injurious dust, -gases, 
fumes, etc. 

After all of these things have been done, there would still remain 
the onerous task of advising the owners and managements·ofindus
tries of the necessity of properly instructing or teaching their ~
ployees h.ow to perform their work safely. , It requires ·~Y .!L casual 
examinatiOn of several hundred employers reports ·of mJur!es, fur
nished in connection with compensation claims, to convince anyone 
who has- a fair industrial knowledge that too large ;a pmrcentage of 
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industrial injuries result from the inability of the worker to use the 
human body properly in the performance of his work, or the lack of 
knowledge as to how to perform his task properly and safely. 

It is becoming more evident each day that if we hope to protect 
workers from injuries in our industries as conducted at present, the 
industries should be required to teach their employees how to work 
:safely, which means efficiently. This includes teachin~ them to use 
the human body as nature intended. This policy will have to be 
-adopted and applied before we may hope to eliminate the larger 
:proportion of industrial injuries which result from other causes than 
-unsafe machinery or apparatus, equipment, or structural conditions. 
;jMany injuries are the result of human failure, industrial inexperience, 
,inadequate strength or fatigue, and it is in these groups of causes of 
injuries that owners and managers of industrial establishments are 
inclined to attribute the injuries to the carelessness of the employee. 

When we approach the work of prevention of industrial injuries in 
this manner we can expect to accomplish what is most desirous
the prevention of much of the misery and suffering resulting therefrom, 
as well as the reduction of the appalling number and excessive cost of 
industrial injuries in the United States. 

It would be well at this point to realize that many industrial estab
lishments are not as efficiently equipped or conducted as competently 
as many of us may imagine. In all lines of industry there are what 
may be considered high standard plants or establishments, but they 
are few compared with the whole number of plants both large and 
small in the same line of industry. It is well to bear in mind that 
these plants decline by degrees from the highest standard to the 
poorest type. When we slleak of "high standard" we mean a plant 
with proper working conditions, instruction of emplo:yees in the correct 
method of performing work, and with a low record of mjuries compared 
to the hazard of the particular industry and the man-hours worked in 
the various hazards of the establishment . 
. The industrial inspection force of any State can substantiate the 

fact that there are far too many industrial elants that either disregard 
the common principles of safety, or fail utterly to conduct the 
manufacturing operation so as to promote safety or protect their 
employees from injury. 
' For the past 20 years there has been progressive development in 
most of the States in workmen's compensation provisions, and it 
naturally follows that some States have better· compensation laws 
than others. While this development of the compensation law has 
been ~oing on, no State has increased its force of inspectors or devel
oped Its inspection work, which means the prevention and reduction 
in number of industrial injuries, in any measure or degree comparable 
to the increase in the number of industrial injuries or the increase in 
the cost of compensation awards. 

Most of the States from time to time add some good provision of 
law for the protection of employees without making any or adequate 
Jl!Ovision for additional inspectors to enforce the added provisions. 
These measures may in themselves be adinirable, but without proper 
enforcement they are of no value. The duty of enforcement then 
falls on an already overburdened inspection division with an already 
inadequate number of inspectors. 
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Mn.ny times these beneficinl provisions of the labor laws are enacted 
so leg~slators may r~ceive credit for the e~actment, or they are passed 
to ':lPPense th_e pu bhc demand for such leg~slation. In many instances 
legislators willfully fail to provide additionnl inspectors for proper 
enforcement. 

The time hns arrived when State departments should take proper 
measures to increase their inspection force to an adequate number 
pr~perly_ to proll!ote the prevention of. indl;lstrial injuries. In doing 
th.'s. the mcrease m the. force should be m frur proportion to the many 
nulhons of dollars pmd annually for compensation awards for in
dustrial .injurie~. I ~m not _advocating the enlargement or develop,
ment of !nspecbon of mdustnal plants SCOJ that there may b!l more jobs, 
or thnt mdustry may be harassed by mspectors who nught do this 
work in a perfunctory manner. I am advocating this as a practical 
measure for saving many thousands of employees from injury, and 
reducing by many millions of dollars the cost of awards for 
compensation. 

The mnnngement of any plant who is really sold on safety is usu
ally rl'nd,v to welcome a trained inspector, experienced in his work. 
The efficwnt plant owner or manager will know that the orders or 
advice given by such an inspector are necessary and practical in im
proving health conditions or preventing injuries. Where the man
agement disapproves of inspection of the plant, it is generally the 
pluce where inspection is most necessary. 

It mny be that in times such as the present, owners will experience 
difficulty in finding money to make the necessary changes, but when 
business conditions are normal, it is not as difficult as many may 
suprose for State inspectors to secure improved conditions in indus
tria establishments, provided there is on the part of State authorities 
a reasonable but determined intent to enforce the provisions of law. 
There is always a certain percentage of employers who will do noth
ing to comply with the requirements of the law until forced to do 
so by the State authorities. It is a sad commentary on industrial 
owners and managements that a large percentage do not know what 
to do relative to promoting the health of their employees, and pre
venting injuries incident to the industry in which they are engaged, 
until they are shown what to do by those responsible for enforcing 
the J•equirements. 

Regardless of whether an industrial establishment is l!Iak~g or 
losing money, we have advance~ too far for thos.e co~ductmg mdus
trial establishments not to reahze that the pohcy IS firmly estab
lished that they have no right to conduct an industry so as to sub
ject employees to health hazards or industrial injuries. The employer 
1s entitled to the profits that may accrue from his enterprise, but there 
is every reason for him so to equip and conduct his establislunent 
that the employees are protected, and not subjected to industrial 
hazards incident to the industry. 

If there is a real desire to prevent industrial injuries it can be done 
by preventing avoidable injuries which consist m the main of hap
pemngs which are unnecessary, and by· the application of intelligent 
effort on the part of industry properly directed by the inspection divi
sion of a State department. 

Due to lack of time it is not possible to outline here the~ details of 
such inspection method, but at this time permit me~briefly_to outline 
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just one phase of safety work that might be accomplished if we had 
an inspection force of sufficient number to do the work necessary. 

For this purpose we will use the tables prepared by the statistical 
division of the New York State Department of Labor of closed com
pensation cases for the year 1933, showing the cause of the injury, 
the number, the cost per case, and the aggregate cost of each group 
of injuries, and also the number of death and permanent total, per
manent partial, and temporary cases. 

These New York figures will illustrate the conditions in any other 
State in proportion to the industries existing in each State, for what 
is happening in New York State is also happening in the other States 
in a greater or lesser degree in comparison with the number and 
type of industries in the State. 

There is considerable significance in these figures when carefully 
analyzed with a full knowledge of what is occurring in our industrial 
establishments. 

These statistical tables of closed compensated cases in Now York 
State for the year 1933 indicate clearly that the group of injuries due 
to "Handling objects and tools" is the greatest in number of cases 
and second in total cost of compensation. The group "Falls of 
workers" is second in number of cases but first in total cost of com
pensation. The group "Mechanical apparatus", including eleva
tors, hoists, and conveyors, is third in number of cases but fourth in 
the cost of compensatiOn. Mechanical apparatus is responsible for 
12 percent of the total number of cases and 13 percent of the total 
cost of compensation paid to claimants. When we compare the 
number of cases due to mechanical apparatus with those due to falls 
of workers, we learn that falls were responsible for over 20 percent of 
the total number of cases, and over 28 percent of the total cost of 
compensation paid. 

· Suppose we make another comparison with the injuries caused by 
"Mechanical apparatus", in which group we should bear in mind is 
included th!l injuri!ls due to c!omtors, hoists, and conveJJ?: used in 
the largest mdustnal State, w:.h the four groups, "Han g objects 
and tools", "Falls of workers", "Falling objects", "Stepping on or 
striking objects"; we find these four groups of cases are responsible 
for over 68 percent of the total number of cases and over 59 percent of 
the total cost of compensation paid. If we can realize the vast amount 
of machinery and apparatus used in the industries of New York State 
and the speed with which many of our industries operate, we may be 
able to imagine how necessary it is for the machine operators to be 
possessed of acumen and adroitness to perform their work safely. 

We have made headway in making machinery reasonably safe for 
employees. We have not accomplished all that is necessary or de
sired· more will be accomplished when State legislators see the light, 
and learn that prevention of industrial injuries would be far better 
for those injured, for industry, the public, and the State, than the 
payment of compensation, regardless of how 11enerous the awards 
may be or how expeditiously the awards are pa1d. 

It would be reasonable to suppose that in an industrial State ma
chinery would cause more injuries and cost more money than those 
in any other group. A large number of people in and out of industry 
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NUMBER AND COST OF COMPENSATED ACCIDENTS IN NEW YORK STATE BY 

CHIEF CAUSES-CASES CLOSED IN 1933 ' 

I Prepared by divlslon of statistics and lnlormatlon, New York State Department of Labor} 

Total cases Death and permanent total 

Aver- Aver-
Cause of accidents Total ... Aver- Total . .. num- Total Total rom- ... Total Total com-

ber eompen- pensa weeks number com-
weeks I weeks 1 pensa• 

or satlon I tlon per of cases 1 pensa-
tlou 

cases per case tlon per 
case case 

- ----------
Handlin~ objects and tools. -- To,!:! $.5,31l2t~ 381,742 $197 14 {24) ., $952,736 95,000 $10,029 

Han ling objects. ---- -- 21,516 4, 266,9 301,657 '"' 14 (21~ 76 786,"" 76,000 10,349 
F Using hand toots.: •••• -- :1,80-1 1,125,235 80,085 , .. 14 (3 19 166,228 19,000 8, 749 

alb or workers. __ ---·--·-· - 16, 2'!7 7, 120,882 563,737 <39 35 (47) 227 I, 749,641 227,000 7, 708 
Falls to a dlft'f!rent level - 7, 538 4, 571,174 3i1,175 600 .. 

!33ll75 1,354, 573 175,000 7, 740 
M Falls on the same level. - 8, 689 2,M9, 708 HH,962 293 22 14 52 395,068 6~000 7, 51l7 

echanlcal apparotw .••.•. - 9,031 3, 422,979 284,020 319 31 (Hi 107 745, 5S{I 107,000 6, 968 
Machinery, prime mov-

en, etc ••..••••••••••• - 7, 6&9 2,244,001 165,410 293 22 <•> 32 269,493 3~000 8,109 
Ele\'&tors, hoists, and 

V COD\'Oyors ••••••••••••• 1,373 I, 178,978 118,610 S51l 86 i'O) " 486,087 75,000 6,481 
F ehlcles. ---------------·--:.- 7,013 3, 959,967 397,433 562 56 28l 25< l, 623,447 25<, 000 6,392 

D:~e~o0~~n~-ii8riD"riiJ-Slii;" 3,564 1,654,324 133,878 <36 38 (14 71 579,502 71,000 8.162 

stanc:cs ••••••• -----··-----· 4,113 1,424, '1IHI 141,129 :we 34 (9) .. 747,118 
"'· 000 

7,624 
Electricity, uploslves, 

~~! .... ~ '""·03~ 374 : m 71l 71l, 000 heat, etc ..••••••..••••• 667,658 7,186 
Harmful substaneM ••••• 1,4-t3 426,064 3MlW ... " 179,460 19,000 9,446 

Stepping on and striking ob-
588.259 46,487 168 13 i•> 17 ':::: Jects .••• -------·-··----·-·· 3, 716 120,387 7,082 

Other and indeftnJte ••••••••• 3,473 1, 210,&17 110,333 "" 32 1l) 61 468.794 61, 7,686 

Total, all eawes .•••••• 74,487 u, 674, 2()g ~058, 769 331 " (148) 930 6,987,205 930,00< 7,613 

Permanent partial Temporary 

Aver· Aver 

Total ••• Aver- Total ... Aver· Cauae of a.ccldents num· Total com- ••• num- Total com-
Total peu- Total peq- ••• ber compeq- wookll' sa- weeks ber comr.:- weeks oa- weeks 

or saUon 1 tion per or sat on tion per ..... per case """" per case .... case 
------

llBDdJin~ objects and tools •• ..... $2,396, gag 148.949 $612 32 22.541 12, 04~ 400 137,793 $1ll 6 
Ban ling objacts •••••••• 3,311 1, 666,660 103,024 "" 3118, 129 1,813, 762 1~633 100 7 
Using band tools •••••••• 1,373 730. z;-g 45, D25 632 33 4, 412 228,728 15, 160 02 3 

FBilol of workera .•••••••••••• 3,036 3,383, 710 200,778 1, 115 66 12,964 1, 987,531 1&5, 959 163 10 
Falls to a different level. '·m 2,000,106 121,784 1,326 17 6, 779 1, 117, 40S 74.991 11l3 13 
FBlls on the same level •• I, 4 1, 284, 514 78, ... 886 M 7,186 870,126 60, 968 121 8 

Mechanical apparatus ••.•••• 3,253 2, 230,217 14-t,196 686 44 6, 671 447,182 32,824 79 6 
Machinery, prime mov· 

2, 676 1, 697,918 112,143 .. , 42 4, 951 286,690 21,267 58 • en, ate ••••••.••••••••• 
Elevator&, bolats, and 

578 53~ 299 32,053 1l21 ~ .. Z."i 160,592 11,557 223 16 Veblc:~~~~~::::::::::::: 1, 744 1, 596, li85 ~·28 "" 739,936 60,805 147 10 
Falling objects •••••••••••••• 871 lilO, 040 31,693 686 362,622 4M. 782 31, 28li 177 12 
Dangerous and harmful sub-

380,232 1,045 stances .•••••••••••••.••••• 364 23, 181 64 3,651 297,4-46 19, 9t8 81 • Electricity, explo.sive8, 

"rf z;-~"" 16,711 1l33 158.572 beatl etC-----------·-·· 57 2,299 10,319 69 • Barm ul substances ..•.• 10'7, 729 6,47 1, 496 00 1, 352 138,875 1l,1121l 100 7 
Stepping on and striking ob· 

'" ' 243,948 '~: !il.l "' 33 3,264 2ZJ,924 '~·~ Ject! ....• ------·----······· • Other and lndeftnlte •••••••• 737 473,639 80, 643 " 2,67 268,604 19,0i3 7 ---- ~ 
Totai, all causes~---·-· 15 ,134 11,216,210 686, 25 741 " 58,423 6,471, '194 442,607 lll 8 

1 Includes the ltandard weighting of 1,000 weeks and the es&lmated present vBiue for each death and 
permanent total dlssbUity ease. 

• Flaw• in parentheses show the number or permanent total dfaabWty cases Included. 
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are unable to conceive that "Falls of workers" in industry, which is 
the second highest group in total number of cases and the high !P"O!JP 
in cost of compensation paid, is a far greater menace to those ill ill
dustry than all the machinery, elevators, hoists, or conveyors in all 
the industrial establishments of the State. 

Again, if we consider the four groups-namely, "Handling objects 
and tools", "Falls of workers", "Falling objects", and "Slipping on 
and stril<ing objects "-which combined are responsible for over 68 
percent of the total number of cases and over 59 percent of the total 
cost of compensation paid, these four ~roups include industrial tasks 
and occupations many of which are difficult to safeguard, if not, in 
some instances, impossible to do so. In other words, these groups 
include work and orerations where the employees must be taught 
the proper method o performing the work, and this instruction should 
include not alone the tasks the operator is engaged to do but also the 
proper use of the human body to perform the tasks in order to protect 
him from injury. Many of the illjuries in these four groups are the 
result of the employee's inability to coordinate his body movements 
to accomplish his work without injury. Far too many men are 
placed at difficult and hazardous tasks in industry without proper 
illStruction by the management, and because of lack of knowledge of 
the work, or the requisite strength or skill to perform the task for a 
number of hours, injury results. 

Speed in the operation of machines or in industrial operations may 
be advisable and perfectly proper, but there is a limit to human en
durance. When employees have to use normal body movements to 
perform their work and keep pace with high-speed machines or indus
trial operations, movements of the body must be made correctly, 
and where such condition exists it is the management's obligation to 
see that the machines, equipment, and operatin~ floor space are 
properly arranged and mamtained for the protection of employees. 

Industrial inspection work of State departments has made real 
headway as to safeguarding machinery and other unsafe conditions 
where they have laws which cover the hazards of industry, and they 
have made this headway even with the handicap, in most instances, of 
an inadequate inspection force. With proper regulation and an 
ample force of inspectors a far greater reduction in industrial injuries 
could be made. What means have we at our command today in any 
State properly to teach industry and its management the way in 
which they should proceed to prevent the injuries in the four groups 
which in New York State are causing 68 percent of the total number 
of ~losed cases a~d 59. percent.of the total cost of compensation pai.d? 
It 1s well to bear ill milld. that~ these four groups most of the injunes 
cannot be prevented by mstallillg safeguards, but the reduction must 
be the result of proper knowledge of the operations, the correct use 
of the human body, and the exercise of diligent care on the part of 
the workers. · 

Some State departments have the authority. to correct the unsafe 
conditions of floors, walkways1 and stairways. Our examination of 
115,000 employers' reports of illdustrialinjuries in New York State 
reveals that 11; very large percentage ~f these falls occur •Where there 
are no defective.floqr 'urfaces or stamvays. These reports as sqb
mitted show in a large number. of ~st~~;~ces that there is no other 
reason for the falls but the physical mahi!Ity of the workers to main-
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~ain .II: proper poise or body balance, and much of this is due to the 
mabibt:y of a very large percentage of our people to use their feet 
or legs m a proper way to travel safely on a floor or stairway. Inci
dentally, we. might say industrial injuries result in a large degree 
from the. failure o.f the hull!an body to function efficiently or 
pr()perly m perfonmng the vanous movements necessary in industry. 

The New York State record of closed compensated cases for the 
year 1933 gives sufficient proof that this is so. If we consider 
"Falls of workers", we find there were 16,227 cases divided as fol
lows: 7,538 "Falls from different levels"; 8,689 "Falls on same level." 
Over 53 percent of the total number were on a level surface. 

The human body as a whole when functioning properly is a com
plete demonstration of balanced mechanism, more marvelous and 
more delicatel;v- stabilized and coordinated than the finest watch or 
machine. Tins is especially true of the human foot as a part of 
this wonderful body. The watch or machine performs merely the 
same movement again and again, while the human body, and par
ticularly the foot, must perform thousands of varied actions or 
movements, each requiring an instantaneous adjustment of the 
entire mechanism, and must do this in many instances under tre
mendous stress. 

The human body is out of all proportion architecturallv to the 
narrow base formed by the feet. Equipoise depends upon the perfect 
coordination of the nerves and muscles, and the correct control 
of the lever-like bones, fulcrums, and shifting surfaces of the feet. 

Unbalanced feet means unbalanced postures which usually result 
in falls. 

Leading podiatrists of this country claim that 3 persons out of 5 
in the United States suffer from some form of foot trouble. Lead
ing oculists of this country claim that only 10 percent of our 
people have normal eyesight. If these estimates of the infirmities 
of our people are correct, then we must admit that those employed 
in our mdustries are workin&" under a severe handicap. Regardless 
of the correctness of the estunates of the infirmities of our people, 
we must realize that many industrial injuries result from one or the 
other or both, infinnities. 
Yo~ mar have noticed that I have not referred in this paper 

to industnal accidents. Most of the occurrences where workers 
are injured are not accidents; they are sure to happen if many of 
the practices and methods employed or permitted in many industries 
are continued. We may marvel that they do not occur more fre
quently than they do. 

Industry should be responsible for teaching the art or teclmique 
of performing the work of the particular industry. It is clearly 
evident from the records of injuries that most of them are not caused 
by machinery,. but are in other groups of causes of injury. It is to 
these groups that intelligent prevention efforts can . be applied. 
The inspection division of a State departm·ent can be of great assist
ance to the employers in pointing out just what is happening in 
their establishments, and how the recurrence of injuries may be 
avoided. What is ~~eded is an ~spection .force of adequa~ num~er 
to assume the additional work It would nnpose on the mspection· 
force of a State department of labor. 
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I realize that I have given here but a brief outline of the kind 
of prevention work we will have to do in the near future if we intend 
to reduce the havoc caused by industrial injuries. Bri~f as i;B this 
outline, I trust enough has been said to cause helpful discussiOn. 

DISCUSSION 

Chairman KEARNs. Is there anyone who wishes to discuss Mr. 
Gernon's paped I am sure if you want to ask any questions he will 
be very glad to answer them. 

:Miss JOHNSON (New Hampshire). I should like to ask 1\fr. Gernon 
if the classes of majcr causes of accidents which he mentioned have 
been arranged or anaylzed in the order of severity of accidents-for 
instance, w1th regard to the incidence of fatal accidents and total and 
permanent partial disability¥ · 

Chairman KEARNs. Will you answer that question, :Mr. Gernon ¥ 
:Mr. GERNON. The table submitted with this paper tells the whole 

story. It tells just what is happening in each group-how much the 
cost was and what was the result in different classifications of the 
industry. The cost of industrial accidents are entirely too high. 
There is no question about that. 

I should like to leave just one thought with you which may he ben
eficial. I have stated on many occasions in New York that if the 
New York Legislature would give us $2,000,000 and allow us 2 years 
in which to do it, I would guarantee to take $10,000,000 from the cost 
of compensation or they could shoot me. You cannot sell that to the 
legislature as a business proposition. Anybody could do that if he 
had the money and an ample force to make the best kind of inspec
tions. We are now making the best kind of inspections that can be 
made with the force we are given. In some places our laws are not 
adequate, and sometimes our rules are worse than the laws. The fact 
is we have not enough people to do the work. 

Quite commonly, in gatherings of this kind, somebody tries to 
~nvey the impress.ion t~at the large. industries are all rig'ht. Now, 
m order to cause discusswn, I am gomg to say that the large indus
tries are no better than the small onesJ in proportion. There are a 
~ood many people in industry who <lo not know how to conduct 
mdustry safely. We have large plants that go far beyond the law 
and do everything that is humanly possible, and we have lar"e ones 
that do practically nothing. We liave small ones that accomplish the 
same results as the best of the large ones, and we have too many of 
the small ones that do not do mucli and of course we have too many 
of them that do only what they are forced to do. l do not believe that 
we can go on with present metho.ds and accomplish much better re
sults. Compensation has been established .long enough-almost a· 
quarter of a. century-and we cannot go on kll.lmg and injuring and 
mainring so great a number of people without doing·the other thinoo; 
that is, prevention by improving conditions.· · " 

Chairman KEARNS. Is your question answered¥ ... · , 
:Miss JoHNsoN .. I did not make my question entirely clear. . It 

wa.s not in regard to cost. :Mr. Gernon gave a very interesting account· 
of the major causes of accidents, a.s I understood, from the point of 
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view _of number of accidents under each cause of accident, and my 
questwn was what the order of.importance would be if analvzed in 
the matte~ of severity. For instance, would the matter of falls be 
the most Important m the case of fatal accidents and in the case 
of permanent total and permanent partial disability 1 

Mr. G~:nxox. It costs more money for fatal falls than for any other 
group. I did misunderstand Miss Johnson's question. If Miss John
son wants to know if we are considering what would prevent this 
we ~o know why _th~se falls occur and what is causing them. It ~ 
~othmg new but 1t 1s not ooenerally known. It is remarkable how 
1~norant the average manufacturer is as to the falls that are occur
rmg in his industry . 
. ~Ir. PENDI.ETON (l\Iassachusetts). I should like to ask Mr. Gernon 
1f m th~ State of New Y'?r~ the injured employee receive~ a copy of 
the accident report and Jf 1t would not help somewhat 1f he did 1 

Mr. GEaxox. In answer to that let me say this: I have read a lot 
more than 115,000 reports-! made a mistake in that figure. But the 
fact is this : As you read these reports they tell you, for instance

1 
that 

the employee fel! downstairs. They do not tell you why he fell Clown
stairs. Probably they do not know. People fall downstairs for many 
reusons. The leading podiatrists in the country are making a study 
of one part of the human body, the foot, and they tell us why. The 
fact is that there are very few teople who walk correctly. I have 
said-! lun·e preached it until am tired of listening to myself
that people in industry today do not know how to sit, stand, or walk 
correctly, ami consequently, considering industry as a whole-all the 
varied industries-they are subject to an awful lot of hazards. The 
figures from New York as to falls are high, and the figures from 
almost any industrial State will show up the same. Fort;v-four per
cent of the people who are killed in homes are killed by falhng. There 
are only 1,000 fewer people killed in homes than are killed by auto
mobiles. From any an oole we approach this we show that falls do 
not occur in industry afone. They occur on the highway, in public 
buildings, and in homes, proving conclusively it is not the people in 
industry or the i~dustry _alone, but also the conditions. they meet, 
which are responsible. 1\Imd you, there are enough cond1t10ns under 
which people fall in industry, and a good deal of the falling is due 
to human conditions. 

Chairman KEARNS. Is there any other question 1 
Mr. PENDLETON. The question I submitted to Mr. Gernon was 

not answered. Does the injured employee in New York State receive 
a copy of the report 1 

Chairman KEARNS. And will you answer thut direct, Mr. Gernon ¥ 
Mr. GF.ItNON. I presume he does not, unless he sees the report at a 

compensation hearing of his case. 
Mr. PENDI.ETON. 'l1lank you. 
Chairman KEARNS. It has been said that accident statistics are just 

as essential in accident-prevention work as a diagnosis is to a doctor 
in the treatment of his patient, and I subscribe to that theory. We 
in Ohio hnve found accident statistics of incalculable value in the 
carrying on of our safety work, and I think that is true in the other 
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States. The more complete and comprehensive these reports can be 
made, the more valuable they are in the matter of promoting acci
dent-prevention work. 

We are fortunate today in having with us a man from the United 
States Bureau of Labor Statistics who has had a number of years of 
experience in statistical work, and is thoroughly familiar with statis
tical procedure and the relation of statistics to accident-prevention 
work, and that is the subject which has been assi~ned to him for this 
meeting. I take very great pleasure in presentm~ 1\Ir. Sidney W. 
:Wilcox1 of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Statistics in the Service of Accident Prevention 
lly SIDNEY w. wn.cox, CMe( Statistician, Uuitell States B11rca" of Labor 

Stali•tics 

From the chairman's very kind introduction I judge that in his 
mind statistics should be partly chauffeur and partly speedometer, a 
guide to action as well as a record of action, not merely official score
keeper but one of the players. Having the chainnan steal your thun
der is one of the accidents that ouaht to be prevented. The program 
committee

2 
however, has apparently a healthy skepticism concerning 

the role ot statistics. I note that it has changed my wording, " Sta
tistics in the Service of Accident Prevention " to the more noncommit
tal, " Statistical Work and Its Relation to the Prevention of 
Industrial Injury." 

A.n illustration gathered from my New York State experience will 
clarify the issue. Commissioner Perkins made an important change 
in the interplay of the statistical work and the factory insl?ection 
work. It became the duty of a special statistical unit to provide the 
inspectors with photostatiC or other copies of that part of the compen
sation division's accident rel?orts which would acquaint the inspector 
before he visited a plant With the accidents which had taken place 
during the past year. He entered the plant with the story in his 
pocket. Before this system was installed a certain plant had been 
inspected and the usual check-ups made, but the inspector was not 
aware of two deaths which had occured in this plant. When the 
records on that plant came from the statistical unit the inspector noted 
that a man had fallen into a vat and had been killed and that another 
man had met the same fate. The inspector called again and of course 
asked to be shown the place. 

It appeared the laborers using wheelbarrows to bring materials to ~ 
vat had on two occasions overshot the mark, the weight of the loadt>d 
wheelbarrows had jerked them off their balance and pulled them into 
the vat. The keen eye of the factory inspector noticed at once that the 
block designed to stop the wheelbarrows had been worn to such an 
extent that the wheel easily carried over the block. He promptly or
dered a lar~er an~. square-shaped block; and the accidents ceas!ld· The 
point of this tale 1s, of course, that the mspector became effective when 
he entered the plant with the pertinent facts that had been supplied to 
him by a statistical unit connected with the Department of Labor. 
Thus statistics influenced action and were & force in the service of ' . accident prevention. 
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Sometimes we see _things better in pers_peci;ive. Let me remind you, 
t~eref?re, of the attitude of Florence N1ghtmgale towards statistics. 
" e tlunk of her as a woman of excellent birth and training who took 
the trouble to go over to the German hospitals to learn the best 
then known hospital methods\ and who therefore, when the Crimean 
1Yar came, was led on to renaer the signal service for which she has 
been immortalized. It is perhaps less well known that she protested 
agamst the way in which statistics were buried in the records of the 
war department instead of being used as a guide for action. She not 
only urged those in responsible positions to use statistics, but she urged 
those who prepared the statistics to make them usable. That is she 
placed emphasis on the style of the writer and on the quality of the 
text as well as on the accuracy of the data. 

Florence Nicrhtingale, who was known to the soldiers as the "Angel 
of the Lamp "because of the way she went through the wards at night 
shieldinn- the light from their eyes with her hand, was also the advo
cate of t~1e unshielded lamp of statistics in controllin17 medical prob
lems and fostering hospital and social technique. Sne gave herself 
with devotion to a great cause, but she never lost sight of the fact 
that the truest path of progress would be found with the help of 
measurement and records. In short she embodied in herself the 
finest personal qualities and an insight that statistics should be a. 
guide to action. 

The need in modern ~overnmental statistics, as truly as in the day 
of Florence Nightingale 100 years ago, is that there shall be more 
emphasis on interpretation. Statistics should not be thought of as 
columns of fi~ures arrayed in tables as part of so much ritual, but as 
the svst<'matJc and effective presentation of the fundamental facts 
that shall determine the COUrse of develOJ?ment in any great SOCial 
mo,·ement such as that of accident preventiOn. 

It would do good both to the statistician and the factory inspector 
if, at the conclusion of each year's tabulation, the statistician were 
brought face to face with the factory inspectors and required to tell 
them what the figures show and how their campaign of action should 
be modified in the light of the latest available facts. Such a. proceed
ing would be a stern reminder to the statistician that it is not the 'fig
ures alone but the study of the figures by the person who is in the best 
position to make such a. study and who has within him the insight 
and resources to interpret the statistics, that must be thought of if the 
statistics are to be effective in accident prevention. It would also be 
a reminder to the factory inspector that he should supplement his 
first-hand impressions by the larger information concerning basic 
trends and developments in industry, and that he should modify his 
tactics and renew his enthusiasm by trying to make the sad accident 
record of each year less gruesome than that of the year before. 

In retrospect we can see that the safety movement clung too long to 
a dominant interest in machine guarding. If the procedure here 
advocated had been followed, the importance of falls would have been 
realized and interest in good housekeeping might have come 10 years 
earlier. 

Let me list a number of the recent developments in the field of 
accident statistics. The first, to which I have already referred, is the 
recognition in a number of States of the value of combining the 
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accident statistics as secured from a comJ>ensatim:i division with the 
marching- orders that are given to the factory inspectors. The in
spector m his hotel room the night before calling on a plant can 
familiarize himself with the details of the accidents that have occurred 
in that plant since the time of his last visit. Miss Perkins' introduc
tion of this technique in New York State was the occasion of Mr. Ger
non's reading the many thousand accident reports of which he has 
just told us. This first development may be described as the placing 
of the accident records at the disposal of the factory inspectors. 

The second is the meeting of statisticians and the ~afety men to 
interpret the tabulations in the light of experience and to generalize 
experience with the aid of the tabulations. The two types of workers 
would meet together in a board of strategy. 

The third development has to do with accident causes. The work 
of Mr. Heinrich, of the Travelers Insurance Co., and of his subcom
mittee in the American Standards Association represents a notable 
~ontribution to the technique of determining the causes of accidents. 
Certainly the first step in any scientific procedure is to determine, if 
possible, the relations between cause and effect. 

Now a word of explanation is necessary. For a long time New 
York, for example, has published bulletins on the " causes of acci
dents", but in fact the subject matter is scarcely on the cause of acci
dents. It is mostly on the cause of injuries. The accidents 
are classified, for example, "falls." But a fall does not cause an 
accident-it is an accident. It causes a broken kneecap or some other 
injury. The cause of the accident was faulty illumination, worn 
treads on the stairs, too clumsy a load to be carried, or some such 
reason. This kind of information is not in the reports, and from the 
nature of the case is not in the tabulations. 

States that wish to do some real work in accident prevention would 
do well to familiarize themselves with the Heinrich cod~ either in its 
original version or as modified by the N atonal Safety t;ouncil. But 
after some experience in Albany I will have to say tliat it would not 
be wise, in my judgment, to introduce the Heinrich code directly.· It 
would be better to hold to the old criterion of types of accidents, or 
accidents classified by instruments and agents, such as " handling 
tools"," handling small objects"," falls", and so forth. Under each 
of the old classifications begin the study of causes, using the Heinrich 
code. 
· The reason for the note of caution, in spite of the fact that I am 

enthusiastic for the Heinrich code, is this: There are as Mr. Gernon 
has intimated, so few accident reports that really teli the cause, that 
if you try to classify by causes of accidents as the major category, 
perhaps two-thirds or even nine-tenths of all the reports will have to 
be put under the headings" indefinite", "unknown", or" not other
wise classified", and the statistician does not like a classification that 
throws the bulk of his data into the unknown. 

The procedure then would be to hold to the old categories until 
we have educated the employers, personnel directors, claim agents, 
physicians, and others who are concerned, as to what is meant by 
t• cause" and have persuaded them to give us the facts which will 
make such classification possible. Then my advice would be ~ust 
the reverse: make the cause of accidents the primary classificatiOn. 
That, however, will be some years hence, I fear. 
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Tl~e nw_vement _shou!d be hastened by a new kind of safety con
test Ill whrch a prrze w1ll go, not to the firm with the lowest accident 
record, hut to the firm whose analysis of causes shows the most dis
criminating insight and frankest statement and whose willingness to 
face this question makes it a trail blazer to brino- other firms to 
take the scientific point of view. " 

It is interesting to note that, in connection with this new emphasis 
o~ the caus.e of accidents rather than on the cause of injury, the 
miSplaced hght rather than the fall, you get back to the question 
'!it!~ ~·hich the whole p:oblem of industrial accidents and employers' 
hnbrht.y began," 1\'ho IS to blame!" In the old days the question 
" 1Vho is to blame? " was raised by lawyers, and, begging their par
don, thev mismanaged the matter shamefully. They said that if 
the employee has contributed by his own ne~ligence, then--;;o far 
as any money settlement is concerned-he IS to blame and the 
employer is not liable. Or if a fellow employee has contributed to 
the accident or the risk is recognized as characteristic of the indus
try, then, in either of these cases, the employer is not to blame. 
The great reform of workmen's compensation was to do away with 
the question, " Who is to blame? " and substitute the question, "Who 
has been hurt and how badly 1 " The compensation benefits are ex
actlv the same whether the lnjured party was primarily at fault or 
whether he wus not at fault. The question, ' ·who is to blame 1 " 
was done away with under workmen's compensation, except perhaps 
in the more or less mythical case of self-inflicted injury. 

The question, "1Vho is to blame I " turned out to be a false clue 
when raised by the lawyer to determine damages, but it is showing 
itself to be an open sesame when asked by the safety engineer to 
prevent recurrence. Heinrich places the vast preponderance of the 
responsibility with the management. 

An important practical consideration grows out of the old as
sociation of " Who is to blame 1 " with the money settlement. There 
is a certain amount of hold-over in the minds of employers, especially 
of those less informed and on the part of new referees who have not 
fully grasped the philosophy of workmen's compensation, to the effect 
that it does make some difference as to who is to blame. Therefore, 
neither this question nor any other on the fundamental cause of the 
accident should be on the compensation accident report form. To ask 
the cause of the injury is as far as it is wise to go. Even if employers 
and their insurance companies were willing to answer frankly, it takes 
too much time to make sure of the true cause of the accident and 
prompt reporting should not be sacrificed. The questions on causes 
should be on a separate piece of paper and there should be assurances 
that the form will not be seen by the compensation division, but only 
by those engaged in accident frevention. 

A fourth development o accident-prevention statistics can be 
thought of in terms of some of the alphabetical organizations in 
Washington. The engineers who were working on certain emergency 
projects were seemingly indifferent to accident-prevention statistics. 
They showed strange apathy toward the gatherm_g of the facts and 
even went so far as to say there were not any cave-ms, or they did not 
amount to anythin.g. ~ut whe!l some of the s~atis~ical persuas!on 
insisted on gathermg mformatwn and tabulatmg It and showmg 
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what an alarming number of cave-ins there w~re, ~hen orders went 
out ~y telegraph for new methods of caretakmg m the matter of 
cave-rns. . 

.A. fifth type of development in statistics of accident prevention I can 
perhaps symbolize by the name of :Mr. Kjaer of our group. He has 
been one of the prime moving spirits in a committee that has had 
char~e of building up codes of safe practice or standards of safety 
and mdustrial health in connection with the N. R. .A.. codes. Most 
of the N. R. .A.. codes include the provision that within a certain time 
limit there must be set up standards of safe practice. The committee 
appointed by the Secretary of Labor, on which were represented 
various oruanizations such as the National Safety Council and so 
forth, has y;;n preparing one set of requirements after another o_ut
lining procedures of safe practice for the various N. R. .A.. industries. 

.A.riother type of development in statistics for accident prevention 
can be symbolized-! am simply using the names as a convenience, 
as pegs to hang the theme on-by the name of Copeland, the execu
tive director of the Central Statistical Board, which has jurisdiction 
over the statistical activities of the various Federal ~overnmental 
or~anizations. The Central Statistical Board is seekm~ to bring 
umty out of chaos between the organizations having statiStics deal
ing with accidents, such as the United States Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, State industrial commissions, Bureau of Mines, Interstate 
Commerce Commission, the Census Bureau of the Department of 
Commerce, United States Employees' Compensation Commission1 
Women's Bureau of the Department of Labor, Children's Bureau ot 
the Department of Labor, and the United States Public Health 
Service, the last named in connection primarily with industrial 
diseases rather than industrial accidents. When the Central Statis
tical Board runs out of work in coordinating these agencies, I hope 
it will bring the State statistics to a comparable basis. Only by 
trying to compare the statistics of one State with those of another 
can one realize the difficulties that are now uncontrolled. 

That group of organizations should be paralleled in our minds 
with the mention of such orgs,nizations as the National Safety 
Council, the various insurance companies, the corporations them
selves!' notably in the iron and steel industry, and shall I say our 
own . A. I . .A.. B. C. I think also that we must, not forget the very 
distinctive achievements of the International Labor Office. 
· Under the leadership of the Central Statistical Board and thanks 
especially to Dr. Clague and Dr. Givens of the Advisory Committee 
to the Secretary of Labor and to the work of Mr. Slocombe of the 
Personnel Association, there has been prepared a report that I hope 
will be a stepping stone in accident-statistics work in America. 

There must be new emphasis on interpetation, first interpretation, 
of the statistics as statistics and then as a guide to actwn. For 
example, we must not ignore such distinctions as the different mean
ings of " closed cases" in Illinois and in New York. In Illinois a 
" closed case" is one on which the final payment has been made. In 
New York a "closed case" is a case that has been adjudicated and 
the amount determined, the payments to go on in the future. The 
Illinois law, unlike that of New York, requires the receipts to be 
filed throughout the entire period of months that compensation pay-
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ments. cunt!nue. "'ith such ~lifferen~es in definition, any statistics 
~re lllislendmg unl~ss the reqmred adJustments are made. Similarly 
It must. be deternuned by methods of statistical technique whethe; 
the vanous samples are Iaro-e enouo-h to J·ustify the computino- of 
f d . "' b "' requency an· severity rates. 

'l'l~ere nre a number of developments in the field of accident pre
\"ention that ~orne pretty close to statist!cs though they probably 
wou_ld not be hsted under that head. One IS a survey of the adminis
tratn·e activities of the various States, which is now being undertaken 
~t ~he instigntiun of Secretnry Perkins and Commissioner Lubin and 
!S m the hands of Mr. liiarshall Dawson. That will serve as a new 
ImJ?e~t~~ toward improved ndii_Jinistrntion, inclu~ing the statistical 
nct1 \"I ties on the part of the variOus States. And m parallel with the 
emphasis on the administration of workmen's compensation I hope 
that sun-ey will spread over into the administration of accident pre
vention us curried on through the States. Too long the dollar has 
controlled the thinking of the State departments, and the fact that 
worknwn ·~ compensation benefits could be spoken of in terms of dol
lars-for exnmple, $36,000,000 a year in New York State-has 
tended to exalt the a warding of money and to overshadow the work 
of accident prevention. 

There are certnin States thnt are putting safety into their educa
tional progmms, the three R's-reading, writin~, arithmetic-are 
matched by three other compulsory subjects-history, civics, and 
safety. There is every reason to conunend a movement of this kind 
that is free from politics and from the clash of conflicting industrial 
interests. It is all to the good that the safety movement should be 
given a certain professional ~tutus. Education in safety is part of 
the socializing process by wh1~h. <_>Ur young people becomA ready for 
the complexities of modern CIVIliz!iti.on. 

A brilliant exnmple of how statistics can be used and were used 
for currying C?U~ a definite po_Iic:y can, perhaps,, be symbolized by 
the name of Mmam N oil, of Illm01s. The women s clubs had become 
interested in industrial accidents to minors. For some years she 
studied this question, and at last t\le light was shed s~ clearly that it 
wus possibl~ to approach the legislature on the basis of carefully 
ascertained facts. With the help of her reports a law was passed 
imJ?osing a penalty _in the case of minors illegally empl~yed. -!'-i! a 
le<rislative compronuse the penalty was only 50 percent m addition 
to"' the regular compensation, but the ~ur.den cou~d ;not be shifted to 
an insurance company. Here was a distmct statistiCal and research 
project, leadino- to legislative action and check-up. That is an 
example of statistics in the service of a definite program. 

Another example, from New York, was in connection with a pro
J>Osed increase of the maximum weekly allowance from $20 to $25. 
The question wns, What would it cost? The figure estimated by 
certain opposing interests was twice the estimate of the bureau of 
statistics and information. The law finally passed and a check-up 
became possible. The result showed that the State bureau was within 
5 percent (it had overestimated by this much), but the figures sub-
1111tted by the opposition had overshot the mark by 100 percent. 
Thrre agnin is an example of statistics in the service of a development 
of n IPgislntive type. 

1~71P~--3fi----10 
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The Inrernational Association of Governmental Labor Officials, 
which is in touch with factory-inspection divisions, is in one sense 
freer in spirit to deal with accident prevention than the I. A. I. A. B. 
C The accident boards and commissions are hearing cases; they are 
d;ciding human conrests; they are awarding money; tl~eir daily 
work makes their minds inrent on workmen's compensatwn. The 
governmental labor officials and directors of labor in various Stare 
departments, whose emphasis is not only on admi.nistrat~on of t~e 
workmen's compensation law, but also on factory rnspectlon, statiS
tics, the work of women's bureaus, children's bureaus, and so forth, 
ought to feel a twofold responsibility and be concerned with appro
pnations for a program of prevention and compensation. 

On the other hand, those of the I. A. I. A. B. C. gain intimate and 
concrere acquaintance with industrial accidents. Their knowledge is 
in every sense of the word a knowledge of individual cases. They too 
might summon the State statisticians once a year to tell the results 
of their studies and what principles emerge when the cases are sum
marized into averages and trends. One of my illustrations shows 
statistics in the service of compensation; that is, of more adequare 
benefits. The labor statistician should feel the responsibility of see
ing to it that his statistics are in the service of every major activity 
of the department of labor, and the rest of the department should 
see that he has enough stimulus, understanding, and support to dis
charge his obligations. Greater than any financial support, indis
pensable as that is, would be a scientific attitude of willin~ness to 
shape policies, employ new straregies, and launch new onensives 
against that waste m industry and shame of American civilization
the grievous burden of industrial accidents. 

Chairman KEAnNs. One of the other problems with which all of 
the boards and various enforcement departments, of course, are con
fronred from time to time is occupational disease-disease in the 
various industries, and the causes of the various diseases, the condi
tions that are responsible for them, and the means of eliminating 
these conditions. We are fortunate, indeed, to have with us this 
afternoon a gentleman who has had a lot of experience in industrial 
medicine and occupational disease work. I understand he has been 
assistant to Dr. Quimby for a number of years and is at present 
connected with the Hood Rubber Co., of Watertown

1 
Mass.

1 
in the 

capacity of indu~trial physician. I know that Dr. Shirley will have 
a real message for us on this subject of Disease-Producing causes in 
Industry. 

Disease-Producing Causes in Industry 
By J. NEWTON Suutr.EY, Jl.:l. D., of HoOd Ru.bber Co., Waterto1Vn., Mass. 

When given this subject to Epeak on I conld not help but think 
how much better it would be to say; " Causes which may produce 
disease in industry if they are allowed to develop." You, as men 
interesred in good and safe working conditions, also dream of the 
dav when there will be no cases of disease produced by industry. 

With the advancement in civilization and education has developed 
industry. The workman has been obliged to handle materials which 
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~re m_ore or less toxic an~ work _under conditions which may jeopard
Ize h1s health. As me~1cal sc1ence .has progressed, industrial dis
eases have been recogmzed and the1r causes definitely isolated so 
that today we mnv anticipate d;sense unless certain safe.,.uard~ or 
precautions are taken. \Ve may even anticipate trouble"'before a 
new process is put_into orerati_on an~ develop safeguard~ to pr~tect 
the worker. Yet mdustrral d1sease IS prevalent and w1ll cont1nue 
~ be so. No one has as yet been able to control human nature in 
1ts tendency to be careless and take chances. Nor are we 100 percent 
perfect in preventing machinery breakdowns which may subJect the 
workman to toxic fumes, dusts, or bad working- conditions. 
. The various States recognize the responsibility of the employer 
111 these cases, and compensation is paid through it list of compensa
ble diseases or the interpretation of the law accepting industrial 
tlisease as a personal injurv, thus penalizing the emJ,Jloyer when they 
develop. \Ve are constantly drawmg the guard chams closer. 

The common causes of diseases due to industry may be listed as: 
(1) Metals and their salts; (2) fumes or vapors; (3) dusts of organic 
substances; (4) bacteria and parasites; {5) working conditions. I 
shall amplify this classification. 

Let us consider the metals and their salts. Lead has bv far the 
most serious record as a cause of industrial disease. This metal 
should be watched from the time it is mined through its many proc
esses to the time it is junked, for it is even dangerous in the process 
of discarding it. It has toxic properties which require watching 
in every form in which it appears. Let us consider the places where 
evidence will incriminate this material-lead smelting, lead oxide 
manufacturin~, paint manufacturing, rubber compounding, pottery 
glazing, pnintmg! pewter man.ufacturing, sto~age-battery work ( e~pe
cially paste mukmg and pastmg), type settmg, monotype and lmo
type machines, electrotypmg, scrapping of steel with heavy red lead 
paint by acetylene torch, and many lesser incidences in this great 
industrial world. 

Lead is absorbed by the respiratory tract, digestive tract, and 
very slightly through the skin. Undoubtedly the greatest source 
of danger is through the respiratory tract and any workman han
dling lead in any form will be exposed to lead dust in variable 
quantities. 

The symptoms of acute lead poisoning are more or less similar, 
and diagnosis should be fairly s1mple from the history and clinical 
findings, which should include a blood smear and possibly a urinaly
sis for presence of lead. Chronic cases are decidedly obscure in 
symtomatology and physical findings, diagnosis often being made 
only after the history of exposure to lead is obtained. In chronic 
cases of lead absorption, where there have been no symptoms, lead 
is stored in the bones and if an acute infection or any condition 
tending to draw on the tissue reserves for nourishment intervenes, 
symptoms of acute lead poisoning may crop up and be hard to ex
plain. Communities where lead workers predominate have shown 
m the past an increased incidence of cardiorenal and vascular disease 
in late middle age. 

Chromium, as chromic acid and its salts, is fast appearing in large 
amounts in industry. The lesions found are on the mucous mem-
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branes and skin. The first is noted in chromium plating where the 
uncontrolled spray !DRY attac_k the nasal ~eptum, lead~ng t!> perfo.ra
tion. The second IS noted m the tannmg and dyemg mdustnes, 
where the solutions or dust from the materials used to make the 
solutions cause the chronic slow-healing chrome ulcer. Fatal results 
are rare and then only the result of secondary infections. 

Zinc is a metal often labeled dangerous, but now we realize that, 
other than the zinc chills noted in employees exposed to zinc-oxide 
fumes or dust in sufficient quantities, there is no evidence of chronic 
tissue changes. The only case I have seen personally was a welder 
who reported with chills and remarked that he had experienced 
them before while at work in the navy yard. He returned to work 
the next day. 

Arsenic enters into industry as an insecticide and yellow pigment. 
There is some arsenic found m other metal compounds. The symp
toms are frequently found to have been caused by the other metals 
present. Arsenic does cause a chronic irritation of the skin. When 
absorbed by the respiratory or digestive tracts, arsenic is a mucous 
membrane irritant and later causes a polyneuritis. In workers 
exposed over a long period of time, multiple warty, precancerous 
type of nodules appear. It does not seem to play a great part in 
industry today save for men in forestry work, where insecticides 
containing arsenic are used in large quantities. 

Mercury formerly was considered a particularly toxic material by 
toxicologists, but today industry has few instances of poisoning. 
The gingivitis and metallic taste are said to be the first symptoms 
and later gastro-intestinal, renal, and nervous-system lesions are 
noted. Perhaps improved methods have nearly removed this hazard 
from industry. 

Phosphorus is a metal capable of producin~?: serious industrinl 
disease. History tells us of the chronic periostitis and osteomye
litis of the jaw which so frequently occurred in the workers. The 
work done on this industrial poison some 15 to 20 years ago was so 
well done that cases of phosphorous poisoning are rare today. 

Manganese, nsed in steel manufacturing and dry-cell batteries, is 
definitely toxic to the central nervous system, simulating mnltiple 
sclerosis. It is not common and usually comes from breathin<Y the 
dust. " 

Copper has been known to enuRe liver changes when the fumes or 
fine dust is inhaled. Its salts are readily soluble and as such may be 
found in their use as insecticides. , The other metals present are 
usually more toxic. Copper dust, as an .ingredient of brass, causes 
dermatitis and appears to produce chronic skin ulcers. 

Several other more rare metals are toxic, but their use is so re
stricted that little evidence of industrial disease is found except in 
experimental work. · 

We should not overlook the possibility of changes in the use 
of metals, as a system of dust control which has been satisfactory 
for several years may be inefficient if the metal in process is mo,:e 
finely divided. Such an occurrence. was noted in a rubber factory 
when a much finer ground litharge was used in the process-270 mesh 
as compared with 120 mesh. ' 
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.Fumes nne] 1:npors c'?mpose the largest part of our present-day 
ex~osure to toxi~ mntermls. They ~wc~r very largely in the hydro
CHI bon g-roup with the halogen denvat.Ives and are the products of 
petroleum and coal-tar distillations. The «roup is large and only a 
few may be justly considered. " 
. "'hile enrbon monoxide is not a hydrocarbon, it may well be con

slflered nt this time. This cause of industrial disease is met in numer
ou~ industi·iul processes. The exposure is noted in «araues--truck 
1 

. ,., ,., 
<rivers: workmen employed in trenches, manholes, excavations mines 
etc. The picture is that of asphyxiation due to loss of oxyue~ whed 
the hemog-lobin is chang-ed into methemoglobin. This may "'result in 
tei~I(>nrnry CN'Pbrnl symptoms. The case quickly responds to appro
Jli'Intp trpa!ment or becomes fatal. Are there any lasting effects? 
When we con~i<ler the possibility of the presence of heart or arterial 
rlisease in the employee, we can' readily understand how such a con
dition may cause lasting disability. There is a growing belief that 
Hposure to small amounts of carbon monoxide over a period of time 

.does pi·oduce lasting pathology in the central nervous system. 
The volatile hydrocarbons and their halogen derivatives all have 

·toxic properties to a variable amount. Benzol has been studied 
thoroug-hly nnd is now used only under strict supervision. The manu
facture of" this product is relatively safe because of the enclosed sys
tem used. 'Vhen used in industry, its use is largely as a solvent or 

·convevor of other materials and must be volatilized after serving its 
·purpose. These fumes must be removed. The effect of this substance 
is largely on the blood-forming organs, producing an aplastic anemia 

·diagnostic in appearance in the normal individual. In the presence of 
·otller pathology in the blood-forming- system, differential diagnoses 
may be dfficuit: We find this substance used in the artificial-leather, 
patent-leather, rubber, and shoe industries mainly. The production 
of <lws and dye-intermediates consumes large quantities of benzol, 
but the process is primarly a closed one. a.na hazard occurs only in 
the breakdown of the svstem U8ed. Publicity has warned the manu
facturer of the dangei· benzol presents and substitutes have been 
introcluced; for example, latex in the sanitary-can manufacturing, 
varnoline or Stoddard's solvent in dry cleaning, solvent naphtha 
in the rubber industry. Semiclosed systems have been developed 
in the artificial-leather industry. Massachusetts goes further, requir
ing the labeling of benzol-containing products, so that all users may 
know there is a hazard. 

The petroleum hydrocarbons are capable of producing symptoms 
which are temporary in nature and far less toxic than the coal-tar 
products. Exposure to small quantities over a long period of time 
is claimed to produce symptoms of mental sluggishness but no definite 
picture is found. We are confronted with the possibility of eertain 
of the more volatile petroleum solvents containing an appreciable 
-quantitv of benzol. It is claimed that Pacific coast gasoline does 
·contuin.lO to 15 percent benzol. 

Passing over the rest of this group, I am going on to the dusts of 
{)rganic substances. This opens up the immense field of dermatitis 
and alle~·gy. The simplest problem we find is ivy poisoning, a condi
tion which has become very troublesome in this age of Federal reem-
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ployment road building and other work. The reaction is primarily 
temporary. 

From this simple cause of dermatitis we go on to the handlers of 
fruits and vegetables, where idiosyncrasy plays an important part. 
Then into the woodworking shops where dust from teakwood and 
similar hardwoods has stirred up dermatitis. 

. The baker who is susceptible to the starches must find another type 
of employment. . . . 

In the rubber industry, outbreaks of dermatitis have been sporadic 
and usually follow 0e introduction of ~new acce~erator w.hich, .in .the 
process of componding, breaks down mto orgamc· materials similar 
to those found in hexamethylenetetramine. These materials can read
ily be patch tested. The dermatitis is rarely severe, but there is the 
occasional case where an employee, once reacting to an accelerator, 
cannot return to work on any product where that accelerator has been 
used. .As a practical point, I would like to say that frequently these 
accelerators alone cause no reaction, but that after being compounded 
the reaction is readily noticed from the compounded gum, the dust on 
the liners used to keep layers of this gum separated and even from the 
finished vulcanized product. Cases are on record where a surgeon's 
gloves, even after sterilization by boiling water, have caused a derma
titis so severe as to incapacitate the surgeon for several weeks. 

Consideration of dust would not be complete without calling on our 
friend, or enem~~ silica. There is no subject receiving more attention 
than silicosis. .Numerous studies have been made in an attempt to 
ascertain the proper requirements necessary to safeguard the work
men exposed to dust containing free silica. We know that silicosis is 
a typical form of pneumonoconiosis caused by free silica as dust par
ticles from 0.5-10 microns in diameter, that these particles do reach 
the alveolar spaces, are picked up by the so-called "dust cells", are 
carried into the lymph channels, kill the cell, and set up an inflamma
tory reaction whteh produces scar tissue or fibrosis. It is only a ques
tion of the dust concentration of the inspired air and length of ex
posure before this fibrotic change will produce sufficient symptoms to 
bother the employee. It then becomes a question of exposure to tuber
cle bacilli a!ld ~he development o~ ~uberculosis, as this organism ap
pears to thnve m the presence of Silica chnnges. Stonecutter's disease 
has been known for ages, but only in the last decade have we learned 
the pathological development of this condition. Where do we find 
silicosis~ Primarily we see it in its worst form in the granite indus
try, but it is prevalent in mining, tunnel buildin!{, stone crushing, and 
sand blasting. It is found in foundries, scourmg-powder manufac
turing, and other places where men are exposed to dust containing 
material amounts of free silica. This possibility should be consid
ered in all dusty processes. 

At the present time there is a growing belief that the various sili
cates may produce a similar condition. .As all. cases noted have 
required so much longer time to produce symptoms and X-ray evi
dence I think it is fair to say the changes are due to the free silica 
which occurs in the silicates. There is one exception, asbestosis. As
bestos produces changes which are typical and differen.t than what we 
find in silicosis and. develops during a somewhat shorter period of 
exposure. 
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Other fopns of pneumonoconiosis occur in the other dusty trades. 
The possibility of tuberculosis complicating such a condition is almost 

, as great ns in silicosis. 
. Mention should he made of caisson disease. In these days of build
lf!g ~unnel~ and fot~ndations ~e_low the water level, where compressed 
air 1s rrqtured, stnct supervisiOn of workers has become necessary. 
Becnl;ISC ?f the dnng~rs met !n this type of work, preemployment 
exn!lunntwn and rout me physical check-up of workers are necessary. 

1 here. are n small group of bacterjal or parasitic infections typical 
?f cer_tam types of industry: Anthrax or woolsorter's disease from 
m~cct10n With nnthrnx bacilli from improperly sterilized hides or 
hatr; furunculosis amono- machinists where the cutting oils are not 
properly sterilized; glnnd'crs in men handling horses and mules; hook
,~·orm infection in miucs where sanitation is poor. The skin infec
tiOns we may find where hand work requires the passing of an article 
from one employee to another and some one in the line has an infec
twn. All these are problems that industry must consider. 

In. addition to all these conditions where the materials handled or 
used in process of manufacturing may cause disease, we cannot over
look the conditions under which the employee does his work. We 
must consider the light, the humidity, the intense heat, and the vari
able temperatures under which men must work to complete their jobs. 
These are nil factors which may affect the health of the worker. All 
cannot be ideal. 

When we consider nil the J?OSSibilities mentioned in the past few 
minutes, is it nt all surprismg that the large manufacturer has 
installed a medical department to assist him in detectin~ and pre
venting the same 1 He examines his applicants for employment to 
see thut they are physically fit to go to work on that particular job. 
He reexamines those employees who may be exposed to toxic ma
terials to detect symptoms of exposure to dan~erous concentration 
of these toxic materials. This is done at periodic intervals governed 
by the type of exposure. He also renders first-aid treatment in cases 
of illness and investigates absenteeism, that he may watch the 
health of his employees in the various sections of the plant. When 
he detects an unusual incidence of any one condition, he investigates 
the department affected to see what is wrong so that his preventive 
measures may be corrected. 

You as the labor department representatives, have to act as the 
watchdog for the smaller manufacturer and see that he provides 
safe working conditions for his employees, that his preventive meas
ures are of the approved type and adequate, so that our industrial 
workers ns a class may enJOY good health for as many years of 
productive labor as is .possible. 

DISCUSSION 

Chairman KEARNs. We are all convinced, I think, that Dr. Shirley 
has given a. great deal of time and thought to the preparation of his 
paper, and that it .contains a. _lot of very valuable information on 
diseases of occupatiOn that w11l be helpful to each and every one 
of us who is confronted with the problem of industrial disease. I. 
am wondering if there is someone who wishes to ask a question. 
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Miss DoE (New Hampshire). I should like to ask Dr. Shirl.ey.to 
what extent glass blowing is injurious to the employee, and If m· 
jurious, how long a week an employee may work safely~ 

Dr. SHIRLEY. That is a problem with which I am .entirely un
familiar. Many of these conditions I have bumped mto, but, as 
it happens I am unfamiliar with glass blowing. I know the workers 
are exposed to extreme heat and the work is more or less laborious, 
and that there are certain factors which must be considered, but I 
bave no definite information on that. 

Miss DoE. What would be the effect of the blowingt 
Dr. SHIRLEY. I should not expect it to have any deleterious effect 

on a normal individual, but with any .person suffering from a pul
monary disease it might be quite bad. 

Mr. JoHANNSEN (Illinois). I shouM like to ask Dr. Shirley if his 
work has been connected with some of the benzol substances that 
are used in industry today t 

Dr. SHIRLEY. There are undoubtedly health hazards connected with 
some of them, but those substances are nowhere near as toxic as 
benzol. For instance, in the Safety .Council work we recommended 
the substitution of xylol and toluol where possible. Xylol and toluol 
frequently will produce changes similar to benzol but it requires a 
much larger quantity, and we feel that the use of those substances 
might be possible where adequate ventilation in the use of benzol does 
not seem to be possible. Of course, the high-test alpha naphthol 
would produce certain toxic changes. There is always the problem 
whether they will not produce chronic changes, but at the present 
time it has never been accepted that chronic changes are produced. 
All those industries as a whole, however, are using approved types 
-of ventilation to protect their employees. 

Mr. JoHANNSEN. I should like to ask the doctor if, in his opinion, 
.after lead has been found in the bone of the individual inhaling lead, 
it is still dangerous to him t 

Dr. SHIRLEY. Dr. Aub mentioned that yesterday morning. Lead, 
-of course, is deposited in the bone and may remain there for quite 
.a period of time, and that employee may have a condition in which 
there is an elevation of the temperature and a call on the reserve 
nourishment supply of the body. During that process a certain 
amount of that lead is liberated, and there may be a sufficient amount 
liberated at once to produce symptoms of acute lead poisoning. 

Mr. JoHANNSEN. The reason I ask is that in a case we had of blood 
poisoning the body was exhumed for the purpose of autopsy, and 
.a certain degree of lead deposit in the bone was found. Exf?ert 
doctors testified in that case that the lead that had been so deposited 
was no longer injurious to the individual and hence should not be 
taken into consideration by the commission in arriving at an award. 
Of course we did not believe them. 

Mr. DAVIE (New Hampshire). I may have misunderstood you as to 
zinc but take men in a brass foundry compounding yellow brass1 with 
the fine little feathers in the air, what has been your experience with· 
that¥ 
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Dr. Smm.EY. The work on zinc was ,·ery well done bv the Harvard 
S~hool of Public Health. Dr. Drinker was in contact \vith that and 
Ius conclusions were that zinc dust is nothin" more than zinc ~xide 
dust in.very fine purticles, which prmluces'a febrile re>tction, typically 
shown m the manufucture of zinc oxide powder in New Jersey, where 
nwn h,~,·~ to go in to 5huke down. the .lmg. This febrile reaction may 
be s~lhcwnt to make a mun qUite stck. Then he develops an im
mumty and can continue that work for quite a period of time with 
no ~nown etl'ect from the zinc. So far as I know, that is what you 
get m the work you refer to. 

The only experience I have had was the case of a welder welding 
the inside of a kettle with a brass welding compound. He came in 
with chills, definite chills. I did not know what it was at first. That 
was before I was familiar with zinc. "Oh ",he said, "that is noth
ing more than brass chills; we used to get them quite commonly over 
in the navy yard." He went home that day and went to bed, and the 
next day he returned perfectly all right. If the zinc workers in 
New Jersey had a 2 weeks' shut-down, when they came back to work 
they would have to go throu§"h the chills before they could again 
work on that particular job. o far as I know, there is no injury to 
the general system in any way, shape, or manner: It is a natur~l 
reaction. I think they ha,·e to go through that disablement. It 1s 
the same with vaccine. To immunize a person against an organism 
you have to have that reaction. 

[A short recess was here tnken.] 

Chairman. JOHN P. MEADE, Director D.lvl•lon of !ndu.trial Safet:r. Department of Labor
and Indu1trte1 of Masaachusetts 

Chairman MEADE. I am in no mood, and I know you are not, to en
ter into a discussion of the problems incidental to industrial health. 
In the first place, one could not do full justi~e to even a very small part 
of the subject in the few minutes one presides here. When the pro
gram was made up it was thought that possibly one-half of it would 
be devoted to the work of actual accident prevention, and the second 
half would be devoted to the problem of occupational-disease 
prevention. 

In following that plan it is obvious, of course, that there could not 
be discussed at a single meeting all the various problems in connection 
with the prevention of occupntwnal diseases, and hence it was deemed 
advisable and thought helpful to pick out one of the outstanding 
problems in connectiOn with that work, and at this session deal defi~ 
nitely, wholly, and adequately, so far as the limitations would permit, 
with the subJect of exhaust systems in the removal or control of dust, 
fumes, and gases. 

There is no need for me to dwell upon the value of industrial health, 
and to outline to you what it means to the home and to the community 
to have the problems in connection with industrial health fully un
derstood and the police power of the Commonwealth utilized for the 
purpose of protecting the worker in his work space in that connection. 
I am simply going to introduce the speakers to you, for I am sure the 
pictures they will throw here llPOn the canvas will talk louder and 
more eloquently and powerfully than any of us could. 
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Our first number comes from a gentleman who is actively identified, 
and has been for many years, as a pioneer in the work of prev~nting 
industrial injuries-not only acci?ents ~ut diseas~s of occupatwn. as 
well. There is probably no engmeer m the Umted States, no In
spector in the country, who is not familiar with the achievements of 
Mr. Beyer and with his contribution to this work. I am going to 
ask him to address you and to throw his illustrations on the c~nvas. 
His subject is The Use of Exhaust Systems for the Protectwn of 
Workers Exposed to Dust, Vapors, and Fumes. I take great J?leas
ure in introducing Mr. David S. Beyer, chief engineer of the Liberty 
Mutual Insurance Co., Boston. 

The Use of Exhaust Systems for the Protection of 
Workers Exposed to Dust, Vapors, and Fumes 

By DAVID STUART BlOYER, OMet Engineer Liberty Mutual Insurance Oo., Bosl<>l&. 

(Assisted by S. W. Garney In demonstrating experiments) 

I think perhaps the keynote of my discussion would be very 
similar to that of Mr. Wilcox, who made an appeal for accuracy 
and scientific study in connection with statistics. That is certainly 
coming to be essential in the handling of the industrial-disease 
problem. 

I remember a story-! am not sure that I have all the facts cor
rect-about the theory of a falling body. Some old Greek philoso
pher, I think it was Plato, reasoned out the idea that the speed of 
falling bodies should vary in proportion to their weight. Every
body accepted that and for many years went along on that theory; 
and then some fellow, I think it was Galileo, climbed up in the lean
ing tower of Pisa and let drop two objects from the tower, and he 
proved that the platonic theory was all wrong. Some people were 
very sore about it but that did not revise the fact, and they had to 
revise their methods. 

Some such practical tests as that are essential if you are going to 
discover the facts and produce effective means of controlling indus
trial diseases, and one of the practical methods for doing so is by 
the exahust system. There has been a great deal of guesswork and 
loose thinking, together with a great deal of misapplication of 
principles or knowledge, because for many years the ventilating 
engineers merely thought in terms of changmg the air so many 
times. They were used to working with schoolhouses, public halls, 
and so on, and they did a very good job at that. But when it came 
to the problem of meeting these insidious and invisible gases and 
dusts, they were at a loss, and only now are they beginning to take 
hold of those matters in an intelligent way. 

The old practice when some gas or dust became objectionable in a· 
plant-and it had to be objectionable before any attention was paid 
to it-was to call a tinsmith and tell him to stick in a fan and some 
piping and take care of it. Sometimes the tinsmith got results but 
more often he did not. We have found out since that the eyes and 
the nose are not an infallible indication of the need for l?rotection 
of this kind, because so many of these subs~ar_rce~ !lre invisible 11:nd 
can deceive the eye. If you get a dust that IS InVIsible to start with 
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you are somewhat at a loss. That the nose is not infallible either we 
know b~cause the gases and substances that smell the worst are not 
necessarily the most dangerous. Carbon monoxide and some of those 
substances that you cannot detect by the senses are quickly fatal 
.under certain conditions. 
_ .An insurimce ~ompany h~s a very wide-spread view of many of 
the problems whiCh were discussed here by Dr. Shirley. They are 
commg up at all times in the industries and in many industries 
where !" few years ago no one realized that they were even present. 

:So I Will try to give you a few illustrations and a view of the meth
ods we have adopted, which we think are of value and interest in 

-connection with the handling of industrial diseases. I might say, 
by way of passing, that there is more than one industry today where 
the cost of industrial-disease claims far outnumbers the cost of all 

·other accidents-5 and 10 times the cost of industrial injuries; so 
that in certain industries at least this is a tremendousl:y important 
problem. I will cite just one or two situations with which we have 
come in contact and then show you some pictures of actual plant 

·conditions. 
One of these rather interesting cases came up in a plant which 

·started a new process of annealing, heat-treating certain small parts, 
and those in charge decided that they could advantageously use mer
cury in that process. They looked up the very excellent little pamph
let of one of the State labor departments, which said that the results 
of mercury inhalation generally develop slowly after a long exposure. 
:So they went ahead with their process, and within a very few days sev
eral of the men became seriously affected. Two or three of them now 
have brand new sets of false teeth at the expense of the insurance 

·company. Their teeth have fallen outJ and at least they do not have 
to worry about any personal injury to tneir teeth from now on, because 
·any good claim man will tell you that damage to false teeth is property 
·dama~e n:Id not personal inJury. It developed on investigation that 
they nad overlooked the fact that in this pamphlet the State labor 
·department referred to cold mercury, which does ~ive off a slight va
por. The diffusion of this vapor is very slight if 1t is cold, but if you 
bent it up it is very rapid. So in their process, in which they heated 
the mercury, these people got the results in a few days that would 
•ordinarily have taken months. Of course they were anxious to start 
the process an(! had gone ailead t~inking they could get through with• 
out claims but they were conclusively proven to be wrong. · 

In that case, as in so many other cases, there had been some change; 
some new process; and in all these conditions it is very important to 
know just what can be done to secure scientific knowledge of the con
dition before you go ahead. In other W<?r?s, we should all, become 
-Galileos and go out and see what the conditiOns are, and not jUst take 
some general theory and say everything is going to be all right. 

'l'h(•re is another interesting problem before us now which is of 
wide-spread importance in industry, and that is dust in foundries; 
"Many foundries use a fine farting compound. I~ i~ something ~ike 
flour and is shaken out o a bag. One would thmk the partmg 
compound did not amount to much, that there was a small 
exposure but recent studies have shown that it is about 60 percent of 
the total 'dust exposure in the foundry. Studies which we liave made 
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by analyzing dust accumulated after the rafters had been cleaned 
down show the same thing-that it is the source of more than half 
the dust in many foundries. . 

It is difficult to apply an exhaust system that will carry off these 
dusts from an entire line of molders; but there have been developed, 
as many of you know, various types of nonsilica or low-silicajarting 
compounds. We have analyzed them by the microscope an found 
that some of these so-called low-silica parting compounds have silica 
and dangerous silicates up to 10 and in one case at least 25 percent. 
Some of them are extremely low in silica, under 1 percent, and there 
are several under 5 percent. So there is no reason why we cannot, un
der proper conditions, produce a material that is low in silica. 

Once we know the facts, we will find that some of these materials 
are being put out by well-intentioned people who think, and will tell 
you in all sincerity, that the material is perfectly safe; and some
times they are rather indigoant when we suggest that there may be 
something wrong with it. That is another type of problem where we 
must know the facts if we are going to take intelliuent action, and 
unless we do we will simply find the same old probYem confrol)ting 
us. . 

Now we will show you a few slides and then show you a few experi
ments. 

[Slide.] This is a picture showing what must have happened during 
the construction of the pyramids of Egypt. I thought it was interest
ing in this connection. With all the sand and dust that must have 
been present at that time, we know there must have been a tremendous 
exposure to silica. We have no actual accidents records, of course.< or 
statistics such as Mr. Wilcox discussed, for that time, but we do nnd 
references in some of the books of the time to the great number of 
qeaths that occurred. 

[Slide.] This is the kind of records they used at that time. 
That indicates .that accidents did sometimes occur, and if such rec
ords were kept to the fullest extent during the building of the pyra
mids they probably would have built another pyramid. 

[Slide. J Here is one of our modern 'Plants. We speak of these 
dusts that cause the trouble as being invisible, but there are certain 
conditions under which they may become visible. '\Ve happened to 
go into this plant on a day that was favorable, when the sun was 
s~ining an~ the dust and fumes we_r~ rather heavy, and we got a 
p1cture whiCh shows. the whole condition, merely by the light flash
mg on the dust particles. 

LSli~e.] As I said, the old id~a was simply to call in the tinsmith, 
w~o d1d not understand anythmg about the ventilating principle, 
and tell him to put in so,me pipes. This installation, to my know 1-
e(}ge, goes back some ~5 or 30 years_, and the idea was to get the dust 
drawn out through p1pes. The p1pes are so far away as we will 
show you 11 little later, that _th~y c~11ld have .very little ~ffect on the 
dust. They would at first, 1t JS true, result 111 better ventilation by 
drawing in more air and diluting the dust somewhat. However, 
samples-taken in rooms. similar to that showed that tJ1e dust was 
far from being removed. 

[Slide.] This is one of the more IDo.dern installations that reduce 
the clouds thro11gh 11-11 overhead. system of hoods at the point of. 
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the machine where tl~e dust is genera~ed .. We would not say those 
were _lOU-percent efficient, because of mcomplete enclosure. 

[~hde.J T_h~I:e are a few fundamental principles that much ex
pepence m VIsiting hundreds of these. pla_nts shows are generally 
ll!lsunderstood or at least are not apphed m many of the installa
twns. Here are a couple of charts illustratinoo studies bv the Har
vard School of Public Health, showing the "actual airflow. This 
represents a pipe, and these lines show you the airflows which were 
used, but the rate at which the airflow dropped so rapidly that 
e\"Cl! 2 or 3 inches away from the mouth of the pipe you might be 
gettmg only 5 percent of the efficiency or the speed of the air rig-ht 
at the mouth. l\lost of our State standards are based on airflow 
in the pipe, and some of them bring in the idea of a suction static 
head, as we will illustrate later. But it is a common, almost uni
versal, error in plants, in the past, where there has not been careful 
and expert technical advice, to think that dust can be drawn fot· a 
long distance. I have seen rooms or areas as large as this room 
with a 3- or 4-inch exhaust pipe in it by which it was hoped to 
clear the whole of the large area; as a matter of fact, it would clear 
a space the size of your hat perhaps. The air tends to flow in from 
all sides, but by changing the shape and by putting a flange on the 
head, for instance, which keeps off the air from this side, the effi
ciency of the system may be very substantially increased. 

[Slide.] Here is another chart, also one by courtesy of Dr. 
Hatch of the Harvard School of Public Health, which shows actual 
dust counts, dust readings, taken for different airflows in the same 
·equipment, where you would get 100,000,000 particles concentration 
at a certain airflow, and by approximately doubling that--increas
ing it two or three times--you could cut the actual number of dust 
particles under 10,000,000; in other words, get a 90-percent reduc
tion in the actual dust content of the air merely by putting in a 
larger fan or increasing the amount of air that is drawn through it. 
No one can tell just by lookinoo at it. There aooain you need the 
actual test with a machine whi~h will show the dust conditions be
fore and after installation if you are going to tackle· the problem 
intelligently. 

[Slide.] Here is an actual installation in a granite plant in 
Massachusetts-the Fletcher plant, with which some of you may be 
familial'-in which were made those tests evolved by Mr. Hatch of 
which I have been speaking. It shows the stonecutters at work, 
with this exhaust system. There is a very powerful fan, which 
has been applied so that this man can, by a reasonable adjustment 
to his work, keep the dust particles in the air under 5,000,000 per 
cubic foot. One thing in this system that interested me is, that 
where there are a great many branches, the system is so designed 
that with every branch left wide open it ,would still get the desired 
suction. In some of these systems you see provided a gate or valve 
to shut off the air when you are not using it, from the standpoint 
of economy and reducing exp_ense ii:I power: :r'h!it is all right if ~he 
men will remember to open 1t agam, but It IS Just one more thmg 
to follow up; and in this case it was. sai~, w~ e will· ha_ve the sys
tem big enough so they are all drawmg m air all the ttme and at 
the same time." 
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[Slide.] Here is another application of that same thought also 
in this same J?lant. These figures are produced from the Massa
chusetts commission, or shown by the authority of the department 
of industrial hygiene. Some of you may have seen some of them 
in the booklet it issued. 

[Slide.] This shows, not very clearly because it is not in focus, 
dust in a factory which is collected overhead. 

[Slide.] Here is an exhaust system which was arranged for clean
ing down these rafters, and after that they showed up very, very 
clean and free from any dust. They found that it facilitated re
moving the dust to use a broom and dust around well for the lar~e 
deposits, and this exhaust system was very effective in taking tne 
finer particles. 

[Slide.] Here is another type of installation. The exhaust is 
brought up underneath the table where the men are handling these 
asbestos disks, and a powerful suction draws the dust down and 
prevents the operator from being injured by it. 

[Slide.] The lower part of this picture is interesting. Here is 
a condition that you find in so many plants with a rather expensive 
exhaust system; the floor _is evidently covered, up to 6 inches or so, 
by the fine dust that has sifted out of the barrels. 

[Slide.] Here is another; you see the dust piled up around here. 
This man was wearing a respirator because it was impossible to re
move all the dust by the exhaust equipment that was a~,>plied to 
that machine, but as soon as he stopped the machine, with great 
relief he took the respirator off and breathed in what he thought 
was pure air. Since it takes several hours for dust to settle, the air 
he was getting ·was just as much contaminated with dust as when 
the machine was running; but it illustrates the difficulty of getting 
mean to wear respirators continuously and the desirability, wherever 
possible, of removing the dust mechanically. 

[Slide.] Here is another type of machine, also in the asbestos 
industry1 that was provided with a very good exhaust installation, 
but particles were flyin~ out, and tests showed high concentrations, 
as much as 20 or 30 million dust !?articles. By merely extending· 
these hoods downward and enlargmg the enclosure, without any 
other improvement in the exhaust system than to change the filters 
a little oftener, that exposure can be cut down to well under 5,000,000 
particles. 

[Slide.] This illustrates another error in an exhaust system 
which we find frequently. The plant had spent a good many thou
sand dollars in putting m an excellent filter system, and thought it 
was so ~ood that the air in the plant could be changed without pi J?ing 
it outside. That is possible, but it is always a dangerous, r1sky 
thing to do, because unless the filter is watched very carefully It 
beoomes ineffective to such an extent, at least, as to permit a dnn-
gerou~ condition t,o arise. . 

[Shde.] Here IS another tumblmg barrel, supposed to be parti
tioned off and the dust thoroughly exhausted, and yet you see the 
dust around it piled inches deep. 

[Slide.] Here was another situation that we happened to see 
at that particular plant with the expensive exhaust installation. The 
dust had beeh cleaned out and brought out and dumped in an unused 
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portion of the yard. It happened to be a somewhat windy day and 
the dust _was flying in cloud~a billion particles per cubic foot-;.and 
a lot of It was bemll' blown right back mto the plant from whiCh it 
h!ld b~e!l so expe';lsively a~d with such trouble eliniinated. So the 
dispos_ItiOn of thiS dust Is a problem that must receive careful 
attentiOn. 

[Slide.] Here is another type of problem. This is the so-called 
" daily washer" in which a solvent, the fumes of which are hazardous 
is use?. T~sts which were taken with the opening in the front of th~ 
machme wide open, showed a dangerous exposure to the gases. Nine 
readings were taken-across the upper edge, the center, the lower edge. 
By putting in a screen, which is simply a curtain, something like a 
window. shade, which comes down half _way, and without any other 
change In the exhaust system than cuttmg down the amount of air 
drn wn into the opening, the airflow was just about doubled, and 
accurate scientific tests showed a safe condition. 

[Slide.] This is another illustration of the necessity of testino
these conditions. We cannot reason them out theoretically. Here~ 
another machine equipped with an exhaust system. That is too far 
back. Dust counts with this impinger showed hazardous exposure 
in that particular operation, although a lot of money had been spent 
puttinrr in exhaust equipment. 

[Sli~e.] We will show in a moment one of several instruments 
which we think are very helpful in this work of determining the dust 
conditions, taking readings before and after changes are made 
and taking dust samples in plants to show w_here the worst disease 
conditions are. This was taken with an mstrument called the 
konimeter and showed, I believe, 5 or 6 million particles, which is 
not much 'worse than you might find in a room like this after people 
haYe been tramping around. 

[Slide.] Here is another one that runs up to 25 or 30 million parti
cles. You can take samples with this instrument in 30 seconds and 
show just how much fine dust there is. With every breath a man 
takes m about 300 times as much dust as this sample, that is, 5 cubic 
centimeters. He takes in about 300 times that many particles, and 
it is that fine material, you know-we estimate 25 to 50 percent of 
those particles-which remains in the lungs. The lungs are equipped 
to take care of a certain amount of it, but in lar~e volume it cannot 
be removed, and something is needed to o-et rid of It. 

[Slide.] That sample reminds one of the milky way at night. It 
is up to 40 and 50 million farticles per cubic foot. 

Those are just a few o the high lights encountered from day to 
day in these industrial problems that are handled from the standpoint 
of the insurance company. 

"Te have here a miniature exhaust system, and we plan· to show you 
4 or 5 simple experiments indicating airflow, and which illustrate the 
principles that were brought out m these charts. 

We tried to get some substance which would be a source of smoke. 
We thought of the smoke clouds that are laid down by airplanes, and 
upon inquiry we found ~hey used titani_um tetrachloride. T~e ol_d 
saying that where there IS smok~ there IS fire does n?t _hold m thiS 
case because you can _get~ yery mce smoke c~ou? a~d It· Is. ~bso!utely 
cold. It is simply aur bemg drawn over th1s hqmd that causes the 
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smoke, and Mr. Gurney is neutralizinjl' it by a little bit of ammonia, 
so it is titanium tetrachloride ammomum. 

Mr. GURNEY (assisting). We found sometjmes that the use of this 
apparatus turns out better tha~ t?e more accurate instruments !h'!t 
are available. This has been stttmg around all afternoon and 1t ts 
clo.,.ged up. It shows the smoke against the screen, so that I think 
yo:f can see it because of the light behind it. 

Mr. BEYER. This is guaranteed not to suffocate you, by the way. 
Mr. GuRNEY. We have a little fan here which is very effective and, 

proportionately, does a very good job. I think you can see that even 
with the operation of this fan none of this source of contamination 
out here is being drawn into the hood itself. One of the features that 
I believe was brought out in the talk was that you cannot give air a 
directional pull but you can give it a directional push very easily; 
that is, the same amount of air is coming out of this exhaust evi
dently as is coming in at this end, and by this means we can give it 
a directional push. 

l\Ir. BEYER. The next illustration is that air suction draws air 
from all directions, so that if you are drawing air from in back of 
the hood a lot of it is wasted. 

Mr. GURNEY [illustrating]. I hope this will show that a lot of 
our ventilation is going around the back of the hood. 

Mr. BEYER. It draws air equally. It is as though the opening of 
the pipe is the center and air is being drawn in from all directions. 

The ne:11.-t point is demonstrating atr velocity away from the hood 
being increased by the addition of a flange. 

Mr. GURNEY. By putting it a.t ab?ut this point 'Ye a~e getting about 
an equal amol!nt of smoke gomg m and not gomg m. By simply 
putting on thts flange here most of the smoke will be going into 
the hood. 

Mr. BEYER. I might say that actual tests in the laboratory showed 
that the air ':elocity increas~d from 88 to 130-th~t is, nearly 50 
percent-at 2 mches and at 4 mches there was no noticeable velocity; 
by putting on the flange it incre~ed 120 feet p~r minute. So you 
see what that sma!l change can do m t~e way o~ mc!easing efficiency. 

The next expertment shows the raptd drop m atr velocity as the 
distance from the hood opening increases. 

Mr. GURNEY. I think you can see we are getting a very good air 
velocity at this end, and as we gradually pull that back we are "'et
ting no effect from the exhaust at all. I might show that with the 
anemometer. At that point you can see we are getting very good 
velocity. ~t about 2 in~hes 'Ye are getting a velocity of aoout 20 
feet per mmute. At thts pomt we have not enough air velocity 
even to inovo the instrument, in spite of our good airflow. 

'Mr. BEYER. It is only about 4 inches away in that particular area. 
Now, with that push-and-pull system Mr. Gurney showed you a mo
ment ago you can see how you push the air. Here and there we have 
been able to do ,that quite effectively by combining an air jet for 
instance, blowing across a table where asbestos material is handled. 
The same principle is now being employed in foundries. There was 
an article in the last Foundry Journal on that, an interesting de vel-
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opment_. and that principle is capable, I think, of a great deal more 
use. lou .can cut .d.o"!"n pow~r .consumption and make the system 
~1ore effec.tive by !-lhhzm~ an air Jet as well as suction. These [point
mg] are. JUst a little senes of paper streamers attached to the fan. 
You notice that only one of the streamers that are closest on the side 
at present is being- deflected. If we brin.,. the same amount of air at 
a much farther distance it drives with c~nsiderable power the parti
cles, or in this case the streamers, into the exhaust. 

Mr. GURNEY. In working a system of this sort, of course, where a 
really poisonous vapor or dust IS involved, the air should be filtered. 

Mr. BEYER. In the last of this particular series of demonstrations 
we will try to show the effect of interferences between two exhaust 
systems. Many plants have a general ventilating system, and then 
they put in a local exhaust system at a particular machine or point 
where dust is causing trouble. The two may absolutely offset each 
other at a certain neutral point around the operator, so he is .,.et
ting no effect from either one. This left fan represents the gen~ral 
exhaust system goin~ in one direction. There is a neutral point 
there where the dust IS still diffused, some of it picked up by this fan, 
but a great deal is disseminated in the gerenal atmosphere, bringing 
it over this way to a point where the general exhaust system will 
bring it all, but we have actually found a number of cases where the 
two different systems offset each other so that the operator got no 
benefit from either of them. 

As we said, some of the State standards are based largely on U-tube 
action of measuring the static head to determine the effectiveness 
of the system. 

Mr. GURNEY. I do not think there is enough head there actually to 
measure it, but at the same time we are getting a very good exhaust 
ventilation at our opening. By putting in a resistance in front there 
we get about 1 inch of water pressure there without any increase in 
the effectiveness of our ventilation out in front. In this case we are 
perhaps competing with some ~eneral system, as we were not in the 
first case, but we are not gettmg good ventilation. This perhaps 
represents the effect of dust accumulating in the duct before the 
fan. It still increases our static head more but does not improve 
our ventilation; The effect of the dust again nullifies this without 
a proportionate change in our actual ventilation effectiveness. 

Mr. BEYER. That ends this particular part of the program, show
. ing some of the present exhaust systems. There are one or two 
other instruments that I will mention, and then the discussion is 
over. 

This instrument represents what is known as a Zeiss konimeter, 
with which I took the samples that were shown on the latter slides by 
simply depressing this ~Iung-er and then releasing it and drawing 
in a certain amount of air. "\Ve made our dust smears on the glaos 
slides, and you can put ~he.m under a microscope and see tl.Ie _iiiYisible 
dust. 'Ve have used this m several hundred plants. a!'d It IS a very 
effective means of interestinrr the employer, the supermtendent, and 
the foreman. and all that h~rd-boiled crew w.h'! do not think th~re 
is any dust there. This shows it to them. Tins Is a rather ex1wnsi\"e 
instrinuent; it rosts $200 and comes from German~·. 

t:l7tflFI-:Jri--17 
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.Another instrument has recently been developed by :Dr. Hatch 
and Mr. Thompson of the American Mutual, and I hoJ.l6 that ar
rangements can be worked out for putting that machme on the 
market before long. It is merely a little pump, like a bicycle pump, 
by which you draw in a sample of air and look at it on an ordinary 
microscopic slide. .Another possible improvement would be to con
nect a small microscope to it so that you can immediately visualize 
the thing. Some such instrument as that is absolutely necessary to 
determine, in the first place, your problem so far as dust is concerned. 

This device which I now hold in my hand is another one used 
by us. It is known as the Kata thermometer for measuring air veloci
ties, and is an instrument used in England. It is based on the effect 
of air in cooling a bulb after it has been heated and gives quite occur
ate readings for airflows up to 400-would you sayY 

Mr. GuRNEY. Five hundred. 
Mr. BEYER. Well, airflows that cannot be measured 011 the 

anemometer. 
Mr. GURNEY. This is very accurate for figuring down to 10 to 100 

feet per minute, which is the average velocity that you find in plant 
ventilation; that is, at the hood. 

Mr. BEYER. We have another instrument which will be illustrated. 
It is on the principle of a blowtorch which gives a blue flame. 

Mr. GURNEY. As Dr. Shirley mentioned, there is coming into use 
in industry a large number of substances that are quite toxic. This 
is simply an adaptation of a plain blowtorch, the fuel being alcohol, 
and under normal conditions it gives the typical blue flame that alco- · 
hoi gives. If we introduced in the atmosphere there a small amount· 
of any one of the halides, the flame immediately turns green, and 
the depth of the green color is the measure of the amount present, 
not accurate quantitatively, but merely relatively. 

Mr. BEYER. The last instrument that we will mention is this petro
graphic microscopehby means of which you can determine the actual 
silica content or ot er mineral content of very fine dust, 10 microns 
or under. I believe there is great use for thatl because dust having a 
silica content is a very harmful substance, and if you are re9.uired to 
obtain a dust count. based on the number of million particles per 
cubic foot you need to know what dust exists. The results from sam
ples of dust under 10 microns may be vastly different from those 
shown by chemical analysis of the material, and even dust that you 
pick up around the plant contains large particles as. well as small. 
We have some slides here showing sections of lungs with asbestos 
and other minerals imbedded, and you can actually see the dust 
particles in the lungs. . · · . . 

The whole thought that I want to leave with you is that an exhaust 
system is not just putting in a fan or a window or opening some
where and then everything is going to be all right. It involves a 
number of very intricate problems in engineering, and possibly chem
istry and metallurgy, and it necessitates standards which can be 
authoritatively accepted as giving the amount of tolerance of the 
human mechanism to these different things. There is a tremendous 
amount of work to be done, and the next speaker will tell you some
thing about how long it has taken to develop such standards. 
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Chairman MEADE. We have. with us Mr. Vogt of the industrial 
hy(Pene division of the New York Department of Labor who will 
tail< to us _on Exhaust Systems and the Importance and Effectiveness 
?f Removmg Material at Its Point of Origin, and show us some slides 
m connection therewith. · 

Exhaust Systems and the Importance and Effectiveness 
of Removing Material at Its Point nf iliigin 

By Jom< H. VOGT, Mechanical Engirtee>·, Divi8M>n ~~ 1nlfustria1 Hygiene, 
Department of La·bor of JVew Yarl' 

An exhaust system is a completedevice.conskucted for the removal 
of dust, fumes, vapors, gases, and refuse which are generated within 
confined SJ?aces where people are ~pl~yed. Exhaust systems are 
now used m almost every industry m order to maintain healthfnl 
and safe conditions within places where material in either a solid or. 
gaseous form are disengaged in industrial processes. 

Ventilating problems may, for con:venience, be classified into three 
groups: (a) Fresh-air supply systems; (b) local exhaust systems· 
(c) dust-collecting and conveying systems of waste material. It 
would be a diflicult matter to decide which is the best. The exhaust 
system is the most important method of removing .air impurities. 
Nearly all deleterious material disengaged in manufacturing opera
tions can be successfully eliminated by this method and .at less cost 
than either of the others. 

The first considerations in designing are to know .the physical 
properties of the substance to be handled, the natural movement of 
the gases, fumes, or dust, and the layout, in order that .the device 
instnlled will in no way interfere with the .operation .of .the machine 
or device or hinder production. It is therefore essential to observe 
the working of a machine or device in actual practice. 

The next step consists in determining the type .and position of 
hood, canopy, snout

1 
or orifice to be used in connection with the 

installation. The d1mensions or shape .of these .depends upon the 
nature of the operation and the character of the material to be 
handled. 

Some stand~rds have bee_n created. fo~ :variou_s ~lasses of work; 
for instance, m the operatwn of grmdmg, polishmg, and buffing 
wheels, we have the requirement under the New York .State J:ndus
trial Code rule 733 that "when the top of the wheel runs towll.t'd the 
operator, the main suction pipe must be back and :below .the ·wheel 
and as close to it as possible." Industrial code rule ,735 provides 
that each hood must be so constructed as to .expose the smallest por
tion of the wheel consistent with eflicient operation, .with .f~ee edges 
of the hood turned back to prevent injury to wonkmen. · 

All abrasive wheels must be p~ovided. with _either :protection 
flnno-es or protection hoods, accordmg to mdustrml code rule 992. 
Pip~ sizes are required for v_arious wheel diamete~s a_nd thi<;imesses, 
with an air movement requtrement as set forth m mdustnal code 
rule 735. (A minimum of 2-inch static suction must be !Dainta!ned 
in the branch pi pes attn?hed to th_e hoods.) Hence, there IS ~rovtded 
11 standurd of constructiOn and au· movement .through the .PIPe con-
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hected to a hood which can be relied upon as being effective and 
safe in controlling material disengaged from all grinding, polishing, 
and buffing operations. 

Hood; design.-The main feature· of hood design is to provide for 
the strongest air movement at the point where dust is created and, to 
arrange for the dust to be projected into the air current in the pipe 
attached to the· hood. Where hea,vy· abraded particles are produced 
in the operation of grinding, a dust traP. may be conveniently pro
vided to catch these particles which readily fall by gravity. 

The grinding or buffing of various SIZes· and shapes of work 
baturally require different designs of hoods. For example\ lengths 
of bar iron require a hood through which, at one end, the bar may 
t>roject. Sw~ng-frame grinders may be used on a table or bench 
with· a downward· air movement through· a grating as well as 111 

laterar pipe connection. The grinding of spuings for wagons or 
trucks; where the angle formed with• wheel and work varies from 
60 to 80' degrees· from a horizontal- position, requires large hoods 
with several pipe connections to make the hood' under such operating 
conditions effective to control the dust. 

The- removal- of dust from any machine or device through a hood 
is done by the creation of a counterfurce in· the form of air in motion 
through the hood to overcome the energy possessed by the material 
tont off by the action of the wheel, and• requires the air movement 
to be of sufficient force to draw it through- the hood, piping; and 
separator·to·a refuse bin or box. 

The air velocity required depends on the- nature of' the material, 
size of particle, and its specific gravity1 although for ordinary pur
poses the maintenance of an air velocity of 4,000 feet per minute 
through pipes; which· is the minimum• standard in New· York State, 
gives good' results and creates little hardship• on manufacturers to 
maintain. 

The division of industrial hygiene possesses photographs of many 
styles of special· hoods, copies of which may- be secured by. interested 
firms or individuals. 
· Under the indhstrial code rule 1'1'50'it is required that flatwork 

ironers-in Hmndries IJe provided1witli·ahood or canopy,.in which• the 
spread of the rolls or chests must be co'!'ereq and constructed so as to 
collect all steam, vapor; and' heat' which IS· generated; Rule 1'1'51 
provides that' the air velocity through the· base· of the· hood must 
be not less than· 35 feet per minute, and the test' for such· velocity 
must· be mad!dn the·brancli pipe near the hood connection by the 
use of a· standardized anemometer; 

For e:cample, if the· base of' tlie.hood ~ensures 10 feet '!ide by 
12 feet m len,!!,'th, the· volume of air reqmred· to be moved· IS 4;200 
cubiC' feet. I:f the pipe or pipes• attached to the hood have a• cross
sectional area· of 6; squ~tre feet, the vel~ity required is• '1'00 ·feet per 
minute. The reqmrements of the rules' msure good control of steam 
and heated air from such machines. 

New- York State- has a standard' in its industrial code rule that, 
in stone,surfacing macHines·, the' area· of the intake orifice attached 
to the flexible hose·leading to a fan and separator must· be not less 
than 24· square inches; The· type of orifice for: such. machines can 
be improved; The usual distance tlie snouts are placed from the 
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cutting tool is 6 inches. By constructing the orifices or snouts in 
the form ?f a sector of a circle, with a rubber pendant between the 
lower sectwn. of the ~nout and the surfac.e of the rock, and providing 
!l fla!'~E! 1'4 .mches high at the. top and side of thi;; hood a~d placing 
It Wit!Im 2 mches of the cuttmg tool, the coefficient of air flow in 
front of the hood can be greatly increased. With such an installa
tion the ai: mc;wement, as required by law, of 5,600 feet per minute, 
can be mamtamed through the orifice of the snouts. Anemometer 
te~ts show ai_I air vel~city of 2,000 feet.per minute 3 inches ~rom the 
orifice; at 6 mches, 8n0 feet, and at 12 mches, 300 feet per mmute or 
20 percent greater than by the use of a straight rectangular h~d 
of similar area without a flange or pendant. The increased.efficiency 
of the hood or snout was due to the added flange, the rubber pendant, 
and its curved form. 

Dust can be controlled in most cases when the enclosures are 
placed near the points where the dust js created; for example, verti
cal or horizontal abrasive belts may be enclosed except for the portion 
where the belt operates. Such an enclosure must be provided with' 
pipe connections, having intake orifices placed as near as possible 
to the moving abrasive belt where it enters and again leaves the 
metal enclosure. Air velocities created by the exhaust fan should 
be as high at the orifices as possible. The moving belt greatly aids 
in pulling the dust to the orifice. 

Metal-melting pots, properly hooded and provided with a metal 
enclosure between the base of the hood and hp of the pot, in which 
there is an opening for operation, through which the air velocity 
of 100 feet per minute is maintained by the action of the exhaust 
fan, will effectively control any fumes created within the so-called 
" hood ", provided the operating opening is not too high. A visor 
of metal placed above the opening assists in preventing the escape of 
heated air and fumes from such an opening. A simple test may be 
made by anyone to determine the efficiency of such a device as de
scribed, while the pot is being operated1 by casting a small amount 
of dry ammonium chloride on the surtace of the molten metal in 
the pot. Dense white fumes are disengaged which if the air move
ment through the operating opening is sufficient, will not escape from 
the hood. 

Another method of determining the effectiveness of a hood and 
the air movement maintained through it is by the use of a dust 
count. The method is scientifically correct, but reliance must be 
placed upon existinl$ laws relating to the subject until such stand
ards are set forth oy law. 

New York State, according to rule 701, requires every employer 
to file plans with the department of labor of all proposed or amended 
exhaust-system installations. 

By this requirement, manufacturers are compelled to construct the 
systems according to Ia w and code rulesh according to approved 
·plans, rather than depend upon persons w o may furnish a device 
mcapuble of controlling and removing the deleteriOus material from 
the factory, which may ·be a serious menace to the health of employees 
who are obliged to labor where such material is created and allowed 
to remain. 
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The New York State Department of Labor has the duty of super
vising these plans, not only for the purpose of seeing that they con
form with State laws, but also for the purpose of determining their 
advantage from a hygienic point of view. 

[Mr. Vogt here presented a series of slides illustrating his subject.] 
1 believe, very much as the Chinese believe, that every picture is 

worth 7,000 words, and since seeing is believing I have brought with 
me ahout 30 slides. 

[Slide.] This is a system in connection with an abrasive belt 
which, as you can see, IS entirely enclosed except for that portion 
which is on the operating table. This [indicating] is the table, 
which may be moved back and forth at will, and on the surface of 
the belt the man may run his tool by pressing down the belt upon the 
object which is to be abraded. In most cases sandpaper and other 
abrasives are used. There is a requirement in our code that for a 
6-inch belt there must be two connections, one of at least 5 inches and 
another one of not less than 4 inches. We are guided by laws; these 
rules have been made after very careful work for years by subcom
mittees and committees, and finally have been enacted as a part of 
the industrial code. 

[Slide.] This shows the same arrangement with all of the doors 
open. Naturally, it shows the two upper idlers here where you notice 
a small openin"' in the metal construction, which has to be done 
because these idrers are raised or lowered in order to make the belt 
tight. . 

[Slide.] The handsaw is a machine which likewise creates a lot 
of very fine dust. This is the Tannwitz type. It is equipped with a 
tilting table. A requirement of our law is that all handsaws which 
are less than 2 inches in width must be provided with two 4-inch 
pipes, one on the under side of the table and one on the upper. The 
next picture will show everything opened up and the table in a hor
izontal position in order to allow the handsaw to pass through the 
hood and down around the wheel. You can see at this particular 
point the orifice and the other side on the up travel of the saw. That 
entire saw as required by the dangerous-machinery-code rules, must 
be enclosed except between the guide and the table; so in this particu
lar case we are not only complying with the requirements of the 
code to remove the dust but also the requirements to protect the 
operator from being cut in any way. 

[Slide.] This is a sand barrel 48 inches in width and 24 inches 
in diameter. The law requires, of course, thnt the dust be removed 
from time to time, and as this has more than 2,400 square inches of 
surface, the law requires that a pipe or pipes, properly placed, must 
be not less than 7 inches in diameter. 

[Slide.] The next picture will show an inside view of the same. 
The reason that this was constructed in this way was that the mate
rial which was being sandpapere~ was made o~ long teeth a';ld had 
to be cast into the hood where 1t formed varwus angles w1th the 
wheel and the work. 

[Slide.] This is a horizontal fan belt ~n ~hich every part is en
closed except that part w~ere th.e op~ratwn Is performed. In .this 
particular case a belt 12 1nches m width or less must be prov1ded 
with 2 exhaust pipes, 1 at the bottom and 1 at the other end. 
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The code refers to one at the top and one at the bottom. That is 
faulty, however, because the proper place of removal is at the 
bottom. 

[Slide.] Bandsaws are, some of them, 6 or 8 inches in width 
and some of them are called twin handsaws. In tests which wer~ 
conduc~d by my associate, after running a double-header which 
was entirely enclosed and operated for an entire morning from 8 
o'clock until12, all the sawdust which came from the boards which 
were 12 inches in thickness, was about half a bushel. You can' under
stand that with the cut about an eighth of an inch wide, 12 inches in 
depth, operating just as fast as the boards could be put in, and cut
ting 2 board~ at a time-~hat is, making 3 boards of 1 in sawing them 
through-this whole thmg must have been very effective. This 
however, is only a single band resaw, and this shows the feeder side: 
These [pointing] are rollers which are thrown into it by the opera
tion of placing a board against it, and the next picture will show the 
take-off side of that same band resaw. 

[Slide.] This one is in the Western Electric Co. on Metropolitan 
Avenue in the Borough of Queens. The machine is entirely enclosed 
and is bled at 3 points, 1 directly underneath here, 1 in the 
pit, and 1, if you remember correctly, on the up-side of the travel 
where the blade passes through a hood which would take off any 
dust that was not efficiently removed from the other 2 points . 

.[Slide.] This is the same band resaw with all the doors open. 
You see the doors here [pointing]. This is a door on one side and 
the door on the other, and a section coming up here was entirely 
removed. It is not shown in the photograph. 

[Slide.] This is a 48-inch disk sander or disk wheel, of which, 
you can see, there are 3 sections; that is, our law requires that 
not less than a 2-inch static suction be provided for removing dust, 
and if in the opinion of the commissioner it is necessary to main
tain a still higher air movement we insist upon it. The periphery 
of this wheel is properly guarded, and the entire part beneath the 
table on the reverse side is entirely enclosed. Of course, if the op
erator works here, the tendency t~ throw off the material tanll"en
tially in the course of operation will be taken care of by the tnree 
guides which are attached to it. 

[Slide.] This is what we call the "double-header shaper." It 
is fast coming into the market at the present time. Those are the 
old type and simply show a hood on the top of the table, but now 
they are made so that in sandpapering grillwork there is also an 
air movement through the table as well as where the material wo•Jld 
be cast off tangent to the operation, and so it is necessary to have 
two sets of pipe connections. That, I believe, is not taken care of 
in our code. 

[Slide.] One of the objectionable things in the malting of mat
tresses is caused by the garnetting of old or new material, cotton lin
ters but the matter hns been solved by entirely enclosing, as nearly 
as possible the working rolls right up to the doffer of the machine. 
Tlus is ordinarily the feed box in which the cotton linters or whatever 
is to be gnrnetted is placed, either by hand or mechanic~?-llY fed from 
a condenser. '!'his is entirely enclosed, as the operatiOn creates a 
large amount of dust, and from this part here the entire part, begin-
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ning with the workin.,. rolls until you come to the fancy roll, is en
tirely enclosed, and likewise this Lpointingl, right over this set of 
working rolls over to the doffer and the comb. We also insist, and a 
great deal of good is accomplished in requirin.,. it, that the frames be 
entirely enclosed but capable of being remove~; that is, that the sec
tions can be removed, because at times fires occur in these machines 
and it is necessary to get at the stock in order to put out the fire and 
not ruin the machine. 

[Slide.] This metal-melting pot is one that is in great demand. It 
is about 3 feet high, and the one shown has a visor here, and is capa
ble of maintaining an airflow of 100 feet. That was actually the esti
mate of what is necessary when the metal is frozen, and to obtain an 
air movement of 100 feet was considered ample. You can see the pipe 
which is attached to the combustion chamber and leads into the hood. 
We do not want any higher suction there, for the reason that if there 
were, too much air would be drawn from the combustion chamber, and 
it would take many times the amount of gas to provide the heat to 
keep the metal in molten condition. 

[Slide.l One of the difficulties experienced in former years in 
cement pfants, of which we have quite a number in New York State, 
occurred in the bagging process, and this shows a large hood which 
the operator uses as the empty bags are passed to him. The bags are 
filled and automatically weighed, and as he fills them they fall down 
onto an endless belt, which carries them out at right angles to the place 
where they are reloaded into cars. This pipe leads from the pit, hav
ing an orifice or snout at the point where these bags fall into the end
less conveyor. The conditions here are such that, with a blue suit on, 
you could go into that place and stay there for an hour and on coming 
out you would find very little dust on you. The problem, we feel, has 
been solved. 

[Slide.] These are fumes given off from a coating machine. The 
machine gave off these dense fumes, and naturally the whole machine 
had to be hooded. The next photograph will show the same machine 
in operation. 

[Slide.] Here it is properly hooded. Simply placing a hood di
rectly above this would not, in my opinion, have controlled the fumes 
and smoke disengaged by that machine, although theoretically we 
knew the velocity around the perimeter of the tank. In mathemntics 
it is well known that 1.4 times the velocity at the perimeter, times the 
height, gives the velocity at the point destred here. 

[Slide.] The removal of dust from grinding wheels is a very 
important subject, and there are so many differ~nt kinds of oper~
tions thnt, of course, no set hood can be provtded for all. Thts 
shows a man grinding the blades of a brass propeller. At times the 
man would work on the hub and the mater111l disengaged would be 
projected downwardl and then he would work upon the blades when 
another angle woulu be formed. In our code it is provided that 
wheels of a given diameter and a give~ thickness require pipe con
nections of definite sizes, and that the atr movement be not less than 
4 000 feet per minute. In this particular case I made fan tests 
j{18t to determine what the .air velocity would b~ through a ~ross
section of this hood on whtch there were two ptpes. I took eome 
s or 10 measurements at different points, 'and the average over this 
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~ntire cr~ section was ove~ 400 feet per ~n;inute. I was very much 
mterested m what the prevwus speaker said when speakinc·· of the 
t~sts he made. I have known for years of the tests the che~ical en
I!Jneers made as far back as 1912, 1913, 1914, and 1915 for the New 
York State Factory Investigation Commission, directly after the 
terrible catastrophe of the Triangle Waist Co. fire. Some of those 
tests which were made for determining the air current make up a 
part of the industrial code rules which we have today. · 

[Slide.] This is the same type of hood, showing all material being 
placed on the same type of wheel with the same hood. I brou~ht 
th.is along because it was a little bit clearer. It shows the two pipe 
connections here; that is, the piping which is required by the code 
is shown here. Section 299 of our law, you remember, provides 
that the dust must be removed, and therefore as a matter of safety 
we put on this additional pipe, which not only would drag along 
the heavy particles but would also create an air movement through 
the entire cross-section area of the hood. 

[Slide.] This is another kind of hood in connection with grind
ing wheels. You see the wheels here, and here [pointingj are . 
springs on endless belts, and as they are ground they are simply 
placed on here and taken off. The new grinders have these springs, 
which in position vary perhaps 60 to 70 degrees from the honzontal 
position. They are workin~ directly in and against the hood, and at 
other times they are working almost vertically. The next picture 
will show the number of pipe connections to that particular kind 
of hood. 

[Slide.] Of course these elbows are not properly made. Our 
law, rule 720, provides that the center-line radius must be twice that 
of the pipe, in order to get the least amount of resistance that is 
created in air flowing in a ril:(ht-angle elbow constructed with a 
radius of two times the pipe's diameter. 

[Slide.] This shows still' another type of hood along the same 
principle as the previous· one. Tills is for the large bumper spring 
of automobiles1 and no standard hood could be used except one of 
this type, and m order to remove all of the dust it was necessary to 
put on the second pipe connection. By the way, the previous speaker 
made mention of the fact that the main pipe must be equal to the 
dUm of the areas of the branches; that is, the pipe must become larger 
And larger as your branches enter it and they must enter at 45 
tlegrees or less in order to get a uniform airflow without the use 
of any kind of equalizing dampers or blast gates. When tests are 
made in reference to the acceptance of exhaust systems in our State, 
all of the blast gates must be open just the same as if all the ma
chines were being used at one time. 

[Slide.] This is the front view of that same wheel and hood, 
showing of course the 2-pipe connection. 

[Slide.] Going back again to the previous speaker! and making 
mention also of the vast amounts of dust which are disengaged in 
~arnetting operations~. this shows such a machine where the exhaust 
1s not in operation. lt shows the vast cloud of dust. Tests which 
have been made by our mechanical en~ineer showed as high as 
100,000,000 particles per cubic foot of air at 1 foot distance from 
the working tool. 
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[Slide.] The next one shows the standard snout of which I spoke 
in my paper, measuring, in accordance with the requirements of our 
code, 24 inches at the opening, and this flexible hose attached to this 
snout, as it is called in the trade, likewise complies with the code. 
We also require an air movement through that equivalent to 5,600 
linear feet of air per minute. 

[Slide.] Experiments have shown that by adding that small 
visor, or at least a little piece put in the back here, as was shown 
by the previous speaker, and by taking an anemometer and moving 
it 3 inches away, 6 inches away, and 12 inches away from the orifice, 
this arrangement, in the form of a sector of a circle rather than a 
square orifice, increased the velocity 20 percent. ·we require, at the 
present time, this snout to be placed within 2 inches of the tool. 

[Slide.] I spoke in my address of a requirement of our code that 
on flatwork ironers the air movement must be 35 linear feet of air 
per square-foot section area of the hood. Assume that this hood is 
10 by 10 feet, 35 times that would be 3,500 cubic feet of air which 
must be moved through that hood .. If that J!ipe is 5:Y2 square feet 
in area, then the velocity must be 1,000 feet m this pipe, according 
to our code rules. These codes rules have not been based upon ordi
nary hearsay; they have been made after actual tests conducted over 
a period of several years. Our code, however, does not require these 
hoods to have any heat-retarding material upon them. 

I mentioned before that I would give you a definition of what ex
cessive heat in the laundry is. Excessive temperature in the laundry 
is construed to mean that when the outdoor temperature is below 70, 
the indoor temperature must be above 80 when there is less than 8 
degrees between the temperature inside and the wet· bulb reading; 
that is to say, if the outdoor temperature, let us sayhis 40 or 50

1 
the 

indoor temperature must be above 80, let us say 81, w en the wet-oulb 
reading is, let us say, 79. That is excessive temperature, and we find, 
when this is taken down at the point of origin, so much heat is re
move~ that it is unnecessary to cover this over with heat-retarding 
material. · , . 

[Slide.] This is simply a barrel filling where the ~rinders dis
charge directly into the barrel-a simple method of raiSing up this 
cover, so there are canvas curtains, which makes an easy method of 
filling the ban·el with the dust disengaged in the work. We have to 
have simple methods; we cannot have. engineers or other experts going 
around the system and make tests, as we handle about 1,200 plants 
a yea~. . . . . . 

[Shde.] This IS a metal-meltmg pot from whiCh the fumes are 
drawn away laterally. The previous speaker illustrated that at a 
given point there was no air movement when lateral suction is used. 
In this particular case, having an overhead monorail,· shown here 
there is no other method of having a hood placed over here so th~ 
fumes had to be drawn away laterally. There is a formula ~ven b:y 
the code for 1934, prepared by the American Society of Heat and 
Ventilating Engineers, that works out very well-it has its limita
tions-that. one-tenth· the fixed factor mult!plied by the area of the 
orifice in feet, divided by the square of the distance where you want to 
take away from the hood-where you want to take yom· air move-
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m~nt-multiplied by the factor of the coefficiency of the hood multi
~hed_ by the velo~ity through here [pointing], will give the axial 
~ elo,·1ty 11~ the pomt you want. 'Ve have tested that out and found 
It to, ~e fnu·I~: goo_d. The next picture, I believe, will show it. 
. [~!~de.] '!Ius 1s the system that was put in by one company; it 
IS ent1~ely constructed of Monel metal-55 cents a pound. It shows 
the Ot:lfice here nt the 4-inch wheel over the 36-inch vat and 6 feet 
long, 1~ which there is an air velocity of 1,700 feet per minute. At 
~Ius pomt, t~1e remotest point, there should have been theoretically 
~0 feet ~·eloc1ty, and tl~ere were 25 o~ 26 feet velocity. We fell down 
JUst a httle, but that IS really nothmg but theory against practice. 
Theory is all right, but it must be backed up by practice. 

Chairman UEADE. For some few years the American Standards 
-~ssoeiation has given care~ul consideration and study to the ques
t am of exhaust systems, their type of construction, what they should 
nceomplish, aJH.l the ultimate adoption by the various States of the 
tentative rules nnd regulations which the American Standards As
sociation has ndopted. Sitting on that committee, which worked long 
nne! faithfully on that subject, was .Mr. R~ach, Deputy Commissioner 
of Labor of New Jersey. ·we expected lum to be here, but unfortu
nntcly he could not come. However, h~ h~s sent us!' very good subsi
tute. Mr. 'Veeks, Deputy Labor Conumsswner of New Jersey, who is 
nlways rendy to give us valuable, expe1:t, a_nd experienced judgment 
on mutters that come before that orgamzatwn for attention. 

Codes for Exhaust Systems-Why States Should Help 
Prepare Them 

By JoHN RoAcH, Deputy Cmnmi8sio11er, Department of Labor of New Jerscv. 
(Rend by ChArles H. Weeks] 

The Problem 

The vital human problem that is involved in protecting the health 
of workers in our industries is receiving more attention at the present 
time than ever in the history of industrial medicine. A few years 
a <YO it was quite unusual to attend a convention and hear discussions 
o;'; the care of workers that would seem to imply that employers had 
more than an academic and casual interest in the subject. It may 
be that the policy of "let well enough alone" had not entirely died 
out, and employers were willing to deny any responsibility to their 
workers beyond that involved in bargaining with them for a wage 
and paying that wage at the end of a stipulated period. 

While it is true that governmental authorities, health departments, 
labor departments, research workers, and Federal divisions of Govc 
ernment were, to a limited extent, interested in the question of health 
protection, it must b~ conceded that until the last few years that 
interest was only n nuld one, and only recently have we been thor
oughly aroused to .the. need for wide-spre!ld ec;J.ucati'?n,. as well as 
the intelligent apphcatwn of approved _engmeermg pnnc1ples to the 
mechanical features involved in protectmg men and women from the 
substances handled by them durmg the period of their employment. 

' 
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Dust Causes Disease 

In several of our industrial States, workmen's compensation com
missioners have accepted th~ theory tha~ ~ertain forms of. COI_lSUmp
tion may be accepted as of mdustnal or1gm, and that devitahzed or 
poisoned air, darkness, dampness, undue fatigue, and similar condi
tions that break down the normal resisting power of the individual, 
may cause phvsical complications that entitle the victim to compensa
tion paymentS for injunes arising in and growing out of his employ
ment. The point has been ably set forth that improper working con
ditions and im)?ure breathing atmosphere may prepare the worker 
for tubercular mfection by setting up a progressive inflammation of 
the mucous membrane of the nose, throat, and lunoo tissues. 

When we turn to the records of the extrahazardous " lung trades" 
(listed in F. L. Hoffman's Dusty Trades, published by the Federal 
Bureau of Labor Statistics), a full realization of the sufferings of 
the workers in these industries is possible. The question of how 
much dust or the kind of dust that by irritating the lungs may cause 
tubercular infection to develop is one for the deeply learned in the 
medical profession to discuss, but I am willin a to stand on the general 
theory that every worker is entitled to safe, &ygienic working condi
tions; none should be exposed to the discomforts, much less the dan
gers of industrial dust, noxious fumes, or excessive heat durinoo the 
period of his employment. Engineering science has made such st~ides 
m the field of mechanical ventilation that there is no longer any 
deep-seated or intricate problem involved in the arrangement of proc
essing methods that will prevent the installation of practical mechani
cal devices to confine or remove dust, vapors, and gases at their 
points of origin. 

Some years ago a paper was read before the Chicago Medical 
S~ety tp.at treated the subject of clean air by dividing occupational 
diSeases mto five classes: (1) Those due to gases, vupors, and hiooh 
temperatures; (2) those due to increased or decreased atmosphe~ic 
pressure; (3) those due to metallic poison, dust, or fume; (4) those 
due to organic dust and heated atmosphere; (5) those due to fatigue. 

Clean Air a Preventive 

This classification shows the part played by fresh .. air in the pre· 
vention· of occupational. disease; and an eari1er. general knowledge 
of the subject· wouldl not only have saved. the workers an immense 
amount of needless suffering and ill health, but would. also· ha.ve con
served the enormous financial, waste, due to, unsanitary conditions 
throughout a wi~e range·of industry.. . . 

It has been estrmated·that an adult. man when.s1ttmg at rest tukes 
16 respirations per minute of 30 cubic inches each, or. 480 cubic inches 
per mmute • a worker· in• ~ 8-hour· d.aY' breathes- from. ¥.50 to 350 cub!c 
feet, according to ~he. v1goro of his muscular ex~rt10n. The bas1c 
relation between VIt~ht~ and norm!ll' lung func~JOn. has be~n well 
established in· the smentific calculatiOn: that resplrllltloiL durmg the 
average workday> represents an, expenditure oil en(\llgy, expressed; b;)l 
the lifting of 7 tons .1 foot. 

Whether the functions of the. body during the nor~al working 
period shall be permitted to replace the broken-down t1ssue caused 
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by the li~eration of this energy or steadily to drain the .system of its 
res:rv~ v1tal forces, depends. upon the <J.Uantity and quality of the 
Pille ~1r that prevents the pmsons of fatigue from accumulating. 

So If .we look at this question of desirability from a common-sense 
standpomt, I am sure we shall all agree that definite and intelligent 
standards should be adopted that would provide the very greatest 
111e~sure ?f protec.tion to workers that the nature and type of occu
patiOn Will perm1t. I feel confident that the general attitude of 
employers toward ~he introduction of expensive plant improvements 
has b:o~dened durmg the pa~t 25 ye.a~s to such an extent that th~ 
are wJllmg to go to the root m prov1dmg for the ultimate safety of 
the worker. 

The only thing we have to consider is the question: How can 
intelligent standards be prepared in the most caJ;>able manner! Is it 
possible for individual State governments to g1ve this question the 
technical consideration that it deserves! Is it possible for the Fed
era I Government to make research studies that will be helpful in this 
matterY Is it possible for certain trade groups, where J;>Oisonous 
gases or harmful dusts are created in an industry, to investigate and 
apply corrective principles that will insure a satisfactory measure 
of protection for workmen Y 

I nm confident that none of these agencies mentioned can do this 
work in a thoroughly capable manner by going alone. I think the 
whole question of protectmg workers from the evil consequences that 
may ar1se when they breathe or absorb poisons or dusts is so intricate 
and involved with such technical difficulties that its solution will re
<]Uire the service of the best minds in this country. For that reasoD 
I am definitely committed to the principle of working with the Amer
ican Standards Association in the development of industrial standards 
in attempting to get all the States to adopt the same kind of stand
ards, so that there is unity and harmony in State procedure in this l'e

spect. Where States go 1t alone in attempting to develop industrial 
standards or leave the question to the action of a State legislatul'e, 
the best results are not achieved, and often rules are adopted that 
either fail t{) protect.the worker properly·or in their enforcement may 
impose a hardship on the employer in a trade group. 

I know Mr. J olm Vogt, who has devoted a great deal of thought to 
this subject, will agree with me when I say that the several States that 
adopted blower regulations, i. e., rules governing the instnllatian -of 
exhaust systems for removing dust caused by ·buffing, polishing, ·and 
grinding operations, and that stipulated that in the suction pipes 
a movement of air should be created sufficient to raise 5 inehes of 
water in a U-shaped tube committed a grave engineering blunder. 
If these rules had been prepared in conjunction with the engineel'ing 
authorities in the trade g-roups involved I am confident that the error 
complained of here would not have occurred. 

There is also another advantage that must not be lost sight of in & 

discussion of uniform standards m the several States and that should 
be given con,sideration. Ifre<l.uently wl~en St~te enforcing aut?orities 
ins1st on an mdustry J;>Uttmg m expensive eqmpment, the plea IB made 
that this kind of eqmpment is not required in neighboring States
that is, competing- .States-a.nd consequentlY., the employ.er who is .re
quired to spend tlus money 1s placed at a disadvantage m marketing 
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his product. While I have very little patience with the economics of 
this kind of plea, knowing as I do that sooner or later the conse
quences of improper workmg conditions will impose a serious bur
den on. the industry of any State, still I feel that if we can induce 
States to adopt uniform procedure it will do much to sweeten the re
lations that should exist among employers, employees, and In bor 
officials responsible for the enforcement of industrial rules. 

Procedure That May Be Adopted 

lt may be that I am particularly enthusiastic about the work of 
the American Standards Association for the reason that for more 
than 20 years I have striven hard to encourage State officials to join 
in cooperative efforts for the development of standards of safety 
practice applicable in all States. Several years ago, the American 
Standards Association undertook the work of setting up a sectional 
committee to prepare a safety code for exhaust systems. It is not 
necessary to name the sponsor organization that previously under
took this work, beyond the fact that for a long time this committee 
endeavored to organize and then finally it dissolved and the work 
of setting up a sectional committee to prepare a safety code for 
exhaust systems was assumed by the International Association of 
Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions. I represent your 
organization on that committee and have been honored by bein"' 
chosen chairman of it. It is important, therefore, that you should 
know just how active this committee has been and just what is being 
done to promote this important work. I am therefore "'Oing to give 
you the personnel of the sectional committee of the safety code for 
exhaust systems and such additional information as may be thought 
important to you. 

Personnel of the Secli<mal Or>mmittee of the Safety Code (or E1DI1at1at 
Systr>ms-Z9 

Scope.-Safety standards for the construction and operation of apparatus for 
moving material by means of air currents. Applies particularly to those cases 
where dust, fumes, gases, or other deleterious or useless substances are formed 
or given oft, at some point in a process, and from which they may be removed 
by blowing or suction, or by properly arranged hoods or ducts. 

Sponsor.-Internatlonai Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Com· 
missions. · 

Chairman.-John Roach, deputy commissioner New Jersey Department of 
. Labor, Trenton, N. J. 

Secretary.-Cyrll Ainsworth, assistant secretary American Standards Asso
ciation, 29 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York City. 

Organl:r:atlon represented Name and business nmllatlon 
American Foundrymen's Associa- T. W. Pangborn, president Pangborn Cor-

tion. poration, Hagerstown, Md. 
Alternate •••• -------------- James Allen, assistant manager Industrial 

Engineering and construction department, 
International Harvester Co., 606 South 
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

American Society of Heating & Wm. M. Wallace II, 8908 One Hundred and 
Ventilating Engineers. Ninety-sixth Street, Hollis, Lon'g Island. 

American Society of Mechanieal J. C. Ha~digg, 39 Commerce Street, New 
Engineers. York C1ty. . . . 

Alternate •• ---------------- E. H. deConmgh, Meuller ElectriC Co., 
1583 East Thirty-fifth Street, Cleveland 
Ohio. 
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Organization reprtsented Name and business affiliation 

Association ?f Manufacturers of F. G. Walker.z...Jones Superior Machine Co., 
Woodwork1~g Machinery. 1258 West l'<orth Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

Foundry Equ1pment Manufactur- S. C. Vessy.l. president W. W. Sly Manu-
era Association. facturing vo., 4700 Train Avenue, Cleve

land, Ohio. 
Alternate __________________ V. E. Minich, presideni American Foundry 

Equipment Co., Mishawaka, Ind. 
International Association of Gov- John Roach, New Jersey Department of 

ernmental Labor Officials. Labor -Trenton, N.J. 
National Association of Mutual S. E. Whiting, Liberty Mutual Insurance 

Casualty Companies. Co., liOO Park Square Building, Boston, 
Mass. 

National Bureau of Casualty and R. C. Stratton, Travelers Insurance Co., 
Surety Underwriters. Hartford, Conn. 

Alternate __________________ W. M. Graff, director Safety Engineering 
Division, National BurEau of Casualty 
and Surety Underwriters, 1 Park Avenue, 
New York City. 

National Electrical Manufacturers R. C. _Allen, Westinghouse Electric & 
Association. Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Alternate ___________________ G. E. Sanford, General Electric Co., Schen-
ectady, N. Y. 

National Founders Association ___ T. W. Pangborn, president Pangborn Cor-
poration, Hagerstown, Md. 

National Safety Council _________ J. C. Wilson, vice president Lumbermen's 
Mutual Insurance Co., 4750 Sheridan 
Road, Chicago, Il1. 

Alternate------------------ J. E. Culliney, manager of safety, 
Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa. 

United States Department of Agri
culture, Bureau of Chemistry 
and Soils. 

Hylton Brown, Chemical Engineering Divi ... 
sion, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, 
United States Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. C. 

Alternate------------------ Roy L. Hunt, United States Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

United States Department of Com- W. P. Yant, superintendent Experiment 
· nerce, Bureau of Mines. Stations Division, United States Bureau 

of Mines, 4800 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 

Alternate------------------ Dan Harrington, chief Health and Safety 
Branch, United States Bureau of Mines, 
Washington, D. C. 

United States Department of Labor Roy Kelsey, 1308 Olney Street, Indian
apolis, Ind. 

United States Department of Swen Kjaer, United States Bureau of Labor 
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statis- Statistics, Washington, D. C. 
tics. 

United States Treasury Depart- J. J. Bloomfield, sanitary engineer United 
ment, Bureau of the Public States Public Health Service, Washing-
Health Service. ton, D. C. 

Alternate __________________ J. M. DalleValle, sanitary engineer United 
States Public Health Service, Washing
ton, D. C. 

Members at large ... -------------- L.A. DeBlois, Consulting engineer, 15 West 
Eleventh Street, New York City. 

Prof. Philip Drinker, School of Public 
Health, Harvard University, 55 Shattuck 
Street, Boston, Mass. 

Dr. Leonard Greensburg, John B. Pierce 
Laboratory of Hygiene, Yale University, 
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Progress of Work 

While I realize that much of this report may have a prosy tinge, 
still in order for you to understand the progress of the work you 
have undertaken by your sponsorship, it has been necessary to set 
it forth in detail. At a meetin<>' of the committee, June 11, 1934, 
active steps were taken to deveYop the machinery that would ac
complish our purpose. .At a previous meeting a subcommittee on 
plan and sco~e had been appointed. This committee gave very 
careful attent10n to the matter under consideration and presented 
eight general recommendations: 

1. Tile general nature of tile project.-Its relationship to the general ques
tion of occupational disease. 

2. Committee on to3rillowgy.-lt was recommended that 11 committee of emi
nent to"lcologlsts be appointed for consulting purposes. 

3. Scope.-The scope should be limited to standards for the design, operation, 
and maintenance of equipment to provide a safe atmosphere by removing harm
ful substances from their point of production or Issuance and by safely 
disposing of such substances. 

4. Metlwd ot developing ltealtlt Btandards.-It wus agreed that a series of 
standards covering specific health hazurds relating to particular Industries or 
processes be developed. 

5. Standards to be recommended to sectional committee on tohich work can. 
be cotllhTIR1Wed immedwtely-(a) Abrasive cleaning; (b) Chromium plating; 
(c) Granite cutting; (d) Rock drilling; (e) Sprny coating. 

6. F~~t~damental prinoiples.-It was agreed thnt a subcommittee of experience 
be appointed on fundamental principles on design, operation, and maintenance 
of exhaust systems. 

7. Re•earoh probl..,.,..-It wns agreed that a special committee be created to 
study questions relntfng to ftnunctal support for research of on engineering 
nature. It was thought this committee was necessary, owing to certain dis-
cussions that were had that seemed to show a laclc of engineering data that 
would be necessary to ennble the sectional committee to prepare standards that 
would be technically sound. 

8. National a<Wi8oru oommittee on toa:leclogu.-In view of the fact that the 
work on hand involves the development of certain tmlustrlal health standards, 
it was thought absolutely essential to the success of this undertaking that a 
special advisory committee of toxicologists be create•! to assist the e"haust 
code committee. It was felt that sound toxicological data Is essential to the 
work of other sectional committees now operating under Ame1·icon Standards 
Association procedure. It was thought that this kind of committee could 
establish threshold limits on dust exposure, for manifestly In designing an 
exhaust system it would be necessary to determine not only how much dust 
should be taken away, but how little dust should be left In a breathing 
atmosphere. 

Your committee will continue this work until it has been com
pleted, although I feel that, after looldng over the field, the problems 
that will be met by the exhaust code committee will not be solved 
readily, but that this committee probably i_s ~acing s.e''eral years of 
active work. If any member of· the assocJatton des1res a complete 
record of procedure adopted, it ClliL be had by addressing a letter 
to Mr. Cyril Ainsworth, assistant secretary American Stanrlards 
.Association, 25 West Thirty-ninth Street, New York City. 

DISCUSSION 

Chairman MEM!F.. I am su1·e that Mr. ,V '?gt will be glad to answer 
any questions abo•tt the rules, or the prmciples, or t~e genernl work 
of thnt committee which worked for the AmeriCan Standards 
A~<sociation. 
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. Mr. GERNON. ~gardi~g the purport ~f ~fr. Roach's paper, I 
JU~t wan.t to mentwn th1s: I have no obJectwn to this committee 
domg this work, but I happened to be on those standards committees 
myself, and they do not work so fast. It seems to me that it would be 
far bet~r to ask the States to have legislation passed that would 
accomplish something. One of the difficulties we have is indicated in 
the pictures of ventilating laundries that Mr. Vogt showed. The 
standards have been set up, and the Lord knows why we have to test 
them two different periods in the year in order to prove whether or 
not they are complete. We are required to give a license, but we 
cannot do that because we have to wait 6 months to make the second 
test. The law is good enough in one respect. It says that the dust
removing machinery shall remove the dust, and it says all dust from 
machinery shall be removed. That is as good as we want. When it 
comes to "dust and fumes created outside of machinery, they must be 
removed if they tend to injure the employees, and that is where our 
trouble comes. 

Chairman MEADE. We have to make proof. 
Mr. GERNON. "When we try to make proof we get into a position 

where we seldom prove anything. It is all right for this committee 
to set up standards. We know pretty well what our industrial dis
eases are. We know what substances in industry are injurious. We 
know that dust is not doing people any good, and so our law, so far 
as machinery is concerned, of course is ideal. It says dust shall be 
removed. 

The ~reatest difficulty we have in exhaust work is the contractor 
who thmks he knows his business, and does not want to submit his 
work to the department of labor because he thinks he knows more 
than we do. This man may be an excellent fellow but his experience 
is confined to certain kinds of work. We have a lot of experience in 
this work because we have been doing it for a long time and we have 
run onto a lot of different conditions. Then we have a great range of 
people who take the work away from this good fellow and yet know 
nothing about it and could not design an exhaust system for the other 
fellow's plant. If this committee can work out those difficulties as to 
the partiCular changes we need, or the best method of carrying them 
out, we will be very glad. The law should say that it must be carried 
out; that is what we need in the law. 

What do we find in the development of codes 1 We find that in some 
States they try to weaken the code. The code does weaken the law. 
It is the easiest thing in the world to make rules, but it is another 
proposition to enforce them. It is the easiest thing in the world to 
put something in print, but when you come to making an employer 
spend his money for it you are up against a real test. In New York 
we pride ourselves on taking this stand, that we want the dust re
moved, and we will show the employer the easiest way to remove it. 
We will not argue about the cost-he will argue that; but no matter 
what it costs, if the employer creates a dust condition he ought to be 
compelled to remove it. 

Chairman MEAoE. Mr. Gernon has put his finger on many of the 
difficulties that confront us in the administration of the law as it 
affects this problem. 

[Meeth>g ndjourned.J 
137108-:Ul-18 
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Appendix A.-Officers and Members of Committees for 
1934-35 

President, J. Dewey Dorsett, Industrial Commission, Raleigh, N. 0. 
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Dr. Francis D. Donoghue, :Massachu
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Dr. LeRoy U. Gardner, New York 
Dr. Phillip H. Kreuscher, Iltlnols 
W. J. 1\IcConnell, New York 
Dr. George Mehler, New York 
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Howard Keener, Arizona 
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Cbnrles B. Morgan, Wyoming 
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REHABILITATION COMMITTEE 
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W. F. Ames, Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa. 
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Appendix B.-Constitution of the International Association 
of Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions 

Revision of September 27, 1934 

ARTICLE I 

This orgnntzation shall be known as the International Association of Indus-
1rial Accident Boards and Commissions. 

ARTICLE II-Objects 

The object of the assoelatlon Is to bring representatives of the various Juris· 
·dictions together at least once a yea-r to discuss the problems· and e:\"J)eriences 
arising out of the administration of workmen's compensation laws. 

ARTTCLE HI-Members/tip 

SECTION 1. Membership shall be of two grades, active and associate; 
SEC. 2. Active membership.-Each State· of the United States and each Prov

Jnce ot Canada having a workmen's compensation law; the United· States Em~ 
ployees' Compensation €omm1ssion; the· Uniterl States Bureau of Labor Stattg.. 
tics, and the Department of Labor of Canada shall be entitled to active mem
bership In this association. Only active members shall be entitled to vote 
through their duly accredited delegates In attendance on meetings. 

SEC. 8 . .Associate membership,-Any orgnnlzation, self!lnsurer or association 
ot self.insurers or individuals actively interested in any phase of workmen's 
eompensat!on may be admitted to associate memberl'hip in this association by 
vote ot·the esecutlve.committee. Associate members shall be entitled to attend' 
ali meetings and participate In nil discussions, but shall have no vote either 
on resolutions or for the election of officers in the association. 

SEC. 4. Honorary Ute membership.-Any person who has occupied the office 
-ot president or secretary of the association shall be ex officio an honorary life 
member of the association with full privileges. 

ARTICLE IV-Rcpl·esentation. 

SECTION 1. Each active member of this association shall have one '?ote. 
SEc. 2. Each active member may send as many delegates to the annual meet· 

ing as It may think fit within the definition of membership. 
SEc. 8. Any person in attendance at conferences of this association shall be 

<>ntitied to the privileges of the floor, subject to such rules as may be adopted 
by the ail8oe!a lion. 

ARTICI.E V-Annuaz dueJJ 

S..cnON 1. Each active member shall pay annual dues of $50, except the 
United States Employees' Compensation Commission, the United States Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, and the Department of Labor of Canada, which shall be 
exempt from the payment of annual dues. 

SEC. 2. Associate member organizations, self-insurers, or associations of self· 
Insurers shall pay $50 per annum, except as hereinafter provided. Individual 
associate members shall pay $10 per annum, except :1s hereinafter provided. 

Smo. 8. Annual dues are payable on or before July 1, of each year, which date 
shall be the beginning of the fiscal year of the nssoelatlon; dues must be Paid 
before the annual meeting in order to entitle members to representation and the 
right to vote In the meeting. 

SEO. 4. It shall be within the power of the officers and executive committee to 
change the dues payable by uny class of members, provided the maximum shall 
not exceed the amount stated In this article and that such changes shall be for 
but 1 year. 269 
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ARTICLE VI-OfT!cers 

SECTION 1. The officers of this association shall be a president. vice president, 
and secretary-treasurer. Only officials having to do with the administration of 
a State workmen's compensation luw or bureau of labor may bold the office of 
president or vice president In this association, except as hereinafter provided. 

SEo. 2. If for any reason the president or vice president of this association, 
during the term for which he was chosen, should cease to be an oftlctnl of any 
agency entitled to active membership, he may serve out his term of office In this 
association. But it for any reason a vacancy occurs, the executive committee 
shall appoint a successor for the remainder of the term. 

SEC. 3. The president, vice president, secretary-treasurer, and members of the 
executive committee shall be elected at the annual meeting of the association 
and shall assnme office at the last session of the annnal meeting. 

AliTICLE VII-Ba:ecfltlve oommlttee 

SECTION 1. There shall be an executive committee of the association, which 
shall consist of the president, vice president, the retiring president, secretary
treasurer, and five other members, elected by the association at the annual 
meeting. 

SEO. 2. The duties of the executive committee shall be to formulate programs 
for all annual and other meetings; to pass upon applications for associate mem
bership; to fill all offices which may become vacant; and In general to conduct 
the affairs of the association during the Intervals between meetings. A quorum 
of the executive committee shall consist of at least four persons, the president 
or the vice president, or the representative of one of these, the secretary-treas
urer or his representative, and two other members of the executive committee.. 

ARTIOLJ!l VIII-Ame11 dnwmts 

This constitution or any clause thereof may be repealed or amended at any 
regularly called meeting of the association. Notice of any such changes must be 
read In open meeting, referred to a special committee, and cannot be voted upon 
during the same day In which It was Introduced. A two-thirds vote of the mem
bers present and voting Is required to change the constitution. 
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Annual Meetmg of the International Association of Indus
trial Accident Boards and Commissions, Held at Boston, 
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CANADA 

New Brunswick 

John A. Sinclair, Workmen's Compensation Board, St. John. 
John A. Sulllvan, St. John. 

Nova Scotia 

Fred W. Armstrong, Workmen's Compensation Board, Halifax. 

Ontario 

Mrs. Walter Evans, Toronto. 
George A. Kingston, workmen's compensation board, Toronto. 
George A. Kingston, Workmen's Compensation Board, Toronto. 
Miss Helen Kingston, Toronto. 
R. B. Morley, Industrial Accident Prevention Association, Toronto. 

UNITED STATES 

Arizona 

Howard Keener, Industrial Commission, Phoenix. 

Connecticut 

James J. Donohue, M. D., Board of Compensation Commissioners, Norwich. 
Mrs. James J. Donohue, Norwich. 
Frank M. Dunn, M. D., New London. 
Mrs. Frank M. Dunn, New London. 
George G. Hubbard, Scovill Mfg. Co., Waterbu.ry. 
John H. Leonard, Norwich. 
Frederick B. Merrels, Travelers Insurance Co., Hartford. 
John R. Quinley, supervisor vocational rehabilitation, Hartford. 

Delaware 

0. W. Dickey, E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington. 
Abel Klaw, E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc., Wilmington. 
Walter 0. Stack, ex-president I. A. I. A. B. C., Wilmington. 

Di8trict of Ool-wnbia 

William M. Aicher, Federal Emergency Relief Administration 
Obarles E. Baldwin, secretary-treasurer, I. A. I. A. B. C. 
Marshall Dawson, United Stutes Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
Edward C. Ernst, M. D., United States Employees' Compensation Commis

sion. 
Swen Kjaer, United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
William H. McOwen, M. D., United States Empl<>yees' Compensation Com

mission. 
Mrs. Margaret T. Mettert, United States Women's Bureau. 
Charles F. Sharkey, United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
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Ethelbert Stewart, secretnr)·-trensurer emeritus I. A. I. A. B. C. 
Mrs. Jewell W. Swotrord, United Stutes Employees' Compensation Commls

$lon. 
Mrs. Glenn L. Tlbbott, United Stutes Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
Sidney W. Wilcox, United States Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Idal1o 

·G. W. Supplger, Industrial Accident Board, Boise. 

Illinois 

Peter J. Angsteo, Iudustrlal Commission, Chicago. 
Anton B. Johannsen, industrial commission, Chicago, 
.Miriam Noll. 

India!l(J, 

."Edgar A. Perkins, Sr., Industrial· Board, Indianapolis. 

l01oa 

.A. B. Funk, Industrial Commissioner, Des Moines. 
·Frank E. Wenig, bureau of labor stntlstlcs, Des Moines. 

Kmtsa.s 

•G. Clay Baker, Commission of Labor and Industry, Topeka. 
Mrs. Loraine Edmonds, Commission of Labor and Industry, Topeka, 
.Mrs. Daisy L. Gulick, Commission of Labor and Industry, Topeka. 

Maine 

Donald D. Gareeloo, Industrial Accident Commission, Augusta . 
.Mrs. Donald D. Garcelon, Augusta . 
.Miss Helen N. Hansou, Industrial Accident Commission, Augusta. 
Earle L. Russell, Industrial Accident Commission, Augusta . 
. Mrs. Earle L. Russell, Augusta. 

Maf'l/land 

.Miss Rowena A. Han·ison, State Industrial Accident Commission, Baltimore. 

Massachuaetts 

.Albert G. Aggott, American Mutual Llablllty Insurance Co., Boston. 
·Roger H. Ames, American Mutual Liability Insurance Co., Boston. 
"'Earle E. Andrews, Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty Co., Boston. 
'Bernard Appel, M. D., Bostoil. 
Robert E. Barry, Brookline. 

•C. W. Bergstrom Arcade Malleahle Iron Co., Worcester. 
·G. A. Buckley, M. D:, Brockton. 
James J. Buckley, Electric Mutual Liability Insurance Co., Lyon. 
Edwin W. Bullock, M. D., Chas. H. Tenny Co., Boston. 
B. T. Burley, M. D., Worcester. 
·Clarence E. Burt, M. D., New Bedford . 
. Alfred B. Cenedella, Department of Industrial Accidents; Boston. 
Mrs. Alfred B. Cenedella, Boston. 
Edward E. Clark, Department of Industrial Accidents, Boston. 
Mrs. Edward E. Clark, Boston. 
Abbott S. Conn, American Mutual Liability. Insurance Co., Boston. 
Donald W. Conn, American Mutual Liability Insurance· Co,, Boston. 
·G. W. Colburn, Graton & Knight Co., Worcester. 
M. M. Connell, American Mutual Liability Insurance Co,, Boston: 
"Robert H. Cooney, American Mutual Liability• Insurance Co., Boston' 
Robert w. B. Cox, American Mutual Liability Insurance Co., Boston. 
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William Doyle, Liberty IIIutual Insurance Co., Boston. 
Frank III. Dunn, New London. 
James Farrell, Department of Industrial Accidents, Boston. 
Mrs. Nellie Finigan, Boston. 
Thomas N. Foynes, Electric Mutual Liability Insurance Co., Lynn. 
Chester E. Gleason, Department of Industrial Accidents, Bo::ton. 
Mrs. Chester E. Gleason, Boston. 
IIIrs. Robert E. Grandfield, Boston. 
James C. Graves, Jr., Travelers Insurance Co., Boston. 
Fred L. Green, American Mutual Liability Insurance Co., Boston. 
Cora B. Gross, III. D., Boston. 
Roy E. Hatfield, Massachusetts Rating & Inspection Bureau. Boston. 
John W. Henderson, Department of Industrial Accidents, Boston. 
Mrs. John W. Henderson, Boston. 
Dudley M. Holman, ex-president I. A. I. A. B. c., Quincy. 
J. Hopkins, industrial engineer, Boston. 
Samuel B. Horowitz, Boston. 
Robert E. Hunt, Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., Boston. 
L. S. Jenks, American Mutual Liability Insurnnce Co., Boston. 
Myron B. Jonsberg, J. C. Paige & Co., Boston. 
John F. Keating, Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., BostoiJ. 
Joseph E. Kehoe, Massachusetts Bonflin.t: & Insurance Co., Boston. 
W. F. Kennedy, General Electric Co., Plttstlel<l. 
Howard S. Knowlton, N. E. ·editor Electrical \Vorld, Boston. 
F. H. Lally, M. D., Milford. 
George E. Ueper, American 1\Intual Liability Insurance Co. 
Harper G. Lewis, Jr., 1\Iarylnnd Cn~nnlty Co., Bo~ton. 
R. D. MncLenn, American Mutual Liability Insurance Co., Boston. 
Thomas J. :McElaney, Lumbennen's 1\lntunl Casualty Co., Boston. 
Thomas A. 1\fcGehearty, Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. 
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Eugene H. 1\IcLnughlin, American 1\Iutunl Liability Insurance Co., Boston. 
J. A. 1\lcQuef'n, American Mutual Liability Insurance Co., ·Boston. 
G. Lester Marston, American Mutual Linbillty Insurance Co., Boston. 
Stephen Merrick, Amf'ricnn Mutual Liablllty Insurance Co., Boston. 
P. J. 1\Ionahnn, U. S. Employees' Compensation Commission, Boston. 
Mrs. P. J. Monahan, Boston. 
John J. Mulcahy, Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., Boston. 
Mrs. William Mulcahy, Boston. 
Joseph A. Murphy, Travelers Insurance Co., Boston. 
J. Frank Murray, United Electric Light Co., Springfield. 
James E. O'Brien, Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty Co., Boston. 
E. A. Osborn, Travelers Insurance Co., Boston. 
Joseph A. Parks, ·Department of Industrial Accidents, Boston. 
Mrs. Joseph A. Parks, Boston. 
Mrs. S. H. Parshley, Royal Indemnity Co., Boston. 
Ralph w. Pendleton, l\Iassochnsetts Safety Council, Boston. 
M. s. Porter, Maryland Casualty Co., Boston. 
Mrs. Louise Powers, Fall River. 
J. Fronk Scannell, Lumbermen's 1\Iutual Casualty Co., Boston. 
Arthur E. Sheerin, Employees' Liability Assurance Corporation, Ltd., Boston .. 
John J. Shmhan, Royal Indemnity Co., Boston. 
John F. Smith, Transit 1\lutuol Insurance Co., Boston. 
Curl W. Sternfelt, J. C. Paige Co., Boston. 
M. A. Stammer, M. D., Boston. 
Daniel J. Sulllvnn, Department of Industrial Accidents, Boston. 
Mrs. Daniel J. Sullivan, Lawrence. 
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